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A TIDY' MINDTHE SPARE EARTH RADIO v. CAR D.F. ON SHIPS -

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
Radio Versus Car.

Reverie.

THE " earth " wire from my set runs
down one of the upright supports of

our verandah steps. Whilst dreaming

in the sun over my

after lunch " smoke
yesterday, and kinder staring into nothing.
ness, I gradually realised that I was
actually staring at a neatly -cut wire. The

two ends were turned slightly outward,
adding insult to injury ; they gaped at me.
I did not grasp all this at once. Too hot
and sleepy !
A Tidy Mind.

I said, " the thing is in two
BUT,"
bits. You don't have earth wires
in two bits ! its a spark -gap in the
I'm
wrong place.

dreaming, surely!
Who of all my house-

A WARNINGTHIS " SULPHATE "-

D.C. TO A.C.-

A NAUGHTY STATION.
Prophecy and Reason.

TNR. WALTER DAMROSCH DE NOO
YORK sees in Radio and the Automobile two opposing forces fighting
for the soul of youth ; the Ormuzd and

ACCORDING to a notice circulated by
the Australian wireless company,
which runs one end of the Marconi

beam, Mr. E. T. Fisk said recently that
Ahriman of the twentieth century, so to whereas, talk of radio communication "left
speak. The car will disrupt family 'life ... him cold " it would probably be found that
radio tends to build it up. B'gosh, there's `radio would solve the mysteries of the future
much to be said for both. Though the world, and of life after death.
" Kah " or Kaw "-it depends on whether
you live S.W. or S.E.-is liable to be made
an outward and visible sign of snobbery, it

can be a means of showing folk what a
heavenly land we live in; and the radio
set can be either an unmitigated evil or a
key to the gates of wonder. The choice
rests with the users.

" The reason for this belief," lie said, " is

that radio makes use of ether waves that
permeate infinite space, and it is probable
that, by means of these ether waves, there
would be constant and reliable communica-

tion between the future inhabitants of the
earth and those who have passed over the
border into another world."

Pigs Might Fly.
UNLESS I have

"THE UNCHANGEABLE EAST" TAKES TO THE MIKE

hold (Biblical touch,
that !) would steal

missed it, Mr.
A. M. Low, in

down like a thief in
the night and sever
my earth lead ? One

his wildest

flights,

Illais

never went so far. I
fear that Mr. Fisk, in
straining after an
effect has dislocated
some part of his
reasoning apparatus.
-The " reason ' for

culprit was a house -

ether waves permeate

does

not do same,

does one ?-",

!-as they say on
those cheap trips to
Boulogne - it was
true, though. The

his belief is that

painter, who

It is no

space.

"thought the wire
was in the way," and
would have removed

reason at all ! He

might as well believe

that pigs will fly

it in toto, as Julius

Caesar said: --had not

the same reason

the tweeny sief up a
scream. Heroic girl !

Also, in speaking of
mystery" he really

The Spare Earth.

WHAT was the

would
This up-to-the-minute view of the situation in India shows Mrs. Lilavati Munshi addressing a

Bombay gathering by means of a microphone and loud speakers.

tweeny doing
there ? Keeping an eye focussed on

D.F. on Ships.
can be, however, but one view of
the utility of wireless telegraphy.

the main chance, I suppose. The heart
of a housespaniter with a tidy mind is not
lightly to be spurned.

Why didn't the receiver say that its

jugular had been cut ? Ah, a fair question,
and if you can spare just a moment before
von dash down.to the beach I'll reveal all.
Closer,- come
VerY'dramaticA Hist !
closer ! Lend the your ear ! (Gracious, how
vour neck is skinning !). The crafty old
Ariel, ...wise :from manifold afflictions,
elwa.ys has two distinct, separate, indiwiddle
independent, self-starting earths ! He has
lost earths before I Now run along, children, and do a nice bit of Lido before lunch.

Once regarded by many sailors as an
unnecessary and unaeamanlike tool, the
radio set has become a department of the
ship.

Interesting figures- are_ given by the

P.S. Lighthouse Service in relation to the
stranding of large vessels on the U.S.A.
coasts during the period Jan., 1927 to March,
1930.

There were .143. strandings and of

these t35 peak cent. were of ships,not equipped

radio coMpasses. 'Ali analysis of the
remaining 15 per cent. shows that in only
four instances the stranding took place in
regions protected by wireless beacons.

serve

him.

ought not to make

so free with the

words " probably "
and " probable." In fact, successful sensation -mongering requires much more skill
than is apparent in his effort.

" How Diagrams Help."

MANY thanks to 0. M. M. (London,
N.13); for his -Useful letter. Technical

query answered and other suggestions thankfully noted by those chiefly

concerned. Can't say more about them at

the moment, except in reference to the

suggestion that our hlne-prints should be
I can well understand that his draughtsman's:. Sind cries out
d'r'awn to a:definite scale.

for this, but the point has not been over (Continued on nest page.)
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to A.C.-your apparatus won't be
RADIO NOTES AND NEWS. D.C.
much use except to put into the junk box.
(Coptipued Irons previous page.)

looked, and if he will refer to " Modern
Wireless " for July, he will find our point
of view in 'the article entitled " How

Will the supply people compensate you or

provide you with apparatus which will
work off A.C. ? Even if the nature of the
electricity is not altered but the voltage is

THE Marconiphone people have asked us

changed you may be in an unhappy predicament. If some understanding cannot be
arrived at between " radio " manufacturers,
supply companies and the Electricity Com-

attempts are being made to obtain

the radio people in the shape of legal action.

Diagrams Help."

A Warning.

1

to draw attention to the fact that

unauthorised possession of their apparatus.
A man visits a house and says that he has
been 'sent to collect the set. Up to now
no one has obliged the collector," so far

missioners, a test case may be initiated by
A Sensible Provision.

I LIKE the practical common-sense behind the decision of the German au-

as is known, but it is just- as .well that it
should_ -be known that all Marconiphone
officials carry an -identification card and
that their visits are announced by letter

thorities to allow radio dealers to install
receivers on approval in the houses of pro-

beforehand.

:LuilliM11111111111111IllimuMilimminulf111M1111fIlluiliuttut.:

spective customers for a period of eight

right in a modest way." Thus, 'the radio
critic of the Australian " Wireless Weekly."
If 'you venture to broadcast over there it is
wise to cultivate a thick skin.
Percentages of Pandemonium.

VERY interesting figures are given by
World Radio " as a result of the

analysis by the B.B.C. of the letters
received by them during 1929 complaining
about electrical interference with radio
reception. Expressed as percentages of the

total number of such letters the causes of
interference pan out as, follows : Motors
driving machine tools, 23.09 ; accumulator
charging plant, 14.12 ; refrigerating plant,

10.01 ; generating plant, mains, etc., 9.5 ;
overhead telephone and power lines, 6.29 ;
cinemas, 6.1 ; flashing signs, 4.96 ; H.F.
medical apparatus, 1.71 ; miscellaneous,
2.57. The snag is, " unidentified causes,

21.65.

Fire !

SHORT WAVES.

DEAL hard luck, Luton Red Cross Band,
to suffer such havoc by fire amongst
your music and beautiful instruments,

All
and we are all very sympathetic.
normal music lovers feel safe when they

It is stated that having the ears pierced is a
cure for defective eyesight. A correspondent
who has a wireless and gramophone enthusiast
living next door to him says he has unwillingly

see your name in the B.B.C.'s programme,

'

persevered wits the treatment for

and it is to be hoped that your having to

Humorist."

ears.-

Luck of the Mike.
THE name of John Morel may be added

to those to whom broadcasting has
given a footing on the ladder of success. In October last, when he broadcast
in the last promenade concert, he was not

Iznew a kettle drummer who had a nervous

" Even standing on a wet bath mat, men
have been killed just by touching a leaking

very well known, but during his performance
Robert Courtneidge had marked him
down, and on the night following he

in his drums !

water on their feet to prevent the current
passing through," we read in the " Evening

Rose " at his own figure.

become accustomed to strange instruments

A STARTLING DISCOVERY !

will not prove too powerful for you. I

electric light switch, because there was enough

breakdown because they changed the air

was engaged to sing in " The Damask

News."
These " experts ! "

This " Sulphate."

it ?-there was
BY published
a coincidence-was
in P.W." for July 19th

A Naughty Station.

This week's Optimist : The beginner who
bought a crystal set-and a Maori dictionary.

an article, " The Accumulator's
Enemy," by Mr. J. F. Corrigan, and in the

" Radio shrinks the earth," we read in a
A correspondent, who had to walk five
miles to have his battery recharged, states

station, K W B S, Portland, Oregon, for
permitting offensive language to be used
at the microphone, besides being an old

OUR ANTIQUES.

must have been fairly blistering for the

provincial newspaper.

same number I propounded a question

about " topping." No doubt 1,367 readers
will point this out to me ; already I hear

that this is not authentic.

the pens creaking in Canada, Australia,
India, etc. However, now that the well-

THE Federal Radio Commission, U.S.A.,
has cancelled the licence of the
Schaeffer Radio Co.'s broadcasting

offender in the matter of straying from the
allotted wave -length. Phew ! the language

known metallurgist (mentioned above) has

" Our broadcasting authorities," someone
declares, " have prehistoric ideas."
The powers that be B.C. ?

but I think that I

" This station has the call sign S P I L T,"
we read in an article describing various

Commission to take so drastic a step.
However, I think it must have been more
Pickwickian than personal, the offending
speaker being a politician engaged in

" Efforts are being made to evolve a musical
instrument especially suited to broadcasting."

THE bells of St. Paul's Cathedral mixed

taken a hand I shall retire from the " sul-

phating "

business ;

shall hear some more about distilled water
versus tap -water. Perhaps we may be
favoured with a statement of just exactly
what is the poison in ordinary, water
from the tap ?
The Connoisseur.

H. M. (N. Devon) is the kind of " P.W.''
JT . reader that stands in the same relation
to us as a flea does to a dog,i he'keeps

us mighty busy attending to ourselves !
(This parallel, oh, J. H. M., is purely
Sometimes I get a cold fit
when I think of the thousands of nimble

Pickwickian.)

foreign broadcasting centres.
Rather difficult to pick up, we should think.
:±7

We suggest a wireless piano.-" Punch."

=.=

" When rabies attacked my Uncle Daniel,
And he had fits of barking like a spaniel,
The B.B.C. relayed him (from all stations)
At Children's Hour in ' farmyard imitations.'

- Humorist."

u ummunnunt numm mum muumuu

m minuan;.:

days, during which no licence fee is re-

It is all done through the local

brains which are sifting my humble weekly
" chat over the fence." Now, on page 487

quired.

picter " of an insulator under electrical test.
Note how it is connected ! Very good !
Along comes J. H. M. and asks whether the
connection is not misleading, as the wires

helpfulness of this nature would be welcome

of " P. W.," July 12th, there is a " booful

' ought to pass round the length of the
" egg." In an aerial or stay the " egg "

should be so connected ; for an insulation

test it scarcely matters how-and we can't
spare the time for unnecessary frills. But

'tis a point worthy of note, and we welcome
criticism of this kind.
D.C. to A.C.

IF you use a " battery eliminator " or a
charging panel for your accumulators,
and then the local electricity supply is

changed-it will almost certainly be from

postmaster and thus the wheels are greased

for all parties concerned. A little more
here ; it would be better than the multipli-

cation of by-laws which hinder trade.
Radio Criticism.

" A S for Madame Muma, it would, perhaps, have been better if Joan of

Arc hadn't died in French." " The
Four Tromboneros played four trombones
in a dark manner and I shall be very pleased
to hear THEM again when we are all five
descended into Heaven, and not before."

" In direct contrast was the amoaniated

syreen of Mr. Victor Hagen, who trod the
strate un na-ha-row towards .mother's eyes
in the best prodigwail,,on traditions."
" Miss Zena Moller, sotaano, seems all

roasting " his opponent.

Treats Given and in Store.

up with noises from the river ! Negro

spirituals ! Aesop's Fables brought
up to date ! A Buddhist chant over 1,000
years old ! Chamber Music !
Syncopated
pianisms " ! A church service in Welsh ! I

mention these items in case any of you
should be thinking that the B.B.C. has
run out of ideas. The Buddhist chant ought
to be mixed up with the Welsh service, like
the bells and the bargees ! How came they
to overlook that ?
A Fine Performance.

OUR correspondent in Cincinnati, U.S.A.,
Mr. F. Easter, describes a world-wide
" book -up " which he heard on June
30th, namely, 2 X A F (31.48 m.), 2 X A D

(19.56 m.), VK2ME (28.5 m.), P H I

(16.88 m.), and P L E and P L W on 15.74
and 38 metres respectively. The U.S.A.
station 2 X A D broadcast music which was
relayed by P H 1 to Java, which in its turn
relayed it to Sydney (2 M E). After that
2 M E relayed it to W.G.Y., which rebroadcast it. 2 X A D was used for com-

municating with Holland in reference 'to
the hook-up. Its a great game, sure
'nough !
AR1EL.

Popular Wireless., August 2nd,, 19,33.
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VICTOR KIN(;

If you want the best results and maximum enjoyment
from your set, see that its components are free from

?Attie blemishes such as are described by our well-known
and outspoken contributor.
DO you ever examine your components factory if you have to
critically before you actually buy
them ? You can take it from me that

it will pay you to do so, for while there
is not much real rubbish on the market
these days, there is a lot of gear that, in

my opinion, fails in details.
Even the products of well-known manufacturers sometimes carry little faults both
in design and construction. And you don't
have to be a skilled mechanic to spot them,
strange though it may seem !

I don't want to cause a general mistrust
of modern radio apparatus, but it is only
commonsense to look your goods over carefully before paying the money. Seemingly

there is an idea abroad that radio articles

are very different from anything else: Yeti will see a man buying stuff in a radio shop,
straight off the hands of the shop -assistant,
who you know examines anything else with
the keenest of eyes before he parts up with his
cash.

operate the device concerned
only in a clockwise direction.

But as soon as you run it in
the other direction. the control loosens and
you have to desist from DX for repairs !
The .knobs .and dials of all components

that use them should fit tightly on their

spindles and once fixed should never
loosen accidentally. if constructors would

only refuse to buy gear that was wanting in
this respect manufacturers would soon mend
their ways.!
Annoying Valve -holder Fault.

And what of the valve holder whose
terminals are held by screws running up
from the button, screws that have an
uncanny knack of loosening after the
valveholder is fitted in a set ?

STILL WORKING !

Knob and Dial Fixings.

together.

A nut should run down its screw

easily, ' but fit snugly so that there is no

Mind'you; I am,not pretending.that I am

an expert mechanic, but all the things I

have mentioned scent to me to be ridiculous
departures from the commonsense. Sometimes, in the evening, I sit in my study gazing at some component for an hour or more

wondering how the thing passed a works

manager, as I notice all the tiny little faults
that seem so obvious, even to a layman.
Let us take another example. the " one hole panel -mounting component."
Fanel-mounted Components.

It is very nice to have to drill only one
hole in an ebonite panel in order to mount
something, but what if that one hole is over
an inch in diameter ? As I write I have

cannot obey mechanical rules and regulations

_before me a condenser that necessitates
such an aperture. Can you make a
moderately neat hole in an ebonite panel
one inch or more in diameter ? I confess

Let me point out a few of th-i
weaknesses to be found in many radio

that. I find it jolly hard to do that, even with
an expanding bit !
Again, you sometimes come across vari-

I think the reason for this is that -a lot of
people believe that electrical apparatus
regarding structure and finish. That is all
wrong.

able condensers that have to be held to a
panel by nothing -above a three -eighths
spindle nut. Icor the life of me I cannot

components, so that. you can see the sort of

thing I want you to look out for, and to
avoid.

One of the worst features

is,

in my

understand why small projecting pieces are
not provided, at extreme outside points of
the components, which would ',be drawn up

opinion, the fixings provided for knobs and
dials. Very often all you get is a small grub screw, let into the knob or dial, which runs

against the back of the panel and so

down on to an absurdly small " flat on
the spindle. Sometithes the. grub -screw,

which is frequently of soft brass, operating
in a soft brass bush, easily strips its thread,
while at other times the flat on the spindle

swears " round."

prevent the whole component from tending
to turn.

A crystal set made in the early days ol radio

that is still giving good service at Clapham. The
big switch has some hundred studs connected to
coil taps

Mechanical Weaknesses.

In either cast, it becomes impossible to
get the knob or dial to hold tightly on its
.spndle, and you have to trust to luck when
you operate it.

You meet mechanical weaknesses cif this
kind in variable condensers, potentiometers,

switches, variable resistances, and -so on.
There is no excuse for it at all, and I cannot
see why properly " squared " spindle
fittings should, not be quite universal.
Then again, you meet that fiendish lock screw knob or dial fixing every now and
then. To hold the knob or dial in position
you have to run it down a threaded spindle
to a nut which you tighten up against it.
Such a scheme is generally quite satis-

Instead of anything like this, the whole
body of the article generally stands back
into the set and there is nothing to
but that rotten little spindle nut.
-

EVer Encountered This ?

And what of tiny little soldering tags

Unfortunately, valve holders of that kind
are only too common. By the -way, there

sitting right down -on ebonite or celluloid

screws to be found in radio components,

apply the soldering iron and a wisp of

are far too many tiny little soft metal
Certainly I do not advocate the use of

steel, although in many instances its
magnetic propertieswould be quite harmless;

but if a non-magnetic material is insisted
upon, what about using phosphor bronze,
or at least screws of decent gauge and not
finicky little things that -are hard tohandle.

and whose threads strip so soon as you

touch them.
- Talking about screws, every one of you
must have noticed how loosely the screws
and nuts of many radio components hang

composition

insulating

material.?

You

smoke coils up from a bubbling, sticky black
mass.
Anyway; -I don't think the average home
constructor does much soldering and

prefers decent terminals-not tishy little

things poked away . in awkward corners.
You maybe inclined to think that I ant,
always grousing' at: something or other.

It is true that I find a lot to criticisebot

even my worst enemy. will, I hope, adniit,

that I attempt to, make my. Criticisms
follow a constructive line.

(CO

*

SHORT WAVES IN INDIA.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,- -Perhaps you would be interested to
hear of my results out here. My set is a three -valve straight circuit, with a filter output circuit.
This is the best all-round circuit that I have yet

......

-4.-

I

SHORT WAVES IN INDIA.
"WHAT WAS WRONG ? "

Later, I wished to try a circuit with condenser of the " Antipodes Adaptor," with two stages of
controlled reaction. So I used the detector portion

Letters from readers discussing interesting and

transformer -coupled L.F. amplification.
I used to get Bombay (120 miles) at L.S. strength,

experiences are always welcomed ; but it must

more ambitious. Up here we are 2,000 miles from
Bombay, but they come in at good 'phone strength,
.while with a one -valve amplifier (transformer) it can
be heard 70 yards away on a small cone speaker.

I used a Lissen H.F. choke at first, but unfortu-

nately I broke this, and was unable to get a replacement under six weeks, so I made a choke from one
half of the winding from an old Ford trembler coil.
This has given the utmost satisfaction.
The L.F. choke is a Burndept (4,000 to 120. ohms),
step-down 'phones transformer, with the primary

and secondary windings joined at one end. This works

very well, but I don't know how many henries it is.
The grid -leak across the secondary of the first L.F.T.
is invaluable, as also is the pot. grid -leak control.
In my opinion, no S.W. set should be without it.
My aerial is about 12 ft. high, slung between two

tents, and about 40 ft. in length. My earth is a

RO soon.

Anyway. I went over all the plugs and spade terminals and made sure that the wire was making good
contact there. Still the crackling, !
As a last resource I took off the power valve lead
(I was using only six of the seven cords) and put the
spare one in its place.

be clearly understood that the publication of

such does in no way indicate that we associate

ourselves with the views expressed by our

*

correspondents, and we cannot accept any responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

*

I have also received about twelve others, unidentiI can get the " Majestic " and " LeViathan "
talking to 'London almost any night from 8 p.m. to
11 p.m. (LS.T.). I have also heard the Radio Communication Co. (Slough),
2 H II, calling the
" Leviathan " (0 2 (4 N) on two occasions.
Nearly every night I get what appears to he the
Australian end of the wireless 'phone. Frequent
fied.

mention is made of Sydney and also o the " Matestic "
and " Leviathan." Strength is very good. It comes in

about 28 metres, but never seems to give any call sign, but is always calling London.
I have been a reader of your fine paper for nearly
eight years, and it is real value for money.
I found " Pentode's " articles of great value. It was
just the thing I needed.
Yours truly,
L. A. WrsToN.

copper pin about 10 ins. long, and the earth -lead is
about 3 ft. long. Below I give a list of S.W. stations,

Razmak Camp, Waziristan,
N.W.F.P.,

Bandoeng, 13.9 m., 16.88 m., and 25. m ; O 5 S W.,
2553 in. ; PCJ., 31.4 m. ; Bangkok (Siam), 16.9 m.;
Zeesen, 31.38 m. ; Nairobi, 31 m. ; Manila, 31.8 In.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

all of which I. receive at good 'phone strength :

AN EFFICIENT SHORT -WAVER

These leads were only a month old, and it was

thought impossible for one of these to prove faulty

topical wireless events or recording unusual

Calcutta (1,200 miles) at good 'phone strength, and
Colombo (1,800 miles.) at fair 'phone strength.
Souse Russian stations could just be heard on the

Now I use the circuit I mentioned at first, and
will stick to it until my return to England this
trooping season, when I hope to build something

Then the holder was tested at terminals. etc., and
found O.K... leaving the power valve and H.T. lead
to he at fault.
'.the power valve was but a few hours old, so it was
thought that the trouble could not be due to a faulty
valve. This left the H.T.1- 3 lead.
Now, my battery leads consist of the 7 -way cord
variety, BUT (and a very big BUT) without a name !

CORRESPONDENCE.

tried, considering its simplicity. I made a slow-motion
reaction control for the moving coil from an old rev. counter. I append a sketch to show the arrangement.

long wave -lengths (1,600 in. and over).

Popular Wireless., August Snit, 1930.

Lo! the crackling was gone and the signals were

appreciably louder.
You see, -there is or was a partial disconnection in
the wire of whatlooked like new flex.

I don't suppose this would have happened bad I
bought a 7 -way battery cord from a well-known
maker. Fetters sap, eh?
Yours truly,

Luton, Beds.

ALBERT E. WATTS,

A SLOW-MOTION CONTROL

" WHAT WAS WRONG ? "

Dear Sir,-For the benefit of other readers of Ili
excellent " P.W.," may I say how I eventually " rail
to earth " a very bewildering fault.
The trouble was a crackling or " frying " noise in

the 'phones and speaker.
I at once Respected the transformer primaries (the
set was then Det.-2 L.F.). These -were tested and
found O.K. Aerial and earth leads were next eliminated as being above suspicion. Terminals were
tightened and soldered joints tested, H.T. batteries
tested and found

,ff

The set was nest taken down and rebuilt as an S.0.Det.-L.F.
To my surprise, the fault was still in evidence!
Next followed a laborious test of every component

HI.

4.700Nrri

XYI,9.

The short-wave circuit used by Mr. Weston.

nli.. HOYT TAYLOR, in collaboration
Li with the Naval Research Labora-

the set, with no better result, the crackling being as
loud as ever.

After the rebuilding of the set I was able, by the
usual process Of elimination, to confine the fault to the lead from 11.T.+ 3 to the power valve and 8.0.
anode (common lead), the power valve itself and to
.
its holder.

*eeoe 4-4- -4.-40-
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short-wave logs have been so poor, the long -

By W. L. S.
0-4 -4-1,

*

42 metres in the North Temperrete Zone,
he gives the minimum distance at mid -day
as 1,000, 600, 300 and 200 miles. These

Arctic); X W I M, an American boat in the
South Atlantic ; H H 7 t', the fir st amateur
station ever heard from Haiti ; and occasionally a burst of United States amateurs.

clay and increase throughout the day. At

Powerful Broadcasts.

distances are naturally shortest at mid -

midnight they may be between 21 and 3
times the value stated.
Back to 42 metres.
These figures are for slimmer.

In winter
they are approximately 1,350, 730, 400 and
200 miles. It is interesting to note that
the 42 metre wave -length does not show a

difference between summer and winter.

21 -metre conditions, incidentally, continue

to be so hopelessly bad that the more

enthusiastic amateurs are migrating to 42
metres, where they appear to be receiving

some small reward for their trouble at

Apparently 42 metres has become
moderately lively of late.
Among the stations that may be heard
there on an average night now are.: V 0 2 H
(the "Morrissey " on an expedition in the
last.

signals are pouring in he is no louder. I
don't think he could be !
I don't know whether it is my imagina-

tion, but it seems to me that while our

NOTES.

at Washington on the subject of " skip

For four wave -lengths, i.e. 16, 21, 32 and

*

SHORT-WAVE

tories at Washington, of " N F K "

fame, has been carrying -out investigations

distance " on short waves, and has arrived
at some interesting conclusions which,
incidentally, bear out the experience of the
average amateur transmitter.

-4- -4. -4-4- -4.-4-

How Mr. Weston uses a part of an old revolution counter as a slow-motion control for his reaction.

Short-wave broadcasts do not appear to
have suffered unduly from the long spell of

bad conditions on the amateur bands, unless
the -reason is that Zeesen and the other giants

of the ether have sufficient power to push
through, no matter what etheric conditions
are like at the time. I am inclined to the

view (which I think is shared by others)
that the whole of the blank period this year

has been caused by an enormously long
"skip distance "-perhaps five or six times
the value that Dr. Hoyt Taylor quotesand that those nearer stations that do get
through are doing so by sheer brute force.

wave conditions (referring to the 1,600
metre broadcast band) have been extra
good. With a moderately cheap portable,
during my periods of utter boredom with
the short -waves, I have logged, soon after

dusk, Warsaw, Motala, Iialundborg, and
all the others at roaring loud -speaker
strength.

I don't remember ever doing this last

I don't apologise for introducing
the subject into these notes, as I believe it
has some connection with the fluctuations
summer.

" down below."

Bad Static.

Atmospherics have been causing their
fair share of trouble this year, not as earsplitting crashes, but as a continuous rolling
noise (the invariable simile by non -technical
listeners is " like waves on the shore ") that
makes reception of weak signals rather
nerve-racking, though not impossible.

I think I mentioned before that atmos-

pherics are seldom severe on both the short
and the broadcast waves. I have confirmed

There appears to be something in this,
because J N A, the Japanese station on

that again and again, and perhaps here is

be heard.

leader in the right direction for finding out
something about these freak variations.

about 22 metres, still comes in R 9 when
there is not a weaker signal of any kind to
On the other hand, when the weak

another straw at which to clutch for a
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BY THE EDITOR

,

A twin -wave transmitter for Scotland

N order to get a clear -understanding of

1 the present position and future prospects

+

This is the second of a short series
of articles in which " P.W." is once t
more shining the spotlight on the
B.B.C. In this article the difficulties
of bringing the Regional Scheme
to life are described, and its future

of the Regional Scheme of broadcasting
it is necessary to comprehend its back-

As long ago as 1924 there was
talk of the Regional Scheme, the idea of
which originated in the fertile mind of
Captain Peter Eckersley. It was realised
then that the single programme service
was inadequate, and that it shouldebe
replaced as soon as possible by a multiground.

programme service, distributed through
several high -power twin -wave transmitters.
The First Delay.

There was then no question of an em-

barrassing scarcity of ether channels.
Had Captain Eckersley'e early recommenda-

discussed.

ally for eighteen months, and then towards

the end of 1928 work was begun on the

first of the new series of twin -wave stations

-the one at Brookmans Park. This was
completed a year later and has now been

in operation for some months. The work

should be ready at the beginning of 1932 and,

by the end of the same year, the new
station for Wales and the West should be

in operation, and perhaps also the new

transmitter for Northern Ireland.

Although there is no avoidable delay

now in the carrying through of the Regional
Scheme, the consequences of the early
unnecessary delays are so serious as almost
to cripple the scheme from the start. In
1924 the wave -length situation was much
more iitisfibtory ; it would' have been
possible then to have secured twelve good

channels in the broadcasting band, and

to have retained the Daventry long wave.
This would have made possible a uniform,
geometrical, system.

tions and plans been adopted and pressed
forward the Regional Scheme would -have
been completed by the end of 1926, and
British broadcasting now would have been

"

" SUCCESSOR

Making the Best of It.

But in the years that have passed since

the plan was originated the development of

broadcasting on the Continent, and the
demands of other countries for facilities,

But the Regional
Scheme was doomed to deplorable delay.
very much more efficient.

have rendered it no longer possible for this

First of all, there was obstruction at the
Past Office, which was not convinced that
the plan was a good one technically. These

number of frequencies to be secured by
Great Britain. The best possible bargain
has been made in existing circumstances.

misgivings induced the Post Office, to with-

This prot-ides nine frequencies in the broadcasting band, and preserves Daventry
(5 X X). It also provides the B.B.C. with

hold sanction on the ground that a Parliamentary Committee was about to investi-

gate broadcasting with a view to deter-

very serious problems in determining an

mining its future constitution.

equalised distribution.

And so the matter was left until Lord

Of course, London and the South-east

Crawford's Committee of 1925 completed
its deliberations. This meant that nothing
more could be done until 1926, which,
being the last year of the regime of the old
Broadcasting Company, was regarded as
an unsuitable time to begin. Again delay
and obstruction.

are safeguarded, there being the two exclus-

sive frequencies from Brookmans Park.
Then the. Midlands are being well looked
after through 5 G B and 5 X X. There
will be also'two good frequencies for the
North Region. That leaves Scotland,

Commenced at Last.

Wales and the West country, and Northern;
Ireland.

The new Board of Governors, installed
under the Corporation, at the beginning

A Difficult Froblem.

If there were six inclusive frequencies
left over all would be well, but there are

of 1927, instituted a fresh inquiry through
a

techical Committee presided over by

there are only five. In order.,
therefore, to extend the benefits of alternanot :

Dr. Eccles. The favourable finding of this
Committee was a foregone conclusion

because Captain Eckersley and his colleagues had naturally sought the best
technical advice before making recommendations. And so after another six

months the Regional Scheme was approved.,
three years having elapsed since it was first
outlined.
It was necessary to begin by experiments.
Daventry (5 G B) was operated experiment

Noel

Ashbridge, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.C.E., the
Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.

tive programmes to these three areas it
will be necessary to arrange to duplicate
one of the frequencies. That is to say;
either Scotland and the West country

the North Regional transmitter at or the West' country and Northern Ireland
Slaithwaite, near Huddersfield, is now in -must share a frequency. They cannot.
progress. It is expected that service of course, put out different programmes
transmission in the North will begin in on the shared frequency. It follows that
(Continued on seal var.)
February or March next year.
on
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would to ten or eleven channels in the

THE B.B.C. TO -DAY
(Continued from previous page.)

* 4------41.--

As things have turned
out, however, 5 X X will have to be used
broadcasting band.

4-H4,-*

this must simply repeat the National

programme, thereby considerably restricting the area of choice for local listeners.

In the matter of programmes, there

is no doubt of the popularity of the alterna-

tive principle, which the B.B.C. is now

attempting to apply by instalments.
Listening with discernment and intelligent
discrimination is becoming much more

common than it was. This makes it all

the more regrettable that the B.B.C. shows
a growing tendency to increase the proportion of simultaneous broadcasts. It seems
that the Governors of the B.B.C. are anxious
for reasons of economy and general policy

to reserve the right of withholding alter-

natives quite arbitrarily. This applies
chiefly to religious services ; but it is also
true of some talks and a good deal of music.
A Great Mistake.

*...--....

---it

SIX -PIN COILS FOR
THE " MAGIC - THREE

for the National programme to fill in the
gaps that exist between the service areas

of the Regional stations.
As the regional plan takes shape in new
stations there is a good deal of speculation
as to possible modifications before it is
completed. There are some who believe it

* -"--- -------

lengths, one for instructional and the other

inception of the " Magic " Series,
and in conjunction with its unique circuit
perhaps the most popular desire has been

would be better to use only three wavetwo for alternative entertainments. The
idea would be to operate the three
transmitters on a power of about 200 k.w.
each, reaching the whole country on simple
sets.

By S. R. P.

4.-4-i-4. *

MUCH experimental work has undoubtedly been carried out since the

to utilize 6 -Pin Coils in place of the standard
plug and socket type.
Alterations in comparison with the
original circuit are extremely simple, while

results on a receiver in south-west London

Highly Improbable.

This might be possible technically, if the

were found to be well worth the change -over

of such gigantic power : but it is a big
" if." Moreover, the elimination of local
interest from B.B.C. programmes would

speaker, including ten stations on the long
wave band.

weighed by the economic advantages. So

showed two

Post Office were to approve of the use

have results that would be hardly out-

THE PROGRAMME SIDE

It is a great mistake.
The provision of alternatives shOuld be
almost invariable, and if the Regional
Scheme, belated as it is, is to have the

-fifty stations being received on loud

The original circuit

plug and
socket

000,

90011AND

r-

/

"111

coil -

holders and
one of the
coils an X
i.e.,
there were

coil,

11.11#

444 cr

caves A.
FC
CrAve, Paz
oF REACT

Con. '5

.10

0

te

(1.T.

e
FERai.

5'

five points of

contact-.

success which it deserves there should be no
compromise with the basic principle.
While alternatives should be almost
invariably provided, it should not be
necessary to adhere too rigidly to the wavelength arrangements. For instance, the
morning religious service, which is greatly

No

in using

the

6 - pin

How the box is wired.

No. 3 terminal on coil -holder is
ignored; thus again there are five points
coil,

of contact.

appreciated by the bedridden -sick and the

rasily Arranged.

frequency which gives a stronger signal

connecting the leads, unscrewing the
present,coil-holders from baseboard, screw-

poor, should be made 'available on the

It is therefore only a question of dis-

over the widest area, that is on 356 and not
on 261.

ing down a 6 -pin coil -holder and making

I commend to the B.B.C. that there

connections to the five terminals in the

-should be an early reconsideration of the

manner shown in Fig. 1.

allotment of items to wave -lengths. There
is a danger of neglecting expediency. The

It will be seen that the H.T., viz.:
25,000 ohms resistance and H.F.C., now

objective should be to get as much as

goes direct to plate of first valve, instead of
through. reaction coil. In operation it was -

possible of the programmes into the maxi-

mum number of homes throughout the

found that in conjunction with a careful
setting of the potentiometer (mounted on

country.

Another point affecting alternatives is
in connection with the new tendency to
concentrate unduly cur. London. Centralisation threatens to go too far. The B.C.C.

Brother of our Chief Radio Consultant, Mr.
R. R. Eckersley is Director of Programmes.

panel) a great improvement was noticeable.
The pointto-point con -

Mr,

,0006h_or#

would be well advised to maintain strong

and fairly autonomous centres at Man-

chester, Birmingham, Cardiff, Edinburgh,
and Belfast. It is not enough to argue
the same results would be obtained if the
same programme builders were all in
London.
Local Atmosphere.

Each of the provincial centres has its
own atmosphere and personality. There
is contrast not only in material, but also
in conception, attitude, and mental pro-

The future of the Regional Scheme
on the programme side is largely bound
up in the ability displayed by the B.B.C.
to foster its provincial centres.
Until all the Regional stations are
completed and tested it will not be possible
to determine finally the future of 5 X X.
The early view was that 5 X X would be
used for educational and utility transcess.

missions for the whole country.

But it was then assumed that there

2 dismiss this suggestion.

as follows :
No 1 ter-

But it would

minal

be a good, plan to put up the power of 5 X X
even in its present function. Incidentally,

.0003

the most popular station throughout the

No.2 to L.T.;

Continent.

not
used ; No. 4

No. 3

Were the Stenode Radiestat to be
applied in the sense in which it is now

B.B.C. could have as many twin -wavers
and single transmitters as could be afforded.
The development of this invention, or

something better, might indeed make it

desirable to licence in this country a competitive broadcasting service receiving its
share of the listener's ten shillings. With
no wave -length trouble, many things are
possible.

But here again the case is hypothetical.
On the whole it is probable that the Regional Scheme will be carried through on
lines now contemplated.

to
grid

condenser;

evidence accumulates that 5 X X is easily

advocated, of course, all the difficulties
about wave -lengths would disappear. The

nections are

Aerial ; No.5
41005

Ao.2
The Six -pin Magic Circuit.

to H. F. C.
and one side
of reaction

condenser;
6 to
other side of

No.

reaction condenser.
The " Magic " Three has earned a worldwide reputation, and deservedly so when such
excellent results are found to be obtairiable.
There have been disappointments, of course,

but it should be remembered that a high
standard cannot be realised unless careful
attention is given to the following of all
directions for the construction of the receiver.
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SHORT -WAVER
104#
By H. PADMORE.

RECENTLY I rather rashly said I could
build a short-wairer, -complete with
valve and coils, capable of picking up
W 2 XAD and W 2 X A F (the Schenectady
relays of W G Y), for a .cost of 10s.
A bet immediately followed, the money

---

However, there was nothing for it but

f

I'll bet it
contributor,

can ! "
said our
and
this article

tells how it

was accomplished, I

-------------

was staked, and I returned home with a
growing feeling that in. the heat of the
argument I had taken on a little more than
I might be able to accomplish.

*

" Can't be done for ten bob ?

work. A touch on the valve showed it was
" alive."
.1 had the satisfaction of hearing a

spasm of dance music from the Hotel

*

Cutting the pieces of ebonite into suitable
strips and fitting terminals was soon

Kenmore, Albany, via 2 X A F, on 31.4
metres. This was enough for one night,
and I retired upstairs.

The following day I invited a few of the
sceptics to call round about 11 p.m., when I
would endeavour to win my bet.

With two sets of 'phones in series,

1

to have a shot or lose the stakes, so the next

accomplished, after which the whole was
screwed against the baseboard and wiring -

switched on, and one of the visitors donned

and visited some of the wireless stores.

up commenced.

decided to go for 2 X A D. I was not, quite

day I went into the neighbouring town
rude remarks, including advice to try
" Woolworth's."

I wound these on
Next camethe
a 3 in. cardboard former (afterwards with
drawn), with turns of 3, 5, and 7, the wire
being .No. 18 gauge enamelled, and spaced

Buying the Parts,

tied between each turn.

Evidently nothing doing at the dealers,
I decided, and was wondering what to do
next when it struck me there might be a
radio merchant's stall in the market

the plug and sockets of the holders, and the
enamel filed off 2 in. all round. The set was

When I explained the nature of my

requirements, I became the butt of many

where some really cheap components could
be procured.

My luck was in and, after the usual

bartering, I bought the necessary parts
for 6s: 8-1(1.

Next I called on a grocer and purchased
a small wooden box made of in. boards
for 3d.

The following evening operations commenced, and a panel and baseboard were
made out of the box. Although the set was
to be only a one-valver, it was felt a fair
amount of spacing should be allowed, as
the highest possible efficiency would be
required from this miscellaneous collection
of spare parts if any results at all were to
be obtained on 20 metres.

with thin lengths of indiarubber firmly

The ends of the coils were bent to fit

now ready for test, and consisted of a
simple, straightforward circuit, as shown
in the theoretical diagram.
A Good Start.

The next item was the valve, and as I

had already expended 6s. 11

it followed

that this component must not cost mor

A SIMPLE CIRCUIT

the spare pair. It was now 11.15, so I

sure where he would come in, but as
2 X A F's reading was 60°, I guessed it
would be somewhere among the twenties.
Is this

It ?

Sure enough, on 23° a faint carrier was
heard which, after resolving, proved to be
dance music. Later, an announcer with a
very faint American accent informed us
that it was " L. J. Barnes speaking."
Shortly afterwards the station faded
right out. However, although this was
half the- battle, the final objective was not
yet gained. 2 X A F must be coaxed into
audibility.

I tuned up round 32 metres, and immediately found a strong station broadcasting jazz. The power was reminiscent
of 2 X A F in his palmiest days, some three
or four years ago, but it seemed too good
to believe that this could be him now, and

it was ; for shortly after an announcer

spoke in a tongue that sounded. like Russian

-certainly not American.
Eueeess at Last.

13 in. by 10 in., and the panel to 13 in. by

It was no use spending time here, so I
tuned up a shade further and came across
another carrier, this time much fainter,
Music was in progress here, also, but very
rapid fading made it impossible for sonic

7

time to tell from where it originated.

Low Cost Coils.

Accordingly the baseboard was cut to
in., the components being mounted in

the manner shown in the illustration.
The three-way coil holder, of course,
originally possessed a couple of long rods

for varying the coupling between the two
outer coils. These were sawn off close to
the holder.
Incidentally, this ability to vary the
magnetic field was most useful when

dealing with dead spots in the aerial and
reaction circuits, and did away with any
necessity to use a neut. condenser in the
aerial lead,

At last, however, with a rush came the
" Our programme continues from
the New York studio ; this is Emerson
words',

Here !s the arrangement emp.oyed, and although
cheap the set proved to be a winner.

than 3s. 03d., if I were to keep within the
10s. limit.

I found a 2 -volt H.F. valve of that

price, connected up,- and switched 'on. -

The time being about 11.30 p.m., I thought

there might be a faint chance of hearing

2 X AF, if the thing could be made to

Markham announcing."
There -is not much more to add. I
managed to win my bet -by picking up the

two American -stations under rather un-

favourable conditions, and thereby proving

that a short-wave " fan " of even the
slenderest means can enjoy the' thrill of
listening to programmes at great distances
away.
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GOOD NEWS FOR LISTENERS!
.
0

l',ritish Valve Prices Come Down-The Home Constructor-The B.B.C.
decides on a referendum.
By THE EDITOR.

If this Referendum proves anything like
a success, it is possible that Savoy Hill will
apply it to other programme departments.

Ballots have been held by newspapers
before, and have indicated pretty clearly
that the type of broadcast which is most in

favour is the variety programme, light

*. .0- 4.-0-11.---- ------------------------------ 4-4.-4- -.+*

orchestral music coming next, with talks
very much at the bottom of the list.
As our readers know, there is a growing

home constructor-in fact, the amateur in

body of opinion that the B.B.C. rather overdoes its educational broadcasting, and that

OR readers will be gratified to learn

that, as we forecast a few weeks ago,

signs of cheaper prices in the radio
m lEcet are already evident.

The first move has been made .by the

British Radio Valve Manufacturers' Association, in deciding to reduce the price of

The 10s. 6d. valve, which is the
type most commonly in demand, has now
valves.

been reduced to 8s. 6d., while small power
valves are now at 10s. 6d. a -piece, instead
of 12s. 6d.

Power valves have been reduced from
15s. to 13s. 6d., screen -grid valves from
22s. 6d. to 20s., pentodes from 25s. to
21s. 6d., the 30s. pentodes to 27s. 6d.

general-plays a more and more predominant
part in the success of the trader's year.

Balthazar saw the writing on the wall,

but took no heed of it. We hope our
friends in the trade will realise that this

year there is more than writing on the wall
pointing out the big market the home constructor offers ; there is, in fact, a sky sign,
which we doubt Whether Balthazar himself
would have ignored.
*

*

*

Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS will be
interested to learn that the B.B.C. has

A NEW VALVE

Valuable Reductions.

These reductions represent, as our readers

will notice, substantial sums, and are

the functions of more established educational
institutions.
More Showmanship Required.
We have suggested before

that the.
B.B.C.'s educational broadcasts might be
much more likeable, even by those -who
resent the idea of being educated by wireless,

if they would demonstrate a little more
showmanShip.

Presentation is the keyword to successful

broadcasting in all its aspects, and even
a highbrow talk on " Relativity," or " The
Life and Times of a Flea from the
scientific point of view, could be made
quite interesting and even amusing, and
definitely educational, if only more care

and attention were paid to method of

reported to be a direct outcome of the

presentation and general " layout " of the

campaign against the Ring which, it was
held, kept prices at too high a standard.
It is stated to have been shown that the

talk.
Our readers know well enough that if they
have the best components in the world and

profit made on a 14s. valve would be 10s. 6d.

the best circuit to hook up, they will not

-this 10s. 6d. being divided among the
makers, wholesalers and retailers.

it does, in fact, attempt to usurp some of

have much success unless they pay attention

There

is no doubt that there was some modicum of

to layout. It is no good slinging things
together and saying : " We know all this

effect of the old price was to induce retailers

is very good, and therefore can't go wrong:"
That won't work, either in set -taking or in

truth in this statement about valves being
too high in price but, apart from that, the

any type of broadcasting.

to keep large stocks of cheap Continental

If as much care and attention were

valves.

lavished on the presentation of talks as on
some of the B.B.C.'s more spectacular

Incidentally, the price reductions quoted
above include all the valves sold under the
British Radio Valve Manufacturers' Association terms, and consequently affect the
following : Marconi, Cossor, Mazda, Mullard, Osram, Six -Sixty, Lissen.

play productions, then the talks would

improve, not only in quality, but in popularity.

Let'A hope this Referendum which the

B.B.C. is

It is anticipated that other important

going to take will again em-

phasise this point of view.

components will probably show price
reductions in the near future, and as

manufacturers this year are realising there

are still hundreds of thouiands of keen
amateur constructors in the country, it is

anticipated that this year much more attention will be paid to the needs of the home
constructor than was the case last year.
The Home Constructor.

4

Preparations are now well in hand for a
Super Radio Exhibition at Olympia, and
we hope to, be able to give readers more

explicit details in the near future. One
thing is certain, and that is that the cry
last year that the amateur constructor is
dying out has been fully realised to be a
false alarm and that, on the contrary, in-

stead of dying out, the constructor class is
multiplying rapidly.
Incidentally, the ever -booming circulation

of this journal is a clear indication of the

facts of the case, and we venture to suggest
to our friends in the trade that they should

bear this well in mind and realise that of

all the hobbies in the world radio has

proved itself not only the most fascinating,
but the most consistent.

It would not be an exaggeration to say
that year by year we, in this office, notice

indications which convince us that the

1

The thin valve is a new German product for
mains units, made by Telelunken. It is called
the Arcotron.

decided to find out the views of listeners by
means of a Referendum on subjects connected with broadcast education. Referendums

are not particularly popular-witness the

fate of the recently -suggested political one !

-but it will be interesting to see what sort
of results the B.B.C. gains.
Referendum in the Autumn.

To begin with, this Referendum will only
apply to the educational part of the B.B.C.'s

activities, which represents a very small

percentage of the actual number of hours of
broadcasting per week.
Mr. Siepmann, the B.B.C.'s Adult
Educational Officer, stated recently before
one of his Committees, that this Referendum

will be taken in the autumn, when the
B.B.C. will make a statistical survey for the

express purpose of learning the views of
listeners on

the subject of broadcast
educational talks.

POINTS TO REMEMBER. 1

It always helps to achieve economy to
experiment with grid bias voltages and H.T.
supply adjustments to get the most satisfactory
reception.

When putting in a potentiometer to improve
sensitivity make sure its action is smooth and
reliable, or else it will cause more trouble than
it is worth.
*

*

*

Trouble with reaction overlap is often due to
the wrong H.T. voltage on the detector, to an
unsuitable detector valve, or to a grid leak of
wrong resistance.

An H.T. battery running down, coupling
troubles in H.T. mains units, H.F. currents
getting through to the L.F. stages, or a badly
designed choke, will all assist to cause overlap.
*

*

*

Thin wire as used for coil windings should
not be used for H.T. leads, as it is usually
insufficiently insulated.
*

*

*

The test voltage for a condenser for use on
A.C. mains should be three times that of the
supply voltage.
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HOW BROADCASTING
HAS HELPED ME
by

STILES -ALLEN

Aoaceketw,,;,,,,e4,,4Kbe.s%:a,00.4eno.;46.,.r;44..i.,,,
A well-known soprano pays some graceful compliments to the B.B.C.,

.

and suggests that broadcasting must continue to play a greater and
greater part in the world of music.

IN the dear, dull days now beyond recall,
before broadcasting began, being a
concert singer was often not all honey.
On the contrary, my profession brought
harder times than I had expected when I
first embarked upon it.

The top of the ladder appeared to be

occupied, by a favoured few who, jealous
of their positions, not only sneered sometimes at the aspiring beginner, but abso-

lutely refused to help him or her to the
slightest extent. Of course, there were
exceptions, but they were in a minority !
When the wireless dragon first appeared

on the horizon, therefore, it was natural
that a shudder should run through this

section of the concert world.
It seemed that this new invention might
displace the self-important singers who had
voices but were not really very vital,

and so the legend spread abroad that
broadcasting

was

a

Then, again, I have acquired a more

extensive repertoire, and hasve come to

know many sweet songs which otherwise
might have escaped my notice ; for the

wireless artist must be prepared to sing
everything and anything.

Old Favourites.
Listeners have written their ever -welcome,

and often charming, letters of appreciation.

and criticism, and have sometimes asked
for little-known melodies to be rendered.
As a servant of the public, I have ferreted
the tunes
requests.

out and complied with the

Special programmes have algf- brought
many songs which have been delightful
to sing, but which the concert -hall would
never have provided. In a recent Old Folks
programme, for instance, we went back to
the melodies of fifty; sixty years ago.

menace

which would not only kill the
concert world, but blight all
art and literature into the bar-

TELEVISION " ACTORS "

imagine that I am joining in a little singsong at a family party. I visualise the

little group around the glowing fire.
Sometimes, too, I attempt by gesture
topicture the story of the song-this solely
for my own enjoyment, of course. In the
concert -hall, you see, it is impossible for

the average reserved English singer to
gesticulate vividly.

The audience would probably think the
artist mad. But in the studio,with perhaps
only the announcer looking on, I can do
just as I like.

No Disadvantages.
So, save perhaps for the occasional
lack of resonance in the studio, I find no
disadvantages in broadcasting. The fact
that my performance is sometimes alleged not to come' over

very well does not always worry
me. My experience is that' the

fault generally lies not at the

gain.

transmitting end, but in the
receiving sets themselves.

Tremendous Assistance.

After giving one single per-

The opposite view was nearer

formance, I have knoWn one
London friend to say, " You
were splendid last night ! "

the truth. There are now more
well-known artists than ever
before. Many of the poor strug-

and another to declare that I

glers have been able to reach the
peak at which they aimed. I
myself have been helped by wireless to a tremendous extent.
In the first place, broadcasting
has given me a wider public, and

did not crime through well:
So, reader, don't blame a
singer for a poor performance if

you are distorting her voice by

using too much volume, or vice versa. She is doing her best. Ask
yourself if you are doing yours.'

this in more senses than one.
The B.B.C. is not supposed to
transmit advertising matter in
any shape .or form, but it

I do not. agree with the old
theory that wireless cannot be

perfect since the artist can never
put over her personality. In my
opinion, she can.

cannot help giving publicity to
the singer.

Thus I find that the medium

of the microphone has made my
name better known. In singing
to thousands, I have brought

An experimental transmission of these marionettes was recently carried out b'
the Baird people during one of their recent experimental transmissions.

my name to many to whom it was previously
unfamiliar. As a result, my services arcs
more sought after.
I have also been assisted in my work in less
direct ways. Some people have told me

that.I am one of the few sopranos on' the
wireless who do- not " wobble or quaver
when singing, and this knowledge has put
me on the qui vine to keep myself as near
perfection as possible. I listen and, by.
hearing others, am enabled to remedy, ray
.own faults.

All these brought their due reward

of

pleasure:

And there I have hit on the one quality
which, of all others, I derive most from
the wireless-pleasure. The knowledge that
one is singing to millions and yet, perhaps,
to one lonely person ; that one is making

friends, and that one. can do just as one
pleases sometimes makes studio work
far inure enjoyable to the artist than
actual concert performances.

When facing the microphone, I try to

Personality.

Of the gramophone it may be
true, but the theory is certainly incorrect

when applied to the radio. When a singer is heard only once, her personality may not
" get over," but when one is able to sing not

once, but many times, the listener coon
acquires a very good: idea of an artist.
Consider Tommy Handley, Jack Payne,
the senior announcer ! Now, don't you

know the individual characters of these
people ? I'm sure you do:
Yes, personality really is broadcast,

although appearance is not,
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House, Hampshire, on Tuesday, August 5th.

As in the case of the Aldershot Tattoo,
the relays will be given at three different

LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

each period lasting for about half -an -hour.

7 p.m. on Tuesday, August 12th. Professor
Ernest Hughes is, of course, well-known to

Some Regional Features.

his views on other new features of the

periods, namely at 9.30, 10.55 and 11.32,

BRIGHTER PROGRAMMES
FOR AUGUST.
PROMENADE CONCERTS-PRO-

Fifteen minutes of the North Regional

GRAMME MOMENTS - SOME

programme at 7.45 on Wednesday, August

/ EISTEDDFOD IMPRESSIONSHERE AND THERE.
+

County Songs of Yorkshire by Mr. Harry
Hopewell. Yorkshire, it seems, has a surprisingly large number of these county

+ REGIONAL FEATURES-

f

THE programmes for National and
London Regional listeners will be a
bit brighter during August, or, at any

rate, they should be a bit brighter by the
inclusion of three special shows arranged

by members of the old Co -Optimists. The
artists concerned are David Burnaby,
Stanley Holloway, Phyllis Monkman, Betty
Chester, Harry Pepper and Gilbert Charles;
and their broadcast entertainments will be

this year's National Eisteddfod at Llanelly,

is to give his impressions of the Festival
in a talk for West Regional listeners at
listeners, who will look forward to hearing

Eisteddfod, including, no doubt, the performance of the first musical comedy in

13th, will be devoted to a recital of the

Welsh, an innovation for which Mr. Eddie
Parry, well-known to listeners for his
dramatic work, is responsible.

songs; and Mr. Hopewell's selection for this
recital includes " Scarborough Fair," which
is a, North Riding song, York, York for

Here and There.

my Money," " The Yorkshire Farmer,"
and " The Wassail Bough," the latter
being a West Riding song.

Another Border programme arranged by
Mr. Walter Barrie, of Sundhope, Yarrow,

will be broadcast from Scottish stations
on Friday, August 15th. Full details are
not yet decided, but it is likely to include
items by the Hawick Saihorn Band.

Eisteddfod Impressions.

*

Professor Ernest Hughes, one of the

adjudicators in the competition for a radio
play for which a special prize is offered by

*

It seems to be terribly out of place to
talk about football with one Test Match
still to be played, but football will soon be
here.

framed very much on the lines of their

MICROPHONE MANNEQUINS

stage performances.

The first of the special programmes will
be given on August 6th for National
listeners, with a repetition for London
Regional listeners on the following night.

At any rate it

will soon be starting
again

in

Scotland,

Without going into full details of the

where listeners are to
have their first eyewitness account of the
new season on Saturday evening, August
16th, when Mr. A. Y.
Wilson, a well-known

Concert season, many listeners will be

football authority, will
describe the game

Promenade Concerts.

programmes of the forthcoming Promenade

interested in the dates of broadcasting from

between the Rangers
and the Heart of

the National and London transmitters.
These for August are as follows :
National Programme : August 9th, 11th,
13th, 14th, 18th, 19th, 21st, 26th, 27th

Midlothian.
*

and 29th.

recently paid a visit to
the Newcastle- area.
The result was that the
n u m ber of licences
taken out during those

The programme for the opening night
will include Grieg's Pianoforte Concerto,

which is to be played by that veteran
pianist, Arthur de Greef, who was a personal
friend of the great Norwegian composer.

A new revue entitled " Stop Pness " by
John Watt will be included in the*Natinhal
programme on Saturday, August 9th. It
will contain several ,hurlesques of recent

weeks from April to
During a recent " outside broadcast " of a German fête, one of the items
dealt with was a mannequin parade, and lady listeners were greatly interested in a microphone description of " absolutely the last word."

By " PHILEMON "

!tlunro's more serious play, " The Rumour " ;

parody on A. J. Alan stories, and a satire

This week our popular contributor-who is ho'iday-making in Italy-

3n another recent play, "Brigade Exchange,"

tells of his amusing experiences there with " Belinda " the portable set.

under the title " B.B.C. Exchange."
Another sketch by Mabel Constanduros

O'List (entertainer) and Nancy Lovatt
'
(ballad singer).
*

*

*

A service from Great Yarmouth Parish
Church, the largest parish church in England, will be broadcast to London Regional
listeners on Sunday, August 3rd. The

address will be given by the Rt. Rev. Dr.

Ashton Oldham, Bishop of Albany, U.S.A.
*

*

Here are some details of the Southern
Command Tattoo, excerpts from which will
be broadcast from the grounds of Tidworth

May was 4,256, whereas for the similar period
of 1929 it was only 895.

FOR THE LISTENER.

broadcast performances, including a skit
palled " The Bloomer," recalling C. K.

and Michael Hogan, entitled " Poor Old
Snell," is to be included in the National
Vaudeville programme on Friday, August
8th. Other items will be given by Fred
Spencer in the famous Mrs. 'Arris Nelly

*

Direction -Finding Van

London Regional: August 12th, 15th,

16th, 20th, 22nd, 23rd, 26th, 28th and 30th.

Programme Moments.

*

The Post Office

Temper.

YESTERDAY Belinda (my portable) was

in a bad temper. I couldn't get a
word out of her. I thought perhaps
it was the heat, and that her heart was
troubling her a bit. So I examined her

valves, the right ventricle, the left auricula
or polyanthus or whatever you call it.
" What's your idea of Italian broadcasting ? I asked. " I think it's a cross between a

grunting pig and a quacking duck," said
Belinda, " Perhaps you are right, my dear,"
I said soothingly.
James.

Of course, I knew that this wasn't what
was really troubling her. When a woman,
even if she is only a Portablo Set, is angry,
she just picks up any stick that happens to
be lying about to beat you with.

1

She went silent again. " What is the
matter with you 1 " I said. " Oh, nothing,"
she said. Now, when a woman says Oh,

nothing," like that, you know very well
that something quite terrible is on her mind.
Suddenly she said, " And who is the boss in
this benighted country, anyhow ? "

"/Belinda," I said with solemn reproof,
" Italy is one of the most enlightened
countries of modern times, and the boss,
as you call him-well, he has another name,
but in polite society, acting on the principle
of SafetyFirst. he is usually called James."
The Wireless Heaven.

" And is James a real

boss ? "

said

I have every reason to believe
so,"tI replied. " As big as Sir John ? " she
said. " I believe Sir John is much taller,"
Belinda.

I said.

(Continued on page 578.)
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ECKERSLEYt
UERYORNER
SELECTIVITY SCHEMES-AN EARTH
COMPARISON-A WINDOW -PANE CON-

DENSER-TROUBLE FROM THE
TRAMWAY.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
:electivity E.chemes.

D. E. (Clapton, E.8).-" I am undecided as

to which is the better of the following

selectivity schemes to include 'in my
receiver-primary and secondary aerial coils
of the plug-in type, or an ' X ' coil with an
optional series aerial condenser. Can you
please assist me ? "
This is all very difficult because so much

with a decent factor of safety, you will not
notice any signal difference between a tiny
thin wire or a great thick one, even though
the earth and coil resistance is moderately
good.

" ALSO GOOD "

There is
so much resistance in a
m o derately

depends upon the lead-in capacity, tctal

good earth,
so much re-

capacity, and resistance of your aerial.
A good practical circuit is shown in Fig. I.
but Cs must be very small for short Wavelengths and L Must not be too large.

sistance in
an average
coil, so many
losses in a

1 like the No. 2 arrangement very well

for usual aerials. Never, however, arrange

things as in the Fig. 3 diagram.

"GOOD "

I think probably

for maximum selec-

tivity the X Coil is

very good and pimple, but- your coupling as considered a.i
the ratio of common
aerial and closed
circuit turn s, the

closed circuit- turns
roust be variable.

I do like No.

1

best, because if L is

not too large and
Cs is small you have

a very complete
control between

selectivity and sensitivity, i.e. maxi A good selectivity arrange mum
mein. Sce reply to D. E. with
(Clapton).

sensitivity
es large' and L

large,

maximum

selectivity with L small and C, small.
*

An Earth Comparison.

This and the sketch below illustrat
the reply to D. E. (Clapton).

o derately
good aerial
(all of which
can be a

good deal

made up for by reaction) that the material
of, the earth. vVre makes a comparatively
infinitesiinally small difference.
A Window -Pane Condenser.

but I am going to be rash and make a guess

and say that a size of 6 in. x 6 in. square

would:snake a big condenser, and would not

alter the tuning of your set. A size of
3 in. x 3 in. would be quite efficient.
I hope I am about right because it is a
pure guess and I have not worked it out.
If the tuning is very much altered using

the size I propose you will need to get
bigger pieces of tinfoil.

Trouble from the Tramway.
M. N. (Stone). " My aerial is in rather.

an unfortunate position because it runs

parallel, -to, and within 20 ft. of an overhead
tramway system.
" Whenever I switch on the set I find that
the broadcast programmes are badly

interfered with by a loud crackling noise,
which I assume is due to a sparking between

the trolley arms and the overhead wires.
"I have tried an indoor aerial, a counterpoise earth, series condensers, and several

A LEAD-IN TIP

-

P. W. H. (Ipswich). " I have been told'
that it is possible to make an aerial lead-in

connection by pasting a piece of silver
paper on the outside of the window, and a
further piece of silver paper on the inside.

The actual aerial has to be joined to the,
sheet of tinfoil on the outside, and the
aerial lead of the set has to he joined to the
piece of tinfoil on the inner surface of the
glass in the window pane.
"Seent that this will act as a condenser,

can you suggest a suitable size for these
two pieces of tinfoil ? "

The ingenious method of leading in an

aerial by
forming

a

condenser

" NO GOOD "

One good method of keeping a lead-in tube dry
is to use an empty shaving -stick box as shown.

other dodges, but I regret to say that these
have not been successful in reducing the
trouble. Am I right in assuming that it is
impossible to cut out these crackling

D. A. B. (Ancrley). " Until recently I had

on the win-

strands of seven 22 -gauge aerial wire as an
earth lead, making 49 strands of 22 -gauge
wire in all. This lead was approximately

is perfectly

practicable.
As to the

tramway noise cannot be eliminated if you
have tried all the various ideas you outline
in your question.

" For some reason it was necessary to move

pieces of

and that is by doing something to the tram

in use an earth lead consisting of seven
15 ft. in length.

this lead and, in an emergency, I used a
length of single 22 -gauge wire. I find it
impossible to detect any differenbe whatsoever in either tuning or output front my
set.

Does it follow therefore, that what I
have been told in the past regarding thick
wire for earth leads no longer holds good."
In an ordinary receiver installation where
reaction can be used for a receiver designed

noises ?

dow pane

Yes, you are correct in assuming that

There is only one way to eliminate it,

sizes of the
paper, it all
depends on

itself.
You

condense'

that is suitable.

should

approach

the

authorities . and the B.B.C.

the value of

This method of connecting
NOT recommended.

is

I could calculate it all out, because them
is a formula which involves the area of the
plates and the distance between them, and
the dielectriC constant of the window glass.

tramway

The B.B.C., with the co-operation of

certain tramway authorities, have shown
that by changing the connections of
tram motors, and by using a more economical trolley collecting device, it is possible
greatly to reduce the interference produced
by trams.
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THIS is to be the last of the " Safe power " H.T. Units, so it is perhaps
appropriate that it should be the

biggest and most elaborate of the series. It

is actually the exact alternating current

This voltage is the one which
is read upon the voltmeter, and

conditions, and' there you are.
series of voltages on the -other

thorough smoothing, elaborate precautions
to prevent motor -boating, plenty of separate
positive tappings, and abundant output.

the way we shall be describing
later.
This is one of the important
features of the Safepower
series, and we believe it is

It differs from the " standard "

A.C.

model chiefly in having more positive tap-

pings, giving a bigger output, and being
provided with a voltage - measuring and
adjusting scheme which enables you to

get a series of different output voltages for
different purposes. It may be remembered
that the standard unit was arranged to give

a fixed output voltage on the principal

tappings, this being such as would suit the
normal receiver of medium size.
In the " De Luxe " model we have incorporated our special " Safepower " scheme
of an adjustable main voltage, and a meter
to indicate it.. This greatly increases the

usefulness of the instrument, since it en
ables you to suit the
needs of the moment
exactly and give your

valves just the treatment they require.

For example, if your

one that has done much to

/47.1

out of mains working and

conditions,

and then you know

your valve is getting
just the proper pressure.

Designed and Described

By The " P .W " RESEARCH AND
-

gives you a comfortable feeling

of knowing where you are at

outputs available from the " De Luxe "
model. The total current which it will give

R,

Cs

mendation is provided for each valve in the

this will stand 150 volts quite comfortably.
Terminal H.T. +2 on the mains unit is intended to supply the screening electrode of
the S.G. valve in your set, and the voltage
upon this is controlled by placing the flex
lead which you will see coming away from

C5 upon one or other of the tapping terminals on the potential divider R2. Screened
grid valves vary somewhat in their require-

ments here, but they usually want something between 60 and 80 volts for the best
results, and this figure you will find roundabout terminals Nos. 5, 6, 7 or 8 on the
potential divider.
Easily Done By Test.

It is not necessary to know what this

voltage is with any degree of accuracy,

and the best scheme
is to try the flex lead
on these various ter-

Long and loud have been the praises showered 4m the " P.W." " Safe -Power " Mains Units, and
this latest one is the biggest and best of them all. For the man with *ris A.C. mains in the house it
solves the H.T. problem for ever. Build it with confidence and use it with constant satisfaction.

What it Give3.
Now let us just explain the ' various

L.A7C

is

power valve, since if there is an intermediate L.F. valve, you can assume that

CONSTRUCTION DEPT.

all times.

supply the power and low -frequency valves

in the receiver, while terminal H.T. +3 is

meant for the plate of the H.F. valve if this
is of the screened -grid type. These two
terminals give the same_voltage, to within

a volt or two, since practically

minals in turn, noting
which one gives you
the best signals when

you are receiving a

every

modern screened -grid valve will stand up
to 150 volts H.T. and, indeed, often works

fairly weak station. A
few moments of test-

more conventional one of 120.

commission will settle

ing when the mains
unit is first put into

a trifle better at this figure than at the

N.T#

/0.000

F.

Rc-cr

NT

this point, and once

found the adjustment
need not be altered so
long as you continue

0vmS.

2MRO

MA//A'S

VALVE.

- ARRANGE THE PARTS LIKE THIS, AND FINISH WITH BATTERIES

to use the -same

CP

TOIFO.

H.T. up to 120 volts,

working

of your power valve.
This, naturally, must be
done when the receiver is

To make the adjustment

VAR/AGILE REscsrclvcc

0

of the desired standard voltages, such as 120, 140 or 150
volts, according to the rating

simple enough, and you start
off by seeing that the correct
grid bias according to the maker's recom-

readers have been quick to
realise that here is a scheme
which takes the guesswork

L.A-Ca

47-4.3

until the instrument reads one

able popularity they have
achieved so rapidly. Our

Hr+4
H74.2 ,,,P.,,%";,;'

turn the master control, R1,

actually working and drawing
current from the " Safepower "
unit, otherwise the correct adjustment will not be obtained.

HOW HUM IS PREVENTED

by the makers to stand

control until the voltmeter reads 120 under

A.C.Safes-Power

give these units the remark-

power valve is rated

you adjust the main

the idea is that you should

You will now get a different

taps, but these again can be
readjusted .and estimated in

More Current, More Tapping.

569

the voltmeter under working

equivalent of the D.C. "'De Luxe " model,

and has the same special virtues of very
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screened grid valve.

/i1.41/VS

Just one word

7}eA,v5.0.R.

3,332

Amp e

here Do not attempt

reeeived individual attention and hity been dealt with according to its 1Mportance as a possible bum -producer. The result is no hum at all. and yet a

to measure the voltage

not -too -expensive outfit to provide the power.

The voltages on

the other tappings you can estimate by
methods we will giy-e later.

Choice of Voltages.

If your power valve is of a more lusty
typo rated to stand H.T. up to, say, 150
volts, again you can suit it. Just set the
master control to give a reading of 150 on

that you will always be able to work well
within the safety capabilities of your unit,
even with the biggest kind of set you are

troubles and insuring a long life for your

This is just one of the many

show you that it has
the usual single negative terminal, and four
separate positive output terminals. These
latter are intended for

supplying different

4-mf d. fixed con-

Rotorohm, etc.).

denser (T.C.C. or
Lissen, Dubilier,
Hydra, etc.).

ance (Varley or

1 Voltmeter, 0-250
or 0-300 volts

=

(Ferranti or Bulgin, Sifam, Weston, etc.).

2 S m o*o t hin g

Varley, Wearite,
Lissen, Ferranti,
Bulgin, etc.).

Starting at the top and
working downwards,
you will find first
terminal H.T. +4.

This is intended to

1 1-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen or
Mullard, Hydra,
Dubilier, T.C.C.,
etc.).

7--

Hypercore or

1 20,000 or 15,000
ohms potential
divider (Bulgin,
or Igranic,Wearite, Climax, ete.).

1 Mains trans-

1 25,000 ohm resistance (Ready

former (Ferranti
Type E.V.2, or
equivalent : see
text).

Radio or

Fer-

ranti, Bulgi n,
etc.).
Compare this with the wiring diagram on the next page.

The voltmeter and the resistance Hi together enable you to adjust the H.T.
to the desired maximum voltage (120. 150, etc.). In this way the ',unit is as
easy to operate as to build.

nals of this mains unit
(or any other) by

means of a voltmeter

of the ordinary type
connected

set for the particular H.T. voltage at which
you are going to work.
ET=

'The First Adjustment.
Then, before you turn on the set, switch on

turn the main voltage
control R1 right round
in the direction which

false readings since only a very expensive and extremely high -resistance type

of meter can be used for this purpose.
(Continued oa next page)

Most of the wiring is visible in this view
the rectifier valve having been removed to
show the holder's connections.

gives you the lowest
voltage reading. Now
switch -on your receiver

and gradually turn the

control knob of R1

until the voltmeter

reads the desired
figure. 'You then
know that your H.F..

L.F. and power valves
are getting the correct

treatment, and you

proceed to adjust
the voltages on the
can,

other tapping points

at your leisure.
By the way, you can

safely let your maxi-

mum working voltage
be settled by your

THIS IS THE LAST WORD IN HIGH -TENSION -FROM -THE -MAINS EFFICIENCY

externally

to the terminals. You will get entirely

the mains unit, and

resist-

variable

is important

best use of your unit,

etc.).

110,000 ohm.

chokes, about 20
henries (R.I.

that you should understand the correct ones
for any given purpose
if you are to make the

Ferranti, Hydra,
T.C.C., Mullard,

ling & Lee, etc.).

valves or groups of
valves in your receiver,

and it

-

5 Terminals

3 2-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen
& Dubilier, or

(Igranie or Bel-

adequate " safety factor " arrangements
in every "Safepower "
unit.
Here ou see the main comA glance at the diaponents and the input to the
transformer which comes
grams of the unit will
device.

Ready Radio,

1 Sprung valve
holdenBenjamin
or Lotus, Igmnic,
W.B., etc.).

Paroussi, Magnum, etc.).

likely to have, so avoiding all sorts of

up from the safety locking

on any of the termi-

1 Safe -Power
standard box
with panel
(Wearite or

is about 50 milliamps, which; of course, is far
above any normal requirements. That means

rectifier.

of

warning occurs to us

lead has
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THIS is to be the last of the " Safe power " H.T. Units, so it is perhaps
appropriate that it should be the

biggest and most elaborate of the series. It

is actually the exact alternating current

This voltage is the one which
is read upon the voltmeter, and

conditions, and' there you are.
series of voltages on the -other

thorough smoothing, elaborate precautions
to prevent motor -boating, plenty of separate
positive tappings, and abundant output.

the way we shall be describing
later.
This is one of the important
features of the Safepower
series, and we believe it is

It differs from the " standard "

A.C.

model chiefly in having more positive tap-

pings, giving a bigger output, and being
provided with a voltage - measuring and
adjusting scheme which enables you to

get a series of different output voltages for
different purposes. It may be remembered
that the standard unit was arranged to give

a fixed output voltage on the principal

tappings, this being such as would suit the
normal receiver of medium size.
In the " De Luxe " model we have incorporated our special " Safepower " scheme
of an adjustable main voltage, and a meter
to indicate it.. This greatly increases the

usefulness of the instrument, since it en
ables you to suit the
needs of the moment
exactly and give your

valves just the treatment they require.

For example, if your

one that has done much to

/47.1

out of mains working and

conditions,

and then you know

your valve is getting
just the proper pressure.

Designed and Described

By The " P .W " RESEARCH AND
-

gives you a comfortable feeling

of knowing where you are at

outputs available from the " De Luxe "
model. The total current which it will give

R,

Cs

mendation is provided for each valve in the

this will stand 150 volts quite comfortably.
Terminal H.T. +2 on the mains unit is intended to supply the screening electrode of
the S.G. valve in your set, and the voltage
upon this is controlled by placing the flex
lead which you will see coming away from

C5 upon one or other of the tapping terminals on the potential divider R2. Screened
grid valves vary somewhat in their require-

ments here, but they usually want something between 60 and 80 volts for the best
results, and this figure you will find roundabout terminals Nos. 5, 6, 7 or 8 on the
potential divider.
Easily Done By Test.

It is not necessary to know what this

voltage is with any degree of accuracy,

and the best scheme
is to try the flex lead
on these various ter-

Long and loud have been the praises showered 4m the " P.W." " Safe -Power " Mains Units, and
this latest one is the biggest and best of them all. For the man with *ris A.C. mains in the house it
solves the H.T. problem for ever. Build it with confidence and use it with constant satisfaction.

What it Give3.
Now let us just explain the ' various

L.A7C

is

power valve, since if there is an intermediate L.F. valve, you can assume that

CONSTRUCTION DEPT.

all times.

supply the power and low -frequency valves

in the receiver, while terminal H.T. +3 is

meant for the plate of the H.F. valve if this
is of the screened -grid type. These two
terminals give the same_voltage, to within

a volt or two, since practically

minals in turn, noting
which one gives you
the best signals when

you are receiving a

every

modern screened -grid valve will stand up
to 150 volts H.T. and, indeed, often works

fairly weak station. A
few moments of test-

more conventional one of 120.

commission will settle

ing when the mains
unit is first put into

a trifle better at this figure than at the

N.T#

/0.000

F.

Rc-cr

NT

this point, and once

found the adjustment
need not be altered so
long as you continue

0vmS.

2MRO

MA//A'S

VALVE.

- ARRANGE THE PARTS LIKE THIS, AND FINISH WITH BATTERIES

to use the -same

CP

TOIFO.

H.T. up to 120 volts,

working

of your power valve.
This, naturally, must be
done when the receiver is

To make the adjustment

VAR/AGILE REscsrclvcc

0

of the desired standard voltages, such as 120, 140 or 150
volts, according to the rating

simple enough, and you start
off by seeing that the correct
grid bias according to the maker's recom-

readers have been quick to
realise that here is a scheme
which takes the guesswork

L.A-Ca

47-4.3

until the instrument reads one

able popularity they have
achieved so rapidly. Our

Hr+4
H74.2 ,,,P.,,%";,;'

turn the master control, R1,

actually working and drawing
current from the " Safepower "
unit, otherwise the correct adjustment will not be obtained.

HOW HUM IS PREVENTED

by the makers to stand

control until the voltmeter reads 120 under

A.C.Safes-Power

give these units the remark-

power valve is rated

you adjust the main

the idea is that you should

You will now get a different

taps, but these again can be
readjusted .and estimated in

More Current, More Tapping.

569

the voltmeter under working

equivalent of the D.C. "'De Luxe " model,

and has the same special virtues of very
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screened grid valve.

/i1.41/VS

Just one word

7}eA,v5.0.R.

3,332

Amp e

here Do not attempt

reeeived individual attention and hity been dealt with according to its 1Mportance as a possible bum -producer. The result is no hum at all. and yet a

to measure the voltage

not -too -expensive outfit to provide the power.

The voltages on

the other tappings you can estimate by
methods we will giy-e later.

Choice of Voltages.

If your power valve is of a more lusty
typo rated to stand H.T. up to, say, 150
volts, again you can suit it. Just set the
master control to give a reading of 150 on

that you will always be able to work well
within the safety capabilities of your unit,
even with the biggest kind of set you are

troubles and insuring a long life for your

This is just one of the many

show you that it has
the usual single negative terminal, and four
separate positive output terminals. These
latter are intended for

supplying different

4-mf d. fixed con-

Rotorohm, etc.).

denser (T.C.C. or
Lissen, Dubilier,
Hydra, etc.).

ance (Varley or

1 Voltmeter, 0-250
or 0-300 volts

=

(Ferranti or Bulgin, Sifam, Weston, etc.).

2 S m o*o t hin g

Varley, Wearite,
Lissen, Ferranti,
Bulgin, etc.).

Starting at the top and
working downwards,
you will find first
terminal H.T. +4.

This is intended to

1 1-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen or
Mullard, Hydra,
Dubilier, T.C.C.,
etc.).

7--

Hypercore or

1 20,000 or 15,000
ohms potential
divider (Bulgin,
or Igranic,Wearite, Climax, ete.).

1 Mains trans-

1 25,000 ohm resistance (Ready

former (Ferranti
Type E.V.2, or
equivalent : see
text).

Radio or

Fer-

ranti, Bulgi n,
etc.).
Compare this with the wiring diagram on the next page.

The voltmeter and the resistance Hi together enable you to adjust the H.T.
to the desired maximum voltage (120. 150, etc.). In this way the ',unit is as
easy to operate as to build.

nals of this mains unit
(or any other) by

means of a voltmeter

of the ordinary type
connected

set for the particular H.T. voltage at which
you are going to work.
ET=

'The First Adjustment.
Then, before you turn on the set, switch on

turn the main voltage
control R1 right round
in the direction which

false readings since only a very expensive and extremely high -resistance type

of meter can be used for this purpose.
(Continued oa next page)

Most of the wiring is visible in this view
the rectifier valve having been removed to
show the holder's connections.

gives you the lowest
voltage reading. Now
switch -on your receiver

and gradually turn the

control knob of R1

until the voltmeter

reads the desired
figure. 'You then
know that your H.F..

L.F. and power valves
are getting the correct

treatment, and you

proceed to adjust
the voltages on the
can,

other tapping points

at your leisure.
By the way, you can

safely let your maxi-

mum working voltage
be settled by your

THIS IS THE LAST WORD IN HIGH -TENSION -FROM -THE -MAINS EFFICIENCY

externally

to the terminals. You will get entirely

the mains unit, and

resist-

variable

is important

best use of your unit,

etc.).

110,000 ohm.

chokes, about 20
henries (R.I.

that you should understand the correct ones
for any given purpose
if you are to make the

Ferranti, Hydra,
T.C.C., Mullard,

ling & Lee, etc.).

valves or groups of
valves in your receiver,

and it

-

5 Terminals

3 2-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen
& Dubilier, or

(Igranie or Bel-

adequate " safety factor " arrangements
in every "Safepower "
unit.
Here ou see the main comA glance at the diaponents and the input to the
transformer which comes
grams of the unit will
device.

Ready Radio,

1 Sprung valve
holdenBenjamin
or Lotus, Igmnic,
W.B., etc.).

Paroussi, Magnum, etc.).

likely to have, so avoiding all sorts of

up from the safety locking

on any of the termi-

1 Safe -Power
standard box
with panel
(Wearite or

is about 50 milliamps, which; of course, is far
above any normal requirements. That means

rectifier.

of

warning occurs to us

lead has
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f THE A.C.

I"

0

/"

2"

" SAFE-

3"
HTY-4

PV/R /Na D/A ',4A/1-1_.

O
1/.77L 3

VOLTMETER
0_ 250 VOLTS.

/0,000

OHMS.

+

(cQn tinned frqm

f

previous page.)

The one wired

in-

ternally in the " Safe -

VAR/AaLs

RE5/ST&-

POWER "
SENIOR

;

power" unit, on the

HT+2
O

H.T/-/

other hand, need. not
-be of a 'specially high
resistance

and

pensive type, since it
is used in such a way
that it does not upset
the voltages.

Detector Adjustment.

H.T-

Terminal H.T. +1 is

intended for running

the detector valve, and
here again the voltage
is adjustable by means
of the flex lead running
from the resistance R.,

to a suitable terminal
point on the potential
divider.
Normally, of course,
you will want about 60
volts, and you will find

this about the tapping
paints 5, 6, or 7 ( n the
potential divider.
To METAL
C.NA5-5/S.

C3
2 MFD

2 MFD..

POTENT/AL

Div/DER

The precautions

taken to prevent motor -

boating effects in any
receiver run from this

unit are just the

standa rd onesemployed

in the larger type of

"tiafepower
unit,

D.C.

and

you will
follow these q uite easily

on the circuit diagram.

ln the first place, you
will note that the
tapping

H.T H- 4 is

taken from an intermediate point on the
smoothing system.

2

" Separation."
Similar anti -coupling

4 49FD

effects are obtained on
the H.T. ± 3 and

H.T. + 2 terminals,
partly by virtue of
the

arrangement

of

H.T. + 4 in relation
to the smoothing cir-

HT MA /NS
TRANSFORMER.
MA/NS /NRUT

cuits, and partly by
the effect of the poten-

tial divider and C5 in
the case of H.T. + 2.
Even more thorough
anti -coupling arrangements are made for
the terminal H.T. 1,
since this supplies the.

detector valve, which
is usually the most cru-

cial point in the reTo ADAPTER IN BASE

ceiver from the motor -

boating point of view.
(To be continued next
u;e-ek.)

'

-

_
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ested and
Found-?
And no imagination is needed

to appreciate the bass lift ; the

low notes come out with an
exhilarating

punch,

and

a

marked improvement in brilliance is the result of the in-

or six -volt, up to scratch even when

the set is used daily for considerable periods.

I, personally, would always have a unit
with a charger included, for the charging

presents no greater problems than the

supply of H.T., while it is distinctly
economical, and makes for pleasant,
trouble -free radio.
Indeed, a combination of mains H.T. and

trickle charging is, to me, the almost ideal
solution to the radio power problem. Only

a very small accumulator is needed, the
type provided with the average portable

When you are Buying

-so much so that with many

THE NOVOTONE.

THIS is a device for use in conjunction
with gramophone pick-ups.

It is an

invention of Dr. McLachlan, and is
manufactured by Gambrell Radio, Ltd. Its

purpose is to provide compensation for the
low and high note loss otherwise inevitable
in a gramophone record.
As you know, the amplitude, or strength
of a note is determined on a gramophone
record by the "depth" of the transverse wave

in the groove. The low notes cannot be
represented in their full strength owing to

pick-ups, the scratch filter becomes a necessary adjustment.
The Novotone certainly does its job and
provides a fine compensation against the

with a Burndept or B.T.H. pick-up does
the device give surprisingly good results.

E.'

=
E

not fail to appreciate the real difference
that results when it is usegl. Radio -gram
enthusiasts should get their- local dealers
to let them hear the device demonstrated.

Some gramophone pick-ups are

:.=.-

well with two stages of L.F., while
others really need three.

But remember that the detector

for a pick-up.

pick-up to the set in a few seconds.

With a very sensitive pick-up, a

PUSH-PULL AMPLIFICATION.

Remember, a poor pick-up used in
conjunction with an ordinary set and
speaker may give results inferior

are heavy objects, so that if a portable is to

be operated indoors it is an obvious economy

to make use of the mains

if

they are

available.
And Messrs. E. K. Cole, those enterprising
mains - unit people of Leigh -on -Sea, are

F.

E

=

and set is advisable.

The latest Ferranti publication deals

very nature of a portable to be " under battened " to some extent, for batteries

=

Yeti can get simple valve pick-up
adapters enabling you to connect a

with their present outfits !

I have frequently recommended the use
of mains units with portables. It is in the

iL--

There are those which will work very

volume control between the pick-up

NEW " EKCO " MAINS UNIT.

r.-.

much more sensitive than others.

It will probably make them most dissatisfied

with Ferranti Push -Pull Transformers and
contains much usettil information regarding their use.

F-7=

valve in an ordinary radio set can be
used as the first L.F. amplifying valve

As I have said, it is not a matter of

psychology, for the most inexpert ear could

the limitations imposed on wave "depth" by

the necessary closeness of the grooves. A
loss in high notes is incidental to the use of
pick-ups and valve amplifiers.
In addition to frequency balancing the

25.-A PICK-UP.

Particularly

usual falling characteriAtics.

-

'111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=

creased high -note amplification

F.
:=7

El'

to those given by a quite cheap gramophone.
Always endeavour to hear the pick=
E

up demonstrated on a similar set to

your own before you buy it. Pick-up
results can be either very good or eery
disappointing.

E.

Fill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ffi

proving adequate to cope with even abnormally heavy duties. And the L.T. current is
always smooth and completely controllable.
These two "Ekco " units are particularly
neatly constructed, and they are certainly
" Safe, Silent and Sound."

there ready to hand with mains units

PRICE REDUCTIONS.

vided on the side of the " Novotone."

be fitted into the compartment originally
occupied by the batteries in practically

Novotone is designed to give greater
volume.
The device comprises a moderately small

any set.
The model 1V20 A.C. provides three H.T.

The Loewe 'Radio Co., Ltd., announces a
series of price redUctions. I notice that
their excellent gramophone pick-up has
gone down from 18s. 6d. to 15s., and their
loud -speaker unit from 13s. 6d. to 10s. 6d.

specially designed for portables.
These units are so compact that they can

A terminal for earthing the metal case is pro-

metal box which has five terminals on it,
two for input, two for output and an extra
one for a variable resistance connection.

The use of this last is optional, but well
worth while. A 50 -ohm rheostat can be
used, and it functions as a scratch filter
control. No other adjustments are concerned
with the Novotone.

You connect the little box between the
pick-up and the amplifier, and it can be

used with practically any set and with

most pick-ups, although it is advisable to
specify the make of pick-up when ordering
a Novotone.

I regard my tests with the Novotone
as some of the most interesting tests I
have ever carried out. The step-up in

volume that the Novotone provides is most
marked, almost approximating to that

given by another valve

amplifier.

A

pick-up that requires three stages to give
a respectable volume will give a practically

equivalent output using only two

stages when a Novotone is employed.

tappings at an aggregate maximum of 20

A new Loewe loud speaker and two new
speaker units also make their appearance.

milliamps.

There is an S.G.
tapping for the
screen

of

S.G.

valves, a variable

smoothly running
from 0 to 120 volts

for any current between half and six

and a

milliamps,
120

/ 150

-

volt

tapping giving
approximately
milliamps.
The

CT1

16

A.C.

" Ekco " unit provides a similar H.T.

supply, but it also
incorporates a battery charger and
this charger section
any
keep
ordinary accumulator, two - four will

One of

the Ekco combined H.T. supply and L.T. charging mains
units for portables.
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MILLIVOLTS

4(_

PER, WETUE.
*
.Although the power picked up by an aerial

is very tiny, being so many thousandths
of a volt, it is amplified hundreds of times

by the set, as shown in this explanation
of a common but often puzzling term.
By T. B. SANDERS.

*

ANYONE who has taken the trouble to
'read the. B:B.C.'s many attevppts to
explain the Regional Scheme cannot
have failed to have come across the phrase
" millivolts per metre," and, to many, the
term has probably been devoid of meaning.
However, it is really quite simple. When
a broadcast transmitter " goes on the -air,"
it creates a disturbance in the ether which
has the effect of inducing a voltage in any

aerials which 'happen to be within its sphere
of influence. The value of that voltage

depends on several things ; the distance
between the transmitter and the receiving
aerial, the wave -length, the aerial power of

very uniformly among
readers, and so we will
take the case of one of
them who has made the ", Magic " Three,

got it to work, and lives-happy man-

enwrapped in geld density of 5 millivolts
per metre, provided by a benevolent B.B.C.
" Magic " and Millivolts.

Such a man has got his 5 good metres of
aerial,

Mr. Kendall's guarantee that his

three valves are doing all that three valves

can do, and his 5 millivolts per metre.

A field strength of , 5 millivolts per
metre means that an aerial of 1 metre
effective height will receive an induced

voltage of 5 millivolts, so a 5 -metre aerial
starts off with 5 x 5 = 25 millivolts.

the transmitter and many less obvious

This quarter volt which is developed

across the coil is also developed between
the grid and filament of the detector valve,

and, as everyone knows, the valve will
produce in its anode circuit a magnification
of this approaching the magnification factor
of the valve.
This will be probably twenty times, and
there ought, therefore, now to. be 20 x Y =
5 volts in hand, so to speak.
Unfortunately, somewhat of a set -back is
encountered here. The detector valve, as
its name implies, detects, which means that

it separates from the H.F. voltage, with

which we have so far been concerned, the
low -frequency -voltage of the speech and

music, and this, you will have to take

from me and the
B.B.C., is only about
20 per cent of the
it

A NEW RADIO FACTORY

things.

figure we have arrived

What is Signal Strength ?

at ; which gives us 1 volt
instead of the 5 we
hoped for.

It is also dependent on the height of the
receiving aerial, the rule, in this case, being

not " the higher the fewer," but, on the
contrary, the higher we go the greater

The first transformer

helps to make up for this
by providing roughly an
amplification of three
times at its secondary
terminals,

the voltage.
This voltage which we get in exchange
for ,our annual ten -shilling licence fee is
not of a very staggering magnittide. to
point of fact, it is measured in thousandths
of a volt, i.e. millivolts.
A very convenient way of measuring the

More Mains.

This is applied to the
grid of the second valve

signal strength of a transmitter at any
point distant from it, then, is to erect
receiving aerial of standard height, and
measure the millivolts induced in it..

for -further amplification.

This time the valve will

A

conventional standard height of one Metre
is adopted and, if a voltage. of 10 millivolts
is induced in such an aerial by a transmitter,

we say the signal strength at the place
where the receiving aerial A situated is
10 millivolts per metre.

yield about 10 and the
second transformer again

about 3, making 30 in
all, so that the grid of

Here is a view of the new factory of Messrs. Radio Instruments. Ltd. It
is situated near Thornton Heath. and the well-known firm has recently
moved there from the heart of London.

the last valve has actu-

ally 30 x 3 = 90 volts
applied

Field Density.

The practical reader, -Who feels impelled

at this stage to dash forthwith into the

garden with a yard -stick to measure the
height of his aerial mast, should restrain
his enthusiasm. It is the effective height

This affects the " Magic " Three, and
influences an " X !' coil and a tuning
condenser,

the effect of

which

is

to

cause a voltage to be developed across
the coil greater than the voltage which
caused the current to flow.

of the aerial which enters into the calcula-

Amplifying the Input.

instrument so crude as a foot -rule. A good

The coil and condenser, in effect, amplify
the received voltage, a fair estimate of this

tion and this is not measured with any
average aerial of the domestic type, about
30 ft. high. will probably have an effective
height of 5 metres or so-say 15 ft.
From enquiries put to the _:FoPULAR
WIRELESS Query Department, it would
appear that a good average aerial prevails
!

-

to

its

grid.

From which it will be seen that there is
nothing much wrong with the " Magic "
Three."

_

.

For a valve to handle a signal input

of 90 volts, it should, theoretically, be a
super -power valve with at least 300 volts

H.T. and 90-100 volts grid bias !
Owners of " Magic " Threes with shallow

pockets, however, need not consign their

receivers to the dust -bin because of an

amplification being 10 times. So thiei _inability to furnish themselves with such
" Magic " Three, before valve amplification costly valves and.stupendone H.T. At the
enters into the question, has provided an worst the B.B.C. only modulates fully once

increase of the B.B.C.'s meagre gift of 5
millivolts to 5 x 5 x 10 =250 millivolts, or
a quarter of a volt.

or twice an evening, the general level of
signal strength being much lower than the
peak we have been assuming.
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"Britain's leading Valves

-atLower Prices!
As from July18th the undermentioned

STILL THE
SAME PRICE

454

reductions in the retail prices of cer-

tain types of Marconi Valves were
brought into effect.

Old Price

Type

H210 HL210 1210 H410 HL410
1410 H610 HL610 L610
P215 P410 P610

...

..

P2 P240 P425 P625 P625A
S410 S610
PX4 PT240 PT425
215

..

10/6
12/6

15/22/6
25/30/-

New Price

8/6
1 016
1 316

20/22/6
27'6

The B.T.H. pick-up holds a reputation second
to none for excellence and efficiency. Now,

WHEN BUYING VALVES

with this latest development in the design
of the B.T.H. Tone Arm, the complete accessory forms a masterpiece of ingenuity,
combining perfect tracking, a feature of

REMEMBER!
Marconi Valves are used by

B.T.H. pick-ups, with the new arrangement

which facilitates the changing of needles.

The B.B.C., Imperial Airways,

The combination of the B.T.H. pick-up and
the B.T.H. Tone Arm ensures a minimum
of record wear and excellent tonal quality.

Metropolitan

ICK-UP
Er TONE AR M
From all Radio Dealers.

Communications,

Police,

Passenger Lines, etc., etc.

in fact in almost every important British

Remember this when you
buy Marconi Valves, you buy British
and undoubtedly buy the best.
Service.

Buy the Valves the Experts use!

WARCOMI
VALVES

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division,

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.I.
Showrooms is all the Principal Towns.

IEDISWAN

Empire

W.78
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their transformers, as it is found to be an advantage

sometimes to run a wire from this terminal to the
earth or to any other point connected directly to
forth.

JUDY-THE SET WITH A PUNCH.
E. St. J. (Eton)." When was the one -

valve set called " Judy " published in `P.W.'?"
Details of this famous one-valver were given in
No. 382 " P.W.," September 28th. 1929.

TAKING A SET TO THE CONTINENT.
" COO= " (London, W:8).-" What are the
regulations about taking a set
abroad "
Customs

Different foreign countries have different method.:
of dealing with this, anrtsksitors46 Great Britain, for

Instance, bring thfir sets in ditty ffee provided the

set is shown to ttietOtistonit* (FM new Sets a deposit
has to be paid, Mit this iSreflanded sthealhe traveller
leaves Englandiftthe stay does not exceed six month,.1
Belgium, Czeeho-Sletvalda, ,Deurnark, Finland.

communications should be a ddressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tarn§ Street, Loncton, E,C.4.
All Editorial

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing frifh 41/ArAubjects appertaining to wireless

wort. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. _Erery,..care, will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope taitit....bCptitt,with every article. All
inquiries concerning advertising rules, etc., to be addressed to the Sole .Ayentilh4..frs: John II. Life, Ltd..
4, Ludgate Circus, London, B.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal fra..the.out'come of research
and ezverinientat work carried out with a view to improving the technique ortiirp-reieption. As much of
Merits in the radio world,
the information given is the columns of this paper concerns the most recent do
some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of let re {latent, and the amateur
and the trader would be welt advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

The national anthem Of Germany is set to this
tune and most of the German stations play it when

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

closirig down.

Although German broadcasts have previously been

received in this country on a crystal set it does not
often happen at this time of the year, so it would
be interesting if you could identify the station by
comparing its din' reading;, with that of any other

FITTING THE ANTIPODES ADAPTOR.

M. P. (Cheltenham).-" My brother who is
an invalid and tied to his bed for weeks on

end is very keen on trying the Antipodes

Adaptor and getting short:wave stations on

the set he has in his bedroom. So I am

going to make it up from the blue print, but
there is orie point about 'which 1 am 'not
clear, and that is, will it be necessary to move

CAN WE HELP YOU

station you are able to receive.

-

---

CURING HAND CAPACITY A/ITH DIFFER'ENTIAL CONDENSER.
S. L H. (Chatham).rit{-1,Wy set is one of the
old-fashioned Reinartz 'type with reaction
coil close up against the grid coil.

" One side of this reaction coil goes to the
end of the grid coil, earth, etc., and the other
side to reaction condenser. From the remaining plates of the reaction condenser goes
the -lead' to the plate of the valve and H.F.
choke. I have tried reversing the reaction
condenser connections, but I get hand -

WITH YOURYOUR SET ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

capacity with both methods.
I should like to ask if a differential con-

Print ?

Whatever your radio problem. milt' be,

-and if so what are the connections ? "
You can very easily fit a reaction condenser to
this arrangement and it should certainly prove

On receipt of this, an
Application Form will be sent to you free

Hardly any modification of the circuit will be
You will find that a differential reaction
condenser has two fixed -vanes terminals and one
terminal which is connected to the moving vanes.
The differential condenser, therefore, has- three
terminals as compared to the two on your present
condenser.
This means an extra lead, and all you have to
do is to take out your present condenser and mount

and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
one of the batteries seems to run down tmich =
faster than formerly ?-0r you want a Blue =

efficacious in overcoming hand -capacity troubles.

remember that the Technical Qttery Department is- thoroughly equipped...to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.G.4.
and post free immediately. This application'
will place you under no obligation whatever,

but having the form, you will know exactly =
what information we require to have before =
us in order to solve your problems.
READERS

PLEASE

NOTE:

In France a duty of 22 per cent of the value is

payable on traveller's receiving 'secs, and if the set
Is of a higher value than -700 frolics or the loud
speaker of greater value than 20Q francs, these
are subject to an additional 6 per cent ad valorem
duty. Visitors to the Irish 'Free State not only have
to pay 33 per cent ad valorem and deposit a security
as well, but they must take out a receiving licence
of 10s.

HOW MANY STATIONS HAS PARIS ?

A.R.F. (Winchester).-" I 'should have
thought two long -wave stations quite enough
for one city, but I have been surprised to find

other Paris transmissions on ordinary wavelengths. I also understand from a friend there
is a short-wave Paris station as well. How
many are there in all and what are the wavelengths ? "

In all, there arc seven Paris broadcasting stations,

namely : Radio -Paris, 1725 metres ; Eiffel Tower,
1445B metres ; Paris P T T, 447 metres ; Radio L.L.,
360 metres and 01 metres , Paris Post Patisien, 328'2
metres ; Radio Vitus, 308 and 43.75 metres ; and

Paris Experimental, 300 metres, 29'7 metres and
40'9 metres. (Some of these wavelengths are liable to alteration)

RUN-DOWN GRID BIAS BATTERY.

M.G. (Paddington).-" I am afraid I am

rather inclined to neglect my grid -bias battery,
and this is the second time on which reception
has proved rather distorted until I remedied it
by getting a new battery. Does neglect of this

kind have any effect apart from distortion ? "
The lack of sufficient grid bias is a sure way of
taking too much current out of your H.T. battery,
so if ever your H.T. battery seems to run down
faster than it should.you should make sure that the

grid -bias voltages on -the various valves are correct.

(Continued .on :page 576.)

necessary.

A postcard wiTI do.

LONDON

denser would be likely to improve matters

Germany, folk, Norway, Sweden,' and Switzerland
all make it fairly easy for the Visitordp take his set
with him.

E_

Inquiries'shouid NOT be made by 'phone, or =
in person at Fleetway House or Tanis House.
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the differential in its place. The lead which formerly
went from the reaction coil to one side of the reaction
condenser now goes front the reaction eoil to one side

of the differential condenser fixed plates, the other
lead (which came front H.N. choke to the reaction
condenser); now gom to the 'snoring vanes of the
differential condenser.
The vacant fixed plates terminal on the differential

condenser is joined to the L.T. - or earth terminal
and these complete the modifications, which should
completely cure your hand -capacity trouble

the ordinary wave length coils when using the
set for short -waves on the Adaptor ? "

L.F. TRANSFORMER 'CONNECTIONS.

No There Is no necessity to change the coils in
the ordinary set when using the Adaptor All that
is necessary Is to pull the detector valve out of its
socket, put the adaptor plug in.its place and then
plug in the detector valve into this. You can theta
tune in on the " adaptor ' without altering anything
else (except Mining up aerial and earth leads as
mentioned on the blue print.)

' M. J. (St. Leonarcls-on-Sea).--" There are
five terminals on the L.P. transformer in all,
one marked.E, and the others IP, OP, IS and

FOREIGN STATION ON A CRYSTAL SET.
" RECTOR " (Yorkshire).-" In this quiet
little community great excitement-- has been
caused by my crystal set wb,ich on two (cocas-

The transformer is quite suitable, and the connections are as follows : The point Marked H.T. -1-.
corresponds with IP on the transformer. The wire
for A goes to OP on the transformer. That from
GB on the blue print goes to' IS on the transformer
and the wire which is joined to G goes to OS, in your

picking up a foreign station that closes down
with tlie hymn tune
Austria " What
station could that be ? "

which is not shown on the blue print. As a matter
of. fact, it is not necessary to use this at all, but it is

sions very Into at night ,has succeeded in

:01111111111011101611141001111310161116110101M611106010inir

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS
No. 21. FRAME AERIALS.
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?

The chief advantage of the frame aerial 1

is that it is
For this reason it is mounted on a

swivel base so that it can be
in different

The blue print only shows four terminals
namely, G," -GB, A and H.T. plus.

When the windings are " pointed "
so that they are in line with the trans-

should it be connected ?

is at a

OS.

" Will the transformer do, and if so how

Case.

This leaves one terminal, as yours has an E terminal

provided for those who wish to earth the cores

=

mitting station the strength of reception

The frame aerial is of great assistance
in cutting out

Last week's missing words (in order)
were : Evaporation ; summer ; Above ;
Acid; distilled. Electrolyte; hydrometer.
FT11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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IGRANIC QUALITY COMPONENTS
FOR SHORT WAVE RECEPTION
11111111111111111IIMMIllahla
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IGRANIC SHORT WAVE
H.F. CHOKE
This efficient H.F. Choke is suitable
for operation on wavelengths from
io-8o metres. Excludes effectively

IGRANIC

IND IGRAPH VERNIER
KNOB AND DIAL

IGRANIC SHORT WAVE COILS
Made in four sizes, 2, 4, t, and 9 turns

A special micrometer worm - gear
drive giving an effective reduction
ratio of 500-I. Price 9 6

147
QuernVaterniSt

Catalogue? Address your enquiries

troublesome hand -capacity effects,
unsatisfactory reaction control and
instability.

Prices from 2 6 each.

Essential for short -Wave reception.

May we send you a ropy of our

H.F. currents from circuits where
their presence would give rise to

(

Price 2/ -

IGRAMC
E LECTRIC Caltd.

Branches :

Bristol, Birmingham, Leeds-, Newcastle, Cardiff, Manchester.

to Dept. R 155.

"We're Fluxite

and Solder-

The reliable pair ;

Famous for Soldering,

Known everywhere !
Wherever we go
We're invited to stay,
For WE make
Soldering
Merely child's play !"
See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house
workshop, garage-anywhere where simple, speedy soldering
They cost so little but will make scores of
is needed.
everyday articles last years longer ! For Pots, Pans, Silver
and Brassware; RADIO; odd jobs in thc garage-there's
always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.

ANOTHER USE
FOR FLUXITE :
Hardening Tools

and Case Hardening.
leaflet

Ask for
im-

on

proved method.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts

for years in constant
use.

Contains

special

'small space' soldering
iron with non -heating
metal handle; pocket
Fluxite,
blow lamp,
Solder, etc.; and full
instructions.

7/6 COMPLETE
or LAMP

FLUXITE LTD.

only

2:6

(Dept. 324),

Retherhithe, S.E.16

All

Hardware and Ironmongery Stores
in tins, 8d., 1,4 and 2,8.

sell Fluxite

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE,

-IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Cmai 'mat from page 574.)
A READER'S " WHAT WAS WRONG " ?

HELLO RIO!
(Walton-on-the-Naze)."-What-. is the very, ,loud- -short-wave station
that calls out " Hello Rio " on a wavelength
well below 20 metres ?."':

CLICKS WHEN COIL HOLDER IS TOUCHED.

Probably you -were listening to ,Na nen. Germany.
which has been working with Rio on 16'0 metres.

r=61111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W-:

RADIO .ROMA.

ABOUT THIS ?

" SHORT WAVER

The following interesting letter has been

P.W.,"and
it, it deals with " What was Wrong " it is
printed here instead of in the Correspondence
received from an Ealing reader of
Columns :

"-One of the most interesting features of
your splendid paper to me is the ' What was

I get a lot of fun trying to
solve the answers, and this brings me to a
Wrong' series.

little problem I mySelf caused and eventually
remedied.

" I constructed your ' Economy' Three

which was given a few weeks ago, and put
every component in its correct place (as I

thought then),but on switching the set I found
that I could only get the Regional programme

and that was: all over, the dial, with the
National as a background:
" I tried different coils and was amazed to

find that the No. 60 aerial coil, when put
into the reaction and vice:versa, I could get
both stations well clear of each other.

" I rebuilt the set, taking great care that I

had the aerial and reaction wiring correct, but
on testing the set I found results were as before.
" Then after about a week I ' tumbled.' I
had put the coil holders with their pins furthest
away from the terminal strip. Of course that

was soon put right !-Yours faithfully,

L.

R.F.F. (Basingstoke Hants).-,-" I picked up
Rome on about 50 metres and understand that
not long ago P. W.' published' an account of
this new short -waver ? "

The Rome short-wave -station which- has been
working- on 25 and .60, metres was -described in an
eartiele in " P,W.," June 21st, 1000.
-

STOPPING MOTOR -BOATING.

R.J. l(Boscombe).-" I want to stop motor 'boating -in my set, windh is quite hopeless at

R.G.A. (Reading, Berks).-" Sometimes the
set is not so good as other times, and I cannot'
make out Why it varies so much. I notice, too;

- WHAT DO YOU THINK
The vicar of a certain Midland parish,
was a very busy man, and had no time
to study wireless, though he enjoyed
E listening to it. His set was of well E known make (Det. and 2 L.F.), and he
never interfered with it.
It was scarcely ever tuned, except at
night sometimes, when he could get two

German stations regularly, and lots of

Even with a new triple -capacity

present.

others occasionally. Certainly the inside

battery the popping noise is still there. What

of the set was never interfered with in
the two years it had been installed,
Suddenly one day it seemed to go

-are the cOnneetion§
The lead which goes from your detector valve H.T.
positive on the set to the primary of the low frequency
-transformer should Ate h'roken: A resistance of

40.010 ohms should then be inserted
between the H.T. positive terminal and the L.F.
transformer primary ter mina! (preferably a wire
wound resistance, of cottet,e).
Another lead is then taken from that side of the
2.),000 to

resistance which is ioined_to- the primary terminal to
4.1111111111111111111111111101111111116110111111111111110111111111111011111

Look OUT for the AUGUST ISSUE E

wrong. Not so loud as usual, and inclined

to whistle when tuned. Lively and full

of hand -capacity, which it had never
N been before.
Could you have said
WHAT WAS WRONG ?
E
N.B.-There is no prize for answering thts
but from time to time we shall give a radio
= problem (followed the next week by the
= answer) in the hope that readers will find
= them both interesting and instructive. (Look
= out for the solution to above next week.)

HARMAN."

MODERN WIRELESS

N

THE " MAGIC " FOUR.
P.W. (Reading).--" What are the coil sizes
and the H.T. voltages necessary for the

which is now on sale everywhere.
It contains a special section dealing with

= fault was caused by the H.T. neg. lead in his
= battery cord. Its outer insulation was O.K., but
= insity the wire was broken.

November ? "

POWER FOR YOUR SET

Magic' Ram which was

described

last

ii1111111I11611111611111111111111111111111-9111111111111111611111111111111hF

The coil sizes are No. 60 X for the aerial and

grid circuits, and a plain No. 10 or 50 for reaction
the ordinary broadcast wave -lengths. On the
I mg waves the X coils should both be 250 and the
reaction coil size 100.

Normally, 'the H.T. voltages used will be as

Buying an H.T. Battery
Arranging your Crid Bias

= Mains Units

Battery Chargers

::

Etc. Etc.

fib to 80 volts on 11.T.1, 120 to 130 on H.T.2,

follows

Etc.

and fitI to 80 on H.T.3. This last H.T. should be
adjusted for smooth reaction by means of the 12
Don't miss this fine number but
potentiometer.
For the last valve H.T.4 you need 120 volts or
more, according to the rating of the power valve and
the voltage which is available from your battery or
mains Milt
1/- MODERN WIRELESS AUC.
you intend. going down to the short waves the
etil sizes for these will be No. 4 for aerial and for grid
circuit -and Nell for reaction. These will cover the
interesting 20 to 40 metre waveband, and jor covering w
a lontal. fixed condenser. The other side of this
flout 30 to, 50 metres use coils ozone sDe larger in
condenser is takem to H.T. negative.
wall socket, Heat into say, two sixes and a nine:
(These can be connected externally to the -set if you do not,
wish to interfere with the wining
of the receiver inside.)

GET YOUR COPY NOW

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.15
H.T.

00I

OA,\V

it

000e

C .000s 'I
a

i6
I2

0-H.T.

a

-1..
A

0

TITAN

MEV:

co

2
Y / 300

.1- If -(-4
s

---:\

WAVE

SWITCH

voltage across theM,: 'when
the set was iMmediately
restored to life.
,

CO/L.

LIMIT

I got very loud crackles
and poor results so tested
the H.T. battery with a
voltmeter and found that
one cell was not reading at

tappings which showed no

Re 0

21.6

SHORTING PART OF THE
H.T. BATTERY.
E.M. (Letchworth, Herts).

all so I took a flex wire, fitted
a clip at each end of it, and
poked these into the two

6

A
:

L.S.

H.F.C, -o .5).04-2

.0003

OE

--='

4. >

)0 L.T

4./.0*
L.T SWITCH 1.
a

The Stafford reader whose volume dropped
E suddenly as recounted last week, found that the

-

The connections of a Detector and Low -Frequency Amplifying Stage
(for which the " components " were given last week) are shown above
by the dotted lines. _ It will be seen that a Titan Coil guit, is
incorporated for easy changing from ordinary to long waves, and vice
versa, by means of a switch.

-

Now a friend tells me that

ala probably ruining the
test of the battery. Is this
I

trun ? "
We don't see how you ran be
" ruining the rest of the ,battery."
Unless you shorted it in the way
that you have you would not be

that if I touch the coil with my linger it -gives'.
loud clicks as I move it. What is likely to be
the cause of that and would it affect the
uneven strength ?
It looks as though you have a coil holder which ia
loose in its sbcket. Take it out of its holder and
examine the pins which engage with the sockets.

Probably they are split pins having two or (014

prongs, which depend for good contact upon the pm,
pressing outwards against the sockets when the coil
is plugged ht.
If the pins have been " cramped " or pressed

Inwards they don't, make good contact, but simply
touch the inside of the socket walls instead of
pressing against them. All that is necessary is to
take a penknife and open the prongs slightly FO that
they get a good " grip " on the socket when the coil
is inserted.

RABAT'S METRONOME.

J.F. (Shanklin, -I.O.W.).--" Several times
lately I have picked up a station announehw

in French on a wavelength of just over 400
metres. It is right away above Toulouse but
well below Paris PTT, and the only time

heard him wind up the programme he faded s
badly that I lost his call.
" I notice he uses one of those clocks ticking
every second. Which station would it be ?
In all probability the station you heard was Rabat,'

Morocco, which works on a Wavelength of 417 metres.

Although this is only a low -powered station (25
k.w.) Rabat has been coming over vela, well anti
many readers have reported reception. at good
strength. As this station uses a met rom me which
boats 61) times per minute we think there is HUM
doubt that this is the transmission you picked up.

WHAT LANGUAGE WAS IT ?

A. E. F. (Swansea).-" On- two occasions L
have succeeded' in picking up a station. om
about 293 metres which I took -to be Kosice,
Czecho-Slovakia,. but I cannot make out, what
language it is,- What language does this station
employ ? Czecho-Slovakian 77.
Ton may have heard_ any one of, half a dozen

languages, from Kosice, f6r this station uses more
different languages in its announcements than any
able to use the battery at all, so
other in Europe. In addition to Czech and Slovak,
we should not worry.abont what "the announcements are sometimes made in .3ffagyar
your friend -says, but carry on as
you are doing.,

in Polish; in RusSian, or in Ifianianian. Which one of
theseit was you heard we should not like to say
,

'
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ANDOVER, Hants. -H. J. Gifford
19, Bridge Street.
ASCOT.-Blacklock's Garage, High

577

HERE

HERE

immo

Street.

Hear the Wonderful

NOVOTONE

Bros, 104, High Street.

BROADSTAIRS.-C. H. Roberts

and Co., Ltd., 77, High Street.
BROMBOROUGH, Ches.-W. 11
McMillan, Rake Lane.
CAMPBELTOWN.-A. P. Mac..
Crory, 16-18, Main Street.

reproducing records with
"AMAZING REALISM"

CARDIFF. -Thompson & Shackell, Ltd..14, St. John Square.

-Tudor

Electrical Supplies,

14.

Tudor Road.
-Duck & Son, St. John's Square.
CATERHAM VALLEY, Surrey. The Caterham Motor Co., Ltd.
CHARD. -The Chard Motor Supply Co., Ltd., Fore Street.
CHEPSTOW. -Coles & Shirley,
St. Mary's Garage.
CHESTER. -W. A. Guy, 75, Fore gate Street.
ED INBURGH.-Brierley & Howie,
23, Barclay Place.

EPSOM. -H.

Pengilly,

Vide "Music Trade Review")

You ought to know

223,

Flassett,

duced through the medium of a pick-up, amplifier and loud -speaker. Read all about it in the

Station

FREE 16 PAGE BOOK
"Realism from Records"

Road.

GILLINGHAM, Dorset. -H. W.

W.I 1.-J. C. Perry, 64, Tavistock
Crescent,

Park ;
Lighting

Radio Stores, 21, Queen's Parade,
Friern Barnet.
LOWESTOFT, Suffolk.-Duray,
4, Suffolk Road.

MAIDENHEAD. - Maidenhead
Radio Co., 40, Queen Street.

MANCHESTER.-Hime & Addison, 195, Deansgate.

PAIGNTON.-W. Sager, Preston.

PORTSLADE,-F. W. & C.
Hart, Victoria
Road.

RYE. -Edward J. Par!ett, 40, The
Mint.

SHEPTON MALLET. -W.
Feltham, Long Bridge.

Davies, 47, Junction Lane.
SWINDON, Wilts. -W, H. Winchcombe, 160, County Road.
TAVISTOCK.-A. E. Graves, The
Radio Stores, 74, West Street.

Hants. -

C. R. Miller, London Road.

WEST HARTLEPOOL. - Ed.
Taylors, 49, Thornton Street.
WOLVERHAMPTON, Compton.
G.

Jones,

' The

,,"

COMPONENTS

SOMETHING REALLY NEW FOR YOUR SET Write for special leaflet :

cE]wriakiwiAlr!

L.F. COUPLING UNIT
which will make a remarkable
difference to your reproduction.
COMPLETE WITH SWITCH

FOR TONE CONTROL.

0005

PRICE
VERNIER

CAPS

.0005
.00055
.00025

Have you our

0002
-0001

00015

Illustrated List ?

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.,
740, HIGH RD., TOTTENHAM, N.17

4'6

DI F F ERENTI A,

GOLDEN SQUARE

.

LOOK OUT FOR OUR OTHER NEW LINES
233

DUAL
GANG

CAPS.

QE/..
Tottenham 3847

DIAL

MID
LOG LINE

H.

ST. HELENS, Sutton. -Leonard

A.
GAMBRELL RADIO LTD., 6 BUCKINGHAM STREET, LONDON, W,C,2 -Ernest
1.-¢850WeS:.

AN ENTIRELY NEW

A.

House, Victoria

NATERLOOV I LL E,

IF YOUR DEALER CANNOT DEMONSTRATE LET US KNOW

wEAFIrr

Westbourne

W.I I. - Westbourne

Stores, 105-7, Talbot
Road.
Bayswater; N.11. - Sports
&

RAMSGATE, -J. Carman. 65, King
Street.

what you are missing and how to get perfect
compensation for the serious losses which are
present when gramophone records are repro-

Essex. Ft21NTON-ON-SEA,
Priest Bros., 16, Connaught Ave.

Haines, Queen Street.
GRAVESEND. -Bennet & Brown,
96a Old Road West.
GRIMETHORPE, Nr. Barnsley. -George Green, I, High Street.

Arcade

Hackney ; S.E.I I. -Photo Enlarging Co., 329, Kennington
Road ;
S.E. 25.-C. H. P.
Nutter, 245, Selhurst Road

Erdington.

\Vimborne Road.

Head

Ltd., 9, O'Connell Street.
LONDON, E.9. -Electric Specialists, 20, St. John's Church Road,

BLACKPOOL.-Metcalfe's Radio

BRAINTREE, Essex.- Nicholls

King's

Cloth Hall Street.
IPSWICH. -E. A. Mould,

LIMERICK. - Thomas

Wood & Son, Music Warehouse.

BIRMINGHAM. -Malcolm
and
Stewart, 506, Alum Rock Road.
-Cecil W. Cox, 77, Gravelly Lane,

-Winton.-E. P. Hall, Ltd., 321-3,

Level!,

Woodbridge Road,

BERKHAMSTED, Herts. - J. W.

Stores, 121, Whitegate Drive
F. X. Smith, 191a, Central Drive.
BOURN EMOUT H.-Lawrie&Co..
95, Holdenhurst Road.

HUDDERSFIELD. - Kenneth

PICCADILLY CIRCUS
LONDON
GERRARD i863

MIDGET
REACTION
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(Continued from page 566.)

TECHNICAL
NOTES.

This annoyed her. She made a noise like
" Taller ! " she snapped.
" What d6 I care about taller ? Is James
as powerful a god as Sir John ? "
It then occurred to me for the first time
that Wireless Sets must be a race of rather
wonderful beings with an invisible world,
a heaven of their own which watches over

ByDr.J.H.T.ROBERTS,F.Inst.P.

atmospherics.

Battery
Consumption

them and arranges things for them and

supplies them with power and makes them
good.

And that they worship gods like we do.
They worship by their tribes and families,
the Marcorris, the Burndepts, the Pyes, the
Magic Fours and the rest of them. Brook mans Park is their heaven, towards which
they pray every morning and every evening.

Savoy Hill is their Olympus where the
greater and the lesser gods abide. The

Announcer is the archangel. And Sir John
(it is a solemn thought !) is the deity
himself !
Italian Programmes.

.

So that was the secret of James and

John ! What Belinda wanted to know was

Use the Lotus

whether James was a strong radio god like

Sir John, or whether he was simply a
tuppenny -ha'penny sort of Baal who was

All Mains Unit

responsible for Wireless in Italy.

I do not know," I replied to her ques-

Dispense with both H.T.

and L.T. batteries, and
enjoy .a strong, steady
supply of power direct
from the A.C. Mains electric light current, at a
nominal cost. Save the
and

ensure

a

down and

11

" Besides," she changed her ground,
" they don't begin their programmes till
half -past six. Have they nobody to tell
them how to keep poultry or to make..
puddings in the mornings ? How do you
think I like being silent the best part- of

ing

.

the Osram " %isle

Magnet " to All Electric-.
Same price as above.
Write for full particular.:
-

min
ALL MAINS UNIT

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

pentode valves. However, owing to the
increasing need for super -selectivity, it looks

as though the super -heterodyne may well
come back into its own again.
Many amateurs who have never operated
a super -heterodyne receiver are apt to be a
bit frightened of it, thinking that its control
may perhaps be 'a little bit beyond them.

As a matter of fact, the -super-het is an
extremely simple set to operate, inasmuch
as it has only two tuned controls, its only
drawbacks are the comparatively large
number of valves necessary for its proper
operation (say seven to nine) and the fact
that consequently the amount of filament
current and H.T. current required is
correspondingly greater.
If, however, you have means for recharging your own batteries the question*Of

running costs need not be seriously con-

Walt Come Back?

very simple to work and, of course, it;

a selectivity comparable with that of .tlif

Complaints.

monthly instalments.
Ask-- your dealer for details of the Lotus All
Mains Unit.. for coniieft-

experimenter two or three years ago,
suffered something of a setback in view of
the great advances niadein screening and in
the development of ;the screen -grid anti

programmes he sends out." " But Belinda,
my dear," I said, terrified lest anyone should
limited, shall we say ? "

equal

was so popular with the more ambitious

selectivity is perfectly amazing to anyone to

I admit that perhaps they are a little-

Price £7 :7 : 0, or 14/6

THE superheterodyne receiver, which

" And why," said I, " don't you think much
of James ? "

overhear us, " rotten is a traitorous word.

ever you want it.

The Super -Het.

On the other hand, the super -het has
many very important advantages. It is

" Well," she said, " look at the rotten

supply of power when-

........ *

of a land in which I sojourn for a season,

don't think much of him," said .Belinda.

regular

4.-4. .4.

sidered.

but, so far as I know, James-" " I

of continually having to
re -charge your batteries,

*

tion, being myself a worshipper at the Savoy
shrine, but not wishing to offend the deities

" Sir John is great above all the radio gods,

expense, time and trouble

.2eJ,

...*

FOR THE LISTENER.

Save Money

z1.0

the day ? "

" You seem to manage very well," I

said slyly."
Opera.

It was eight -thirty, and, desiring this

conversation to cease, I switched on without looking" et the programme. It was
another Opera !

There was the weirdest noise inside
Belinda, out of which, like a clear star

whom this type of circuit

is new.

An

ordinary straight circuit would need to liav
at least three tuned circuits in order to gaiii
super -het.

No outside aerial is used with the supert.
het, but notwithstanding. this it, will. bring
in all kinds of foreign sCations, even (Writ*
conditions which, for an ordinary set, woul
be regarded as adverse.
On the Continent.
'
The super -heterodyne is more popular on

the Continent Than it is here,- possibly- for

the reason that most European countries

have not such a selection of powerful loco,'
Stations within a comparatively small arc&
as we have in this country. Consequentlit
long-distance reception is more. tile order of
the day and selectivity is still more
important.

It is no doubt for reasons such as this

that the super -heterodyne enjoys a considerable popularity in different European
countries as well, of course, as in the

United States, the land of its birth.

throughwild, broken storm clouds, the voiec
of Wish Wynne, " I shall now give, by req-

Running Costs.

as told by a slum child."

lower than of the older type, and also the.
operation is actually simpler, since ME

uest, the story of Jack and the Beanstalk

" Did you do that on your own 1" I

said to Belinda when it was over. " Why
not ? " she said. ""You don't know me
yet, my man," she said; " not half !
She is a wonderful creature ! And now
that I have discovered she has A'memory in
addition to her valves, she will be (as Jack
Hulbert delightfully -sings) Such .a Comfort
to me ! "

I should add that the running costs of
the present super -het are considerably

advantages of screening has now been

applied to this type of receiver. This ineaw
that instead., of using. a potentiometer for -

applying a positive damping in, order to

obtain stability, the stability is obtained by
screening and consequently the extra

cnsion current consumption which w+
(Continued on'next page.)
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DEAF AIDS

TECHNICAL NOTES.

(INEXPENSIVE)
Better than other Aids cost.
ing Five times as much,

" POPULAR WIRELESS" says :

(Continued from previous page.)

Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.

" There is everything in
favour of buying a comkit of parts and
nothing against it. You
get all the little items,
such as screws, etc., and
your panel is neatly

involved in the positive damping method is
avoided.
The screening naturally, by its stabilising
effect, makes the operation of the receiver
much simpler.

plete

drilled for you. Moreover,
you are certain that every
component is suitable for

Question of Quality.

the set-that is, if you
purchase an approved kif
such as is sold by Ready
Radio."

It has. sometimes been objected that

fitted

as illustrated, including

with

MIDGETPHONE
(fits into ear)
instead of earpiece
with headband.

a light

headband for the
earpiede.

HIS Aid comprises the latest sensitive

1 SUPER -MICROPHONE (to be attached
to Coat or Dress, conveniently concealed), a
SMALL BATTERY (for the pocket), and a
SMALL EARPIECE which can be held to
the deaf ear by hand or by a light headband
supplied with the Aid. All speech and sound
reaching the Super -Microphone is loudly
heard in the earpiece. The battery can be

switched off when the Aid is not in use.

ANY small 3 -volt battery can be used with
these Aids.

Either of the above Aids can be made SPECIALLY
POWERFUL by fitting a DOUBLE Microphone in
place of the single, at an extra cost of 10/-.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy St., London, W.I.

r

Phone: Mueum 8329,

a
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"RED DIAMOND"

THE RECOGNISED DETECTOR FOR
IALL CIRCUITS USING CRYSTAL
RECTIFICATION.

RD 40

By Insured
, Post 2/3 or
2/9 with shield.
Can be mounted

on brackets or through
panel. Onee set always ready.
I Not affected by vibration. Each one is tested
on broadcast before despatch, and is perfect.

"RED DIAMOND"

WALL
PLUG
Solid Ebonite, Highly
RD 29

Perfect In/ Finished,
suLtion. Two size
plugs and sockets, so
that it is impossible
to insert plugs in reverse.
Or by insured post, 2/3.

Of ull high close Radio Dealer', or
Sole

TRAO

Makers:

MARK

1 JEWEL PEN Co., Ltd.

(Radio Dept, 46), 21.22, Great
Sutton St., LONDON, E.C.1.

.m..7-1EADPHONES REPAIRED 4/.

Transformers 5/.. Loudspeakers 4/-. All Repairs
re -magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.
Clerkenwell 9059.
for Trade.

Discount
s' MASON. 44. East Road, City Road, N.1.

although a super -heterodyne receiver will
pick out almost innumerable distant stations
and bring them in at loud -speaker strength,
the quality is in some way inferior. I think
this is an unjust criticism of the super-

heterodyne and, certainly, if the circuit is

properly adjusted, the quality is remarkably

good-some of its supporters will, in fact,
assert that the quality of its reproduction is
equal to that of anything on the market.
Distortion by the Detector.

I am often asked- whether the grid leak
method of rectification can be relied upon to
give really distortionless reproduction. This
reproduction.

At the same time, it

ErAtT TUNERS
-250 to 2,000

metres.

Thousands of these tuners arc in use, and we
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuits-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry

AND LOUDSPEAKERS

1930 MAGIC THREE
THE "EUROPEAN" 3
THE A.C. SAFE POWER SENIOR
ETC., ETC.

Cash or Easy Te:ms
Lists on Application

circuit.

The grid will carry a certain current I in
the grid leak method of rectification) and
this is often a cause of some distortion, the
grid current arising owing to the joint
effects of the positive bias applied to the

grid and the positive parts of the signal
current. The positive bias applied to the
grid is apt, to a slight extent, to make the

159. BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE. LONDON. S.E. 1.
Telephone : HOP 5555 (Private Exchange)

10 PAGE

valve act as an amplifier as well as a

detector and this method of rectification
is useful where sensitivity is an important

SPECIAL BARGAIN LIST

consideration.

RADIO AND
SCIENTIFIC

No Grid Current.

The grid is generally given a negative

potential relative to the filament, when the
anode -bend method of rectification is being
used, and with signals of ordinary strength

it follows that the grid will not become
positive with respect to the filament and

INSTRUMENTS
Readers of " Popular Wireless " should apply
now.

Send 1d stamp.

ELECTRADIX RADIO,

therefore grid current will, in these circumstances, be eliminated.

218 Upper Thames Street. E.C.4.

distortion, this means that the anode -bend
method has the advantage over the grid leak method. On the other hand, the
advantage of the better rectification which
is obtained is, to some extent, off -set by the

WET H.T. BATTERIESSolve all H.T. Troubles.
SELF-CHARCINC,

absence of the slight amplifying effect which
is obtained with the grid -leak method.
In other words, the anode -bend method of
rectification is probably preferable if abso-

AMPLIFIERS, WI-.

City 0191, Eleetradix, Cent, London.

In -so -far as grid current is a cause of

purposes, and especially where sensitivity is
particularly desirable, the grid -leak method
should be found quite sa'r,Istactoiy.

305, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, E.10.

............ KITS OF PARTS

important to reduce the distortion to the
absolute minimum at every stage in the

120 volt H.T. Batteries 12/- each
100 volt H.T. Batteries 10/- each
60 volt B.T. Batteries 6/6 each

lid. stamp for the Leyton " Booklet to:THE LEYTON BATTERY CO.,

.....

is

lute purity of reproduction is the only or
the main desideratum, but for all-round

6W volt Porous Pot Wet Batteries from 14/ The Best and Cheapest yet offered. Also send

......

is putting it rather high as, of course, no
receiver will give absolute distortionless

CELLS THAT SATISFY.

SPECIAL BATTERY OFFER.

............ .....
...... .........

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed), 2.1" x li" ss. 1.3 doz.
ZINCS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1 2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 4!1, post 9d.
Sample unit. 6d. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.

a -VALVE SET, Li.

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL, LONDON.

Importance of Proper Values.

Of course, I should add that grid -leak
rectification comes in for a. good deal of

unfair criticism, owing to the values of
the grid leak and condenser being unsuitably chosen, especially that of the grid

If the value of the grid leak is too
high the valve tends to become choked,
leak.

whilst if the leak is too low the valve does
not operate in the proper manner.
(Continued on next page.)
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A. F. BULGIN & Co., Ltd
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Chancery Lane. London. E.C.L.
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cant we get together Y

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued fron previous -,page,)

completely insulated and one completely
earthed. and upon, the grid -leak conditions

being exactly adjusted -for the- particular
conditions, the strength of signals, and so on,
depends the entire -functioning of the valve

as a detector.
Valve Improvements.

is

the

chance to prove that

you can earn £300,
WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY A

In VMS

£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it and you
can

do

same.

the

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help you whether you be novice or
If you wish for something more than a
bread and butter " job you owe it to yourself to

expert.

investigate our Service.

Our handbook, "Engineering Opportunities." has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
It contains details of A.M.I.Mech E.,
A.MJ.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.LA.E..
Struct.E., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
sour fellows.

Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES

In a brilliant foreword Prof. A. M. Low shows
clearly the chances you are missing.

" Engineering Opportunities" and our advice arc
quite FREE. Don't neglect this gfier-give vent to
that " upward urge " and send a, postcard NOW.
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, W.I

-..KITS OF PARTS FOR ALL CIRCUITS
1930 MAGIC .3 KIT, including -cabinet, -panel.
valves, coils, including S.W., carriage paid, 81.16.
STRAIGHT 3 KIT, including Dual coil, 2 transformers, valves, cabinet, panel, carriage paid, 60-.
SPEAKER KIT, Ormonde type cabinet, 12 x 12,
B.A. Unit, cone and bailie, carriage paid, 151-.
specification of above kits and lists of components
free. Von will H surprised at ray' prices. Monty
back if not satisfied. Any part supplied separately.
Carriage extra.

The SERVIS 3 -Valve Set, in polished cabinet

Frith handle, enclosed speaker, two transformer coupled, assembled and ready to use, complete wok
3 valves, 100-v. 11.T.. 2-v. accumulator slid G.B.
Carriage paid. £4.16.6.
PORTABLES. 5 -valve suitcase
in bloc
morocco, complete with valves, 100-v. It;T., G.B.,
and unspillable accumulator. Onaranteed by
£6.15.0.
makers. Carriage paid.
Also 3 -valve A.C. mains sets, complete, £11.10.0.
All mains radio gramophones, .222.10.0.
All goods stew and perfect. Let site quote for any
set or kit of parts. Cash. or C.0.1). only.

E. BUTLIN, 143B, Preston Rd., Brighton.

REPAIRS

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or 'Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each pair, 4/- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
953,

"Repairs " Dept.,
GARRATT LANE, TOOTING',

II.W.17.
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Beginners in radio often want to know
whether it is not possible to make a valve
without a filament ; or, rather, a valve
in which the electrode taking the place of
the filament -is unheated. In other words,
a " cold valve." They_ argue, not without
reason, that the temperature, necessary
for the release of the electron current from
the filament has, by successive improvements in valve manufacture, been reduced

to a mere fraction of what it was in the
earlier types.
Theae is all the difference between a,
valve which requires a file.ment-heating

battery and 'circuit, however small the
filament current may be, and one which
requires no current, and therefore no battery

and circuit at all.
Many attempts have been made to design
a valve based upon the electronic emissivity
of photo -electric substances (such as
potassium and sodium) or radio-actiye
substances, of which there are maii.);.

Valves have also been designed in which
'a high value of H.T. voltage is used (the
valve tieing of very " soft " type), so that

something akin to a high-tension " dis-

charge " takes place through the gas
within the valve,.this discharge constituting
the anode Current,
In all these cases, although it is a
comparatively simple matter to obtain
an anode current, .it is quite another
'

thing to 'noddy and control that current
in the. way which is necessary if the
valve is to be applied to ordinary radio

PLUGAN COIL
Sold everywhere from 11'..
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, EA

menter to provide himself with a high aerial,
of

as nearly as possible the maximum

100 -ft. length.

In these days of 'valve developments,
however, it has been found that the old

" P.M.G. aerial " is generally far too long,
and much better results are obtained with a
al-Miter

Many listeners acrually prefer an indoor

aerial, and of those Who use an outdoor

aerial a considerable percentage have quite

short antennae, not More than perhaps
10 to 20 feet in length.
Selectivity.

One of the great advantages of the
shorter aerial is, of course, the increase in
selectivity which is generally obtained
thereby. With high -frequency amplification so very easy to obtain, by means of
screen -grid valves, the possible reduction

in incoming signal strength is quite un-

important, whereas the question of selectivity with increasing stations becomes
increasingly important.

- If you are in doubt abottt the length of
your aerial, it is a good plan to try using
shorter aerials. A simple way to do this is
to disconnect the regular aerial from the
set and to rig up (a little distance away front

the regular aerial) atemporary aerial consisting of a length of ordinary copper wire,
suspended on insulators, of course, in the
usual way. It is better, if you want to make

the test in the most satisfactory way, to
take down the regular aerial and substitute
the temporary one for it as. of course,
presence of the regular aerial interferes to a

slight extent with the results which you
get with the temporary one.
However, if it is too much trouble to
take down the regular aerial, fix up the temporary one as far away from it as you can
and then proceed with your tests.
Some Simple Tests.

Radio -Active.

feet shorter than the regular one to start

"The emission current from a ,small
quantity of radio -active substance, for
example. is in ordinary circumstances far
too small to be of any use ; and, furthermore.

quite impracticable to control the
amount of the emission or the velocity
it is

with which the electrons leave the
electrode. In the case of photo -electric
substances the trouble here is the
extremely small amount of emission which
is obtained.
Incidentally, a photo -electric substance

will only emit when under the influence
of a suitable type of radiation (of which
ordinary visible light is an example), and
therefore it cannot be regarded as an
entirely automatic emitter, since energy
has to be supplied from without.

The temporary aerial may be made a few

with and the results on the receiver carefully
noted. Then try cutting off a few more

feet from the temporary aerial and again

note results, both as regards signal strength
and particularly selectivity.

In reducing the length of the aerial, of

course, you cut off at the end remote from

the down lead and, re -attach to the insulator

at that end in each case. It is a good plan
to have the insulator' attached to a rope
that the reductions in length of the aerial

are compensated for by increases in the

length of the rope.
By a few trials in this way, and also trying
different heights, you will soon find out
whether there is going to be any great ati,
vantage in making a change in the length of
your aerial.
-

If the aerial was already comparatively
short, probably you will not find a gileaa
deal of difference, but if it was the oldfashioned long aerial it is almost certain
that you will find a great improventena
.

" Soft " Valves.

STANDARD

In the early days of broadcasting it was
the ambition of every amateur and experi-

purposes.

THANKS;
THE

near future.
Aerial Length.

You want always, to remember that the
conditions obtaining in the grid -leak
represent a compromise between a grid

All we ask

type of cold valve will be evolved in the

The, high-tension discharge method is

open to the objection that the current

cannot be controlled, and, moreover, the
discharge is very erratic and altogether -especially in selectivity, by shortening it.
Having discovered more or less the beat
unsuitable for use in a radio valve.
I should say, however, that it is by no dimensions you can then set to work to
means impossible-in fact, I should think alter your ' regular aerial to correspond,
a distinct 'probability-that some practical finally re,erecting it in its new form.
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The Lewcos "X" and Centre Tapped Coils
are specified for the " A.P. Two" receiver described
in this issue

/
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/ The difference you notice with Lewcos

Coils in your Set is an increased and
treater purity of volume. Lewcos Coils

are Super Selective, and by reason of
the superb materials and workmanship used

in

their manufacture they are indisputably
superior in quality and performance
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ONE POINT OF VIEWWICKED WIRELESS-

IT BRINGS THEM OUT-

SEANCES BY RADIO-

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
are offering to their trams, 'buses,

One Point of View.

ASPANISH woman sunning herselt

at Cheltenham-of all places.

A

little desultory talk. She reminded

me, of a great, sleepy pussycat. Presently the
sound of an orchestra led us to speak of radio.

" My osban," quoth the duchess, as who

should say " My fan. my trifle." " My
osban is an-how does it call itself ?un afectionate to r -radio, but for
me, zenor, all thatt zeem laike to
take zer gild from zer budderfly's

road -

excavators, etc., town councils all over

the land are passing by-laws prohibiting
loud speakers in this place and that. In
view of this, I was horrified to read that
Siemens & Halske have produced a loud
speaker which can be heard more than ten

miles away. Fancy using this in London and
incurring the penalty therefor in Sutton !

fundamentals of religion cannot be removed

from the human make-up by any human
agency.

Stamping It on the Mind.

STILL, propaganda can be very powerful if skilfully applied, and well the

Germans know it ; their radio
propaganda during 1914-1918 gave me many
a poisonous hour ! However, " all

that " being over now (bar the
taxes, etc.), they are carrying on
the work by printing on some of
their stamps
Become a radio
listener." Whether that is a com-

THE "BANZAI" BOYS!

Verdad ? I laike zer sun
shine on my corpse and zer smelLs
oning.

in my noce and to veel zer loafly
ma-ter-i-ah-les with zer 'ands.

mand or an appeal

All

stead some advice as to the best
means of finding the money for a

slap up against realities, moddom

receiver.

The Empire of the Fair.
AND talking of women; isn't this
year witnessing a mass attack
upon the predominant posi-

It Brings Them Out.
THE Post Office " detector van

seems to be a very effective
form of propaganda, not only

tion of men in achievements once

on behalf of the B.B.C. but also on
the side of law and order. While the
van was investigating in the New-

purely heroic ? Amy Johnson flips

to the Antipodes and instead of

alighting with a world gesture she
just combs her hair. Another lady

castle district during April 29th June 3rd, no lesks than 2.648 new
licences were taken out, whereas
during the corresponding period of

(who combines chicken -raising with
sculpting !) goes and wins the King's
Prize at Bisley ! Etcetera ! In ten

1929 only 450 were taken out.
Similar figures concerning other
Northern towns show a similar

years there will be nothing left for
us to do except to huddle together
in top back rooms and swap stories
about radio circuits. But we shall

stimulus. You may snake whatever
inference you like from these facts.

still be useful for sharpening the
carving -knife, taking mice out of

Seances by Radio.

traps, supplying money. and a few
odds and'ends like that !
Education by Radio.
The B.B.C. an-

' nounees that in the autumn it

will take a referendum on educational broadcasts. -You all know

These two cheering Bag-waggers are the grandsons of Admiral
Takarabe. Chief Japanese Delegate', to the London Naval Conference.
and it was his broadcast speech on his return to Japan that set them
shouting " Banzai."

with tin trumpets. What can have happened

to have brought about the awful doubt at

Savoy Hill ? How determinedly, and with
what a show of conferences and committees.

the B.B.C. has pursued its notion that it

can show school -teachers how to do their
jobs ! And now, having shot the pianist; the
B.B.C. is going to make enquiries !

PIQUED

r

whole thing has fizzled out.
THEIt was nothing but a luncheon table repartee. Mr. Fisk has
now explained, says " Wireless

Weekly" (Australia), that all he

intended to convey was his opinion

that any communication with the

" Aria's " views on school -time wastin

The Noise War.
at the competition

do not

many people would welcome in its

But we cannot all live

INCREDIBLE[ !

I

know, bat I should think that

zis mean, I weesh to live wiss life
and not next doors of her." Maybe.
maybe !

THE UNSEEN TNFLUENCE
AN AERIAL TIP --THE B.B.C. ORCHESTRABROADCASTING HOUSE -

which

traders' demonstration loudspeakers

Wicked Wireless.

ISN'T it rather a pity that in Paris there
had to be a campaign against " the
perils of radio." during which daily

prayers were offered in all the churches on
Mont St. Michel ? Back of it all, so the

report reads, is the opinion that radio is

an organ of anti -religious propaganda.

So

far as the B.B.C. is concerned radio has

done nothing to harm religion and much to
encourage it. Anyhow, a survey of the
history of mankind from the Stone Age to
last Tuesday forenoon convinces me that the

;.pirit world takes place through the ether.
He doesn't know whether such communication can be effected or whether there is anybody to communicate with.

So that's that. Perhaps Mr. Fisk would
next be good enough, to explain why the

above -mentioned paper refers to him as
" one whose scientific practicality has

made possible our Beam system and our
British telephone system "-a very misleading statement-to say the least!
(C:mtinnet, on next page.)
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

" Earth " All Round Him.

SALUTATIONS to " E. P." of Weston
Souvenir-I mean Super -Mare, and

thanks for a letter full

of interest.

Apart from export packing -cases and the
electrical room of a hospital, I have never
before heard of a room being lined with
lead. That is what they have done to
" E. P.'s " room, but being a wireless

enthusiast he seized the chance of using
the lead sheets as a " counterpoise earth,"
and he says that the result is equal to his
gas -pipe " earth." I should say that this
instance is unique.
The Crystal Diehard.

really know it.

Same as my mother talks
about foreign stations, but could not tell

out valves " by placing the glass part in

The Unseen Influence.

that a better way of joining together the
four filaments is to break the glass gently

When I asked her she
said ' mother's busy.' "
where Nairobi was.

FOR some years I have had my- receiving
outfit, including a large 6 -volt accu-

mulator, standing on a small table

which some fastidious person covered with

a cheap red cloth. I never charge the

battery while it is on the table, nevertheless
the cloth has faded to a feeble pink, and if

handled roughly would fall to pieces. It
is killed with acid. Somehow or other the
fumes have crept out of the tiny vent -holes
and in course of time done their work. An

old ebonite panel seems to be better than
a fancy cloth for supporting the battery.

HAVING an original and independent

cast of mind, " E. P." has not
slavishly followed the trend of
He still uses an H.F. valve,
fashion.

followed by a crystal with plug-in coils.

With this outfit he has received (on crystal
alone) P C J, Paris, and Berlin, and most
of the Continentals besides, when using the
H.F. valve. For loudspeaker work he uses a
separate two -valve amplifier, and he can
make 5 X X work

three

An Aerial- Tip.

U11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

in order to hear a chicken sneeze in Sussex." Humorist."

The Queen's Hall Broadcast.
THE first broadcast of this season's
" Prom " concerts at Queen's Hall
takes place on Saturday, and there is

19th, 21st, 26th, 27th, and 29th (all on
National), and August 12th, 15th, 16th,

20th, 22nd, 23rd, 25th, 28th, and 30th (on
Regional). I have seen the whole season's
programmes and shall not listen in. Oh,
no ! I shall go to the Queen's Hall. A little
too much stressing of " new works " perhaps-there are twelve-but- plenty of the

There is no truth in the rumour, however,
that the cats' whiskers are put to considerable
use on these occasions.

*

good old stuff, too. Sir H. Wood, of course !

4 ; horns, 6 ;

" Daily Mirror."

THOSE RADIO TALKS.
Talk ! Talk ! Talk !

glorious clangour of the brass, Sir Henry
inspired and working like billy -o, the rapt
audience-all these must be perceived
and that can be done only by being present.

Give them a try out !

How They Notice !

ATEACHER friend has shown me a
boy's essay on " Wireless," written
for the summer exams., of which the
following portion is priceless : " It makes
you know science if you didn't know much
You
before ; especially your parrents.

often hear my dad arguing about battris

with the baker's man, but he gets it mostly
out of twopenny magazines and does not

Opinion " points out that the opportunity

will be lost if the orchestra is allowed to be
a dumping ground for inexperienced players.
It recommends, also, the appointment of a
permanent conductor of eminence.
We
live in hope !

South African complains that he gets

the London New York radio telephone conversations down there. He says that they
in S. Africa are supposed to be right out of

Who said so ?

The

Post Office used broadcast for the service !
He suggests that the Marconi
would
be interested to know " all this." I should

I

II 1111 1111 11111111 III 111111111

completed.

The

B.B.C.

states

amongst listeners !
I I I IIF--;

so that the aerial can be lowered and raised
without necessitating a climb.
Another
point !

Broadcasting House.

THE latest news from the big hole in
Portland Place indicates that on the
foundations which were completed
last winter there is steadily arising a
builder's paradise of concrete and steel
girders.
The central tower, which will
contain the studios, is beginning to look
" like," whilst underground amongst the
that a special system of artificial day.
light illumination will be installed in
order to avoid any feeling of depressiN
amongst the staff. Nothing special has
been planned to cope with depression

" Daily Record & Mail."

III

I hope our friend does not image that

roughly

Of how we live and die.
It's oh ! to be in the fashion
And have a gramophone,
Then, when weary, have something cheery,
Not a talk on the telephone.

II

and Vienna Philharmonic. Will they do it ?
Or will they hamper Dr. Adrian Boult with
Civil Service -like regulations ? " Musical

moles two studios have already been

From some moth-eaten guy,
And Talk ! Talk ! Talk !

trumpets, 5 ; trombones, 5 ;

This lot can and will make a
glorious noise. If you have neve.: been
to a " Prom " you have missed a great
experience. The sweep of, the bows, the
tubas, 2.

*

ELECTRICITY MORE POPULAR.
We are approaching the volt -age.-

violas, 14 ; violoncellos, 12 ; double basses,
10 ; timpani, 2 ; percussion, 3 ; harps, 2 ;
flutes, 4 ; oboes, 4 ; clarinets, 5 ; bassoons,

orchestras, like the Philadelphia, Halle(

they run the service, If they dicl, it would
be conducted by Beam.

wireless.

goes ! First violins, 20 ; second violins, 16 ;

annum, the B.B.C: has the opportunity of creating one of the " world "

-" Evening News."

during operations, is controlled entirely by

A Big Noise !

The B.B.C. Orchestra.

HAVING decided to form an orchestra
of 112 players, to cost £100,000 per

be surprised if they don't know it, though

It is reported in the " Daily Herald " that
nine tomcats alone man a warship which,

SOME of you may be interested to know
the composition of this fine orchestra
which is 114 players strong. Here

ladle after carefully removing any vacuum
which may be clinging to them.

wireless.

It is not reported that the different items on
the programme differ in their efficacy ; but
further investigation seems to be called for.

be given on August 11th, 13th, 14th, 18th,

the filaments with a sharp tug-on the
left leg, mind !-and melt them up in a

the line. Why ?

GIVING THEM THE BIRD.

An orchardist in the Harz Mountains has
discovered that he can keep the birds away
from his fruit by installing a powerful loud
speaker among his trees and turning on the

a fine all-round sort of programme to it !
Further broadcasts of these concerts will

the grain runs E. to W., please !-extract

I N a letter' to

The B.B.C., we read, is to broadcast country
sounds. We feel sure that West End revellers
will be pleased to have their dance band cut oil

Well, cheery -bye !

with a hammer made of boxwood-see that

New York Telephone.
" Radio Design," an
American amateur radio organ, a

SHORT WAVES.

loudspeakers

together, with the crystal and amplifier. A
useful outfit indeed, though I just cannot
bring myself to feel any affection for
crystals.

-

IWAS shocked to read the news about
that unfortunate man who fell whilst
climbing his wireless mast and was
killed. But why climb masts?
Insist
upon having a pulley on top of the mast,

hot water over night." The answer is just
plain " No." Why doesn't this " sort of an
engineer" do it for you ? Tell him from me

After, perhaps, a year of undis-

turbed peace the wire or rope may become
stuck in the pulley ; the wire will corrode
or the rope will swell. Therefore, before the
aerial is hauled up, fasten a stout string on
the wire or rope, between the aerial insulator
and the pulley. If the pulley sticks, a tug on
the string (which should, of course, reach
hand height) will put the matter O.K.
How Not to Repair Valves.

r C. (Sheffield) asks me whether-as he

%A. has been advised by " some sort of an

electrical engineer '-he can join
together the filaments of his four burnt -

The Post Office Licence.

BECAUSE the Postmaster -General has

no statutory powers to compel We
owners of electrical plant causing

interference with radio reception to remove
the cause of such interference, many people

imagine that the licence for broadcasting

has been issued under false pretences.
Bless you, the P.M.G. issued licences long

before broadcasting was thought of, 'and
would continue to do so even if every B.B.C.
station were disintegrated. All he licenses

you to do is to install a wireless receiver,
and the licence in no way commits him to
provide broadcasting for you to hear ; in
fact, if you listened only to New York he
would require his ten bob just the same.

ARIEL.

Popular Wireless, August 9th, 13'

MY arrival back in London from a
holiday was not characterised by
any particular demonstrations ;

it

seemed superficially that things were much
the same as when I went away.
My set was still working, the B.B.C. was

I ant trying to
Our Chief Radio Consultant
witnessed the recent television
play broadcast, and here gives
readers of "Popular Wireless "

his opinions.

making much the same sort of noise, the

" Radio Times " looked as much like a

twopenny weekly as ever, and talked about

much the same kind of things in much
the same kind of way, my newspapers
ranted and were quietly pessimistic or

My prejudices. as some would describe
my realistic statements, are well known.

Perhaps since I am nearly always right

scathingly sarcastic about unemployment.

my essential fair-mindedness is not always
appreciated.

"Something Exciting and Original."

I therefore assure my readers I have
nothing against anyone in the Television
Company. and believe the members of the
staff to be honest, hard-working and en -

without, however, proposing any real remedy

To one who loves new things. and

enthusiasm, and change, and was bursting
as usual to show how much better everything could be done, it all seemed dis-

You will be wroni;,.
I am trying to give you a description i

terms of my emotions when I saw the affai
As my eyes grew accustomed to the light.
I saw first what I afterwards labelled as the
linoleum effect. In the gently swaying,

image far back in the depths of the television box one saw in the 2 -in. by 3 -in.
aperture, just a number of squares dark

and light like a chess board.
The First Picture.
These supervened. as it were, from right
to left. Whenever the linoleum appeared
it seemed as if there was bad cross -talk

in the control mom. because a whiff of
unrelated music stole around me. Then
as the music died tilt -

BEFORE THE TELEVISOR.

linoleum moved leftwards. revealing what 1
took to be an aerial view
of Paris accompanied

couraging.

But suddenly here, in my new simper.

there was something exciting and original.

by a stride's vocal des-

The " pick of the wireless programmes "
showed, that, at 3.30 on Monday. there
would be a television play. The play
chosen for this daring experiment was
" The Man with a Flower in his Mouth." \\ell ! Well !" 1 thought, " this: must

cription --what looked
like the clear Hat ribbon
of

the Seine and the

curious fungoid ,nit of

focus of the bordering
buildings was roman t ically
blurred but
quite recognisable.

be seen."

" Doubtless the B.B.C. and the Baird

Company have come together at long last

and have made great improvements..
*

funny at the expense c f

serious pioneering.

Guess Wrong.

;Because, of course, when I last saw telii-

I

any kind of basis for dramatic representa-

seeing

My guess that I was
an aerial view

vision it was in toolcrude a state to gix

of Paris showed itseit
to be wide of the mark

tion.)

however. due to the
sit
- imposit ion of a

The Truth.

I had heard through a casual talk xvitli
a television enthusiast that " things were
much better," and I was anxious to know
whether this meant that the B.B.C. were
now more impressed with television, or
that the rumoured recent reorganisation

of the Baird Company was implied in

" things," or that simply television had really
improved.

bunch of bananas enfolding an
cataclysm.
The three actors iu the first hi eyision broadcast play.
"scenery " on the left.

thusiastic. I count many in the B.B.C.
my friends ; my sole object in describing

So I rang up and arranged, and found
myself (a minute or two late, it is true)
peering anxiously into that small elusive

what I saw, where another might remain

I think) and listening to a rather poor

while.

swaying square (two inches by three inches,

quality

voice which

must

intended to go with the play.

have

been

silent,

is to tell the facts to those who

have never seen television or a television
play and believe it to be something worth
The incredible truth ! The always incredible truth! You will, perhaps, think

Note the

active

Unable to restrain a
mixture of amusement

and curiosity. 1 demanded of those who stood near, the meaning of it all. They told me it was a circular
marble -topped ta.)1e. a glass of liquid, and
a pair of hands !
No sooner enlightened than denied ; my

" Paris' was obscured by the drifting
patchwork cloud and music- collet my
vision -fixed attention to my ears
(Continued on page 588.)
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The various condensers should be of 250
volts " working " rating or higher, the
figure quoted being the minimum for safety.

MORE ABOUT

must obtain the special mains type, although

Scme further details of the A.C. mains unit described last week.

Lissen condensers the standard receiving
type are guaranteed to stand this voltage,

THE A.C. "SAFEPOWER.

I

In. the Majority of makes:this means you
.11

it should be noted that in the case of

By THE " P.W." RESEARCH DEPT.

and some of these were actually used in the
original unit.

4.--.11.---

THE reader will by nowhave got a

general idea of the design and -use
of the unit, so next let us look over
the circuit and see how it all works in a

general kind of way, without going too far
into technicalities. You will note first of

all that we have used in this particular

unit a full -wave type of rectifying valve,
unit only

whereas the standard A.C.
employs a half -wave rectifier.

It does not follow, by the way, that there

is anything inferior about the half -wave
valve

or superior about the

case.

It is chiefly a matter of practical

full -wave,

because, strictly speaking, that is not the
expediency concerned with the amount of
actual current required.
Full- or Half -Wave ?

The point is that the full -wave type of
rectifying valve costs rather more than the
half -wave type, and so it is customary to
use it only when considerable current

output may be

required. The smaller
half -wave type now available in many makes

An Important Point.

attention, and it is to be understood that

Before we proceed to consider certain

giving 5 to 6 volts, and provided with a

wiring points there is just one other practical
matter which should be mentioned. You
will observe that the socket for the rectifier

what is required here is a component with
first of all a low-tension secondary winding

centre tap. This is for lighting the filament
of the rectifying valve.
Next you require a centre -tapped high-

tension winding, which should have a
rating of either 200-0-200 or 250-0-250 volts.

These are the two commonly available

ratings, and either will do, since they both

valve is mounted directly upon the metal
base, and you should examine your valve
socket to see that none of the metal parts underneath can possibly. come into contact

with the metal when it is screwed down.
This is a posiribility with some makes of
holders, and if there seems to be a risk of

give a rather higher voltage than you it with your particular specimen, place
require, and the normal procedure is to under it, before screwing down, a small piece
work with the resistance R1 set back of Empire cloth or other good insulating
so that you only get the desired reading on
the voltmeter.

material.

Now, there are just two wiring points to

The particular transformer which we
have employed has no terminals, but

be mentioned. First note that connections

emerge from its casing and upon each of

itself at two points, and you must be careful not to forget these. One is in the neighbourhood of the con-

instead a number of different coloured leads

are made to the actual metal of the base
denser
whose

THE COMPLETE UNIT

C1,

one

of

terminals is

wired down to the

has the advantage of relative cheapness,

head of a screw which
secures it to the base.

smaller types of units intended to give

The other is an exactly similar connec-

and so it is commonly employed for those

tion from one side

currents of, say, 20 to 25 milliamps, such as
our standard A.C. model.
The smoothing filter consists of our usual
double or cascade arrangement made up of
, the condensers C1, C and C3, and the two
L.F. chokes. The condensers C4 and C5

of the condenser C4.

Our second point is

just to explain that
the

also add a little extra smoothing to their
respective output points, although this is
not their main function, which latter is
rather a matter of the prevention of
coupling defeets inside the unit. The net
result is a particularly pure and well -

mentioned,

hole in the base to

the mains connecter

adapter, mounted
underneath.
This

free from hum to satisfy the most critical.
The general idea of the methods adopted

adapter, by the way,

you will

for the prevention of motor -boating and

similar objectionable effects, and the
scheme for voltage control and adjustment,

The power supply part of the circuit you

circuit diagram, and you will observe the
two plates of the rectifier valve are con-

nected to the two extreme ends of the

high-tension secondary winding in the

transformer, the centre tap of this winding

providing the H.T. - point. The filament
of the valve is lighted from a small winding

on the transformer which is also centre
tapped, this tap providing the positive

side of the H.T. circuit.
Now there are some constructional and
practical points with which we must deal.
The power transformer first calls for

is

chase it.

and it just remains to point out that the
main control of voltage, which we have

will find to the right-hand side of the

find

already fitted to the
base when you pur-

we have already explained in some detail,

The Power Transformer.

whic h

goes down through a

smoothed output which should be sufficiently

referred to in passing as being given by the
resistance R1, actually takes the form of a
series variable resistance placed at a suitable point in the main feed circuit.

lead marked

" mains input " from
the transformer is the
primary lead already

Here you see the biggest of the
" Safepower " family ready for
the last step, which is the insertion of the rectifier valve.

these you will find a small tag marked to
agree with the lettering on the circuits and
wiring diagrams.

In other makes you may find that terminals are provided, but you should have
no difficulty in following out the connections

with the aid of the notes we have given.

The primary of this transformer--i.e.
the mains winding, is to be connected to

the usual adapter which you will find fixed
under the base portion of the " Safepower "
chassis.

The particular transformer we

employed has a stout twin flex lead coming
out from the casing, and intended for connection to the mains, and this should be cut

do;wn to a suitable length, taken down
through a hole in the metal base, and so to
the adapter, to which its two ends should
be connected in the usual way,

Quite Straightforward.

All the rest of the

work is quite straightforward, and you will have no difficulty in
following it out with the aid of the diagrams

and photographs. All the various components on the base are fixed in position

with small brass screws and nuts, the

necessary holes in the base being drilled
very easily, since the metal used for it is
extremely soft.
There we can leave you, but we must not
do so before issuing our usual warning, and
that is that this is an instrument for working

upon the mains, and therefore it is up to

you to be careful to make a really sound job

of it with good joints, carefully insulated
wires, and so on. Remember that this unit

is probably going to last you for some years,

and if you want reliable service you must

put care into its construction as well as
good components.

Popular Wireless, August 9th, 1930.
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KING CA
BROADCASTER
In view of the recent coup d'etat
by Prince Carol of Rumania this
account of the Bucharest station
should prove of particular interest.

From our
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

Instead of a piezo

I. which I was

WHILE the daily papers were snaking
a fuss recently about the love
affairs of King Carol of Rumania,
I frequently tuned -in Bucharest (which
comes in well, thanks to its 12 kilowatts)
and heard first-hand reports of the revolution in the capital.

a photograph of which you see here : a
weird style of architecture. and like many

told is difficult to work in suili outfits, there

There we met one of the station staff,
and he, an " old hand," explained how the

circuit.

country realise that Bucharest is the capital
of Rumania. It was mere chance that,
being in Belgrade a short time ago, I
decided to take the boat and train trip to
see Bucharest's transmitter, which I had

under the director, Prof. Hurmuzescu,
himself a keen radio enthusiast.
They put up a 100 -watt set, and the good

Probably not many listeners in this

heard from the Marconi people before leav-

ing England was one of the best 12 kilowatters in action in the European ether.
An Amazing City.

It is a pity that Rumania is off the beaten
track of tourists, who will go to the Black
Forest to see the Rhine, but will not cover
the extra miles to see the Danube.
Bucharest itself is an amazing city, and
the hotel in which I stayed. under the radio
" shadow " of Radio -Bucharest, was as
good as many in London. The Rumanians
are homely folk, mostly engaged in agriculture, and it is strange to connect their
tastes with the many American jazz bands
and several cinemas featuring transatlantic

of the modern buildings in Bucharest.

first Bucharest station had started in 1925almost an amateur station run by a group of

bright lads of the Bucharest University,

results they obtained, due largely to the

favourable locality, caused listeners' interest
to grow in Bucharest so that they clamoured
for a proper service and a big station.

I asked how it was possible to put up so
large a station without proper funds, and I
was told, in contradiction to what the
hotel manager had said, that subscriptions

(equal to about 15s. per set) are invited

is a rather complicated master -oscillator

Listening. hack in England, I
dare say you have noticed that while
Bucharest is often heterodyned, its own
wave length is remarkably constant.
At Bucharest they are very enthusiastic
about their aerial. We went out to look at
it-supported on tall, slender, stately lattice
pillars (with narrow parallel sides, and not

sloping out at the bottom like the Eiffel
Tower) and with a host of guy wires.
Five Miles Out.

The transmitter is five miles out of
Bucharest, on level, open ground. On that
fine evening the view was grand, and it was

obvious why the radio waves have so free
a path. The big buildings of the city are
not near enough to
cause absorption.

RUMANIA'S RADIO

We went back to

the studio. and in one
of the intervals I
was introduced to the
lady announcer, whose

silvery tones you can
oft en hear.
We were in the large
studio, a lofty, heavily -

talkies, which grace the night life of the

draped room which a

capital.

B.B.C. man would regard in horror, and
there were three microphones on stands. One
was used for the piano.

But that is apart from radio. I got into
conversation with the manager of the hotel,

and he told me that there are no radio -

licences in Rumania, and that the Rumanian
Broadcasting Company, which is having

rather a rough time just now with all this

and the others

political upheaval, derives
from advertising.

there in

revenue

were placed here and

I was told by the manager that this

for the soloists and a

too blatant, but having only a patois knowledge of the language I could not judge for

nome which gives the

its

small band.

advertising is quite well done, and is not

I saw the

metro-

interval signal, and I
saw the gramophone

myself. There is certainly a lot of " talk "
in the programmes.
How Bucharest Began.
From an R.B.C.

the studio

on which I suppose

they now again play

advert. in a

the Anthem at the

local

Bucharest paper I found the address of
the Rumanian Broadcasting Company's

The main studio at the Bucharest broadcasting station. The transmitter can be
beard in England most evenings on 394 metres, and uses 12 kilowatts.

sanction for a riza of the station, taking my
credentials from the Marconi people ; but
there wasn't any difficulty about getting a
pass, because the R.B.C. is short of funds,

from listeners, and the Post Office collects
these fees. But there are many pirates.

interested.

different from the many other Marconi

offices, and I dropped in to get

official

and is glad to see anyone who might be
So that evening we (an R.B.C. engineer

and I) set out for the transmitter house,

close of the evening,the
organ and choir record

of " Traisca Regale."

and the P.O. takes a huge percentage for
its trouble of collecting the money.
The transmitter itself is very little

plants I have seen at foreign stations, and
it is not crystal controlled.

Jolly Programme.

There was a jolly programme. and we
were allowed to stay in the main studio
until the end of the evening.

Then. at the close -down, the fair an-

nouncer switched on her microphone and,
in embracing tones bade listeners " Buna
sears tuturor."
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Tess,

they take a lot more notice of what their
listeners and the newspapers say about
the programmes than do th`c"ir opposite

t

1 LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

.

+ FROM FUTURE PROGRAMMES

-FOLK SONG

Scottish programmes of the year.

Mr. Toth Davies, a harpist.

entertainment from the Beach Pavilion,
Aberdeen. So much so that these relays
are already dubbed as the most popular

+ A HITCH-" THE MAN FRAE
INVERSNECHY " - " DIPS "

" The man frae Inversnechy," as Harry

BROADCAST.

Gordon calls himself, has long been a great
favourite in Aberdeen, and now the whole

THE long -wave National transmitter
at Daventry, the old 5 X X, is

of Scotland is so enthusiastic about his
show that negotiations are going on for

regional %cheme is completed. (The state-

both as a single turn in the near future
and with his concert party at Aberdeen

him to make more microphone appearances,

NOT to be closed down when the

ment that it is to eventually disappear
was first published in a technical journal

next summer !

(not POPULAR WraELEss), and naturally
caused great alarm to thousands of listeners

" Dips " from Future Programmes.
Another relay from the Kursaal at

who still rely on the " Big Bloke " for

Ostend is promised for listeners to the
National programme on Sunday evening,
August 31st.
Further details of this

their wireless fare.) The B.B.C. has stated

officially that the idea of closing down
5 X X is not and never has been contem-

concert will be given in our next issue.

plated.
Autumn Radio Drama.

HIS GOOD TURN -OF

The productions department at Savoy
Hill, under Mr. Val Gielgud, is making
plans for several outstanding broadcasts
during the autumn. Among the plays
which it is definitely decided to give is
Mr. John Galworthy's great industrial

Old Welsh songs, as they were sung

long ago at village fairs in Glarnorganshire,

the relays of Harry Gordon's Concert Party

bucked with what has been said about

+ NEW SCOTTISH TRANSMITTER;

Folk Song Broadcast.

Will be heard by West Regional listeners
on Tuesday, August ,.19th, during a talk
by Mr. John Devonald, conductor of the
Kymric Oriana Choir. Mr. Devonald will

numbers at Savoy Hill.
Just at the moment they are verY

5 X X PERMANENT
AUTUMN RADIO DRAMA-

;

describe how these songs were sung to
harp accompaniment, and in the singing
of them he will have the assistance of
In olden times practically every public
in Glamorganshire had its own
harper-the word is correct-whose job
it was to keep customers merry, to make
house

them sing and dance.
Some of these harpers were very famous,

and many will be referred to by Mr. Devonald in his talk. Among them is Mr.
James James, who composed the music of
" Hen Wlad fy Nhadau," the Welsh
National Anthem while his father wrote
the words. A memorial to these composers
has just been erected at Pontypridd.
A Running Commentary.

A continuous running commentary on
the Ulster Tourist Trophy Race, from its
start to finish, will be
broadcast on SaturTHE DIALS !
day, August 23rd, for

listeners to the Belfast

station. N a t ion a 1

listeners will also hear

a description of the
race between 3.30 and

drama, " Strife," considered by many

5.15 p.m., when the
proceedings are ex-

playgoers to be an even more arresting
play than this author's other and perhaps

pected to reach their
most thrilling stage.

better-known plays, "Justice," " Loyalties,"
or " Escape."

The race takes place

Mr. Galsworthy has given special permission for the microphone performance
of

at the Ards Circuit, a
course of about fourteen miles which is

" Strife," and it is more than likely

that some novelty will be introduced
in connection with the broadcast by giving
representative opinions of the performance
by leading industrialists and trade union
Speakers.
Several

revivals

of

considered

bends, bends which
are more acute, as
well as right-angle

plays will also be included in the autumn

turns and "hairpins"
demanding skill and

programmes, among them being "
which lends itself so admirably to mechanical sound effects ; " Beggars on

This happy group of Surrey Scouts are enjoying a musical interlude provided
by the scoutmaster's set and loudspeaker.

Horseback," a satire on American habits
and customs ; and also that famous melodrama, " The Silver King." Arrangements

This week our popular contributor-who is holiday -making in Italy-

Just when it seemed that a site for

Scotland's new Regional transmitters had
'been foUnd near Falkirk, a hitch occurred
which will delay purchase, at any rate for
a few weeks.

all a question of subsoil.

tells of his amusing experiences there with " Belinda," the portable set.
Holidays.

SOMEWHERE in Italy. It sounds rather
like the old days when it was always
" somewhere in France." I wish you

Ap-

parently these regional transmitters must
'be' erected on either pure clay, gravel, or
sand, and. test holes fdr Scotland's " Brook -

mans Park " revealed the presence of a

nuxed soil which would be unsuitable for
the foundations.

From one hOle clay and gravel was

extracted, while from another pure sand
was. obtained. Now more holes are to be
dug to ascertain whether these mixtures
are isolated streaks. If they are not a new
story will have to be written.
" The Man Frae Iniersneehy."

of drivers.

By " PHILEMON "

New Scottish Transmitter : A Hitch.

is

iron nerve on the part

FOR THE LISTENER.

are also being made to give a radio version
of Shakespeare's " A Winter Tale."

It

almost

ideal for a road race,
since it contains easy

radio

successful

.4 uijust 0th, 1030:

..

Scottish broaddasting officials lay great
store on public opinion ; that is to saw,

could be here with me for your August

holiday, though I don't know how I should
put you all up !

I am afraid that the fireflies and the

nightingales have gorie, but there are still

the bullfrogs and the cicadas under the

yellow moon ; and you can buy a basket of

peaches for a shilling, and bathe all day,

number of stations on the short (medium)
wave, but divil a one on the long wave. I
expected just the opposite. I imagined I
should get Radio -Paris more easily then
Toulouse, and Hilversum'than Langenberg.
I can, for instance, get the National Pro -

gramme_ from England on the 261 metre
wave -length, and the London Regional on
556, but not so much as a squeak on the
" Daventry 1554." Why, is it ? I do not
know.

"Belinda" has five valves and 100 ft. of

and get either browned or blistered according to taste ! Shorts and a shirt, that's all.

aerial. I have supposed that it is because I

The Long and the Short of It.

Alps, and perhaps' the rong"waVe- goes over

You could also help me with the wireless.
I am a fool with machinery.
1

I find it very odd that I can get any

am staying at a place on the lake which is
rather tucked -up' finderricath the Italian

my head while the short comes trickling
down the hillsides.

(C.ontinued on page 602.)
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THE B.B.C.TODAY

IWOULD begin this critical article with

the simple but true statement that

far
recorded, either here or elsewhere, has
no

organisation or agency so

placed as much good music within reach of
the general public as has the B.B.C.

* 4- ....... -;.--4.- -.--......-..--0-..--.-.-4-*
In this third article of a new series
of intimate close-ups of the present
policies and activities of the B.B.C.,

the subject of broadcast music is
reviewed.

I

+

Staggering Figures.

*-..---..- ...... -..- 4.- .--.1.- ....... *

The facts are staggering. A friend of
mine in the Programme Department of the

mostly good, transmitted in twelve months.

has been doing some statistical
research. Amongst other things he has
discovered that, counting each station
B.B.C'..

separately from the beginning, the B.B.C.
hours of music,
has broadcast
apart from jazz, up to the end of June.
This means 16,666 days, or practically
forty-five years. Apparently even now,
with far fewer stations than formerly,
about 65,000 ]yours of music other than
jazz is transmitted in a year ; this means
about seven and a quarter years of music,

BIRMINGHAM'S CONDUCTOR

Certainly the most gigantic and beneficial enterprise of the kind ever under-

one, was that he disapproved of the methods

of at, music department at Savoy Hill.

The breach widened until now there is no
hope of this partnership ever maturing.
Incidentally the trial season was a heavy
loss, and Sir Thomas stands to lose his part
of the guarantee. So where Sir Thomas
left off in the orchestra scheme, Dr. Boult
takes over. I understand that about sixtyfive of the contracts have been issued and
signed; this leaves about fifty vacancies.

taken or even conceived. Therefore when
there is a change in the music directorship

Deadlock Avoided.

importance.

latter body holding out for £12 12s. Od.
a week instead of the £11 Ils. Od. offered
by the B.B.C. When a deadlock seemed
inevitable, Sir John Reith made one of Ins
inimitable interventions with the result
that the Union gave way, and all is now
amicable in that quarter. The delays
and difficulties of the last season probably
will impose another experimental season.
and I would not be surprised to hear that

of the B.B.C. the event is of very great

Dr. Adrian Boult was formally invested
with his new job at Savoy Hill some three

months ago, but he had been practically
in charge since the beginning of the year.
His predecessor. Mr. Percy Pitt, had played
a noble pioneering part in securing serious
recognition for the B.B.C.. and in placing
its programmes on their high original basis.

Mr. Pitt's great international reputation
and his encyclopmdie knowledge of opera
were of inestimable advantage to the
B.B.C. Dr. Boult took over a going concern ;

but one which was ready for his

There was danger of a serious dispute

with the Musicians' Union over the pay. the

((oidi,ii,eci on 7ieyt papa_)

B.B.C.'s MUSIC CHIEF

particular contribution, which can be best
assessed by considering his personality and
character.
The National Orchestra.

Dr. Boult is a notable conductor but,

fortunately for the RBA'. not an outstanding one. I say this advisedly. because the
music directorship at Savoy Hill requires
primarily a well -ordered and business-

like mind supported, of course, by wide

knowledge and catholic appreciation. It
seems to me that Dr. Boult combines just
these qualities.
The chief task of the new Music Director

course, the new orchestra. Last
autumn the B.B.C. made an arrangement
is, of

with Sir Thomas Beecham which presumed a
permanent partnership in evolving the

National Orchestra. There was to be a
trial season, out of which would emerge

Leslie Reward, the young conductor who has been
appointed permanent conductor of the Birmingham
Orchestra.

the finest orchestra in the world " to
quote a statement attributed to Sir Thomas.
But this partnership was ill-fated. First
of all Sir Thomas was unable to carry out
his conducting commitments to the B.B.C.
At least one reason, if not the determining

Dr. Adrian Boult, musical director of lb,. R.B.C.
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(Continued from previous page.)

the orchestra is not completed before the
autumn of 1931.
Nearly a year has gone by since I offered

some comments and suggestions which I
thought might be acted upon appropriately
by the new Music Director of the B.B.C.

I said then that there was need to curb

the appetites of the exponents of the cause
of alleged " modern music " ; which to
99 per cent of the listening public is nothing

more than objectionable noise. I am
gratified to note that my suggestion was
taken into account.
Too Mueh " Vocal."

There is now much less of this " caviare

to the general." But there is still too
much. The B.B.C. should leave over its

that those who put the programmes together always have in mind the British
product, given, of course, " quality for
quality."
With regard to opera I think the B.B.C.
would be well-advised to abandon all
studio productions. These served their
purpose in introducing opera to the masses,

sometimes in potted form. Now that a
great public appreciative of opera has
been created largely through the influence
of the B.B.C. the time has come to broadcast only from actual performances in

theatres and concert halls.
I understand that there is some prospect

of the B.B.C. linking up with the new

But let him bump out of sight, there
are fresh instalments following him up
and down ; one has a vision of a tribe

of loyal swayers, each ready to take the

other's place. The red flower in his mouth ?

If, as is rumoured, we were seeing a real
actor, I judge from sight and sound it was
better described as the monkey with the
plum in its mouth !

It's all rather terrible. How sane people
can put this kind of stuff over the ether,
how the B.B.C. can allow itself to be party

to it, makes me amazed.

Sir Henry Wood, who will again conduct the
Queen's Hall Promenade Concerts.

" stunt " to take on a programme feature to run every Sunday for
excellent

three years at the same time. But the
stunt value has long since expired, and
there remains only acute and widening
indignation. Leave them out for a year
and then consider afresh.
The reference to the Bach Cantatas

reminds me that the enrichment in popular
appeal of the Sunday programmes in general

is overdue, and perhaps Dr. Boult may be
able to provide some impetus from his angle.

reason that some special measures should

(Continued from page 583 )

Lewis' splendid! tradition.
London is
always in
danger of becoming over formalised ; Joe ''Lewis will see to this

Before I could anchor myself to something

chance.

stop me !-the upper portions of a monkey,
2 in. by 3 in. True as I ljve, a monkey !

whose record in this respect is one he may
i.e proud of. I am sure he will see to it,

deceived.

The worst of it is that very

few members of the public saw the representation. I write as I have done for those
who did not
Wrong Methods.

I have written, in fact, in order that
readers of the article may judge-albeit
at second-hand-of the progress made in-

is it two or
Television !

three years ?-tha Art of

In the end, let me clearly state that my

t DRAMA & TELEVISION. t

This is a matter which can
safely be left in the hands of Dr. Boult,

Call it experimental, call it what you
like, the putting the announcement of a
television play in the paper must deceive
the public into believing that they are to
see something not very inferior to the
talkies. The public should not be so

point of view about television is that

not be a Midland Wireless Orchestra after

composers ?

I believe, and

have believed always, in speaking out about
such things.

It seems pretty certain that there will

Is the B.B.C. doing all it can for British

bananas and the swaying up and down;
as if the rest of the body, which we were

The monkey vanishes again just as I

a marked tendency lately to make the
contrasts a bit thin. I have heard, for
instance, " light orchestral" put on as
contrast to " military bands," and there
was an actual coincidence of the same

on the musical side if he is given half a

Did the B.B.C. fear to show an actual

thought he mast have hurt his head bumping against the roof of the screen.

alternatives. This is admittedly a difficult
subject, rendered not any easier by limited
available material. But there has been

be taken to preserve and foster " Joe "

filthy disease.

of horrid symbolism ?

tral concerts should have a soprano or a
tenor in every second item. I commend
this to Dr. Boult's early attention.
And my next point has to do with real

All the more

if my mind serves me, a man haunted by a

like cheese effect as seen beneath a tea inquiring microscope, was all this part

not necessary or inevitable that all orches-

the end of September.

to be a modern artist, the play itself is
macabre -in the extreme and concerns,.

denied, were seated in some arboreal throne
swayed by the gentle winds of synchronisation ?
And dare I suggest that the curious leprous
effect of the edges of the figure, that growth -

It was an

of vocal soloists appear to be magnified
by the medium ; for another thing, it is

should be retained for British broadcasting
whatever happens to the orchestra at
Birmingham. The Saturday evening popular sing -songs from 5 G B have been the
delight of millions up and down the country
far out of the normal range of the Midland
transmitter.

Mr.

FOR THE "PROMS."

other long series to follow.

too lunch vocal included. Many otherwise,
excellent orchestral concerts are spoilt by
the singers. For one thing the deficiencies

It is important that the splendid cheeriness of Joseph Lewis' Midland orchestra

Was this the deepest symbolism ?

Lawrence de G. Gibbon Sieveking is known

man and so by subtle symbolism throw on
the screen this simian disguise ? And the

The next point I would make about
B.B.C. music is that there is still rather

The Birmingham Orchestra.

sound.

fully as much opera as should be broadcast.
Let us hope that when the Bach Cantatas
have run out in 1932 there will not be any

citizen.

symphony or to vaudeville ; but not to
each other.

down. And only a head and
shoulders always seen-and the mooing

ically

Horrid Symbolism ?

not this is so, the B.B.C. can get outside

possible to cater for the negligibly few
without exasperating the ordinary decent

military band is a good alternative to a

the terrible mockery of that face.
And all the time fresh instalments of the
monkey's body swaying up from below ;
orange clouds exposed as it sank rhythm-

opera merger being sponsored by the
Whether or
Covent Garden interests.

minority appeal music until the Regional
Scheme is finished. Then it may be

musical number, both, curiously enough,
including soloists but with slightly different scoring. Either light orchestral or

half-length only. " Moo-ow-oo-moo," went
the voice, anti occasionally eclipsing bananas
floated dimly before the picture, obscuring

firm in the sea of my bewilderment the
linoleum slides silently back revealing-

it can never have service value when
applied through the medium of typical
modern broadcasting stations. In America
the problem is being rightly tackled, using
wave -lengths and methods in conformity
with its technical necessities.
Let the Baird Company leave the B B.C.

out of it and start real experimenting with
their own stations. I wish them luck if

I swear it, a monkey with a Newgate

they would do that, but they will need more
than my wishes even then.

concentrated frown, a swaying monkey,

efforts, it is that public service does not
enter the question at all to -day.

fringe, black at the roots, haloed in orange,
a monkey with a cleft palate and a shocking

It is not that I would discourage their
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THERE is room for considerable differ-

ence of opinion as to the relative

merits of grid -leak and anode -bend
rectification. For instance, the former is
admittedly more sensitive to weak signals,
though it may be responsible for a certain
amount of distortion and damping of the
high -frequency circuits, owing to the flow
of grid current.
On the other hand, for high-grade reproduction from the local station, many
listeners will vote in favour of anode -bend
rectification, whilst admitting that it is

less sensitive for distant work and more

subject to fading.
When such important differences as these
can be argued about, it is easy to see how
hard it is to be pedantic about details., but

*

--*- -*

---- -0,- -0,-

*

upon the amount of current flowing through

It is on the small things in radio,
as much as the larger points, that
success depends. Make sure these I
little factors are properly looked
after in your set.
By J. C. JEVONS.

in the plate circuit, which in turn necessitates a low valve resistance.
In these circumstances, it becomes prac-

Such an arrangement. might, for instance,

practice to use one choke or resistance

work well enough with an ordinary or
neutrodyned valve rated in tens of thou-

sands of ohms, but there would be a distinct
falling -off should this valve be replaced by
a screened -grid amplifier rated at hundreds

of thousands of ohms.

In this event it

THE GRID -LEAK
CONNECTIONS

the following hints will be a useful guide
in avoiding circuit " misfits " on the high frequency side of the receiver.

ticable to use a step-up transformer coupling
having an effective impedance substantially

equal to that of the valve, and thereby to
take advantage of the extra amplification
due to the voltage gain.
With two stages of L.F. it is common
coupling followed by one transformer
coupling. It would usually be a " misfit "

to reverse this order, and to insert the
transformer -coupled stage in front of the
resistance or choke -coupled stage, particularly in mains -driven sets.
An L.F. Hint.

The reason is that if there is any hum or
" noise " present, this will
obviously be emphasised more if it is first
extraneous

stepped -up by the transformer and then

H.F. Stages.

amplified by both valves, than if the trans-

When using a modern screened -grid valve

former is so placed that it only feeds the

as a high -frequency amplifier, it is better
practice to use either a tuned -anode circuit
or a one-to-one transformer coupling than
it is to aim at getting voltage step-up from,

last stage of L.F. amplification.

Finally, it is easy for the most careful
constructor to make an occasional slip in
assembling a receiver from a selected kit of
component parts. There have been many
instances where the whole effect of an other-

say, a four -to -one transformer.
The impedance of the tuned -anode

circuit can be made as high as the valve

Results may be spoiled by connecting the " far "

wise admirable piece of work has been
spoilt by the apparently simple error of
connecting the leak resistance to the far
side, instead of to the grid side, of the

is better to replace the step-up transformer
either by a one-to-one type or by a tuned -

of course, to insulate the grid so that it
rapidly builds up a high negative charge

impedance, by using a low -loss coil and by

accurate tuning. The same applies to a
one-to-one transformer, especially if the
secondary is tuned, since in this case the
transformer is practically equivalent to
the tuned -anode arrangement.
On the other hand, in the case of a four to -one trans -

ANODE BEND BIAS former, the

effective load
impedance is

that of the
two windings
in parallel,

i.e. it is less
than a quar-

A potentiometer is useful for
obtaining the best anode -bend
results.

ter of the impedance of
the secondary: Generally speaking. it will
be found im-

pract is able
to retain the step-up advantage of the trans-

former, and at the same time to match

the impedance of a modern S.G. valve.
In many of the older sets, step-up trans-

formers gave satisfactory results, because
the internal impedance of the older types of
valve was considerably lower than those now
being used. The same applies to neutrodyned
valves of comparatively low impedance.

end of the grid leak to the wrong L.T. lead.

anode coupling.

blocking condenser.

The result of the incorrect connection is,

which completely paralyses operation.

Another type of circuit " misfit " that.

one sometimes sees must be attributed to a
certain lack of perspective as regards
damping losses. For instance, it is quite
common to find elaborately -wound low -

REVERSING L.T. POLARITY

loss coils on the high -frequency side followed

by a leaky -grid detector. The damping
introduced into the high -frequency circuits
by the grid leak in such e. set far outweighs

any advantage gained by using Litz wire
and careful spacing on the coil formers.
Transformer or Resistance ?

On the low -frequency side the principle
matched impedances is a valuable
guide, though here the conditions are modified by the fact that the valves used have
a low internal resistance.
of

The detector valve (fed from the H.F.

side) is voltage -operated, whereas the loud-

speaker (fed from the L.F. stages) must be
supplied with adequate energy if satisfactory reproduction is to be secured. For
a given H.T. the available energy depends

The whole effect of a good piece of work can be
spoiled by connecting the grid leak to the wrong
side of the blocking condenser, or by reversing
file connections to the L.T. Battery.
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whom is getting short-wave broadcast all
over the house on the loud speaker while

SHORT-WAVE NOTES.

the other can't hear anything, even on

A discussion of the effect of atmospheric conditions on the Heaviside
layer, and of other matters of interest to the short-wave enthusiast.

Noone is keener to know that than they
themselves ! I think the only generality

'phones.

.

By W. L. S.

r

-4- -0- -4,- -*-0-

0- -11,- -4,-4-*

-

TAN EN from the radio amateur's stand-

point, there is no doubt that 1930
can be classed as a " black year " ;
and it is interesting to note that it has

that helps is that they are simply too careless all round. They don't think it worth

-4--

-4-4-4.

But it is so common that I am

quite used to hearing about it.
Where do the " duds " go wrong ?

while to take pains over this and that,

Tanganyika, hut V R I A has me beaten

completely. " R. C. A.," says that one
can log American amateurs on the 40 -metre

until the.. total amount of pains not taken
is great enough .to act as a protective

blanket against the entry of any signal

band if one doesn't mind sitting up till 3
or 4 a.m. The trouble is that I do !

into t he i r phones !

to the disturbances in Japan, the recent

New Short -Wave Broadcasters.

is nearly always the man with the neat,

Yorkshire and the thoroughly abnormal

wegian broadcast station on about 31 metres,

been a very unfortunate and troubled year
from several other points of view. I refer

terrible earthquake in Italy, the flooding in
weather conditions both here and in France
for. July.
There must be some connection between
terrestrial conditions, atmospheric disturb-

ances and radio reception, and probably

" E. H." reports the arrival of a Norand also finds Sydney coming over extra
He also mentions Rome on 80
metres, all over the house on the loudwell.

speaker.

.

Several readers also query the station

another half -dozen years like this (though
not consecutively, please !) might furnish
sufficient data to begin to work something
out.

P X M G. calling amateurs on the 20 -metre
band. To the best of my knowledge this
is a boundary expedition in Brazil. Several

Earthquake Effects.

time the location was given as Mahu River.
Another new short-wave -broadcast hails
from Belgrade, Serbia, on about 31 metres,

I was interested to see, on the authority
of a meteorologist and scientist, that, after
a severe earthquake shock, the distribution
of barometric pressure, particularly between
Europe and America, may be upset for some

Britishers have been in touch and at one

I have come across the same with amateur
transmitters. Given power for power, it

well -laid -out station that bags the records.

The old axiom that an untidy set works
best, true as it was when it was acknowledged.does not apply to short-wave work.

The difference between tidiness and sloppiness," may be the -difference between good

results and nothing at all.
What Will Happen?

As y write this I am viewing with fear
and trepidation the arrival of a new metal

box in which I have to build my own

short -waver, which has now grown untidy
enough to cause rude comment among my

FIRST AMATEUR TO WORK ALL CONTINENTS

years.

Looking at it from the pure tyro's point
of view, knowing nothing Whatever about
matters meteorological, it seems feasible

to me that a great mass of light volcanic
dust suddenly puffed up to the upper
atmosphere might easily upset the whole
scheme of reflection of radio waves.
We are told that after the great eruption

of Krakatoa in 1883 the upper layers of
the atmosphere were abnormal for a long
time, and that wonderful sunset effects
prevailed for a year or more. Possibly
similar conditions may arise after an
earthquake such as has taken place this
year.
There is, at all events, an obvious chance

for the better -equipped radio laboratories

to make an attempt at getting nearer to
the solution of what might be called the
one big remaining problem.
Trouble on 20 Metres.

The angle of reflection for the 20 -metre
amateur wave -length still seems to be all
wrong, and many of the London " hams "
with whom I am acquainted have trekked
back to 40 metres, on which wave they are
working telephony with locals ! If one

can't get the thrill of real DX it is better
to talk to the man in the next street than
let the transmitter become buried in cobwebs !

A new station has appeared in the 24 metre region, and I have to thank three or
four readers for pointing him out to me.
I refer to G 2 G L of the " Homeric."
Up to date he has only been heard working
with E A Q of Madrid.
" R. C. A." reports this station, and asks

queries regarding F K I L M, V Q3MS N
and V R I A. FK ILM is a Kenya

station using the old prefix and should
now, I
believe,
be V Q 4 L M A.
V Q 3 M S N is an amateur station in

This neat -looking amateur transmitting station G 5 B Y belongs to Mr. O'Heffernan, who was the first to
gain the " Worked all Continents " certificate issued by the International Amateur Radio Union.

and is reported the usual R 9, " full loudspeaker strength all over the house " by
those readers who have got him at all.
Good and Bad Results.
Incidentally, this is characteristic

of

short-wave receivers ; at any rate, those

owned by " P.W." readers who are sufficiently interested to write to me and pour
out their troubles. Apparently " when

they are good they are very, very good.

but when they are bad, they are-"

It is very strange to think of two people
with sets built to the same design, one of

friends, who never fail to inform me that
I don't practise what I preach, when they
have the chance.

At present I have my detector and L.P.
in a small metal box, with the S.G. stage
outside. I now have to build the whole

thing in the one box; I object to it on

principle because it works so well as it is !
But probably it will work better still when
the cobwebs have been swept away once
more. Incidentally, I hope to make it,
possible to use A.C. or D.C. valves at will.
and will pass on next week anything I have
found out on the subject.
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is in use, by the way, you will generally find
it best always to work with the flex lead on

upon the " A " terminal, a further control

* e 4-1,-1. -4-4- -0-4-4- -0- -4- --0- -4- -0- A. -4- .4- 410-*

of selectivity being given by the use of one

THE "A P." TWO.

or other of the tapping points upon the X

(Continued from previous page.)

is very good, and for most situations you

*

find it is quite enough to use the
* will
terminal A and try the flex lead on one or

.4.- .0-4-4-

-4- -4-

vided for the screened -grid valve, the grid bias cell itself being shunted by a .01-mfd.

condenser to prevent it from having any
undesirable effects upon the tuning if the
cell should chance to be of high internal

other of the tapping points on the coil.

screened -grid valve (171) will no doubt
be found perfectly plain sailing. Due

Adjusting Selectivity.

note should be paid to the fact that there
are two alternative aerial terminals, one of
these bringing in a series condenser of the

resistance as the result of long use.

Where conditions are exceedingly difficult,
however, you can obtain a still higher range

A modest amount of screening is em-

of selectivity adjustment by transferring
the aerial to the terminal Al and trying
various adjustments of the compression type condenser C4. When this condenser

semi -adjustable type in the aerial lead.
This enables you to obtain a higher range

of selectivity adjustment than can be got

ployed, consisting of just a simple vertical
metal screen suitably placed so as to pre-

How can I get more out of my set ? This is the question that
is answered in the following instructive article.
By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.

vent any undesirable amount of interaction between the intervalve coupling
circuits and the grid

circuit of the screened.
grid valve. This, you

SCALE WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE "A.P." TWO

will find, is quite

THOSE of you who have a small set have

receiver completely

stations at muck greater strength. If you

often thought how much better it

sufficient to render the

I

ffr

stable, and it adds very
little indeed to the work
involved in making the

1

receiver.

F

Reaction Control.
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The " X " coil in the

CI

anode circuit of the
screened -grid valve is

so arranged that just a
small proportion of the
coil intended for coup-
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ling purposes is included
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circuit, so that a weak-
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special throttle -control
differential type de-

POPULAR WIRELESS
sets, possessing the usual

FLEX TO PLATE TERMINAL.
ON CAP OF VALVE

./

alio

circuit is perfectly

standard and straight-

and we do
not think it calls for

forward,

:A)

any special explanation.
Just note, however, that

JUIIIIL,

leads for the screened grid valve are by-passed
with 1-mfd. condensers

72/Ar-D

the two H.T. positive
in order to reduce the
chances of any battery

coupling effects with a

L.7--

H.r7,/ E

.7;91

INCREASING YOUR
SETS POWER

that tapping upon the X coil which gives
you the louder signal.
The usual grid -bias arrangement is pro-

The general selectivity of the receiver

coil.
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This is a scale design of the layout and connections of the set. Note that the screened -grid valve holder has its " anhe " socket
and terminal marked " S.G." This is done to avoid confusion, as the screening -grid pin plugs into this socket, the anode of the
valve being taken to the cap on the top of the bulb. The marking of ince holder thus-a standard practice in our sets where S.G.
valves are used -does not mean the purchase of a special type of holder.

would be if you could get many of the

add a high -frequency valve you will increase

the range and bring in more stations and
also,

of course, bring up the volume of

those stations you already receive, but in
. doing this you will make the set more
difficult to control, since you add to it

resistance to H.T. positive, and the other
side to the transformer primary. On the
transformer primary side of the resistance,
join a 2-mfd. or 4-mfd. condenser, taking
the remaining terminal to L.T.
Present Valve Suitable.

You will thus have a means of

by-

passing, via the condenser, any stray L.F.

another tuning dial.

which may act as a means of coupling

receiver's handling capacity, because that
is a function of the last stage, which will

Remember that a 4-reffd.. condenser is
better than a 2-mfd., but you can always

In addition, you do not increase the

through the H.T. supply, to the last valve.

naturally remain the same. Therefore,
although you make stations louder, you

try the lower value first and connect another

will probably get distortion on your local
transmission due to overloading.
Adding an L.F. Stage.

The easiest way out of the difficulty,

provided you do not want to bring in more
stations, is to add a low -frequency valve

Now in the case of the last valve, you
will need one of the super -power type,
because if you want to handle really loud
signals and get good distortionless reception, it is no use inserting a small power

valve in this socket. A super -power valve
will enable you to handle with 120 volts
H.T. a grid swing of 16 to 18 volts, which
is

quite adequate for ordinary domestic

purposes. Your volume control across the
transformer secondary winding will permit

you to obtain the neessary graduation in
strength and there will be no excuse for the
valve being overloaded.

one of the same value in parallel to make

How to Use a Pentode.

4 mfd.
It is possible that the existing valve, which
was previously in the low -frequency socket,

that you will be able to cut down the

There is a further advantage, and that is

amount of reaction you are using, because
of the additional magnification due to the
new L.F. stage, and in so doing you will if
anything get better reproduction.
There is another method of getting much
greater volume, and
that is by using one
C IRCUITS
of the new pentode

is of the power type. If so, this can still be
used with advantage, but it is advisable to
increase the grid bias on it in order to cut
down the plate current passing through the

which can conveniently be transformer
coupled. To do this you can build up a

THOSE "CRYPTIC "

separate amplifier unit, or if there is suffi-

valves. These

cient room on the baseboard, you can
obtain a transformer, together with an
ing wiring accordingly.

valves, as
most
readers are aware,
have five electrodes,

valve is a more straightforward matter

tical point of view all

likelihood of trouble, and the results from
the loud -speaker point of view are usually
more satisfactory. The reason why one so
often hears of cases in which howling and
so forth have been produced when the extra
transformer -coupled stage has been added,

member is that there

extra valve holder, and modify your exist-

but from the prac-

The addition of an extra low -frequency

that one has to re-

than that of an H.F. type. There is less

is an additional terminal on the base of

the valve which is

connected to H.T.
positive.
The only point
which seems to prohibit the use of a

is because the additional valve has been
connected up in an haphazard manner
without the knowledge that with the greater
amplification then available there is also a
bigger likelihood of something going wrong.

pentode, somewhat,
is

If the set already includes a transformer
stage, the second instrument. should have
a very low ratio, certainly not greater than
3 to 1. Moreover, it is just as well to incorporate a volume control of some sort
such as a potentiometer connected across
the secondary winding, because this will
give a. means of adjusting the power sup
plied to the last valve.

In order to make certain that motor -

boating and other low -frequency troubles

do not occur, it is advisable to insert an

A choir boys' radio class in progress alter practice hours in connection
with one of the well-known English churches.

second

transformer's

primary

winding.

By so doing, you will remove any possibility of saturation occurring and, moreover, the comparatively low magnification
given by such a valve will reduce the possibility of L.F. troubles. It is never advisable

detector valve. This can be carried out as
follows. Break the lead which at present
goes from H.T. positive to one side of the

to get too much magnification per stage,
and although you may grudge this slight
loss of volume, you should hear in mind
that this is better than to have a very big
volume with distortion. After all, the loss

Insert a wire -wound resistance of 20,000

of volume will be quite small:

anti -motor -boating device in series with the

ing receiver will be published in our next issue.

transformer primary in the first stage.

the fact that a

special output transformer should be
There is
used.
nothing very terrible

Inserting De -coupling Device.

high resistance H.T. battery,

Further details about
this extremely interest.

ohms or thereabouts, taking one side of the

in this, because all
that one has to do

is to insert the prim-

ary winding of the

transformer in series between H.T. positive
and the anode of the pentode valve. The
loud speaker is then connected across the
secondary terminals.
With a pentode one can get much greater

power without the necessity of using an
extra low -frequency stage, but care must

be taken to ensure an adequate H.T. supply.
However, if the H.T. supply is sufficient to
work a super -power valve, then it is quite
good enough for a pentode. With a pentode
it is desirable to have a volume control.
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AS soon as we set to work to design this
little receiver we discovered that we

had taken on a peculiarly difficult
job, which will probably strike you as
strange when you have had a look at the
photographs and noticed how extremely
simple the instrument is. As a matter of
fact, it was just in that very simplicity that
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it would bring in still more foreigners which

593

scrapped and a permanent version of the

were out of reach with the single -valve

new arrangement built. To feel free to do
so the constructor must not have tied up a
great many components in his standard receiver, and, again, they should be of types

arrangement.

Hence, we concluded that these con-

structors of the amplifier would be pretty
sure, sooner or later, to wish they could
employ with it a slightly snore powerful

likely to come in useful in the new unit.

receiving set ; in other words, an instrument
with a screened -grid H.F. stage and detector
in place of their single -valve instrument.

So far, so good, but when we came to

On top of all these limitations, it was
taken for granted that the design should

Extending the Range.

think out the requirements in a little receiver
for this purpose we soon realised that they

in keeping with the high standard set by

Well, it started when we decided that our

readers would probably like to have a

design for a

with the

issue.
The idea was

The " P.W." RESEARCH DEPT.

single - valve

Here is a companion unit to the " A.P." Amplifier, described in our issue for July 12th. The
" A.P." Two is a really efficient screened -grid and detector receiver, capable of bringing in distant
stations with remarkable strength. Add it to the:amplifier (in one cabinet as shown above if

receiver which
has in the past
no doubt given
him good service, and he will

probably be
constructed by

many readers
a

single - valve
receiver a n d

desired), and you have a powerful four-valver of first-class quality and exceptional sensitivity.

Evidently,

The circuit is an extremely simple one, but it is remarkably
effective, and is capable of being built by anybody. There are no
awkward " snags," and as long as the constructor carefully follows
the directi ons he will meet with no pitfalls. " X " coils are used,
forming a very economical method of getting both selectivity and

receiving

foreign stations upon the loud speaker, they
would probably desire to extend the range
and power of their outfit still further.
Special Requirements.

The " A.P." Amplifier, in conjunction

with any good single valve receiver, should
bring in quite a number of foreign stations
upon the loud speaker, but there is always
the feeling that an efficient H.F. stage would
bring them in still better, at greater volume
and with improved quality ; further, that

L=.

be kept upon
the question of
cost in making

the " H.F. and Det." unit, and a still
closer watch upon the types of components

_E-

used.

These must obviously be, as far as
possible, perfectly standard ones, so that
almost all the parts in the existing single valve receiver can be used over again in the
H.F. and detector unit. Again, it is quite
likely that an outfit of this sort will appeal
to the man who likes to do a certain amount
of experimental work, trying out different
circuits, and so on.

E

:001-mfd. (max,)a compression
8 in. (Lissen, or Paxolin, Goltone,
type condenser
or Formo,
Trolite, etc.).
Lewcos, Lisseni Polar, etc.).
1 Cabinet with baseboard 7 in. 3 Single coil holders (Wearite and
deep to fit.
Lissen or Red Diamond, Lotus,
2 -0005-mfd. variable condensers
Igranic, etc.).
(Ready Radio, or Lissen, J.B., 2 Valve holders (Igranie, or W.B.,
Polar, Lotus, Ormond, etc.).
Benjamin, Lotus, Bulgin, Wear1 :0001-, :00013-, or :00015-mfd,
ite, etc.).
differential reaction condenser 1 .01-mfd. fixed condenser (T.C.C.,
(Lotus, or Ormond, Lissen,
or Dubilier, Lissen, Ediswan,
Polar, Dubilier, Ready Radio,
Mullard, etc.).
Wearite, etc.).
2 1-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen,
1 L.T. switch (Ormond, or Lissen,
or Dubilier,181111ardiT.C.C., etc.).
Benjamin, Igranic, Lotus, Red 1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser
Diamond, Bulgin, etc.).
(T.C.C., ore J,Edisman, Lissen,
1

Ferranti, Mullard, Dubilier,

Atlas, Igranie, etc.).
1 2-meg. grid leak and holder
(Dubilier, or Lissen, Igranic,
Ediswan, Mullard, Ferranti, etc.).
1 H.F. choke (Watmel, or Varley,
Ready Radio, Lissen, R.I.,
Dubilier, Leweos, Lotus, Wearite, Bulgin, etc.).

11 Terminals (Belling & Lee, or
Eelex, Igranie, etc.).
1 standard " P.W." screen 7 in. x

6 in.

(Magnum, or Paroussi,

Wearite, Ready Radio, etc.).
1 Terminal strip, 12 in. 2 in.
Wire, flex, screws, etc.

IDEAL FOR LONG-RANGE RECEPTION

t ry out any new receiv-

In the

course of

such work it is quite
possible

that some

time in the future an
arrangement will be

the " tapped tuned
anode" var-

quite an

under t a king, and in-

iety, and
the use

deed we
actually

spent

a
&RR REACT

LT SWITCH

CONE.

than we

14- 3

have upon

If you

will now

take a look

1,34,

between -

0

The panel lay out is neat and symmetrical. On the left is the aerial tuning
this dial is the reaction control, the remaining knob being that of the L.T.
control and on the right the dial belonging to the tuned anode ;circuit. Below
on -off switch.

over the

various diagrams and photographs, we

think you will agree that we have managed
to turn out a set which does actually meet
the case. You will

observe that it is ex-

ceedingly simple, compact, and easy to

a mpl ifica-

tion on the

PANEL LAYOUT

one

hand

and selec-

tivity o n
the other.
The aerial

coupling and secondary tuning arrangements which form the grid circuit of the
(Continued on next page.)

SMOOTH REACTION-EFFICIENT DETECTION

make, while the cir-

Continental

Europe

Stations

To Your

Sound Like

Home

Locals

.............. .....

is of a standard and

universally useful

nature. Moreover, you

can work into it
practically every part

which came out

of

your single valve instrument.
In a modern singlevalver, for example,
you will almost cer-

"

to be snore attractive
than the existing re-

tainly have a differential reaction condenser
and certainly a .0005-

latter

an on -off switch, a

ceiver unit, which
would

compromise to be
achieved

deal

many larger sets.

mfd. tuning condenser,

pre-

sumably thereupon be

EASY TO BUILD

valve holder, a grid
The H.F. end of the set. The spacing of the components is an important
feature of the design and in your copy of the set you should follow the
arrangement given as closely as possible., The grid -bias loads for the SA
valve are shown coming atveraise terminal step.

of

an " X " coil
here enables
a very good

that every component

Brings all

Isied out which seems

This is a general view of the " A.P." Two, showing how the set is divided
by the screen and how the various components are placed: Your set should
look exactly like this when it is completed.

would fill
the bill was

Few New Parts.
You will see, further,

required is to build up

the existing amplifier
and proceed to put it
through its tests.

circuit. This

assure you was amply
fulfilled by its behaviour on test.

ing circuit all that is

tector portion of it and
then to hitch this up to

latter is of

mise which we can

convenient form of installation for such constructors, because to

just the H.F. and de-

circuits,and

for the inter' -valve

cuit diagram will show
you that it gives every
promise of an excellent
performance, a pro-

It is a particularly

HIGH DEGREE OF SELECTIVITY

coils are used for the aerial and tuned

sign which

upon it

THE PARTS VDU WILL REQUIRE.
1 Panel, 12 in. x 7 in., or 12 in.

then, a very
strict eye must

sensitivity.

X

coupling

more time

economic ally

as possible.

The most convenient point of
reference here is the circuit diagram, and
your first glance at this will show you that
we were not far wrong in claiming exceptional simplicity for this little receiver.
First of all observe that standard plug-in

duce a de-

good

wish to make
the change as

desiring to
progress to

of

By

change will be

scrapping a

that this amplifier would

loud - speaker
reception, and
that once they
haddiscovered
the pleasures

Designed and Described

body who is
snaking this

in a recent

managed.

SYMMETRI CAL DESIGN

round.
you rill ece
that to proall

economy. Ohviously, any-

described

leave you a few extra parts to buy.
Now let us take a look over the set more

secondary

it

'Fakirs!g

the quest ton of

plifier which

ceiver we are going to describe, and so only

getter."

!Amt., their is

Am-

possessing

the " A.P." amplifier. It must be of excellent
selectivity, and be a real "
ance-

In the first

A SIMPLE CIRCUIT

ceiver to use

we

be of the highest possible efficiency, to be

required.

companion re-

" A.P."

Simple and Compact.

were distinctly unusual-and, in fact, that
something quite out of the ordinary was

All of these can be incorporated in the re-

in detail and see how all this has been

the greater part of the difficulty was en-

countered, as you will see when we explain
how it all began.

condenser and leak, and an H.F. choke,

quite probably also some single coil sockets.

EASY TO WORK

Differential reaction enables the most efficient type of reaction control to
be obtained, while the " X" coil used for the tuned anode provides a high

degree of selectivity. Note the careful screening between the H.F. input and
output circuits of the screened -grid valve.
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AS soon as we set to work to design this
little receiver we discovered that we

had taken on a peculiarly difficult
job, which will probably strike you as
strange when you have had a look at the
photographs and noticed how extremely
simple the instrument is. As a matter of
fact, it was just in that very simplicity that
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scrapped and a permanent version of the
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new arrangement built. To feel free to do
so the constructor must not have tied up a
great many components in his standard receiver, and, again, they should be of types

arrangement.

Hence, we concluded that these con-

structors of the amplifier would be pretty
sure, sooner or later, to wish they could
employ with it a slightly snore powerful

likely to come in useful in the new unit.

receiving set ; in other words, an instrument
with a screened -grid H.F. stage and detector
in place of their single -valve instrument.

So far, so good, but when we came to

On top of all these limitations, it was
taken for granted that the design should
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think out the requirements in a little receiver
for this purpose we soon realised that they

in keeping with the high standard set by

Well, it started when we decided that our

readers would probably like to have a
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issue.
The idea was
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desired), and you have a powerful four-valver of first-class quality and exceptional sensitivity.

Evidently,

The circuit is an extremely simple one, but it is remarkably
effective, and is capable of being built by anybody. There are no
awkward " snags," and as long as the constructor carefully follows
the directi ons he will meet with no pitfalls. " X " coils are used,
forming a very economical method of getting both selectivity and

receiving

foreign stations upon the loud speaker, they
would probably desire to extend the range
and power of their outfit still further.
Special Requirements.

The " A.P." Amplifier, in conjunction

with any good single valve receiver, should
bring in quite a number of foreign stations
upon the loud speaker, but there is always
the feeling that an efficient H.F. stage would
bring them in still better, at greater volume
and with improved quality ; further, that
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be kept upon
the question of
cost in making

the " H.F. and Det." unit, and a still
closer watch upon the types of components
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used.

These must obviously be, as far as
possible, perfectly standard ones, so that
almost all the parts in the existing single valve receiver can be used over again in the
H.F. and detector unit. Again, it is quite
likely that an outfit of this sort will appeal
to the man who likes to do a certain amount
of experimental work, trying out different
circuits, and so on.
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8 in. (Lissen, or Paxolin, Goltone,
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or Formo,
Trolite, etc.).
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1 Cabinet with baseboard 7 in. 3 Single coil holders (Wearite and
deep to fit.
Lissen or Red Diamond, Lotus,
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(Ready Radio, or Lissen, J.B., 2 Valve holders (Igranie, or W.B.,
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(Lotus, or Ormond, Lissen,
or Dubilier, Lissen, Ediswan,
Polar, Dubilier, Ready Radio,
Mullard, etc.).
Wearite, etc.).
2 1-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen,
1 L.T. switch (Ormond, or Lissen,
or Dubilier,181111ardiT.C.C., etc.).
Benjamin, Igranic, Lotus, Red 1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser
Diamond, Bulgin, etc.).
(T.C.C., ore J,Edisman, Lissen,
1

Ferranti, Mullard, Dubilier,

Atlas, Igranie, etc.).
1 2-meg. grid leak and holder
(Dubilier, or Lissen, Igranic,
Ediswan, Mullard, Ferranti, etc.).
1 H.F. choke (Watmel, or Varley,
Ready Radio, Lissen, R.I.,
Dubilier, Leweos, Lotus, Wearite, Bulgin, etc.).

11 Terminals (Belling & Lee, or
Eelex, Igranie, etc.).
1 standard " P.W." screen 7 in. x

6 in.

(Magnum, or Paroussi,

Wearite, Ready Radio, etc.).
1 Terminal strip, 12 in. 2 in.
Wire, flex, screws, etc.

IDEAL FOR LONG-RANGE RECEPTION

t ry out any new receiv-

In the

course of

such work it is quite
possible

that some

time in the future an
arrangement will be

the " tapped tuned
anode" var-

quite an

under t a king, and in-

iety, and
the use

deed we
actually

spent

a
&RR REACT

LT SWITCH

CONE.

than we

14- 3

have upon

If you

will now

take a look

1,34,

between -

0

The panel lay out is neat and symmetrical. On the left is the aerial tuning
this dial is the reaction control, the remaining knob being that of the L.T.
control and on the right the dial belonging to the tuned anode ;circuit. Below
on -off switch.

over the

various diagrams and photographs, we

think you will agree that we have managed
to turn out a set which does actually meet
the case. You will

observe that it is ex-

ceedingly simple, compact, and easy to

a mpl ifica-

tion on the

PANEL LAYOUT

one

hand

and selec-

tivity o n
the other.
The aerial

coupling and secondary tuning arrangements which form the grid circuit of the
(Continued on next page.)

SMOOTH REACTION-EFFICIENT DETECTION

make, while the cir-

Continental

Europe

Stations

To Your

Sound Like

Home

Locals

.............. .....

is of a standard and

universally useful

nature. Moreover, you

can work into it
practically every part

which came out

of

your single valve instrument.
In a modern singlevalver, for example,
you will almost cer-

"

to be snore attractive
than the existing re-

tainly have a differential reaction condenser
and certainly a .0005-

latter

an on -off switch, a

ceiver unit, which
would

compromise to be
achieved

deal

many larger sets.

mfd. tuning condenser,

pre-

sumably thereupon be

EASY TO BUILD

valve holder, a grid
The H.F. end of the set. The spacing of the components is an important
feature of the design and in your copy of the set you should follow the
arrangement given as closely as possible., The grid -bias loads for the SA
valve are shown coming atveraise terminal step.

of

an " X " coil
here enables
a very good

that every component

Brings all

Isied out which seems

This is a general view of the " A.P." Two, showing how the set is divided
by the screen and how the various components are placed: Your set should
look exactly like this when it is completed.

would fill
the bill was

Few New Parts.
You will see, further,

required is to build up

the existing amplifier
and proceed to put it
through its tests.

circuit. This

assure you was amply
fulfilled by its behaviour on test.

ing circuit all that is

tector portion of it and
then to hitch this up to

latter is of

mise which we can

convenient form of installation for such constructors, because to

just the H.F. and de-

circuits,and

for the inter' -valve

cuit diagram will show
you that it gives every
promise of an excellent
performance, a pro-

It is a particularly

HIGH DEGREE OF SELECTIVITY

coils are used for the aerial and tuned

sign which

upon it

THE PARTS VDU WILL REQUIRE.
1 Panel, 12 in. x 7 in., or 12 in.

then, a very
strict eye must

sensitivity.

X

coupling

more time

economic ally

as possible.

The most convenient point of
reference here is the circuit diagram, and
your first glance at this will show you that
we were not far wrong in claiming exceptional simplicity for this little receiver.
First of all observe that standard plug-in

duce a de-

good

wish to make
the change as

desiring to
progress to

of

By

change will be

scrapping a

that this amplifier would

loud - speaker
reception, and
that once they
haddiscovered
the pleasures

Designed and Described

body who is
snaking this

in a recent

managed.

SYMMETRI CAL DESIGN

round.
you rill ece
that to proall

economy. Ohviously, any-

described

leave you a few extra parts to buy.
Now let us take a look over the set more

secondary

it

'Fakirs!g

the quest ton of

plifier which

ceiver we are going to describe, and so only

getter."

!Amt., their is

Am-

possessing

the " A.P." amplifier. It must be of excellent
selectivity, and be a real "
ance-

In the first

A SIMPLE CIRCUIT

ceiver to use

we

be of the highest possible efficiency, to be

required.

companion re-

" A.P."

Simple and Compact.

were distinctly unusual-and, in fact, that
something quite out of the ordinary was

All of these can be incorporated in the re-

in detail and see how all this has been

the greater part of the difficulty was en-

countered, as you will see when we explain
how it all began.

condenser and leak, and an H.F. choke,

quite probably also some single coil sockets.

EASY TO WORK

Differential reaction enables the most efficient type of reaction control to
be obtained, while the " X" coil used for the tuned anode provides a high

degree of selectivity. Note the careful screening between the H.F. input and
output circuits of the screened -grid valve.
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is in use, by the way, you will generally find
it best always to work with the flex lead on

upon the " A " terminal, a further control

* e 4-1,-1. -4-4- -0-4-4- -0- -4- --0- -4- -0- A. -4- .4- 410-*

of selectivity being given by the use of one

THE "A P." TWO.

or other of the tapping points upon the X

(Continued from previous page.)

is very good, and for most situations you

*

find it is quite enough to use the
* will
terminal A and try the flex lead on one or

.4.- .0-4-4-

-4- -4-

vided for the screened -grid valve, the grid bias cell itself being shunted by a .01-mfd.

condenser to prevent it from having any
undesirable effects upon the tuning if the
cell should chance to be of high internal

other of the tapping points on the coil.

screened -grid valve (171) will no doubt
be found perfectly plain sailing. Due

Adjusting Selectivity.

note should be paid to the fact that there
are two alternative aerial terminals, one of
these bringing in a series condenser of the

resistance as the result of long use.

Where conditions are exceedingly difficult,
however, you can obtain a still higher range

A modest amount of screening is em-

of selectivity adjustment by transferring
the aerial to the terminal Al and trying
various adjustments of the compression type condenser C4. When this condenser

semi -adjustable type in the aerial lead.
This enables you to obtain a higher range

of selectivity adjustment than can be got

ployed, consisting of just a simple vertical
metal screen suitably placed so as to pre-

How can I get more out of my set ? This is the question that
is answered in the following instructive article.
By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.

vent any undesirable amount of interaction between the intervalve coupling
circuits and the grid

circuit of the screened.
grid valve. This, you

SCALE WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE "A.P." TWO

will find, is quite

THOSE of you who have a small set have

receiver completely

stations at muck greater strength. If you

often thought how much better it

sufficient to render the

I

ffr

stable, and it adds very
little indeed to the work
involved in making the

1

receiver.

F

Reaction Control.
0005 HFD

%-i

.0005 PIFD

C2

The " X " coil in the

CI

anode circuit of the
screened -grid valve is

so arranged that just a
small proportion of the
coil intended for coup-

..-.,
SCREEN

ling purposes is included

actually in the anode
circuit, so that a weak-

AO/FA-El? E is, 77A .L.

REAcTian,

Pa

CO /V1)
0001 MFD

(...,,,s

13

C3

0

Ai

L. rSkwrcH

ened -coupling effect is
obtained in order to get

CjW.0

by means of the variable

good selectivity.

The
whole of the coil is tuned

condenser Co, and the

usual

connection is
taken off from the high potential end of this
circuit through a grid
condenser to the grid of

of

_
fte

0

0

the detector valve.
Reaction is of the

-

2 MEG.

PLEA' TO
774Po", L,
i

v -c3'

.4")

/

CO

0
V2

a

SG

0

0

U1f

0
L3
0
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III

0
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mil-

itiFD

H.7--

-I-

Itic-D

Cs
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0
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-

mil

smooth control,

im-

proved sensitivity, and
circuit to which reaction
is applied.
All the rest of the

0 '° (a
5

co

01 MFD

i

features of particularly

upon the tuning of the

e

Al&

L2

esi rEiMis

Et

11.7-# 2

VALVE

Q.
1.,,,

C 6 POR

01 04
i"

FLEX TO TAPS

la

VI G

C)
L2

veloped for use in

absence of any effect

0

(----)

r -E-\)

ill

I

0

C8

special throttle -control
differential type de-

POPULAR WIRELESS
sets, possessing the usual

FLEX TO PLATE TERMINAL.
ON CAP OF VALVE

./

alio

circuit is perfectly

standard and straight-

and we do
not think it calls for

forward,

:A)

any special explanation.
Just note, however, that

JUIIIIL,

leads for the screened grid valve are by-passed
with 1-mfd. condensers

72/Ar-D

the two H.T. positive
in order to reduce the
chances of any battery

coupling effects with a

L.7--

H.r7,/ E

.7;91

INCREASING YOUR
SETS POWER

that tapping upon the X coil which gives
you the louder signal.
The usual grid -bias arrangement is pro-

The general selectivity of the receiver

coil.
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This is a scale design of the layout and connections of the set. Note that the screened -grid valve holder has its " anhe " socket
and terminal marked " S.G." This is done to avoid confusion, as the screening -grid pin plugs into this socket, the anode of the
valve being taken to the cap on the top of the bulb. The marking of ince holder thus-a standard practice in our sets where S.G.
valves are used -does not mean the purchase of a special type of holder.

would be if you could get many of the

add a high -frequency valve you will increase

the range and bring in more stations and
also,

of course, bring up the volume of

those stations you already receive, but in
. doing this you will make the set more
difficult to control, since you add to it

resistance to H.T. positive, and the other
side to the transformer primary. On the
transformer primary side of the resistance,
join a 2-mfd. or 4-mfd. condenser, taking
the remaining terminal to L.T.
Present Valve Suitable.

You will thus have a means of

by-

passing, via the condenser, any stray L.F.

another tuning dial.

which may act as a means of coupling

receiver's handling capacity, because that
is a function of the last stage, which will

Remember that a 4-reffd.. condenser is
better than a 2-mfd., but you can always

In addition, you do not increase the

through the H.T. supply, to the last valve.

naturally remain the same. Therefore,
although you make stations louder, you

try the lower value first and connect another

will probably get distortion on your local
transmission due to overloading.
Adding an L.F. Stage.

The easiest way out of the difficulty,

provided you do not want to bring in more
stations, is to add a low -frequency valve

Now in the case of the last valve, you
will need one of the super -power type,
because if you want to handle really loud
signals and get good distortionless reception, it is no use inserting a small power

valve in this socket. A super -power valve
will enable you to handle with 120 volts
H.T. a grid swing of 16 to 18 volts, which
is

quite adequate for ordinary domestic

purposes. Your volume control across the
transformer secondary winding will permit

you to obtain the neessary graduation in
strength and there will be no excuse for the
valve being overloaded.

one of the same value in parallel to make

How to Use a Pentode.

4 mfd.
It is possible that the existing valve, which
was previously in the low -frequency socket,

that you will be able to cut down the

There is a further advantage, and that is

amount of reaction you are using, because
of the additional magnification due to the
new L.F. stage, and in so doing you will if
anything get better reproduction.
There is another method of getting much
greater volume, and
that is by using one
C IRCUITS
of the new pentode

is of the power type. If so, this can still be
used with advantage, but it is advisable to
increase the grid bias on it in order to cut
down the plate current passing through the

which can conveniently be transformer
coupled. To do this you can build up a

THOSE "CRYPTIC "

separate amplifier unit, or if there is suffi-

valves. These

cient room on the baseboard, you can
obtain a transformer, together with an
ing wiring accordingly.

valves, as
most
readers are aware,
have five electrodes,

valve is a more straightforward matter

tical point of view all

likelihood of trouble, and the results from
the loud -speaker point of view are usually
more satisfactory. The reason why one so
often hears of cases in which howling and
so forth have been produced when the extra
transformer -coupled stage has been added,

member is that there

extra valve holder, and modify your exist-

but from the prac-

The addition of an extra low -frequency

that one has to re-

than that of an H.F. type. There is less

is an additional terminal on the base of

the valve which is

connected to H.T.
positive.
The only point
which seems to prohibit the use of a

is because the additional valve has been
connected up in an haphazard manner
without the knowledge that with the greater
amplification then available there is also a
bigger likelihood of something going wrong.

pentode, somewhat,
is

If the set already includes a transformer
stage, the second instrument. should have
a very low ratio, certainly not greater than
3 to 1. Moreover, it is just as well to incorporate a volume control of some sort
such as a potentiometer connected across
the secondary winding, because this will
give a. means of adjusting the power sup
plied to the last valve.

In order to make certain that motor -

boating and other low -frequency troubles

do not occur, it is advisable to insert an

A choir boys' radio class in progress alter practice hours in connection
with one of the well-known English churches.

second

transformer's

primary

winding.

By so doing, you will remove any possibility of saturation occurring and, moreover, the comparatively low magnification
given by such a valve will reduce the possibility of L.F. troubles. It is never advisable

detector valve. This can be carried out as
follows. Break the lead which at present
goes from H.T. positive to one side of the

to get too much magnification per stage,
and although you may grudge this slight
loss of volume, you should hear in mind
that this is better than to have a very big
volume with distortion. After all, the loss

Insert a wire -wound resistance of 20,000

of volume will be quite small:

anti -motor -boating device in series with the

ing receiver will be published in our next issue.

transformer primary in the first stage.

the fact that a

special output transformer should be
There is
used.
nothing very terrible

Inserting De -coupling Device.

high resistance H.T. battery,

Further details about
this extremely interest.

ohms or thereabouts, taking one side of the

in this, because all
that one has to do

is to insert the prim-

ary winding of the

transformer in series between H.T. positive
and the anode of the pentode valve. The
loud speaker is then connected across the
secondary terminals.
With a pentode one can get much greater

power without the necessity of using an
extra low -frequency stage, but care must

be taken to ensure an adequate H.T. supply.
However, if the H.T. supply is sufficient to
work a super -power valve, then it is quite
good enough for a pentode. With a pentode
it is desirable to have a volume control.

Popular Wirelass., August Oth,
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APT'

ECKEPSLEYt
UERYORNER
PROS. AND CONS. OF CHOKE COUPLING-

THE DETECTOR'S BY-PASS-A SELECTIVITY QUERY-THOSE -` JAMMING "
SHIPS.

Undei the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
Pros. aud Cons. of Choke Coupling.

P C.

I notice that chokekapaeity L.F. amplification is very rarely
used these days. I was listening to a set

quite recently which had two stages of this
fcirm of coupling, and the quality was all
that could be desired. Had choke coupling
any disadvantages ? "

It is true to say that choke coupling has
advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of choke coupling are that one does
not drop voltage on the anodes because the
choke has small D.C. but large A.C. resistance (or impedance really). But the impedance of a choke varies with frequency,
and may therefore give different effects at
different frequencies, giving less
magnification at low than at high
frequencies.

If the chokes are made very
high they have capacity effect.
and spurious resonances may

occur owing to spurious reaction effects

increased spurious reaction effects owing to

The tapped coil is moderately but possibly not wholly sufficiently selective for
the purposes you .require. The addition of
the rejector adds just that extra selectivity

Thus I suggest your increase of volume is
due not to by-passing H.F., but rather to

changing the phase of the detector anode
currents. Whatever it is it's purely for you

to decide which arrangement you like best.
A Selectivity Query.

J. S. B. (Enfield Town).-" I have in use a
simple form of rejector to eliminate one or

A SHIP'S RECEIVER

and

**

Those " Jamming " Ships.

G. R. C. (Dover).-" I am getting serious interference on my
three -valve (det. and 2 L.F.) set
from Morse stations, which I
assume to be ships working in
the Channel. This interference
frequently interrupts the broadcast programmes, and I shall be
pleased to know if there is any
method of cutting it out ? "
I have no personal experience

However, it isn't all so bad as
it sounds if it's worked out prac-

tically.
Theoretically there are
snags which the R.C. coupling gets
over in practice.
Choke coupling is perfectly

good if one isn't aiming at absolute theoretical perfection, and it
handled by someone who
understands the quantitative
implications.
is

to guide me in answering this
question. I think the jamming

The Detector's By -Pass.

R. W. T. (Hounslow).--" Hav-

condenser of a value not exceed-

The plain coil arrangement is very un-

selective, and the addition of the rejector is
not enough to make the whole,arrangement
sufficiently selective. Merely once snore a
question of magnitudes.
But I suggest if it's only the two
Brookmans Park transmitters
you want, a smaller aerial and a

addition of a rejector. Again a
question of magnitudes.

the

ing been advised to fit a fixed

required.

tapped coil will not want the

are set up as between the inter condensers

the result is determined as a balance be-

tween the two factors. If you have a device
which helps the selectivity in series with a
fairly selective device the .s'esult is better
than without that device.

come in ; furthermore, resonances
coupling
chokes.

tivity in series with a non -selective device

than simply per 8e.
The increased volume would not occur if
the condenser were only by-passing high frequency, unless that high -frequency was
saturating your low -frequency system.

This complicated -looking apparatus is a
Marconi marine receiver, which has a wavelength range of from
220 to 27,000 metres.

ing .0003 mfd. across the plate and
negative filament lead of my detector valve'

(which does not include reaction), I find
that a marked increase in volume results.
This, of course, appears to be an improve:

inent, but it has since struck me that a
definite loss of the higher frequencies also
occurs. Is this so, and do you consider the
increase in sensitivity 'outweighs the disadvantages mentioned ? A differential re-

action condenser would appear to give a
similar effect when set at ' minimum.' "

Certainly the effect of the condenser

might be to diminish the higher frequencies,

but not very much in common types of
circuit, but I think this is more likely to

other of the Brookmans Park transmitters.
With a plain aerial coil this device merely
alters the tuning position of either station,
but does not enable me to eliminate them.
" -Using a tapped aerial coil under similar
conditions permits reception of one station

free from the other by using the rejector.

Why should this happen ? "
If you put a link capable of standing ten

experienced at Dover is probably
impossible to eliminate altogether,
because spark transmissions over-

lap from the fundamental wave
they are supposed to use into the
waves

assumedly reserved by

international agreement for other services.
It's all a question of relative magnitude.

I do not know the degree of magnitudes

involved, but I very much doubt if ,you can
do anything technical to ybur set to be rid
of the nuisance.
But you can write to the B.B.C. and the

tons in series with your watch chain and

Post Office and ask them why if you pay
your licence you should be troubled in this
way. I have been trying for years to get

tons the whole device-watch chain plus

problems, and to ask that ships shall be

subjected the whole device to a pull of five

strong link-would break. The weakest link
determineSthe strength of the chain.
If you have a device which helps selec-

people to take a proper view of these

compelled to use apparatus which technically meets the needs of other users of the
ether. Every little helps !
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the maximum output
is 25.

FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

This particular model, the A.C.16, was

Tested end
Found.Ltd.

This

is

the

tested in conjunction with 'several different

sets, and in every case it gave complete
The smoothing is good,
satisfaction.
rather better than in the average com-

mercial mains unit. and I found the outputs
identical with the specification.
The variable tapping gives a smoothly controllable range with none of that jerkiness or noisiness that is so disconcertingly

Magnum

Spaghetti Resistance which in
appearance is nothing

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111961111111111E

more

When you are Buying -

than an insulated flexible lead,
having a ring terminal at each

26.-SCREENS.
partitions and screening
boxes are used in many modern receiver

end.

It measures about 4 in. in
length and can, of course, be

Screening

wired in circuit just like a

designs.

short connecting lead. Rather a

NEW PICTORIAL MAGAZINE.

NUMBER 1 of Vol. 1 of " Radio " has
made its appearance. " Radio " is
a monthly pictorial magazine due to
the Marconiphone people and its purpose
is " to popularise radio in general and
Marconiphone radio in particular."
The publication consists almost entirely
of pictures and there is even a strip cartoon.

It is excellently produced and should accomplish its objects quite easily. " Radio "
is being distributed only through Marconi phone dealers and the price is Id.
MAKE YOUR OWN BATTERIES.

Two great advantages attend the home
assembly of H.T. batteries. One is that
it saves money and the other that you get

a clearer insight as to the quality of its
innards. For some years the Leyton
Battery Co., Ltd., of Church Road, Leyton,

E.10, have specialised in the production of
battery parts for home assembly and, from

time to time, we have chronicled their
progress in this interesting sphere.
Their latest scheme provides a reliable,

robust and handsome H.T. battery that is

Aluminium is mostly used for those
screens figuring in H.F. circuits, but for

curious idea, that, but one that definitely

the screening of mains transformers,
H.T. units etc., a stout gauge of iron

does make for the saving of space and
ease of construction.

The Magnum Spaghetti resistance

sheeting is desirable.
In the case of aluminium screens for

is

available in any one of some dozen values
from 1,000 to 50,000 ohms. Up to 40,000
ohms the carrying capacity is 10 milliamperes, and that of the 50,000 ohm type,
5 milliamps. The price is ls. 6d.

H.F. stages, see that any holes cut for

valves are of correct sizes. The valves
should fit closely.
Some A.C. valves demand larger holes.

Also watch the insulation of leads

passing through and ensure that connecting screws are provided, as aluminium is
a difficult material to solder.

USEFUL LISSEN DEVICE.

If your set should necessitate one or

more of those little compression type condensers, or should you he building a

Adhere very closely to the recommended specification, as if the screen is
of different dimensions it might fail in its

way etrap
or "P.W."

purpose.

Brookmans

If a complete box with lid is advised

Rejector,
don't forget the
claims

in milliamperes

don't attempt to improvise with less
effective screening.

of

the Lissen

Pre-set

prominent in some units. Also, there is
an unusually good separation between the
tappings and, altogether, it is obvious that

Condenser.

It is not
an

the design and construction are quite sound
throughout.

abso-

lutely new

component, and I

have
the
uncomfortable feeling
that I re-

AN " EKCO " MAINS UNIT.
I made a slight slip last week in reference

The

Lissen Compression Type
Variable Condenser.

ceived one for test quite a long time ago.
However, I hasten to repair the omission
of its review in these pages.
The little variable is of distinctive design,

as you can see by the photo, and it

is

to that " Ekco " A.C. Mains Unit that
provides you with both an H.T. and an
L.T. charging current. I referred to it
as the " Ekco " ('Ti A.C., whereas it really
is

the CPI A.C.

I hope I have not

caused any confusion anywhere by this little
error.

.

so arranged that it can be mounted either
vertically or horizontally.
The moulding of the case is first-class
and the adjustment smooth and easily set.
Altogether one has no hesitation in saying

Here is the Leyton Battery Co.'s new product.

well within the capabilities of the average
radio constructor to assemble. It is built
into a glass -lidded box with the tapping

sockets taken out at the one end, and it
really does look an attractive proposition.

We have tested the cells that are made
for this particular battery assembly, and
find them of first-class quality. We would
advise " P.W." readers to secure the
leaflet regarding this interesting design.
MAGNUM RESISTANCES.

Quite a novelty in the way of radio

components is due to Burne-Jones & Co.,

it is well up to the highest standard that
can be set for such a device.

AN "ATLAS" BATTERY ELIMINATOR.

H. Clarke & Co. M/C., Ltd., of Man-

chester, are producing some fine mains

units these days. Indeed, they are well
in the front rank in this respect. We have
had two or three pass through our technical

department during the past few weeks,
and I was particularly attracted by the
A.C.16.

This is an A.C. mains unit of unusually
attractive design having one variable tapping, and two fixed, giving up to 150 volts.
Full -wave rectification is employed and

The " Atles " A.C. Mains Unit.

-Wireless, August Sfli, 1930.
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EVERYTHING g E.e. ELECTRICAL

Sold by all
Wireless Dealers

MADE ENTIRELY IN ENGLAND.

REDUCED PRICES
The following types of OSRAM VALVES are REDUCED IN PRICE

as shown, the reductions becoming operative immediately.
TYPES

OLD
NEW
PRICES PRICES

151.

13'6

Osram P. 2

H.210

9

L. 210
10'6

8'6

L. 410

11

P. 240
P. 425
P. 625
P. 625A

Osram S. 215

H.L. 610

H.610
s,

NEW
PRICES

1

Osram H.L. 210 \

H.L. 410
H. 410

PR ICES

OLD

TYPES

SI

L. 610

51

S. 410
S. 610

22'6

20f

251..

22'6

j

Osram P.T. 240
Osram

P. 215
P. 410
P. 610

1216

1016

9,

P.T. 425
P.X. 4

91

P.T. 625

Prices apply only in Great Britain and Northern Ireland
insmemen...
General Elc,:trie Co., L:2., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
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CONDENSER CAPACITIES.

F. C. I. (Donis Hill. N. W. I0).-" How can
one tell

the strength of different variable

condensers. i.e., variable '0003, .0005, .00035,
when the condensers are not marked ? Also,
what are the grades in common use ?
"Also block condensers, some makers mark
the capacity on them, some do not and some

But when they are

only mark the boxes.

loose with no boxes. how can one tell ?"
We presume that by the " strength " of condensers
you mean the capacity. This can be calculated (in
the case of variable condensers) from the active area
of the surface, and the spacing between fixed and
moving plates.
This calculation is rather a troublesome one and
hardly worth giving. for no one attempts to work it
out these days. Any dealer can usually tell you at a
glance what the capacity of a variable condenser is

All Editorial communications should be afidressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E,C.4.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
to return
for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
envelope must be sent with evert article. Alt
MSS. not accepted for .publication. A stamped and addressed
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John M. Lile, Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As snuck of
developments in the radio world,
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the most recent
the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur
some
of trader
and the
would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before Solos so.

You will find that it gets smoother and smoother as

the slider is advanced further towards the negative.
but the disadvantage of proceeding in this way is
that the signal will probably be weakened slightly
the further negative you go.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

The detector anode voltage and its filament
current should be readjusted with the object of

finding a setting which will enable you to turn the

ADJUSTING THE POTENTIOMETER.

L.B.F. (Birmingham).-" So for the time
being I am going to hook up my single-valver
and reach out with that. The idea was to put
a potentiometer in the grid return circuit., the
ends being wired across the filament and the

slider going to the non -grid end of the grid
leak.

".It certainly seems to make a difference,

though I am not sure how it should be adjusted

potentiometer slider round as far as possible towards
the positive end without spoiling the smooth reaction
which is so essential for successful working. The

farther you are able to get the slider towards the

positive the more sensitive the set will be.
Remember that you should not. be tempted to carry
it round too far, however, and thus make reaction go

in and out with something like a "plop," for it is
quite hopeless to attempt to tune in long-distance
stations unless the set comes up towards and goes

smoothly through the oscillation point.
Remember also that the degree of coupling on the

aerial will also affect reaction, and on no account.
forget that, both filament voltage and H.T. voltage
nn the detector are of vital importance for getting
maximum results.

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

FITTING A FUSE.
:=1 -

Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,
7,-

and is spoiling yout radio reception ?-Or
one of the batteries seems to run down much H
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue

E Print ?

Whatever your radio problem may be, =
remember that the Technical Query Department is thoroughly equipped to assist our E
= readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can E
be obtained direct from the Technical Query =
- Dept., PoPri.An WIRELESS, The Fleetway _E
= House, Farringdon Street. London, E.C.4.
E A postcard will do. On receipt of this an E
E Application Form will be sent to you free =

and post free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
E_ LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE:
should NOT be made by 'phone or
_ Inquiries
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.
Tonnummuninniumniminnumuumminimminumfri

for maximum strength and distance getting.
What is the best way ? "
At first you should put the potentiometer slider
about half -way round and ignore it until the other
circuit conditions are satisfactorily adjusted. Get
your coil -coupling right, adjust- your H.T., etc., anti
when the set seems -absolutely 0.1.7. see to the final
touches to the potentiometer as follows :
Usually the detector valve requires comparatively
low H.T. voltage, perhaps 35 or 40 or 50, and its
filament should be turned nearly but not quite full
on. Now set the tuning condenser somewhere near
the middle of its scale and move the potentiometer
slider round to the positive end of its travel.
It you now test the reaction condenser you will
probably find it rather ploppy, so gently move this
slider round slowly towards the negative end,
adjusting the reaction control as you do this,
I

J. H. V. Z. (Cape Town).-" Your ' Magic
Four De Luxe' circuit is all that is claimed

for it, and gives splendid results at the Cape of
Good Hope. In trying to safeguard my Milliard

4 -volt valves I put a safety fuse in the connection between the negative

H.T.

or failing this someone experienced will do so without
the necessity for calculation.
The capacities in common use are as follows : For
tuning, practically all variable condensers are -0005.
This value in conjunction with ordinary coils happens

to be a convenient one, spacing the stations nicely
apart when tuning, and allowing the wave -length
band to be covered with the average coil.
For short-wave work, and certain special circuits,
smaller condensers are advisable, and in this connection there are :00035. .0003. and .00025 on the
market, and also a limited number of smaller condensers, such as 0003,0001, etc., though these are
not commonly used. Sometimes you can settle the

question of the capacities of your condensers by how
many plates they have. or alternatively the capacity
can be tested out on tinting.

To do this, join one side of the condenser to one
side of your tuning condenser in the set, and join a
flexible lead to the other side of the condenser tinder
test, using for this a crocodile clip, or similar method of
easily cutting it in or out of circuit as required.
Now tune your set condenser when one side of your
test condenser is disconnected, so that it is out of

circuit, and notice the dial readings for various
stations. If your tuning condenser is a .0005 mfd.

you may find that at, say, 25 degrees the National
comes in, at 50 degrees the Regional and 75 degrees
the Daventry 5 G B. Nov join the other condenser

across it, turn the tuning condenser all out so that it is
not effecting any tuning at all, and then tune in on the
condenser under test.

If it is the same size as the tuning condenser, the
readings will be approximately the same, namely

25, 50, and 75. If, however, it brings in the National
at 50 degrees and the London Regional at 100 degrees

it is obviously only about half the capacity of the

original condenser. namely .00025 mkt.
By comparison in this way you can easily arrive at

the capacity, remembering that those values quoted
above are the only ones likely to be in common use.
The same applies to fixed condensers, though in
this case, it may be necessary to vary the tuning
condenser slightly to bring in a test station. This is

in order to ascertain whereabouts the fixed condenser is " tuning," as it is unlikely that a fixed

capacity will exactly bring up the set to the required
value to show you whereabouts you are on the timing
scale.

(Continued on page 600.)

and

negative L.T., but I find that the tiny globe
glows with the L.T. current switched on but

the set will not work. Can you tell me what is
wrong, and what position should the fuse be
in circuit, in order to give the desired
results ? "
It is evident from your description that the fuse

is at present in the L.T. circuit, and this, of course, is
" all wrong."
Apparently you have broken the wire from the
L.T.- terminal on Its way to the valves. This wire

should be restored as before, and the fuse holder
inserted instead in that section of the lead which
goes from the L.T. wiring to the H.T. battery (H.T.
negative) only. If you employ a common terminal

for L.T.- and H.T.- you must break the flexible
lead which comes from the negative of the H.T.

battery, the idea being that this fuse holder should
be inserted in the lead which comes direct from the
negative of the H.T. battery before it joists any other

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.16
.0005 MAO.
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part of the set.

When the bulb is placed in the holder after the
alteration has been carried out you will find that
switching on the L.T. current does not cause the bulb
to glow. In fact, it should not glow under any circumstances unless something is wrong in the wiring,
or in the conditions under which the fuse is being

operated (such as a faulty by-pass condenser causing
a -short or connections touching wrongly somewhere
or some similar fault in the circuit).

The operation of the set will, in fact, be exactly
the same as before, and the fuse will act just as a piece
of connecting wire, the only difference being that in
the event 'of excessive current being carried through
some fault in the circuit, the fuse will glow brilliantly
for a moment and then burn out, thus giving notice

of the fault and breaking the circuit for you until
the trouble is put right.
In this way, insertion of the fuse ensures safeguarding of the battery.

4/793

Here are the " parts " for a crystal set with easy
change -over from 5 X X to the local station, and
vice versa. Either a D.P.D.T. switch or Hex can be
used for switching, and once the condensers have
been set they can be left and either programme
received at will without re -tuning.
Can you " WIRE UP " this set ?

(Look out for the answering diagram next week.)

^,.As
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CONDENSED
CHATS
By
DOCTOR DUCON
Variable Condensers
Three main essentials of a variable condenser are,
low dielectric loss, low minimum capacity and
positive contact between the moving vanes and
their terminals.
If the Condenser is fitted with a slow-motion device

there is in addition the need for a positive movement, firm contact of friction surfaces to avoid
scraping noises, and a smooth, even movement.
The Dubilier variable condensers combine all these

points and you will get easier tuning and lower
losses if you fit Dubilier Variable and Fixed
Condensers throughout your set.

The Dubilier
K.C.

Condenser
PRICE, nith }mob,
dial

an

s I o w- 12'

motion device.

PRICE, vithout knob,
dial or slow - motion
device.

If onotoollolde from your
disect to tis Riding his
end address.

r

METROPOLITAN POLICE
Imperial Airways, The B.B.C.,
Empire Wireless Communications,
Trinity House Lightships & Beacon

Stations, Croydon Control Tower,

"

and Large Passenger Liners-all

UBILIE
CONDENSER CO. (1925) Ltd.

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3
B.0 5.

NJIIL

BUY THE VA",

ND

tialfE8

ES THE EXPERTS USE
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued from 7;age 598.)

USING THE WAVE -TRAP COIL.

F. S. (Ponders End, Middlesex).-" I am

enclosing a sketch of my circuit, which shows
that the set is good for long-distance but has

without any attention being paid to local listening.
When your mother wants to hear what the local
station is doing, all she has to do is to put a pair of
telephones into the two new terminals.
Then,.whether the set is switched on or not she will
hear the local programme. When she has finished
she merely takes out the 'phone tags and the set is
then again as before for long-distance reception.
:4J111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

WHAT DO YOU THINK

been modified in order to put the lid on

ABOUT THIS ?

Brookmans.

" As a matter of fact, I hardly listen to the
local station at all, but am only too glad of

However, all tastes are not alike, and my
daytime, and she, of course, wants to hear
2 L 0.
" As she likes to listen on 'phones, I was

thinking of making an alteration to the set to

The wiring, etc., was carefully done,
but when the unit was connected up it

enable her to do this, but I do not want to

spend more money than is necessary. So could
I use a wave -trap coil for the purpose by means
of a switch or something to control it to save
fiddling about with tuning ?
" If this cannot be done easily, I may decide
not to bother at all, as although she would like
it, I do not want to go to any expense about it,

cut off the signals instead of amplifying
the weak ones.
Evidently something was radically
wrong, but tests of batteries, etc.,

seemed to indicate that it wasn't an
ordinary fault like a break in the
circuit.
Can you guess
WHAT WAS WRONG ?

nor to alter the set much just in order to get
the local station ? "

It is the simplest thing in the world to get the local
station, and all you need for the purpose is a crystal
detector and a pair. of telephone terminals. You need
not alter the tuning of the set, nor affect it in any way,
but simply make the following small modification.

Join one end of the crystal detector to one end
of the wave -trap coil, the other side of the crystal
detector should be taken to one of the new telephone
terminals. The other new telephone terminal should
be joined to the remaining side of the wave -trap coil.
This is all the alteration that is necessary to mak
the set ready for local reception. You will find that
when no 'phones are connected up to the two new
telephone terminals the circuit is unaltered and remains exactly as it was before.
All tuning, etc.. will be unaffected, so that the set
can be tuned switched on and off, and left as it was

No. 'W'hen two points are joined together by a
connecting wire they become, in effect, one. So in
carrying out the above, if you first join L.T. neg. to
H.T. neg., and the " earth " terminal, connection can
he made to L.T. neg., or to H.T. neg., or to the wire

The next step is to carry on to the coil holder, so

" P.W." readers reported identical cases
of it on the same day. These were the
symptoms :
An H.F. unit employing an S.G. valve
was built up from a theoretical diagram.

mother is rather anxious to listen -in during the

terminal, to one side of the coil holder, to one
side of the V. condenser and to one filament
terminal on the valve holder.' Does that mean
all separate wires ? "

joining these.

It is a fault that doesn't very often
occur and yet not long ago several

good wave -trap which cuts it out completely.

WIRING IN WORDS.

C. L. (Coventry).-" The wiring in words
says, ' Join LT. neg. to H.T. neg., to earth

this join would be as short and direct as possible, and
would go from the coil holder to the nearest available
point. That might be L.T. neg. itself, H.T. neg.
itself, earth terminal itself, or any point on the wire
joining these together. And so on.

'PHONES IN PARALLEL.

E. N. (Hamilton, N.B.).-" Recently you

told R.A. Sheffield, how to join 'phones in
series.' But you did not explain in parallel.'
How are 'phones connected in parallel ?
(Please give the same kind of easy -to -under-

stand description, as I know next to nothing

about wireless. )"
Suppose you have the set in front of you, with its
telephone terminals ready for the 'phones. And you
have two pairs of 'phones. which we will call " pair A "
and "pair B " respectively.
Tojoin them in parallel, connect one 'phone tag of
" pair A " to one of the set's telephone terminals,
and join the other " pair A " tag to the other tele-

N.B.-There is no prize for answering this,
but from time to time we shall give a radio
problem (followed the next week by the

phone terminal. (That is to say, join up the " pair A "
'phones as usual.)
Now take the " pair 13 " 'phones and insert them in
exactly the same way, viz., one tag to one terminal,

them both interesting and instructive. (Look
out for the solution to the above next week.)

to be connected, make sure that they are joined up the

answer) in the hope that readers will

find

The trouble which was described last weekpoor strength, hand capacity, etc.-was found

to be due to a defective earth lead. It had
broken through just below the surface of the
ground, and when a new wire was- fitted the
set was restored to full results again,

.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111[1117-:

and the other tag to the other. The two pairs of
'phones are then joined " in parallel."
N.B.-If it is a valve set to which the 'phones are

right way round. Each 'phone lead has one " plus "
and one " minus " lead, and the set's telephone
terminals are (or should be) marked + and - also.
The " positive " tags should go to the terminal
marked +, and the " negative " tags to the terminal
marked
but is
Sometimes the positive tag is not *larked
coloured red, whilst the negative is coloured black
(or blue) to distinguiQh it.

USE YOUR A.C. MAINS
AND A WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIER
TO GET THE BEST OUT OF YOUR SET
IN THE EASIEST WAY
OVESTINGHOUSEra
Units for
t

METAL RECTIFIERS
are unquestionably

the most convenient

and efficient rectifiers at present available
That is why
for A.C. Mains working.

they are used in such large numbers by
the leading set manufacturers.

HIGH-TENSION
LOW-TENSION
BATTERY CHARGING

Full details and circuits for

all

units for

radio mains

GRID BIAS

equipment are given in our 32 -page booklet, " The All Metal
Way -1930." Send 2d. stamp for a copy to

etc., etc.

The Westinghouse Brake &Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,

82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

Get Ready for Football
Everything You Want to Know
about the New Football Season
Everyone who is keen on football will want ANSWERS FOOTBALL ANNUAL. It is
packed with facts and figures which every football enthusiast will want to know and gives
all the English League and International fixtures, Cup Tie dates and interesting details about
new players. This handy book is so arranged that you can fill in the results of all the league
matches throughout the season.

ANSWERS FOOTBALL ANNUAL
Buy YOUR Copy AT ONCE !

3d.
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1-lear the new
N.K. FAIL
AND
INDUCTOR
LOUD SPEAKER
Moving

Coil

quality witholit

its dabcks.

e310:0

not only
loud speaker unProves
This renlarkable
but
the uloving emi.
elarit y, al.i.lnibperuty,,
its sensveness,
on itstone, cheaper to buy.
i'cs
Large fIllant'it
of
details
operate. No bat t cries.
dela2,. Full
request.
supplied without
free on

YEARS OF
ASTOUNDING
POPULARITY...

Eliminators
Latest
portables
The
specially
made for
0.
units
10 : 0 to £6 : 0 :
and all -mains from
£2
:
built-in sets
Gramophone, exFOR YOUR HOLIDAY
and

Cadet Portable wonderful tone.
The New Columbia
automatic stop,
small,
ceptionally ! Various colours.
Columbia gramophones

Only 576

of all H.M.V. and of every description.
Complete rangePortable
wireless
and H.T.
and records.
accumulators
:-Cherged
carried in stock.
Ready to take away

batteries to

fit

all portables

LTD DAY
WILL LEICESTER SQ.,
19, LISLE ST,,,

..and now
the1930

The Most Thrilling True Story of
Spying Ever Published

The Hidden
Hand

Amazing

Narrative

of

International Spying by

THOMAS' M. JOHNSON
This is the amazing record-facts, not
fiction-of spies of the Great War when
Europe was infested with secret agents
working for the Allies or the Central
Powers, and sometimes for both.
Tragedy and broad farce, heroism and
black villainy all played their part in
" The Hidden Hand." Start reading

model of

the famous

C.2

SPEAKER

is more popular
than ever
PRICE 451:
From all Radio Dealers
4E0 E

this gripping narrative in this week's

1E1

THIS and THAT

THE EDISON SWAN tLECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Radio Division
la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1

Buy a copy TO -DAY 2d.

EDISWAN

Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

w.s,
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DEAF AIDS
(INEXPENSIVE)

Highest Efficiency Onaranteel.
Potter than other Aids costing Five times as much.

FOR THE LISTENER.
Explain, Please.

months now, and you haven't. yet explained
a single thing to me !

You didn't even explain how I might

f1-2-6

with
fitted
MIDGETPHONE

as illustrated, including

light

a

(fits into ear)
instead of earpine
kith headband.

headband for the
earpiece.

'T HIS Aid comprises the latest sensitive

1 SUPER -MICROPHONE (to be attached

to Coat or Dress, conveniently concealed), a
SMALL BATTERY (for the pocket), and a
SMALL EARPIECE which can be held to
the deaf ear by hand or by a light headband
supplied with the Aid. All speech and sound
reaching the Super -Microphone is loudly

spot the winner in the Derby !- But surely
some of you can explain this. Make it your
one good deed," like a Boy Scout, for your
August holiday. And your petitioner will
ever pray . . .
Selection.

For I imagine that it would be easier to
select among the long -wave stations than
among these millions of short -nave ones.
And here is another I want explaining.

The other night I wished to hear " Antony
and Cleopatra " from Condon. Frankfurt
(390) was in the offing, and Toulouse (385)
was as usual taking as much as it could of
the air ; but I got London and held it quite
heard in the earpiece (or Midgetphone). nicely. All went well for about a quarter of
The battery can be switched off when the an hour, when, suddenly, out of the blue, a
military brass band from somewhere blotted
AM is not in use.
London and everything else off the map !
Either of the above aids can be made
SPECIALLY POWERFUL by fitting
It came in with an absolute blast, and in
a DOUBLE Microphone in place of
a couple of minutes went out again, leaving
the single, at an extra cost of
and " Antony and Cleopatra " as
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,. London
before. I hadn't touched the. dial.
8329.
27, Fitzroy St., London, W.1. 'phone:
The same thing happened once again in
the course of an hour. I gathered from the
programmes that it didn't come either from
Frankfurt or Toulouse. Then where did
that blasting brass band come from ? And
why did it come and go like that ? Like a
We SPECIALISE in the supply

EASY TERMS of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you
efficient service. Send us your list

of requirements and a quotation
will be sent by return.
London Radio Supply Company,
11 OAT LANE,N OBLE STREET, LONDON.E.C.2
.7T

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS.Con-

Inventions Advice Handbook and
sultations FREE.-B. T. KING.

Regd. Patent Office (G.B.. U.S. and Canada)
146a. Queen Victoria Street, London.
E.C.4.
Cent. 0642
'Phone

43 gears' ref e

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS

-SUNDAY GRAPHICRELIIA13IILIITY
NNN

WIIREILE355.GUIIIDE Ir19 296
A Complete List of a//that

Is best in Radio
at Keenest Prices.
Trade Enquiries invited

J. Ilil.TAY(11.-C)

&GP

"Antony and Cleopatra."

I was surprised, though I ought not to

have been, that this play made such a good
broadcast. Indeed, as I listened to it, it
almost seemed as if Shakespeare might have
written it for the wireless.
Those swift, short scenes, with a kind of
cinematograph effect, made admirable radio
stuff. The two players taking the parts of
Antony and Cleopatra were very good in
I iction and in dramatic effect.
If other Shakespearean plays can be made

as effective as this was, it is likely that the
great William will become more popular on
the air than in the West End. Mr. James
Agate will be consoled.
Etherial Pockets.

Are there such things. More explanation
wanted. Sometimes, when I am listening

to the " British Isles," and for no apparent
reason, the broadcast ceases suddenly for
a minute or so, then picks itself up again.

HUDDERSFIELD. Phone 341.

THE

STANDARD
PLUGIN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/ DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.8

-4.

*
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By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F. Inst.P. t
-40-0.-
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Testing Speakers and Pick-ups.

We were talking the other day about the

reproduction of bass notes by different
types of loud -speaker unit, and I am

obliged to a reader for a useful hint which

I might have thought of at the time. It is simply this : that the low -frequency
response of a loud -speaker unit can be very
simply tested by means of the " frequency

records " which are now obtainable for
use on an ordinary gramophone.

By using these standard -frequency records with a good electrical pick-up, it is

a very simple matter to test your loud
speaker for different frequencies.
Frequency Records.

If the bass notes, say, down to 200 or

150 cycles come out well, you may be sure
that both the loud speaker and the pick-up
are operating effectively in the lower
register ; but, incidentally, if these lower

frequencies do not come out well, it is not
necessarily the fault of the loud speaker,

but may be wholly or partly due to the
electrical pick-up. In such a case, before
blaming the loud speaker, it is a good plan

to try a different pick-up in the same
conditions.

'
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Alternatively, before blaming the pick-up,

you might try the same pick-up with a
different loud speaker. By a few simple
experiments of this kind you can rapidly
obtain quite a lot of valuable information
with regard to the characteristics of your
different pick-ups and loud -speaker components.
Wave -Traps.

The use of wave -traps has, of course, very
greatly increased since the opening of
Brookmans Park transmitters, but although

As if the wave had suddenly dropped like an

wave -traps are comparatively simple devices, both in construction and use, I often
hear from readers who do not seem to be

Rome and Milan.

finding them very successful.
There are certainly some cases in which
even the best of wave -traps will not

aeroplane in an air -pocket. Why is this ?

Naturally, I have no difficulty with the
Italian stations, except that of cutting them
out on occasions. I have a bad ear for

4 Radlohlo.se MACAULAY STREET,

DX

naughty boy peeping round a corner, pulling
bacon at you, and popping back again.

-4- -0- -4.-0- -4-1-0.

-1,-1.-0-

(Continued from page :"iSt3.)

I wish you would explain it to me.
have been explaining things to you for

11-10.0

*

language, and though I know a lot of
Italian words I do not always recognise
them when spoken.

So I stick mostly to music. It is WEN'

good.

I have heard three operas this week

-" Eva "

(Lehar), " Lucia di Lammermoor " (Donizetti), and " Rosmunda "
(Trentinaglla).

altogether " do the trick," but these cases
are rather exceptional, and usually, if a
wave -trap does not fulfil its purpose, the
fault lies either with the construction or
design of the wave -trap or with the way in
which it is operated.
Design and Construction.

So many designs of wave -traps have now

been published for the benefit of amateur
(Continued on next page.)
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" POPULAR WIRELESS " says :

constructors, especially since Brookmans

Park came on the air, that I do not think
I need go into the general question of the
actual making of the trap.

" There is everything in
favour of buying a com-

plete kit of parts and.
nothing against it. You
get all the little items,

It may be better to say a few words about
the way in which it is used. When you are

such as screws, etc., and
your panel is neatly
drilled for you. Moreover,
you are certain that every
component is suitable for
the set-that is, if you
purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by Ready
Radio."

at a fair distance from the station which

is to be cut out, you will generally find that
the particular tapping which you use (in a
tapped wave -trap, of course), will not make
a very great difference to the result, but if
the undesired station is comparatively near,
the question of the exact tapping becomes
lame!' more important.

1.14)*EST

GRENCEST

I therefore strongly recommend that if
your wave -trap does not seem to be satis-

SPEAk6RS

which gives the best results.

IN GONE/

1930 MAGIC THREE
THE "EUROPEAN" 3

This should not take Very long, and a
short time spent in experimenting in this
way may mean a great difference to the
satisfaction which you obtain from the

The new LOEWE RADIO model ER 85.

Radio's greatest advance in Cone
Speaker manufacture. Price 42/ complete. Unit only, 12/-. Unit
and Chassis 16/6. Full details from

THE LOEWE RADIO CO., LTD.,
4,

KITS OF PARTS
AND LOUDSPEAKERS

factory, you should experiment with the
different tappings until you find the one

FOUNTAYNE ROAD TOTTENHAM, N.15.
'Phone: Tottenham, 3911

THE " A.P." TWO
ETC:, ETC.

addition of the. wave -trap to your receiver.
As you know, wave -traps are classified
broadly into the " acceptor " and " rejector "

Cash or Easy Terms.
Lists on Application.

types, and although there are advantages

and disadvantages in both cases, there is no
doubt that in some eases the one type will

give better results than the other.
Adjusting the Trap.

The tuning in a wave -trap, that is the
often very sharp, and the
efficiency of the trap may depend enormously upon very precise adjustments in
resonance, is

The best Eliminators,
The best Mains Sets
Use

HYDRA
CONDENSERS
LOUIS HOLZMAN, LTD.,
37, NEWMAN STREET, W.1
Telephone

-

-

Museum 2641

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker

or -Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

wth each pair, 4/- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
1153,

" Repairs" Dept.,
GARRATT LANE, TOOTING.

S.W.17.

the region of the resonance point. Therefore, as I have already said, it pays to get
this adjustment as accurate as possible.

imanimommo. am..1=minomor
159. BOROUGH HIGH STREET.
LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E. 1 .
Telephone : HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).
Make

I often hear people say that they have
tried a wave -trap with their set, but they
" do not seem to find that it makes much

THE DAILY SKETCH

difference, and in many cases a very great
deal of difference, and in the majority of
cases where the trap does not seem to be
worth while, the trouble lies in its adjust-

EXACT TUNERS

difference."
With comparatively rare exceptions,
wave -traps should certainly make some

YOUR Picture Paper

250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils arc required. Send i.e. tor particulars
and circuits-FREE.

ment and operation.
Anyway, the " P.W." Brookmans Rejector is a simple device to operate and

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry

definitely does work very efficiently,
Electric Change -Over.

An interesting question has lately arisen
in connection with the use of radio appliances connected to the electric mains. In
certain parts of the country, the electricity supply undertakings have changed the

The Secret of its,.

POWERFUL GRIP.

The Powerful grip of

the Belling -Lee

voltage and nature of supply, and this, of
course, has upset the arrangements of a
considerable portion of the radio listeners
in the district.

Wander Plug and its
adaptability to any size
battery socket are 'doe

the long prongs
made of special spring
metal.
Engravings,
15
side
entry.
Wire, rubber
to

The question now at issue is whether

PLEASE be sure to mention

those whose

when communicating with

useless have any claim for compensation

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
Advertisers.

THANKS!

WET H.T. BATTERIESSolve all H.T. Troubles.

receivers or

other radio

apparatus have been rendered virtually

I understand that this question is either
to be settled between the representatives

Sample doz. (19 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte. 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit. 6d. Illas. booklet tree.

An Important Question.

ECONOMICAL

ZINCS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1 /2 doz.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS. 30/-.

3 -VALVE SET, £5

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
STOCKWELL, LONDON

Handbook

Radio
Connections.

7 -way Battery Cord with

of the radio industry and the electric -supply

JARS (waxed), 2r X li" sq. 1/3 doz.

SILENT,

Belling -Lee Wander Pings
and Spade Terminals for
Orgola and other sets

5,9

possibly be put to a test case in the courts.

In certain districts where a change in the
nature of the electric supply has been made,
(Continued en next page.)

firmly

Price 3d.
Write for Belling -Lee

from the electric -supply people.

undertakings in questions, or may, in fact,

SELF-CHARCINC,

braiding
gripped.
and

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
Ada!

of

Belting & Lee, Ltd., Queensway
Ponders End. Middlesex.

Works,
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Can't we get together

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from previous page.)

the local municipality has undertaken to
readjust matters for listeners free of cost,
that is, either to supply them with addi-

tional components, or in some other way to
put them in the same position as they were
before the change -over was made.
This is, of course, a very important matter

1

where any change is made in the electric

supply, as the radio listener may have gone
to a good deal of expense in providing himself with elaborate apparatus working from
the electric mains.

All we ask

is

Summer Reception.

the

I have had a number of letters from

chance to prove that

readers in the Provinces pointing out that
lately they have not been getting as good
reception as usual from the London
National and Regional Stations. In some

you can earn £300,

£400, £500 per year

WRITE FOR THIS

taw

BOOK TO -DAY

ITS

or more.

Other men

are doing it and you
can do

the same.

cases they are puzzled .also by the fact

that long-distance reception nevertheless
comes in more or less as usual, and want
to know why this should be.
It is more .or less to be expected during
the summer months that reception of the
London National and Regional Stations

We have an um., ,Iled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help 'you whether you be novice or
expert.
If you wish for something more than a

bread and 'butter " job you owe it to yourself to

investigate our Service.

Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20.000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech E.,
A.M.LE.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Matric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,

should be subject to fading, p4rticularly for

listeners situated in the Provinces a fair
distance away from London,

Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES

Erratic Reception.

In a brilliant foreword Prof. A. AL Low shows
dearly the chances you are missing.
Engineering Opportunities " and our advice are

Another type of query which I receive
from time to time relates to erratic results
with the earth connection. I mentioned

quite FREE. Don t .neglect this oller-give vent to
and send a postcard NOW.
that
upward urge
stating Branch, Post or Exam, which interests you.

another aspect of this matter some little

British Institute of Engineering Technology,

time back.
Experimenters often find that they get

101 Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, W.1

EASY PAYMENTS
supply Wireless parts on easY

VIN=1,

The first firm

to

Five years advertiser in " Popular
Thousands of satisfied customers.
Wireless. "
Send us a list of the parts you require, sod the
payments that will suit your convellionee, and we
will send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.
payments.

rather puzzling.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone Museum 1414.
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Tested, guaranteed and ready
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Transformers 5/,
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Discount
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it will work only poorly.

Here it is clear that the difference must

be due to the different aerial and earth

system. Leaving out the question of aerial

capacity which, if it makes any serious
difference, can in any case be allowed for,
it is most probable that the trouble is due
to an inefficient aerial or earth, poisibly
both. I need not say anything more about
the earth connection, and as regards the

aerial it is possible that this may be of poor
design, but still more likely that the
trouble lies with the insulation.
Tracing Faults.

I am often asked for simple directions for

testing over a set to find out whether it is
all O.K. It is fairly easy to give a few general
directions ; these are already known to the

experienced radio experimenter, although
not perhaps to the newcomer.
But a great deal naturally depends upon
the type of receiver, and special or complicated circuits require special directions
relating to their particular features.

The following, however, are a few simple
rules which may often help you to discover
the more usual causes of trouble.
Examine the Valves.

When the valves are all inserted in their

sockets, naturally the first thing to do is
to switch -on and make sure that all the
valves light up. Then try tuning the set,
and if you do not seem to receive any

signals, it may be that something is wrong

with the other connections (other than

This can be discovered by gently tapping

each valve in turn with the finger -nail,

when a ringing microphonic noise should be
heard from the loud speaker.
The H.F. Stages.

In the case of a set having one or more

high -frequency stages, it is possible that

there may be some fault in one of these
stages. To eliminate the H.F. stages you
may connect the aerial lead-in to the grid

No Reaction.

signals, however weak, whereas you did not

If on doing this you find that you get

get them when the aerial lead-in was con-

nected to the aerial terminal, it suggests
that the detector valve and subsequent

with the earth lead connected it is impossible
to take proper advantage of reaction. The

valves are working O.K., but something is
wrong with one of the H.F. stages.

creasing the number of turns on the reaction
coil, or alternatively, by introducing a fixed

Try the Output.

trouble may be cured sometimes by incondenser in series with the aerial lead.

The value of this condenser may be between
0001 and *0002 mfd.
If your earth connection is a satisfactory
one, I think you will generally find that one

or other of these dodges will make all the
difference. When the right conditions are

1 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4.

different places ; a set will, for instance,
work quite satisfactorily in one house,
whilst, when removed to another house,
and connected to another aerial and earth,

of the detector valve instead of to the aerial
terminal of the set ; it should be connected,
however, through a small fixed condenser.

It would simply mean

results that this is due to the fact that

ir/WWWINOMPOW7::.7`,;''"\WWWVW
ALL APPLICATIONS for
ADVERTISING SPACE in

received once or twice, relating to the
difference in the operation of the set in

that the signals obtained were not as good
as they should be.

is disconnected.

I have generally found when the dis-

I

Whilst on this question, I may perhaps
mention another query which I have

the filament connections) of one of the valVes.

Of course, it goes without stving that if
you get better results with the earth lead
disconnected than with it connected (in a
circuit which is intended to work with an
earth connection), there must be something
wrong with the circuit.
Trouble often arises owing to the earth
connection not being a satisfactory one
(connected to a cold -water pipe or a good
earth plate), but even this will not account
for the results being better when the earth

connecting of the earth leads gives better

PLEASE be sure to mention

POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating
with
THANKS!

better results when the earth lead is disconnected than when it is connected, and
as this is apparently so contrary to the
instructions in the book, it is naturally

Moving the Set.

obtained there should be a pronounced

,improvement in the signals obtained when
the earth lead is connected.

On the other hand there may be some-

thing wrong with the final or output valve.

and to test this you may disconnect the
loud speaker from the plate circuit of the
output valve and then connect it across
the primary of the transformer of one of
the low -frequency amplifying valves (or the
anode resistance in the case of R.C. coupling).
If this brings in the signals when they were

absent before, it seems to show that' the
last valve is the cause of the trouble.

POPULAR WIRELESS

Alvt.f4 0th, 1030.

iii

POWER FOR YOUR SET:
,03001MiiiiiMMOW

That is the title of a special illustrated

section in the AUGUST number of

MODERN

WIRELESS
It tells you all you want to know about H.T. and L.T. BATTERIES,

GRID BIAS, MAINS UNITS, CHARGERS and RECTIFIERS;
invaluable to valve -set owners.

Also in the August "M.W." are to be found full descriptions for
the construction of

THE "VERSATILE" THREE.
A three -valve A.C., D.C., or battery set.

THE "DUAL" AMPLIFIER
A two -valve L.F. amplifier which is of universal application.

THE M.W. "CRYSTAPOWER."
A novel method of getting long-range results with a crystal set -

THE " TWOiRANGE "
which is a wave -change two-valver that
to construct, and extremel
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MADE ENTIRELY IN ENGLAND.

REDUCED PRICES
The following types of OSRAM VALVES are REDUCED IN PRICE

as shown, the reductions becoming operative immediately.
OLD
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PRICES PRICES

TYPES
Osram

H.L. 210 \
H. 210

Osram
,9

L. 210

99

H.L. 410
10'6
H. 410

8/6

L. 410

SP

If

P. 2
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9/
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OLD
PRICES
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Osram S. 215
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NO ESCAPE-

THE " SCOT'S " TWO TOURISTS' TAXES --HEEL OF ACHILLES --

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

Portable Aboard.
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TWO adventurous friends of. mine went
the Broads for a few weeks'
to the
residence on a motor -boat.

They

issue a note about the portable receiver

=.

-

---

1:
THE PROGRESS E_E
E
OF

used as a marine appliance.
Don't take it unless you are prepared to

metacentre and all the crockery in the

POPULAR - - WIRELESS

Before one of you goes ashore for " gaspers "

Largest Circulation of
any Wireless Journal

employ a master stevedore constantly to
" trim ship." Shift it two inches from
cuddy can be heard avalanching ! Move
the suitcases to get at the petrol, and the
craft takes a list to Norwich or Yarmouth.

'or milk, everything must be re -balanced.

No Escape.

A PROFESSOR at Cornell University,
U.S.A., has demonstrated an ap-

E.:

plaything will render audible sounds which

The " Scot's " Two.
THIS is a new set, details of which have
been communicated to us by M.H.M.
of Edinburgh. As will be seen,
M.H.M.'s claim that " ' The Economy' Three
hasn't an earthly with this," is fully justified.

To All Concerned.

THIS is a note for J. N. (Durham) and

in general. Much as I
appreciate the bloodhound keenness
with which you all follow my Notes, it
readers

is not possible for me to discuss jokes

=

full of nice house's and gardens which

the G.E.C. rents to its staff. Then it
swooped down and entered the works
just in time for a demonstration of the

Osram Music Magnet Four," a fine set
which is almost capable of building itself.
A run round the works followed, a fascinating experience because everything is

done in the modern way. When I recall

some of the dingy, ill -lighted, soul-destroying

Real Welfare.

-

-m

Gentlemen,-We have examined the -2
books of the Company, and certify that E
the average net sates of " Popular Wire-

the employees themselves, in their own
way, for themselves. Too often I have

1930 (after deducting all unsold copies
during that period, and exclusive of free

interference from behind the arras and I

LE

The first issue of the "Popular Wireless
special Exhibition Numbers will be actually
on sale September 18th, and the succeeding
two issues will also be devoted to a comprehensive and pictorial review of the Exhibition E.=
at Olympia.
Readers should keep a look -out for these E
special numbers, which will prove an invaluable guide to all the leading Stands at
-t.

hovered over the 150 acres estate

BUT the most pleasant sight was that of
the playing -fields, tennis courts, and
golf course, all of which are run by

forthcoming months.

condenser, a 2-meg. grid -leak, 60 -volts H.T.

The G.E.C. Works-and Plays !

THE spirit of Ariel flew to Coventry and

we have received from our Auditors:
3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry,
London, E.0.2.
30th July, 1930.
To the Chairman and Directors of
The Amalgamated Press, Ltd.,
Fleetway House, E.C.4.

our Autumn and Winter plans arc now well
in hand, and that we have many interesting
features in preparation which will attract
wide attention among amateurs during the

two valves, one transformer, 0.003 fixed

you are correct.

holes in, which I spent some of my shining
youth I feel that the world is progressing !

Below we print a copy of the Certificate

;72..

All you need is : " One coil (size immaterial),

cracked a month ago. The squib either
goes bang or is best forgotten ! I have
most human weaknesses, but I never explain the joke in a joke. However, J. N.,
between you and me and the " poste "-

looked back, having held the confidence of a
large army of regular readers and advertisers.

and voucher copies), were 110,377 copies E.
per issue.
We are, Gentlemen,
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) Price, Waterhouse and Co.
Our readers will be interested to know that

pull himself up and think of the Hereafter !

Make it a wee sma' yin t

E.

less " for the six months ended 30th June,

can hardly be heard by a person with
normal ears. I think that he ought to

Look !

=
=

This claim is amply justified by the follow-

pa,ratus which, he says, will enable the

We are roughly two miles away." The
diagram shows that the transformer has
core ! Man, ye can't afford a luxury like
that ! And why he so free with ,the coil ?

E.

ing net sales certificate lust issued -by our =
= Auditors for the first six months of the
current year.
As the pioneer of popular broadcasting
journals, " Popular Wireless " has never

deaf to hear with their teeth. He appears
have directed his inventive genius in
to have
this direction so that not even the afflicted
may escape radio and the talkies.
Nay, he goes further, and claims, doubtless with a fiendish chuckle, that his little

and a 10 -ft. length of flex stretched across
the room."
Our friend naively adds " Of course
was from the local station only.
reception was

=

For some time past the displayed headline
on our front cover has been "Highest Radio
Circulation in the World."

The whole thing depends. however, on

the relative proportions of boat and receiver.
I am writing of a boat which in a good light
can be seer/7th be the larger.

E-

NEW FRENCH STATIONTOPPING U13PLUGGING-IN AND ONMORE THEORY-

Olympia.

POPULAR WIRELESS
NET SALES

110,371
COPIES PER ISSUE

seen this sort of thing spoiled by managerial

am glad to learn that at Coventry this
flaw does not exist : the G.E.C., in common

with many other large firms, has grasped
the fact that welfare work is doomed to
failure, and can be positively harmful, if
it robs the subjects of their natural sense of
independence as human individuals.
A fine firm and lucky workpeople !
Interesting Event.

ALTHOUGH this is not a society page,

in the " social " sense of the word,
it seems a fitting place to record the
advent of Miss Maria Elettra Helena Marconi, the daughter of the Marchese Marconi

and his Marchesa, the former Countess
Bezzi-Scali. Congratulations to all three
'2-..

of them.

The little lady is lucky to have such an

E

2

2E.

interesting and distinguished papa, although
no doubt she is at the present time far more

attracted to her _little. toes, Her god-

mother is Queen Helena of Italy and she

was baptised on July 30th at the Odescalchi

Palace at Civita Vecchia, with sixty airplanes flying overhead !
(Continued on next page.)
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

Taxes on Radio Sets of Tourists.
YOU will bear in mind, of course, that the

transport of a radio set into certain

European countries for a holiday will

cost you gold dust. Talk about

safe-

guarding ! These people "certainly look

after jolly old No. 1.
Spain charges about half-a-crown for

every 2-1 lb., which she does not hand back
when the set is repatriated. And one has
to take out a licence ! Belgium, 12 francs

for every few pounds, and France 22 per

cent. on each set plus 6 per cent. if they are

valued more than 700 francs and the
loudspeaker is. worth more than thirty
shillings or, so.

The Heel of Achilles.

what is snore important, namely, the
neutralisation of some of the acid. But
what are the facts ?
Why Buy Distilled ?

PICKING at random an analysis

1

of

ordinary water found that chalk,
etc., was present to the extent of 0.09

gramme per .litre... --Let. us say, therefore,
merely for argument's sake, that in" topping
up " you use 50 cubic centimetres of water

and that you " top up " twice a year. By

the:end of twelve months you will have put
the enormous quantity of 0.009 gramme of

of most of the _calcium sulphate, too.

before a fall I may confess that a

for 1927. A fair cop ! And I went quietly.
Drat that mongrel ! He's such a part of
the place that we take him for granted !
The Reverse Case.

WAS, however, luckier than M. Jules
1 Gaillard, who was fined at Liverpool
for using his radio set mithout A licence.

News comes of an agriculturist who is
using his wireless loud -speaker set as a scare- E
E crow, with satisfactory results.-" !firming-.2

ham Gazette."

" If we get loud speakers installed every- =
where, the sound of the genuine human voice E
E will become quite rare and refreshing by
contrast," we read in the " Daily Mirror."
It is rumoured that radio announcers have
taken considerable exception to this summary m'
g dismissal from the human race.

because he had broadcast for 400 hours and
they had not even thanked him. The
magistrates thereupon remarked that such

= self while listening -in," runs a headline.
= Well, we've always considered the English
= Programmes bad enough . . .

over the dog."

H which was going to broadcast from a Conti= natal station fell ill. A substitute was
= found and the broadcast began. The music

but he ought not to forget that he had a
splendid advertisement for his orchestra
-at the low rate of £2 and £3 3s. costs !
Another French Station.

IT is reported from Paris that a company
has been formed for exploiting a radio
broadcasting station under the auspices
of Branly, the famous scientist, to whom is

generally attributed the invention of the
coherer.

It is proposed to build the station some
sixty miles from Paris, though it will be

connected with a studio in Paris. The
station as at present planned will be -of
12 kw. (antenna) power, and will emit short

and ultra -short waves. By the Wily, I
learn that the new Radio Paris, is shortly
to begin its trials:
This " Topping 'Up."

Gramophone Contest.

Should

attract a E

r " American multi -millionaire shoots him-

=
=

*

=

*

At the last moment one of an orchestra

= was

futuristic, but the substitute player
= struggled bravely along. In an interval,

= the player next to him whispered :
=
" The Aeroplane Suite ' next."

=
" Oh, my hat ! " said the substitute.
= " I've just played that one ! "
E
" It doesn't matter," said his friend.
= " Listeners will never know the difference."

-" Wireless Weekly."

E
A scientist st ates that in a hundred years'
= time people will be picking up the wireless
= programmes that are being broadcast to -day.
E And yet some petple still persist in going in
= for rejuvenation treatment.-" Humorist."
Tfanniuniummlifunumuntimatammananmanammull

A New Rectifier.

WE have received from its inventor,
Mr. Hakon Rosenkilde, of Copenhagen, a letter about a new form of
rectifier for which he makes some interesting

on his plan will probably cost about £3 :

and, in addition, they will involve no
renewal expenses.

Western Daily Mail " alleges 'as
" High -frequency currents

-follows :

are not like ordinary electrical currents
-they are far more penetrating." Well,
well !
It is still taught by professors of
electrical engineering that H.F. currents
are not, so penetrating-I use the word
because the " N. W. D. M." does, not because

it is happily chosen-not so penetrating
as direct current ; but now the " skin
effect " is in danger ! No longer are we to
believe that the H.F. current in .a conductor
confines itself to a thin outer layer ! Eh ?
More Theory.

THIS conclusion would be startling but
for the fact that the exponent con-

tinues, " A small frame aerial, standing in the middle of a room, will receive
currents that have- penetrated the house-

and perhaps a row of houses-to get
at it. This proverb clearly shows that

we may stick to the " skin effect " belief
undisturbed, because its attacker is not
qualified for the job. H.F. currents cannot be trained to bore .through rows of
houses in search of frame aerials. If the
" N. W. D. M.'s " expert thinks that radio
communication is effected by means of H.F.

bloodhounds or moles, and that H.F. cur-

rents are radiated by the B.B.C. he is
evidently not clear as to the difference

between H.F. currents and electro-magnetic
waves.
Ship to Airplane -8,000 Wiles.

The chain consisted of the Buenos Aires
radio station, the Madrid radio station, the

Spanish telephone lines, the French Govern-

ment's land -line and submarine cable, the
cable across (or below) the Channel, land line to Rugby ; from Rugby connection was

Some Big Claims.

fairish -'-fairish, friend !-though "probably"
rather spoils it. However, I have no doubt

IT is stated that this new device gives half -

upset the plates, though you do not mention

order to get rid of A.C. hum.

that a veneer ' of calcium sulphate would

ACONTRIBUTOR to the " North

has no part which, like the filament of a

lamp, is consumable. Mr. Rosenkilde is of
opinion that A.C. Mains eliminators made

present would be converted to calcium
sulphate and probably be deposited on
the 'plates of the accumulator and thus
impede its action." As a theory that is

Plugging In and On.

wireless telephony to the steamer "Majestic"
which was 400 miles from England, bound
east. It was a two-way communication !

you so mligiously age' distilled, is at last

that any calcium carbonates (chalk, 'etc.)

protected.'

to give us a detailed description, but he

and inaportant claims. Owing to the patent
aspect of the matter he is unable at present
tells us that it works on an electro-magnetic
principle and is everlasting ; that is, it

brOkezi by J. D. M. (Seaford), who suggests

will let us into his secret as soon as it is

THE most remarkable " hook-up " to
date is the chain of connections by
means of which an airplane flying
3,500 ft. above Buenos Aires spoke by

A DEADLY silence in- answer to my
1-1 question about what it is you are

afraid of iH Ordinary tap -water, that

interest the publication of the details
concerning it. I hope that Mr. Rosenkilde

A Little Theory.

MONEY'S WORTH.
-- ten shillings
How to make sure of getting full value for
a year disbursed.

H record entry.-" Daily Mirror."

M. Gaillard's complaint is astonishing,

something new, and we await with much

L.T. circuit. The remaining two contacts
must be connected, one to H.T. (positive)
and one to the plate of the last valve.

According to the report which I received
he said that his offence was deliberately
committed as a protest against the B.B.C.,

a protest was " like not taking out a dog
licence because you have been swindled

polarity for you.
If these various claims are fully supported
by performance it would seem that here is

closes these contacts and " makes " the

SHORT WAVES.

few days after boasting how promptly

who discovered that my dog licence was
about as useful as Old Moore's Almanack

charging and the rectifier looks after the

B. (Dowlais) wants to know how to
11 arrange to have the loud speaker on a
calcium carbonate into your cell. In ten'
plug by means of which -the set can
years you u ill have added no less than be switched on and off, instead of having
0.09 gramme ; nine hundredths of a gramme
a switch. The usual stunt is to join
in ten years.
the P.S. leads to a plug. - The jack -must
That is, unless you have changed your have four contacts,,two of which are to be
electrolyte once or twice during that period, inserted in the filament. Lead (in place of a
in which case' you probably have got rid switch) so that the insertion of the plug

JUST as an example of how pride goeth

I had renewed my radio licence, I was
heavily sat on by a tax collector's sleuth

polarity. Connect your accumulator to it for

wave rectification and is so effective

that very little smoothing is required in

It has no

made with the " Majestic " by the Post

Office shore -to -ship radio station. A few
minutes with an atlas will show you what a

wonderful, bit of work that was.

.

ARIEL.
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THE SET fthe FUTURE
@APT. PPEEKERSLEY. M.I.E.E,
choice of programme per se, and the
use of long waves for the reasons given

in (a) and (b) should do no more, in

general, than extend local service areas.
It will, in fact, not make distant listening more possible.

Radio reflections on the part of our

cheery Radio -Consultant -in -Chief

subsequent to a holiday tour in
IHAVE been spending a holiday in France,

in all France, from North to South.
from East to West. There has been
little of wireless to stimulate a thought.
little of " shop " to make one say this or
that.

I have been lost with astonishment at

the exhibitionism of my compatriots abroad.

I have also been lost with astonishment at
the quality of the wireless sets I have heard,
partout.

One of the most advertised sets, advertised in England as much as in Europe, gives

a rasping, horrible snarl, and the more
ambitious home-made (or almost) are incredible. But, honestly, incredible !
Question of Quality.

Why is it, I ask myself, when so much is

known about the subject, that everyone
who goes into it in a small or big way, seems

*-0- ......

France.

that a continued interest in wireless comes

problem of giving us a choice, between programmes. Their policy, if there is one, is to
give just the power of selection between two
similar things.

that the programme ultimately counts ;

through what is heard and not in the

mechanism by which it is heard.
Thus the imperfections of distant listening
as they are more perceptible are more likely
to destroy fundamental interest. Variety in
listening is certainly a sine qua non. Choice
of programme seems essential.

That choice must be forthcoming, but

differently from to -day. The cheap set of
the future must give that choice. How it is
to do so remains to be seen. There are very
big problems to surmount, as :

(a) Even though the European long -

In my life, at any rate, there are about

mains, and as the mains extend so will the

respect technically, who do really understand about quality ; what it sounds like
and how to get it. In the shops I go into
which sell wireless I must say the standard
is much higher than it used to be, and much
higher, as far as my observation extends, in
Britain than in the rest of Europe.

Nevertheless, the standard is comparatively poor. As to private houses, my chief
observation in Britain is that unless there
is someone fairly keen the set simply does

not work. This is particularly true of the
old days, and is still true, except where

far.

The Regional Scheme is, to my mind, so
far largely a failure because of the apparent

wave stations give a greater possibility for
distant listening, they give worthless service
in large towns due to electrical appliances.

twenty people whom I know personally and

of variety. But it is a possibility only, so

dissatisfied with an evolution which depends
upon distant listening. I have always held

to have to study it from the beginning

experimentally, inflicting his researches on
the wretched public ?

Thus it looks as if some other way will

have to be found to give the needful variety
to the " Morris of the Ether." Of course,
my Regional Scheme was designed with all
these points in mind, and gives a possibility

(b) The set of the future must use the

mains background noise.

(c) Even though Europe may get more

and more long -wave stations, there will be
no more wave -lengths, and hence no more

inability of the B.B.C. to attack the root

Dodging the Duds !

Most people therefore use the Regional
Scheme rather as a convenience to avoid
items they don't like than as a stimulus to
picking the programme they do.
Mr. Compton Mackenzie, who usually has
something quite useful to say about broad-

casting, now comes out with the startling
statement that the greater choice of programmes makes him disinclined to listen.
(At least, so I read in my paper that found
me "somewhere in France.") Perhaps the
continuation of output of books from one
author's pen makes one less and less inclined

to read that author, but a good library of
books should not disincline one to choose
and. to read.

If, of course, the books are all the same

type and all mediocre, even though by

different authors, one is driven away from
reading. That, I think, must have been the
basis of Mr. Mackenzie's thought, as it is of
mine. A mere choice of similar things is a
(Continued on page 630.)

:` SYNTHETIC " MUSIC

there are mains -driven sets.
Wanted-A Ford of Radio

It seems then that knowledge of what to
do exists, but that that knowledge has as
yet had no large-scale application for the
general public. This seems even truer
abroad than in England, because I have
observed also that in Germany the quality

-to my ears at any rate-is generally
inferior.

Price, on the other hand, is far

lower than in England.

What is going to be done to market a

cheap set having a reasonable performance ?

Who is going to do for wireless what both
Ford and Morris did for motoring ? What
is a satisfactory performance in a wireless
set ?

I expect the few, or the many, who read
my articles know that I am on the who!e

A new musical instrument demonstrated in Berlin, and utilising radio valves. It is said to reproduce
the sounds of the human voice and all orchestral instruments with startling realism.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

1

ROMANTIC FIND

IN gDINBURGR

LEGER - " INGREX " --- PROVINCIAL
DIVERSIONS-Mr. SHERRIFF'S
APPEAL - FEWER CONDUC-

tTHE

ST.

DIENT

TORS-PROGRAMME MOMENTS +.
WHILE engaged in demolition work in

from the London studio on Sunday, August
31st.
Fewer Conductorc.

Instead of, having a different conduator
for each of the symphony concerts during
the season which opens at Queen's Hall on
Wednesday, October 22nd, the B.B.C. has
decided that every two or three concerto of

the series shall be under ' one direction.
This will enable the orchestra to become

acquainted with the conducting of a few of

the greatest exponents of the baton, and
will, it is hoped, lead to greater efficiency
and more enjoyment to listeners.

the old Queen's Hall, Edinburgh.
which is to become the principal
studio of the new Scottish Broadcasting
House, some workmen recently found 'a
letter, embedded in the centre of a large
ceiling bracket, which turned out to be a

Scenes from the plays of Shakespeare will
occupy half an hotrr of the -North, Regional

really interesting " find."

from, but those selected will have some

The letter was addressed " To anyone

whom it concerns in the demolition of this
building, Queen's Street Hall," and read as

*

*

*

Programme Moments.

programme on Friday evening, August
29th. There are, of course, many to choose
special association with the North.

Eye -Witness accounts of all sorts of
events have been included in broadcast
programmes, but we do not remember

hearing one of a Flower Show, such as has
been arranged for North Regional listeners
during this month.
Mr. A. j...Macself, the well-known horticultural journalist, is going to describe the
glories of the Southport Flower Show. The
Southport Flower Show is one of the largest

of its kind in the country, and certainly
holds the premier position in the North
of England.

*

*

The next talk in that particularly in-

teresting series entitled " Northern Towns,"
which Mrs. Kate Lovell is giving to listeners

in the Northern Region, will be heard on
Tuesday, August 26th, Chester being the
town selected. Chester is one of the few, if

not the only town in England, which can

still boast of a medieval wall, along the top
of which it is possible to walk completely

round the city.

THE LATEST IN PORTABLE SETS?

follows:

" To whoever finds the pair of pliers that
I have lost down, this wall, may he have a

longer use of them than I have had, and
good luck and a long life. Perhaps when
this is found I will be an old man, or in my
grave. My pipe, a very good -smoking pipe

in this age, was dropped down the same place
in the opposite side, or east side of building.
May you never be without a fill.
(Signed) James Cairns,
Electrician.
Oct. 5, 1903."
If Mr. Cairns, who wrote this letter nearly

twenty-seven years ago, is still alive-and
the authorities at Scottish Broadcasting
House hope he is-he will be interested to
learn that his very good smoking -pipe "
has been found. A hearty welcome awaits
him if he cares to visit the spot where luck
was once so much against him.
The St. Leger.

A running commentary on the St. Leger,
which takes place on the Town Moor course
at Doncaster, -between 2.50 and 3.15 p.m.

A curiously -shaped motor -home which has been touring the Continent. All the necessary rooms
and conveniences of a modern flat, together with radio installation (note the aerial), are provided.

on Wednesday, September 10th, will be
broadcast to National listeners. The commentator has not yet been chosen.
*

*

*

" Ingredient X."
" Ingredient X," a thriller specially

written for broadcasting by L. du Garde
Peach, and first produced in the London
studios a year ago, is to be repeated for
Lendon Regional listeners on Monday,
September 8th, and again for National

listeners on the following night. Since the
first broadcast numerous requests have been
received from listeners that the play should
be repeated.
*

*

Provincial " Diversions."

In a recent issue we announced that

Birmingham had arranged a " Diversions "
programme.

Now comes the news that

Manchester wants to have a shot on Wed-

nesday, September 3rd, and that Cardiff will

try its luck on Tuesday, September 9th.
Both programmes will also be heard from
the National transmitter.

Mr. Sherriff's Appeal.
Mr. R. C. Sherri ff. the author of "Journey's

End," is broadcasting an appeal on behalf
of the Invalid Children's Aid Association

FOR THE LISTENER
This week our popular contributor who is holiday -making in Italytells of his amusing experiences there with " Belinda," the portable set.
By " PHILEMON "
A Concert

T AST night, Belinda and I gave a concert
1-4 to our neighbours. I think you would

have been pleased with the setting.
The cottage is such as a child might have
designed ; with a door in the middle and a
window at each side of it.

In front of it is a little square of gravel,
with two round flower -beds ablaze with
monstrous zinnias. Beyond it a vine trellis, and then the orchard with peach trees and walnut -trees and vines growing
on pillars.

It was seven

wind from the mountains was blowing.
The audience dotted itself about here and

there, on the gravel, on the grass. The
father of the family, an old man with one
eye, leaned against a tree. Belinda stood
on a little stool under the window, where I

could easily connect her with the aerial and
the earth. She looked very charming with
her polished wood.
Birthdays.

By chance Belinda and I had learned that

o'clock, and

it was Giuseppe's birthday, and we had

Everybody was dressed in their " bits
of best." Even. Giuseppe, a boy of about

it. So that the opening of the concert was a
great success. For Belinda, assuming
the voice of Auntie Sophie, said, " A happy
birthday to Giuseppe Constantini."

Sunday night.

ten years and usually very dirty, was spick
and span in a white cap such as American
sailors wear, After a broiling day a cool

bought a little present for him, and hidden

(Continued on page 630.)
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NO doubt you have often wondered

whether there are any short cuts to
determining exactly where, in a set,
distortion occurs. Perhaps you have read
so much about the use of rnilliammeters
connected in valve anode circuits, that you
have come to regard them as more or less
infallible distortion testers.

Even should this be the case no great

harm will have been done, for undoubtedly
the most frequently encountered source of
really bad distortion is valve overloading.

And this the milliammeter in the anode

circuit very quickly shows up by wagging
its needle.
Valve Overloading

However, with the more common use of

AI. -4.1- .0-1.-4.

Distortion can be caused by any one or

I

more of many quite different things.
But most of these troubles are quite

I

the 1 o w- frequencies.
Then there is Amplitude Dis-

or

easily preventable as is shown
By H. A. R. BAXTER.

.10 -----------

tortion, such as you can get if

you use too much grid bias on a

valve, the stronger and weaker impulses

then -receiving disproportionate treatment.
Thirdly, there is Wave -form Distortion,
when stray frequencies are introduced.
Now all sorts of things can cause any of
these kinds of distortion, and it really, is a

hopeless job for the ordinary constructor
to try to track

negligible, in the aggregate to give
rise to effects that, in comparison,

render insignificant the worst valve overloading.

It is fairly safe to say that the most

critical part of a set from a quality point

of view is the low -frequency section. This,

you might say, is obvious, but it must
never be forgotten that the H.F. part has its
very important duties as well.

down everything to its
definite source.

You want

Overall Efficiency

pretty elaborate measuring

Everybody these days seems to be aiming

apparatus,
attention being paid to H.T. supplies, something on

at a straight line output. Such an ideal

miniature

speaker to which the output is connected
is a poor quality instrument.
It is the overall efficiency of the radio
receiving outfit that matters. Obviously

better and bigger valves, and with more
valve overloading is not now such an overwhelmingly serious business. At one time,

of course, -it

was so pre-

valent as

to be an
almost uni-

versal habit!
There could
have been

no ordinary

broadcast
receiver in
use seven
years ago

in which
valve overMessrs. Clarke'a "Atlas''-'L.P.
Coupling Unit.

loading was

is all very well in its way, but its achieve-

ment is an empty victory

the lines of a

National
Physical

Laboratory for

such a job.

But what

can be done is

The new
Wearite (Wright
and Weary) L.F. Coupling Unit.

to adopt that old adage-prevention is

is

plan to

query the

loud speaker

Many Causes

the ampli-

Distortion can occur through a hundred
and one things, and it is possible for such

fier.

troubles, individually so small as to be

the loud

the best

better than cure, and to select your circuits
and all the necessary components with that
end in view.

not present

first and
then

work

back into

And here

you will

find plenty

to engage

to some

your attention. There

considerable extent.
Plenty of H.T.,
adequate grid bias, and proper valves grace

is another

our modern receivers and make sure they
are maintained properly, but it is important
to remember that distortion can occur at
many other points.

and much
longer arti-

cle in this

issue deal-

ing fully

Different Kinds of Distortion

with L.F.

Now what do we mean by distortion ?

One of the several fine Philip's
Mains Transformers.

components. If you follow the advice that

It is generally used as a portmanteau word,

is given, then you will not find it necessary
to do much hunting for any but major and
more apparent causes of distortion.
In the meantime never forget the

standing for any departure from a perfection in the handling of the energy
variations dealt with by the set.
Actually there is Frequency Distortion,

importance of paying strict attention to
the details of a radio set. An anode
resistance of not quite the right value, a
condenser that is leaky, a valve -holder

which indicates that some of the frequencies

are being dealt with better than others.
Terrific frequency distortion is found in even

the best of loud speakers where the middle
frequencies, corresponding with those notes
round about the middle C on the piano, are

dealt with far better than either the high

then it

if

that is not quite up to scratch can combine .
together to produce the effect of one huge
The first L.F, Choke to have a nickel -iron core,

fault.
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THE FUTURE OF BROADCASTING.

" They have made' their point of view
quite clear and their function and standpoint ought to be better understood. They
are a commercial body, selling wireless.
They are not an artistic body, and have
made very little attempt to pretend that
they are."

not know. I sometimes think it would be

Which, of course, is typical of Sir Thomas'
views on broadcasting.
Mr. Cochran, the theatrical manager, said

By N. F. E.

in the press, especially in the
" Morning Post,' which recently published
a long article giving the views of Mr. George

Bernard Shaw, Sir Thomas Beecham, Mr.
Charles B. Cochran, and others.

And `emphasis has been lent to this
revived topic by Sir John Reith's recent
speech at the Studeots' International

Summer School at Cambridge.
Mr. Whitley's appointment as Chairman
_

of the Corporation seems to have given
rise to the impression that immediate

a good idea if the public were allowed to

oscillate their sets or express their criticisms

in some way like that, but then one dis-

gruntled man might spoil the enjoyment of
a whole nation.
" On the whole I think they do their very

difficult job about as well as it can be
expected of them."
Sir Thomas Again!
Sir Thomas Beecham, in expressing his
views, is reported to have said that :

" As' an artist, I have very little to say

reforms are likely to be made at Savoy Hill,

about the B.B.C. They mean so very little,

people on the future , improvement

the country. It should be clearly understood, what nobody seems to realise here,
that the B.B.C. are purveyors of wireless,
and that is all.

and consequently the views of eminent
of

British broadcasting are very much to the
fore, plus suggestions as to how the B.B.C.
may protect itself against the increasing
competition from Continental and other
foreign stations.
G. B. S. Is Surprised!

Mr. Shaw, for example, is quoted by the
" Morning Post " as saying (inter alia):

if anything at all, in the musical life of

They have as yet shown no signs of
participating in the musical life of the
country. That, in itself, is not to be
wondered at. You cannot call the gramo-

phone music, and the wireless is an even
poorer substitute than the gramophone. It

" On the whole, I am surprised that the
B.B.C. do their job so well. If you have

has no relation to art ; for art must consist
of real performances. And the public
knows this.

year you will know how difficult that is,

HI ! THERE! BELOW !

ever tried even to get up one concert a

but to have to organise ,a concert each day
is almost attempting the impossible. si

This, of course, would be a Supers

National Programme, but not outside their
proper scope, I think.

I

A review of some recent prOnounmements of importance to everyone interested
in the development of the radio in this country.

THE qtiestion of the future of British
Broadcasting is again being, raised

one.

he did not pose as a critic of the B.B.C.,
as he did not know enough about it ; but,

in his opinion, it has a difficult task which it
does well on the whole.
Finally, Sir John Reith said in his recent

speech that broadcasting should be conducted as a public service and as nothing

else. He did not admit that it was necessary

to have personal gain as an incentive to
endeavour, and he regarded the presence of

commercial motive in any form as most
undesirable.

What Sir John Said.
" The system and the constitution in this

country are, I consider, exactly what is

required," said Sir John. As regards broadcasting as an advertising medium, Sir John
said: " The ether should not be at the
mercy of money. Fortunately, with the
constitution which we have in this country,
the interests of the State are safeguarded,
If the service is to be run for the benefit of

the people, it cannot -afford to be at the
mercy of those who are in a position to
give programmes for their own particular
purpose, and without whose money the
service could not be maintained,"

Sir John believes that entertainment is
the primary function of the broadcasting
service in this country, but the danger of
interpreting the word in its narrow sense
must be avoided. Broadcasting must also

" The problem of finding fresh artists,
and especially fresh stars, is almost insuperable. And the obvious result is a
terrible repetition. Some of the song;

carry the responsibility of contributing constantly and cumulatively to the intellectual

which they continue to give us are terribly
worn out.

" I have thought for a long time that

they could have given us a higher standard
of singer, but, as I have said before, I think

and moral well-being of the community.
He claims that broadcasting has already
increased the musical appreciation of the

be maddening.

ing the

suggest improvements. I do not think that
vaudeville, however, should be broadcast
at all. The whole secret of a comic scene
or a red -nosed comedian is that you can

hension existed that it would " queer the
pitch " of newspaper sales, badly knock

there are only six fine singers in Europe,
and even to hear those continually would

country as a whole.
Sir John wound up hie speech by discuss-

" I am very doubtful as to how to

see his red nose and watch him falling

over the piece of orange peel. When they
broadcast vaudeville the B.B.C. neglect the

An American aviator taking part in a three-way

telephone test between two planes and the ground
station. The framework round the cockpit is a
machine-gun mounting.

" It is like a musical box, and how can

first and only rule in the theatre about

artists be asked to be interested in a musical

comic scenes.

box ?

Comic scenes must not be

played in the dark, and the B.B.C. are
always playing in tho dark.

.

.

,

A Huge Post Bag.
" Nor do I see that having an experienced

showman on their staff to select pro-

They may say that they cater for
the tastes of millions of people, but they
give them something like a photograph,
while an artist offers a Michael Angelo

painting.
" They have nothing to do with the great

festivals, the great choral societies, the
great symphony orchestras, or even the
man knew what the public wanted he great amateur work which is going on all
grammes would help them. If any show-

would be able to retire with untold millions

in a couple of years or so. Take Mr.

Cochran for instance. What salary would
he want for spending the rest of his life at
the end of a microphone
" I understand that the B.B.C. receives a
large number of letters, both of complaint
and, congratulation, from persons who are
supposed to have listened to programmes,

but how far that is able to help them I do

effect

of broadcasting on old -

established interests. He said the appre-

over the country. I suppose it can be said
that they touch the fringe of music.
" The art of music is performing. If

concert promoters and the theatre managers,
and reduce church congregations.
" Broadcasting Sometimes Colourless."

" I think it has already been established,"

he said, " that broadcasting will produce
no unfavourable reaction on any of these
interests. Rather, the reverse might be

expected. And if broadcasting is sometimes
colourless," he concluded,
it must be
remembered that democracy is sometimes
rather colourless, too."

Sir John's views expressed again that
the best way to give the public what it
wants is to reject the express policy of
giving the public what it wants. In other
words, if the B.B.C. were to set out to give

the public what it wanted it would not
they had wanted to show that they had succeed, which is a paradox, of course : but
real musical interests they could have it is a point of view which Sir John strongly
shown it by trying to help, out of their adheres to.
princely income, the real musical effort
Whether he is right or wrong is a matter
which is going on an over the country. The
Imperial League of Opera is, of course, a

case in point, but by no means the only

of opinion, but that he doesn't really

pursue this policy to its logical conclusions
is obvious by a glance at the programmas,
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THE B.B.C.TODAY
BY THE EDITOR

IN broadcast drama and variety during the

past year it can be said with finality

that Mr. Val Gielgud has "made good.
And probably the chief reason for this success is not any heaven-sent genius or pecu-

liar skill or even aptitude, but rather a
clear-cut knowledge of what he wanted, and

*-----4-4-4-...-------- 4-4,4-4.-..--*
iIn this fourth article of a short
series in which " P.W." is unveiling

the mysteries of Savoy Rill, the

questions of Drama, Education and
Religion are dealt with.

*

a determination to get it, whatever the
consequences.

there they are now all lumped together
under Miss Matheson.

But there is an obstacle in the way of
the " rationalisation " of the adult educa-

tion talks. I mean the various committees
and bodies comprised under the menacing
title of the National Broadcast Adult
Council, presided over by the Archbishop

of York, and including, of course, all the

Anyway, broadcast drama and variety
are now worthy of serious artistic con-

talks was right, but I am not sure it was

superior to anything of the kind abroad.
The principle of anonymity to which Mr.

extent in which they have acquired entertainment value. This does not mean that
they have lost their educational or informative value ; on the contrary, the intention has been far more adequately fulfilled.
If adult education had been merged in
talks in order that it might conform to the
movement towards greater entertainment
value, then the reason would have been the
right one. But I suspect that the reason

Humanisation Required.
This formidable affair seems to be getting

was administrative convenience. Anyway,

too much in the clutches of the professional
educationists. There was a use for these

sideration, the B.B.C. brand being infinitely

Gielgud nailed his colours has triumphed.
The new section of research and experiment
has also done well.
Three Valuable Producers.
In Mr. Sieveking and Mr. King -Bull and

Mr. Harding are three radio producers of
the first rank in originality and technique.
Perhaps it is to Mr. Harding that the most
credit is due during the past twelve months,
which is the period I am reviewing.
Then Mr. King -Bull has come to the front
during the same period. Mr. Lance Sieve -

done for the right reason.

Talks have improved exactly to the

A WELL-KNOWN FIGURE

king holds his ground, but, apart from the

and tends to offset the enlightened activities
of the stiff in charge. There has been the

notable encroachment on the main enter-

tainment period of the Regional wave-

lengths. I mean the long talks about eight

o'clock on 5 G B and the London Regional.

The B.B.C. has allowed itself to get far

bodies in a mild way some three years or
so ago ; but once the B.B.C. had gathered
in the prestige that was going, the association should have been faded out, politely

It will have to go some day, and there

will be terrific rows. Meanwhile, my suggestion to the harassed staff of the talks and
adult education sections of the B.B.C. is to
get on with the humanising of their work,
and, if there is a choice of risks to take, take
them as against the cranks' committees and
not as against the silently suffering public.

Mr. Sieveking has something very big in
preparation.

On the whole, I believe the dramatic

production side of the work of the B.B.C.
is now ideally handled ; it is perhaps the
only department at Savoy Hill which can

be said to have assumed its permanent

The Schools Broadcast.

shape and character.
If there is any criticism I would make, it
is that Mr. Gielgud would be well advised
to be more tolerant of the provincial
stations and encourage their characteristic

Education on the ordinary schools side

continues on the now familiar lines. Radio
is settling down as an acknowledged
auxiliary to the elementary and secondary
school systems of the country. Much useful
work is being accomplished unobtrusively
and, I hope, without making too big a hole
in the licence revenue. Miss Mary Somer-

original efforts.

Education and Talks.

Education goes on apace at the B.B.C.
When I last reviewed this work at Savo
Hill a reorganisation and expansion were

ville, the actual executive of this work, is
a great help to Mr. Stobart. During the

past year Miss Somerville has caught up on
Miss Matheson in prestige and influence.

in hand, and it was not possible to say what
new form would emerge. As it turned out.

Before I leave this subject of education
I vivid revert to the talks and adult side
once again. Here is a suggestion. Let it

Miss Matheson added adult education to
her territory with the aid of Mr. Siepman.
with Miss Somerville,
Mr. Stobart,
is left with the schools, religion, and

To merge adult education into

rather more than less say at Savoy Hill,

but firmly.

"Intimate Snapshots"and the Chinese show,
I would not award him marks for peaks this
year. There are rumours, however, that

appeals,

big guns of the educational trade unions of
the country.

be laid down arbitrarily that not more than
Lord Gainford, Vice -Chairman of the B.B.C.

(Continued on next page.)
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As for the rest of religious broadcasting,

10 per cent of main programme time be

St. Martin's relays, as well as those from
St. John's, Westminster, the various
cathedrals, and indeed practically all the
" 0.B." services, are as good, if not better,
than ever they were.
But the studio services do not hold their

standing part, of course, is the weekday
service at 10.15 each morning. This has a

absence of vitality, and also sometimes a
touch of " staginess." Studio services are
either declining or the other services are
getting so much better that studio services

THE B.B.C. TO -DAY.
(Continuer) frown precious page.)

available for material which has not got the
basic qualifications of entertainment value.
Religion, has not changed a great deal in
broadcasting during the past year. The out-

vast audience, and confers great benefit on

many thousands of sick, infum, old, and
lonely folk. With characteristic self-efface-

ment, the founder of this service, has done
everything possible to preserve his anony-

mity: It was perhaps just as well that he
succeeded in this for the first eighteen
months or so. But lately it has become
known that he is the Rev. Hugh Johnson,
chief assistant to the Rev. Pat MacCormack,
vicar of St. Martin -in -the -Fields.

own.

There is something thin, almost dis-

concertingly so.

There is a deplorable

The only other lead running through the
screen is that secured to the tapping point
on the coil Ls at one end, and the anode
of the screened -grid valve at the other, this
latter point being the terminal on top of the
bulb. This lead should consist of a short
piece of flex, and it passes through a hole
made to the metal of the screen itself at two

Notice very carefully that connection is

I think the B.B.C. should make every

effort either to develop its studio services
on the right lines or substitute them
entirely by O.B. services. There are far too

many bad preachers and bad speakers

allowed at studio services.
This comes, I suppose, from the balancing

feats of the advisory committee of clergy
and ministers. High time this was superSheppard and Hugh Johnson.

I am paying a good deal of attention to

Screen Connections.

Need for Alternatives.

The little book of prayers entitled " This
Day," and containing prayers from those
selected for the morning broadcast, has run

Mr. Johnson because in his success are

for the rest of the work.

quite high up in the screen.

seded by the fearless choice of good broad-

again sold out. This is but one sign of the
signal social service which Mr. Johnson is
rendering by his daily visits to Savoy .Hill.

insulated, whatever kind of wire be used

suffer by comparison.

The Morning Service.

to several editions and, I understand, is

one which goes to one filament terminal of
the valve socket 171. This lead must be

casters with -real messages such as Dick

And just a final word.

Appropriate
musical alternatives to religious broadcasts
would be as good for religion as they would
be acceptable to listeners generally.

A POPULAR GOVERNOR

apparent the secrets of effective religious

broadcasting. To begin with, he has a
perfect microphone manner ; his message
is to a million individuals, not an address to
a crowd of a million. He is direct,, sym-

places, one being quite close to the panel.
This is the lead from the moving vanes of
the differential reaction condenser C and
it goes to a small screw and nut inserted in
one of the perforations in the screen. A
similar connection is made to the screen

near the terminal strip and between the
condensers C, and C7, a point you will
quickly identify on the wiring diagram.

The Coils to Use.

The coil sizes should be as follows : Coils
L, and Ls are of the " X " type, size No. 60
for the ordinary wave -band, and size
No. 250 for long waves. The reaction coil
is L., and this should be a No. 50 for low
waves and a No. 100 for long waves.
The valves should be one of the screened -

grid type and one of the H.F. or " special
detector " variety for the Vs socket. They
may be of two, four, or six -volt filament
rating, and all will be found to work ex-

cellently in this circuit.
The H.T. voltages are quite simple, and

you will find that somewhere about 60 or

pathetic without being sloppy; honestly

70 volts or perhaps a little more will ensure

disdainful of cant and humbug, and happily
clear of the pitfalls of disabling Orthodoxy
and intonation.
His service remains short and simple. It
is no longer or more complex to -day than

good results when applied to terminal

Hugh Johnson-a word picture of the man.
I listen to this service not infrequently ; in
fact, less and less infrequently. I know

greatest volume on wcak signals.
The grid bias on the screened -grid valve

1, with some 120 volts on H.T.+ 2
3.
This' latter
supplies the detector valve, and accordingly
H.T.

and 60 or 70 on H.T.

a little adjustment is indicated here to
obtain the best reaction effects and the

it was a year ago. And, above all, it is

s

will normally consist of a single dry cell,
and as this will be of a very small type you
will find you can tuck,it in between condenser Cs and. the -larger one Cs. Alternatively it can be mounted, upon the inside
of the cabinet at the back or placed upon
the baseboard between the coil socket L,
and the panel. In the latter position you

business men with none of the ordinary

religious predilections or professions who
abandon whatever they are engaged on at
10.15 in the morning for the quarter-hour
spiritual communion guided by Hugh Johnson.

I congratulate Mr. Johnson on his

wonderful work and on his unique opportunity of service ; I congratulate the B.B.C.
on having found Mr. Johnson and on having
the sense to give him full freedom of action.
Religious Broadcasts.

Curiously enough, the only other really
bright spot in the broadcast, religious activities is at the other end of the day. I am

referring to the Epilogue, the personal

creation of Sir John Reith, who inherited
its inspiration from the manse of his

father, one of Scotland's greatest preachers
and religious leaders of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.
The Epilogue on Sunday nights is a fitting
close to the programmes. It is more ; it is

a message of consolation and hope com-

parable with the weekday morning services.
It may seem ungracious to criticise 'such a

splendid programme item, but I must

register a warning about the tendency to
lengthen and complicate the Epilogue, and
to give it too much intonation in the spoken
parts. Let it remain brief, natural, and
simple, as in the beginning,

will find it necessary to provide rather longer

flex leads to it from the condenser C, but
this will not impair the efficiency of the

In. Philip Snowden, one of the most active of
the B.B.C.'e Board of Governors.

THE "

A

P " TWO

Some further details about the excellent
receiver which was described last week.
41.-4-4.-4--..--.....--.-4--.-....-4-4.-4-4....-..--.31(

CONSTRUCTIONALLY you will find the
"A.P." Two an easy job. The only
points calling for special mention
concern the screen.

The screen itself is one of the standard
type always used in " P.W." sets, with a
row of perforations along the lower edge
through which leads can be passed as required. Actually, there is only one such

lead in the present receiver, and that is the

receiver in any way,
Concerning the Dials.

By 'the way, you may wonder why plain
dials and not the vernier type are shown on
our original receiver. Well, the reason is

that although the selectivity of this little

receiver is very good, tuning is not critical,

because the volume of even the foreign
stations is usually so good that it is not
necessary to use a great deal of reaction.
Consequently it is quite possible to handle
it with ordinary plain dials.
This calls for a little delicacy of touch,

perhaps, and so the reader may desire to
use the slow-motion type of dial, or slow-

motion drive condensers. He can naturally

do so if he wishes, but he should just be
warned that there is no room for vernier
dials of the very large type. Something
small and compact like the Igranic " Junior"
,-;
version should be used.
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SEPARATING
THE STAGNS

,

There is no need for your L.F. stages to howl or

" motor -boat." Very often instability is caused by an
effect which can be eliminated by the use of simple
de -coupling devices. How the valves may easily be
" isolated " to ensure freedom from trouble is described
in this helpful article.
By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.
THE efficiency of the modern valve and
transformer has brought to light
certain troubles which are produced
by the source of H.T. supply. In sets of
less recent design in which two stages of
transformer coupling were used, L.F. howl-

Incidentally, the symptoms which indicate L.F. instability are howling, the howl
taking the form of a musical note, sometimes a low moan and at others a whistle.
Also, there is " motor -boating " which can

ing and its associated troubles did not

be recognised by a pop, pop, popping,
rather like the exhaust note of a motor-

such as reversing the leads to one of the

violent distortion but no audible howling
except, perhaps, when the grid terminal of
one of the valves is touched with the

occur very frequently.
Even if instability was present it could
usually be cured by some simple measure,

transformer windings.
The vast improvements which have been

made in

transformer
and valve
design have

increased
the magnification per

stage enormously, and

it is largely

this high

overall a mplificationin
conjunction
with a
"coupling "
effect in the
H.T. circuit

which
causes L.F.

Suitab:e Values.

NoW, it is a comparatively easy matter
to arrange matters so that the receiver is
immune from instability except in very
The usual procedure is
to " separate " the stages, particularly the
exceptional cases.

first and last low -frequency valves by means

of " anti-mobo " devices.
An " anti-mobo " device in its most
common and widely employed form consists of a resistance and a large condenser.

The resistance must be well made, and
capable of carrying the anode current for
the valve without variation in value.
This is essential,

because any small

change in resistance value while the current
is passing will produce crackling noises in
the loud speaker.
A practical value for the anti-mobo "

The condenser must be a large one, and
2 mfd. is the smallest practical size. It
is usual to employ a 2 mfd. condenser to
start with, the value being increased to 4
mfds. if there is any tendency for the

employ

naturally tends to increase the chances of
trouble owing to the possibility of the H.T.
supply being " overloaded," unless special
care is taken in choosing a suitable heavy
duty H.T. battery or mains unit.
Symptoms of Instability.

Readers may not be quite clear as to the
meaning of the " coupling " effect referred

to previously, and unfortunately it is not
possible in a short article of this type to
explain fully how the H.T. circuit does

produce L.F. instability.
It is interesting to note, however, that the

plate circuits of all the valves are joined
(" coupled ") to a common source of supply,

and if the resistance of this portion of the
circuit exceeds a certain figure, instability
will result unless certain precautions are

terminal which supplies the last valve, and
the anode of the valve itself.
A lead is then taken from this latter side

of the choke to one terminal of a 2 mfd.

The other side of the condenser

condenser.

to

quite usual

its value should be in the neighbourhood

of 20 henries.
The choke is connected between the H.T.

is joined to one terminal of the speaker,
and the remaining side of the speaker is

resistance is between 20,000 and 50,000
ohms. It should not be too high because

valves on the L.F. side which require a
fairly heavy anode current and this fact

taken.

finaer

troubles.
addiit is

In
The Tyrants L.F. choke (type G) is
a design in which the windings are tion,
sectionalised.

cycle engine. Finally, there is the type of
instability which shows itself in the form of

The last, or output stage of the set, can be
" separated " by means of a filter choke and
condenser. The choke must be of good
make, having a low D.C. resistance in order
to reduce unnecessary loss of voltage, and

connected to L.T. negative.
If these precautions are taken'ilo receiver

should suffer from instability on the L.F.
side, unless the H.T. supply is unusually

bad. Sometimes the simple resistance and
condenser by-pass " anti-mobo " unit proves
to be quite effective without the help of an

output filter.

The Important Stages.

Apart from its value as a stabilising

device, the filter scheme is very useful in
other directions and it therefore thoroughly
justifies its inclusion in any two -transformer -coupled receiver.

In certain instances it may be worth

while to de -couple the intermediate L.F.
stage, but generally speaking it is the first

and last

stages that

are of
primary im-

this would prevent the value from operating
at its maximum efficiency.

portance.
It should be

remembered
that the de -

coupling re-

sistance cuts

receiver to " motor -boat " or howl.

Since the first and last stages are those
which most require " separation," the de -

down the

of the detector valve. The resistance is
inserted between the H.T. supply and the

which is

effectiveH.T.

coupling unit is placed in the anode circuit

voltage

In

applied to
the valve,
and its value
should be

L.F.

transformer primary winding.

other words the H.T., instead of going

directly through the primary to the anode
of the detector, passes first of all through

the resistance and then through the primary

A transformer of compact dimensions adjusted in
-The Gecophone "Hi -Flux."
accordance

with the H.T.

winding.

The condenser

is joined

as

follows :

One terminal is taken to the junction of

the de -coupling resistance and transformer
winding, and the other is connected to L.T.
negative.

available.

It is useless to use a resist-

ance value so high that

the

effective

voltage is reduced to a figure which will

not permit the valve to function satisfactorily.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested and

for a power valve.

A special feature of this Tannoy mains

unit is that all the coniponents, transformer,
chokes, etc., are earthed to the metal casing,

ound-?

which, in turn, is connected to the H.T.

negative terminal. The purpose of this is
to provide adequate shielding against stray

For instance, this Triotron

S.N.4 really is an efficient H.F.
detector type, despite what

may seem to be a rather low
impedance. Also, it is a fme

al11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111lal

WHEN YOU ARE BUYING-

FERRANTI PRICE REDUCTIONS.

effect certain reductions in the prices of

IHAVE just cpncluded a series of tests their cabinet -type loud speakers.` This will
1 with an " Aptits " loud speaker,' a pro- be Very good news indeed to those "P.W."
duct of Madre & Co.; of Dale" Street, readera . who had intended to purchase
Liverpool. The " Aptus is of -the double - such instruments.
linen diaphragm type, and it really is an
R.I. IN THE NORTH.

Indeed, I consider it

unit
price of the Tenney portable unit
P.2 is £3 15s. complete, and it is suitable

27.-TERMINAIS, PLUGS, ETC.,
You cannot judge the true merits of a

The Ferranti people tell me

excellent proposition.

magnetic fields.

first -stage valve.

that they have been able to

A FINE LOUD SPEAKER.

three H.T. tappings, one for supplying a
screened grid voltage, one variable for
the detector, and one giving a maximum
H.T. of 120 volts at 15 to 20 milliamps

We hear that Radio Instruments, Ltd..

have appointed Messrs. J. D. Morrison 'and
CO.; of 10, Whitworth Street Weit. Man-

chester, their representaffves for all' their
products throughout the whole North of
England; including Newcastle; Yorkshire,
Lancashire and North \Vales territories.

E wander -plug merely by looking at it.
E- Try it in one or two representative

sockets.

However ingenious may be its design,

it may fail when given that acid test.
f+7.-

Also see that it enables'a flexible lead
to be joined easily and neatly to it.
Terminals for mains units and mains

E sets should always be of the insulated
g type.
=

A terminal that will take straight

tagS as well as ring or hook lead ends
E is likely to be of more real use than one
= which is nothing but a milled nut
running down a screw.
If you buy indicating terminals see that
the lettering is going to be easily visible

when the devices are fixed to a set.
THE "BROWN BUDGET."
The latest issue of this enterprising house

organ is quite in sympathy with the season
in which it was produced, and is of a delightful " summery " character. One of the
several very readable illustrated articles is
entitled " Let's Make Summer Days Radio
Dayi."

The " Aping " Load speaker.

one of the very best loud speakers outside
the moving coil class that I have yet heard.
I am afraid I do not know much about
Moore & Co. and they may be quite big

or very small manufacturers, but they

are certainly producing a fine loud speaker.
They have a number of models available,
and the speakers are also supplied in com-

plete kits for home assembly from prices
ranging from 22s. 6d. upwards. I would

certainly advise " P.W." readers to ask
their local radio dealers to let them hear

A NEW H.T. UNIT.
A comparison between the cost of H.T.

derived from dry batteries and that from
the A.C. mains is sometimes startling.

you get 300 hours' service with an H.T.
battery, you have not done so badly, but

the cost of running, for instance, a Tannoy
Portable Unit, for supplying H.T. current
to a quite big set for 300 hours is a matter
of

but a few pence,

usual.
Generally, the equivalent A.C. valves

are of lower impedance.

any " P.W." reader one or two copies,
free and post paid; of a leaflet giving
particulars of the 92 elements.

chemical symbols, atomic weights, melting

points, etc., the year of discovery of each
element is given.

signed mainly for re-

on this page.
Although the P.2 has
before

the quality of compact-

ness to a high degree,

and can actually

be

fitted into the H.T.
compartment of a portable set, it can, of

course, be used with

ordinary

types
receivers.
It incorporates

of

a

Westinghouse Me t al
Rectifier, and there are

In addi-

tion to such details as atomic numbers,

and it is one of those
placing the H.T. battery
M a portable set.
A very sound scheme
as I have explained

valves than these A.C. types; so a word
about characteristics may be as well. The
ardinary rules and regulations regarding
impedance, etc., do not apply quite as

ALL THE ELEMENTS.

Messrs. Kullman & Co., of 110 to 116,
Nassau Street, New York, offer to send to

Tannoy Products,

A NEW MAINS VALVE.
I recently received a Triotron S.N.4 valve.
This is a mains valve, with a 4 -volt filament,

It has an impedance of 8,000 ohms and
an amplification factor of 22. It is of the
indirectly -heated type, and the construction appears to me to be completely sound.
The majority of " P.W.' readers no
doubt know more about ordinary battery

tion, and the smoothing is adequate.

Unit P.2 is made by

most useful devices de-

valve and for first stage L.F. positions.

factory. The outputs are up to specifica-

3d. or 4d.
The Tannoy Portable

" Aptus " speakers in operation.

designed to operate as a detector or H.F.

If

for A.C. mains of 200 to 250 volts. I have

tested the article and find it quite satis-

The P2 Tannoy Mains Unit.
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(-4 P.22,0A
PRIrr13/6
CHARACTEgiSTICS

Filament volts

"
amps
Max. NJ. votts

Amplificatioh factor
Anode A.C. resistance (ohms)
Mt.tual A.C. conductance (mA/V)

Never before have such fine characteristics
been approa;hed by a power valve
consuming only 0.2 amps filament current.

With its impedance of only 1850 ohms it

can accept a very large input and the

2.0
0.2
150
6.5

-

1/350

AMAZING

remarkably high amplification factor of 6.5,

gives a good stage gain. A high outpu
may therefore be maintained together with
remarkably fine quality.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

to N'...sr.).tn

She/tett/0MS in all

V67

L

00,rti

V.1.1

Pl.")..ila I 1,11,

EDISWAN

VALVES

3.5
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IGRANIC QUALITY COMPONENTS
FOR SHORT WAVE RECEPTION
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IGRANIC SHORT WAVE
H.F. CHOKE
This efficient H.F. Choke is suitable
for operation on wavelengths from
so -8o metres. Excludes effectively

IGRANIC

INDIGRAPH VERNIER

IGRANIC SHORT WAVE COILS

Made in four sizes, 2, 4, 6, and 9 turns.
Prices from 2/6 each.

KNOB AND DIAL

Essential for short-wave reception.
A special micrometer worm - gear
drive giving an effective reduction
ratio of 500-I. Price 9/6

H.F. currents from circuits where
their presence would give rise to
troublesome hand -capacity effects,
unsatisfactory reaction control and
instability.

Price 2/ -

May we send you a copy of our

Branches

Bristol, Birmingham, Leeds, Newcastle, Cardiff, Manchester.

Catalogue? Address your enquiries
to Dept.

Get Ready for Football
Everything You Want to Know
about the New Football Season
Everyone who is keen on football will want ANSWERS FOOTBALL ANNUAL. It is
packed with facts and figures which every football enthusiast will want to know and gives
all the English League and International fixtures, Cup Tie dates and interesting details about
new players. This handy book is so arranged that you can fill in the results of all the league
matches throughout the season.

ANSWERS FOOTBALL ANNUAL
Buy YOUR Copy AT ONCE 1
LIST OF P.R. SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.

46
il

GPR
GPR
GPR
Post 9d. GPR
POWER GPR
EACH

7/6
EACH

Post 9d.

SUPER-

Fil.
volts. Amp.

Type

2 2
3 2

095

2

'095
'09
'09

4

9 3'5-4
103.5-4

GPRp

11
GPR
GPR

POWER GPR

*095

18
19

It:
5-6
5-6

20 2
40 4
60 6

Imp.
ohms.
24,000
12,000
40,000
22,000
10,000

Amp.
Inc.
13'5
9
32

14'5
9

:I?:

14
14

11,000
75,000

15

6,000

7

'15

6,000

7

6,000

7

41

Post 9d

GPR 120 2

'3

3,000

45

GPR 140

4

2

3,500

SG 25

2

.2

220 000

4'5
150

GRID,

n"I" Each
Post 9d

R.C.

H.F.Det.
L.F.

11.5 H.F.Det.
9'5
L.F.

GPR
GPR

SCREENED

L.F.

44,000,

12/6
EACH

H.F.Det

15

P.R.

3d.

VALVES IMPROVE
ANY SPEAKER

THE ONLY BRITISH
VALVE
WITH
.4
WRITTEN GUARAN
TEE AS TO PERFORMANCE & LIFE

The moment you put aP.R. Valve in

your set there is an immediate im-

provernent-ned only in reception but

in the quality and volume of your loudspeaker. A P.R.Valve will make a good

R.C.

one of even an indifferent speaker.

Power

Remember-P.R. stands for
QUALITY- VOLUME - VALUE

0

Super

Sent
C.O.D. if
desired.

Power
S G.

2 valves or more sent POST FREE. Matched Valved/ extra nerset.

Tel. City 3788.

Ask your dealer
for them.
Accept no other.

All
des patchedvalves under
guarantee of Money Back in Full if not

GUARANTEE.

satisfied and returned within 7 days.
All valves are carefully packed and
breakages replaced.

P.R. PRODUCTS Dept. E, P.R. HOUSE, 14, NEWGATE
STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.)
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THE valve does the real work in a radio

set, and all the other devices are

slaves of this lamp. The aerial tuning
circuit is adapted to the frequency of the
received energy, and passes this on to the
H.F. valve for amplification.
The amplified energy is then handed over

either to another H.F. valve for further
amplification, or to a detector valve, which
then develops a low -frequency replica of
the broadcasting -studio microphone current.

Standing next to the detector valve is a

low -frequency amplifying valve, and there
are three commonly -used methods of linking
them.

The most popular of all is the L.F. transformer, a very straightforward and easily
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get more out of the amplifying valve because, as you probably know, a valve is a

By

obtained by having a larger number of

about the main components that
figure in L.F. stages, illustrated by
a carefully prepared selection of
photos of dependable L.F. Chokes,
I Transformers and R.C.C. Units.
I G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.

The reason for dividing the core into
layers is so that those parasitic energy wasters known as Eddy Currents are
minimised.

Further, the core is always arranged so
that it has what is known as a very good

Choke -capacity
understood component.
and resistance -capacity couplings are quite
familiar systems, but first of all let us deal
Inside a Transformer.

An iron core, two windings of wire, four
terminals, and a case, That is, in brief, the
L.F. transformer.

production.
Then, again, the core would compare very
badly with the scientifically -designed com-

mercial version. This is not a solid mass of

metal, but is composed of a number of
sheets of a special alloy metal, and these
sheets are known as laminations.

directly proportional with the numbers of
turns of wire in these windings.
If the secondary has twice the number of
turns there will be, for all pr:actical purposes,

twice the voltage, and the step-up ratio is
one to two. A quite common L.F. transformer ratio is one to four, and this indicates

Two Vital Factors.

.

As the amount of wire in the secondary

magnetism
to the core
and win d-

winding is increased, so is its self -capacity,

let it go

we want to keep it as low as possible.
You might say that we could get a higher

into the sur-

decreasing the number of turns in the primary. But to do this would be to reduceother things being equal-the inductance of
the primary winding, whereas we want a
high inductance primary winding. A hun-

rounding air.
The core is

generally of
rectang ular
shape with a
bar across its middle, the windings being
The new Lissen Hypernik L.F.
transformer.

But miles

of wire and a laminated core do not guarantee a good low -frequency transformer.
There are seteral other considerations.

The primary winding must have a high
inductance and the secondary winding a

low self -capacity, and neither quality is as
easy to obtain as might be thought.

There is another factor which has not
yet been mentioned that makes certain
compromises necessary.
" step-up " ratio.

turns of wire in the secondary winding than
in the primary, and the step-up effected is

want to confine the de -

spreading off

accommodated on the bar.

The voltage step-up in a transformer is

that there is four times the amount of wire
in the secondary.

ings, and not

You could make a transformer by winding

voltage -operated device. The degree to
which the anode current of a valve is varied
depends upon the voltage or potential
differences between its grid and filament.

magnetic circuit. Y o u

v elope d

with the L.F. transformer

two small bunches of wire on an iron nail.
And the bunches of wire could be side by
side or on top of each other. But it would
not be a good L.F. transformer for a considerable number of reasons.
,First of all, there probably would not be
sufficient wire. You may find two or three
miles of wire inside a first-class commercial

*

An informative and interesting chat

This factor is

and capacity in. a secondary winding is
something we want to avoid. Or, at least,

ratio and a greater voltage step-up by

dred henries is the sort of thing that we find

in a good modern transformer, and such

high inductances are obtained and the
secondary winding capacity reduced by

sectional winding.
By using, instead of ordinary iron, special
silicon- and nickel -iron alloys the magnetic

qualities of the core can be considerably
increased.

The result is that a high inductance primary winding can be obtained with smaller
(Continued on next page.)

Stepping up the Voltage.

An L.F. transformer not only passes the
energy on from one valve to another for
further amplification, but it also increases
the voltage of that energy. A transformer
has no amplifying properties of its own, and

it increases the voltage at the expense of

current, so that the power in watts remains

the same, minus a loss occasioned by a
certain amount of wastagein the transformer.

Anyway, the :voltage goes up at, the

Here is the well-known Cossor L.F, transformer.

secondary terminals, and this enables us to

An established favourite-the Muliard " Permaeore."
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amounts

of wire,

and this

means
Corres-

pondingly

smaller

secondary

windings
and lower
s e 1 f -cap-

acity.

ALL ABOUT L.F. CHOKES AND
Also, weight goes for little these days
when you have nickel -iron transformers

Power detector systems.

an L.F. transformer

is

demands scientific design.

the f oregoingthat

an article that

Actually, we have only hinted at the

complexities accompanying its construction,

but we hope that the constructor can at
least clearly see that an L.F. transformer
is no small-worshop proposition. All the
resources of the largest manufacturing concerns are strained to the utmost in the production of low -frequency transformers capable of giving decent performances.
It is most illuminating to make a quick
change - over

from

one
transformer to
another in a

choke.

tions.

L.F. chokes used for intervalve

coupling need to have pretty high inductances and negligible self -capacities.

The

third requirement is that they should be
able comfortably to carry the anode current

that flows through the circuits in which

the impedances of the external
parts of the anode circuit.
But as the impedance of the

condensers for coupling purposes.
being reckoned a much

valve gets less so does the

anode current rise until, at

superior substance to the paper

that figures in some construc-

the end of the set where you
generally find a super -power
valve, the anode current may
reach 28 to 30 milliamps or

Paper Dielectrics.

An R.C.C. unit, u

made by
readers to place more reliance
on reputations than mere printed claims.
e
L.F. transformers and L.F. chokes that are use&
in output arrangements have to fulfil special[ r,

A resist-

ance - capacity coupling
is similar dia _

grammatic-

ally to choke-

capaci ty
coupling except that, in-

stead of an

L.F. choke,
a resistance

is used. This

resistance The Raderois L.F. Transformer is

quirements, and those components which are satisfactory for inter -valve coupling may fail miseriblYI
at such points.
We will deal in some detail with the L.F. choke,
used in this special position-i.e. an output cirdhitisti
and practically everything we say in regard to it min
be applied to an L.F. transformer so used, in general)}
-serni
and its primary winding in particular.
The purpose of an output choke is, broadly speakdo
ing, threefold. It takes its place in the anode cireditfr

re must not be excessively thin, rand the core
mhsta be so constituted that ' saturation " is not

that one or

At the point of "saturation" or where satura-

m a inder

tiodobegins, the inductance of the component begins
rapidly to fall off.

Among the

,An output choke should have a low resistance,
30itsehms or less, whereas an L.F. choke used for
inter -valve coupling may have a thousand or two
°litter resistance, without occasion' g as great an
Harovoltage drop owing to the higher impedance

has to con tribute neither inductance nor capacity,

The well-known B.T.B. L.F.

is now marketed
them, for they transforaur
by Ediswan Electric.
are indeed important components.

quality to those used in some other positions

in a set.
If you refer to a diagram in which" R.C."
or choke -capacity coupling is included you

Appearances So Deceptive.

will see that the coupling condenser is
probably the only barrier against a large

The appearance of an L.F. transformer
counts for nothing ; indeed, in no other

proportion of the high-tension voltage being
imposed upon the grid of the valve.
It is clear, then, that a coupling condenser

cases are appearances so deceptive. Some
of the most polished and handsome -looking
L.F. transformers which have passed

through our research department have

must be able to stand up against high voltages without breaking down or developing
leakages.

proved the most inefficient.

Tt must have a very high insulation re -

14

From left to right you have here, the Lamplugh, Goitbee (Ward and Goldstone), and Lotus (Garnett,
Whitele0x L4E.iranstprmers.

of the last valve and replaces the loud speakeite

The L.F. impulses are handed on to the loud speakero
through a condenser shunt.

The L.F. choke takes the brunt of the anode

current and the loud speaker is saved from its dma
polarising, saturating influences. And being as) ilk,
should, of a lower ohmic resistance
than a loud speaker, there is less H.T.

oh- the valve concerned. You can easily work it
oar yourself, remembering that current times
resistance equals voltage.

ain the case of a detector valve in whose circuit
airiL.F. choke may be found, an anode current
ofi only one milliamp or so is all that may be met
or even needed. On the other hand,

the anode current flowing in the anode
circuit of the output valve may be, as

voltage drop.

we have said before, anything up to

20 or 30 milliamps.
Low self -capacity in an L.F. choke is
a vital requirement, for capacity across
its terminals will tend to cause a falling off in high notes.

Output Chokes.

Thirdly, it is usually possible more
easily to match up the characteristics

than with the magnet :or coil windings
of a loud speaker.

types are to
be found reA :filter output choke made by

sistances
consisting of
very thin

things of
vital importance to note.
The wire may

be thin if it
resistance of some
thousands of
is a

This high -ratio Ferranti is the A.F.O.

ohms, and a
rubbing contact, if such is used, must be
very carefully designed if it isn't going to
wear the wire through in a fairly short time.
Variable Resistances.

On the other hand, if the contact is not
firm, a poor -running connection may be
made, and produce noises.

Constructors should not be prejudiced
against variable resistances of the com-

pression type simply because it is well known
that earlier specimens failed badly.

Actually there are many compression
type variable resistances on the market

to -day that are really first-class. These can

carry heavy currents where specially de-

signed to do so, and can be used as variable
anode resistances quite

wound types, additionally to carLorundum
and other non-metal varieties.
It is not safe to say that any one scheme
is absolutely the best, or that any fails in any
particular way.

safely.

Current -Carrying Capacity.

are reliable

They
vide wonder-

ful gradations of

and atmospheric changes, and retain their

values in face of slightly -changing operating
conditions:

Special care must be taken in the choice
of variable resistances, more particularly
when these have to carry anything in the
way of current.
A wire winding in such a case has much

and consistent. Particu-

larly does

this apply to
those t h a t
A product or Hear& Falk and
Stadelmann, the Efesca L.P.
transformer.;

resistance figuring in an anti-mobo arrangement has to carry just as much current as an
anode resistance.

And on the L.F. side this may run into

quite a few milliamps

That reminds me that there are a few
points in regard to values that I have not
yet dealt with.
(Continued on next page.)

one component has a solo duty to
The " Lewathrtibtpdindsernake this
One,itabletnisisfiloiter.

QUALITY COMPONENT

perform. Indeed, the whole success of
any circuit will depend upon achieving
a correct matching of component parts.

QUALITY RESULTS!

special carbon or graph-

ite and mica
By the way,
don't forget that it often happens that a

Reverting back to inter -valve coup-

nearer you get to the end of the set

employ

mixtures :of secret kinds.

ling, we must not forget to mention
the vital importance of values. It
must always be remembered that no

inductance of an output choke does not,
generally speaking, have to be as great
as that of an L.F. choke used in inter valve coupling arrangements. The

the lower become the impedances of
the valves and the lower may become

in satisfactory components.
Remembering the main factors that go to
make a satisfactory resistance, it is not hard
to confine one's choice to those suitable for
particular jobs.
A current -carrying capacity is important
in anode resistances, and these should also
have negligible self -capacities.
Also all resistances, wherever they figure,
should be absolutely impervious to weather

re-

sistance, and

How Resistances are Made.

It is important to note that the

transformer.

modern

to commend
it, although
there are two

There are several different schemes of
manufacture, and the vast majority result

of the valve with an L.F. choke or
the primary of an L.F. transformer

Here are (left to right) the Burton L.F. transformer, the Watmel coupling unit, and a Brownie L.P.

successful

layers of gold electrolyticall,, deposited
on glass and contained in vacuum, and wire -

and the less it has of either of these qualities
the better.

of fixed condensers, and such fixed condensers need to be somewhat superior in

faded away.

Messrs. A. F. Bulgin.

composition resistances capable of constancy
in operation.
Both choke -capacity and resistance.

transformer s
carefully and

and are quite
satisfactory,
while the re-

Valtne Drop Through Chokes.

sold by the Whehtesale Wireless co.

capacity L.F. couplings necessitate the use

two survive

reached.

should not be forgotten that there are

ling.
Choose your

The result,
anyway, was

it is going to be able to handle
as much current as this. The

spheric or temperature variations. But it

is quite start-

satisfactory.
For some reason it seemed that designers

pastes and powders to the utmost.

Windom resistances.
ndum Co.

that wire provides a resistance that does
not alter appreciably in value with atmo-

and a bad one

In the very early days various paste and
compressed powder types of resistances
were to be found that were far from being

must have explored every possibility of

are frequently specified for the simple reason

transformer

resistances and grid leaks.

An L.F. choke must be of
particularly special design if

Anode resistances that are wire wound

working. The
difference between a good

employed in the manufacture of anode

were loth to try other schemes. But they

condensers that are completely

satisfactory for coupling purposes
but, again, we must warn

It is interesting to note what a large

variety of materials and methods have been

even more.

However, there are some paper

The Only Barrier.

set that is

pay good
prices for

For this reason it is
quite usual to advocate mica

Mica
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RANSFORMERS AND R.C.C. UNITS

sistance.

weighing only a fraction of a pound. The
safest guide is the reputation of the manufacturer.
Much of the foregoing applies to the L.F.

take
Y o u they
their places.

will see
Yarier's new 300 henry L.P. Choke for from all
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Above, you see (left to right), Pye, Form, and Brown L.F. transformers.
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amounts

of wire,

and this

means
Corres-

pondingly

smaller

secondary

windings
and lower
s e 1 f -cap-

acity.

ALL ABOUT L.F. CHOKES AND
Also, weight goes for little these days
when you have nickel -iron transformers

Power detector systems.

an L.F. transformer

is

demands scientific design.

the f oregoingthat

an article that

Actually, we have only hinted at the

complexities accompanying its construction,

but we hope that the constructor can at
least clearly see that an L.F. transformer
is no small-worshop proposition. All the
resources of the largest manufacturing concerns are strained to the utmost in the production of low -frequency transformers capable of giving decent performances.
It is most illuminating to make a quick
change - over

from

one
transformer to
another in a

choke.

tions.

L.F. chokes used for intervalve

coupling need to have pretty high inductances and negligible self -capacities.

The

third requirement is that they should be
able comfortably to carry the anode current

that flows through the circuits in which

the impedances of the external
parts of the anode circuit.
But as the impedance of the

condensers for coupling purposes.
being reckoned a much

valve gets less so does the

anode current rise until, at

superior substance to the paper

that figures in some construc-

the end of the set where you
generally find a super -power
valve, the anode current may
reach 28 to 30 milliamps or

Paper Dielectrics.

An R.C.C. unit, u

made by
readers to place more reliance
on reputations than mere printed claims.
e
L.F. transformers and L.F. chokes that are use&
in output arrangements have to fulfil special[ r,

A resist-

ance - capacity coupling
is similar dia _

grammatic-

ally to choke-

capaci ty
coupling except that, in-

stead of an

L.F. choke,
a resistance

is used. This

resistance The Raderois L.F. Transformer is

quirements, and those components which are satisfactory for inter -valve coupling may fail miseriblYI
at such points.
We will deal in some detail with the L.F. choke,
used in this special position-i.e. an output cirdhitisti
and practically everything we say in regard to it min
be applied to an L.F. transformer so used, in general)}
-serni
and its primary winding in particular.
The purpose of an output choke is, broadly speakdo
ing, threefold. It takes its place in the anode cireditfr

re must not be excessively thin, rand the core
mhsta be so constituted that ' saturation " is not

that one or

At the point of "saturation" or where satura-

m a inder

tiodobegins, the inductance of the component begins
rapidly to fall off.

Among the

,An output choke should have a low resistance,
30itsehms or less, whereas an L.F. choke used for
inter -valve coupling may have a thousand or two
°litter resistance, without occasion' g as great an
Harovoltage drop owing to the higher impedance

has to con tribute neither inductance nor capacity,

The well-known B.T.B. L.F.

is now marketed
them, for they transforaur
by Ediswan Electric.
are indeed important components.

quality to those used in some other positions

in a set.
If you refer to a diagram in which" R.C."
or choke -capacity coupling is included you

Appearances So Deceptive.

will see that the coupling condenser is
probably the only barrier against a large

The appearance of an L.F. transformer
counts for nothing ; indeed, in no other

proportion of the high-tension voltage being
imposed upon the grid of the valve.
It is clear, then, that a coupling condenser

cases are appearances so deceptive. Some
of the most polished and handsome -looking
L.F. transformers which have passed

through our research department have

must be able to stand up against high voltages without breaking down or developing
leakages.

proved the most inefficient.

Tt must have a very high insulation re -
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From left to right you have here, the Lamplugh, Goitbee (Ward and Goldstone), and Lotus (Garnett,
Whitele0x L4E.iranstprmers.

of the last valve and replaces the loud speakeite

The L.F. impulses are handed on to the loud speakero
through a condenser shunt.

The L.F. choke takes the brunt of the anode

current and the loud speaker is saved from its dma
polarising, saturating influences. And being as) ilk,
should, of a lower ohmic resistance
than a loud speaker, there is less H.T.

oh- the valve concerned. You can easily work it
oar yourself, remembering that current times
resistance equals voltage.

ain the case of a detector valve in whose circuit
airiL.F. choke may be found, an anode current
ofi only one milliamp or so is all that may be met
or even needed. On the other hand,

the anode current flowing in the anode
circuit of the output valve may be, as

voltage drop.

we have said before, anything up to

20 or 30 milliamps.
Low self -capacity in an L.F. choke is
a vital requirement, for capacity across
its terminals will tend to cause a falling off in high notes.

Output Chokes.

Thirdly, it is usually possible more
easily to match up the characteristics

than with the magnet :or coil windings
of a loud speaker.

types are to
be found reA :filter output choke made by

sistances
consisting of
very thin

things of
vital importance to note.
The wire may

be thin if it
resistance of some
thousands of
is a

This high -ratio Ferranti is the A.F.O.

ohms, and a
rubbing contact, if such is used, must be
very carefully designed if it isn't going to
wear the wire through in a fairly short time.
Variable Resistances.

On the other hand, if the contact is not
firm, a poor -running connection may be
made, and produce noises.

Constructors should not be prejudiced
against variable resistances of the com-

pression type simply because it is well known
that earlier specimens failed badly.

Actually there are many compression
type variable resistances on the market

to -day that are really first-class. These can

carry heavy currents where specially de-

signed to do so, and can be used as variable
anode resistances quite

wound types, additionally to carLorundum
and other non-metal varieties.
It is not safe to say that any one scheme
is absolutely the best, or that any fails in any
particular way.

safely.

Current -Carrying Capacity.

are reliable

They
vide wonder-

ful gradations of

and atmospheric changes, and retain their

values in face of slightly -changing operating
conditions:

Special care must be taken in the choice
of variable resistances, more particularly
when these have to carry anything in the
way of current.
A wire winding in such a case has much

and consistent. Particu-

larly does

this apply to
those t h a t
A product or Hear& Falk and
Stadelmann, the Efesca L.P.
transformer.;

resistance figuring in an anti-mobo arrangement has to carry just as much current as an
anode resistance.

And on the L.F. side this may run into

quite a few milliamps

That reminds me that there are a few
points in regard to values that I have not
yet dealt with.
(Continued on next page.)

one component has a solo duty to
The " Lewathrtibtpdindsernake this
One,itabletnisisfiloiter.

QUALITY COMPONENT

perform. Indeed, the whole success of
any circuit will depend upon achieving
a correct matching of component parts.

QUALITY RESULTS!

special carbon or graph-

ite and mica
By the way,
don't forget that it often happens that a

Reverting back to inter -valve coup-

nearer you get to the end of the set

employ

mixtures :of secret kinds.

ling, we must not forget to mention
the vital importance of values. It
must always be remembered that no

inductance of an output choke does not,
generally speaking, have to be as great
as that of an L.F. choke used in inter valve coupling arrangements. The

the lower become the impedances of
the valves and the lower may become

in satisfactory components.
Remembering the main factors that go to
make a satisfactory resistance, it is not hard
to confine one's choice to those suitable for
particular jobs.
A current -carrying capacity is important
in anode resistances, and these should also
have negligible self -capacities.
Also all resistances, wherever they figure,
should be absolutely impervious to weather

re-

sistance, and

How Resistances are Made.

It is important to note that the

transformer.

modern

to commend
it, although
there are two

There are several different schemes of
manufacture, and the vast majority result

of the valve with an L.F. choke or
the primary of an L.F. transformer

Here are (left to right) the Burton L.F. transformer, the Watmel coupling unit, and a Brownie L.P.

successful

layers of gold electrolyticall,, deposited
on glass and contained in vacuum, and wire -

and the less it has of either of these qualities
the better.

of fixed condensers, and such fixed condensers need to be somewhat superior in

faded away.

Messrs. A. F. Bulgin.

composition resistances capable of constancy
in operation.
Both choke -capacity and resistance.

transformer s
carefully and

and are quite
satisfactory,
while the re-

Valtne Drop Through Chokes.

sold by the Whehtesale Wireless co.

capacity L.F. couplings necessitate the use

two survive

reached.

should not be forgotten that there are

ling.
Choose your

The result,
anyway, was

it is going to be able to handle
as much current as this. The

spheric or temperature variations. But it

is quite start-

satisfactory.
For some reason it seemed that designers

pastes and powders to the utmost.

Windom resistances.
ndum Co.

that wire provides a resistance that does
not alter appreciably in value with atmo-

and a bad one

In the very early days various paste and
compressed powder types of resistances
were to be found that were far from being

must have explored every possibility of

are frequently specified for the simple reason

transformer

resistances and grid leaks.

An L.F. choke must be of
particularly special design if

Anode resistances that are wire wound

working. The
difference between a good

employed in the manufacture of anode

were loth to try other schemes. But they

condensers that are completely

satisfactory for coupling purposes
but, again, we must warn

It is interesting to note what a large

variety of materials and methods have been

even more.

However, there are some paper

The Only Barrier.

set that is

pay good
prices for

For this reason it is
quite usual to advocate mica

Mica
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RANSFORMERS AND R.C.C. UNITS

sistance.

weighing only a fraction of a pound. The
safest guide is the reputation of the manufacturer.
Much of the foregoing applies to the L.F.

take
Y o u they
their places.

will see
Yarier's new 300 henry L.P. Choke for from all

Popular Wireless, August 16th, 1930.

Above, you see (left to right), Pye, Form, and Brown L.F. transformers.
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COUPLING DEVICES.
(Continued from previous page.)

*

Always adhere closely to the values
stipulated in a set design, and remember
that if you insert an anti-mobo in a set that

the upset to a circuit when One or more of
its grid _leaks or anode resistances has its
value very badly put out in such a way.
I must not conclude this article without
mentioning those special L.F. coupling
schemes that certain firms are now
producing.

Most of them comprise tapped L.F.

chokes, and these are made to act as auto -

does not incorporate one already, you will be
dropping the H.T. on the anode of the valve
intimately concerned.

It is vital

that the
material

of

which the
base and case

of an R.C.C.
unit is made

should have

absolutely
first-class insulating proA Climax L.P. choke.

perties, and

the same

applies to the holders of grid leaks and
anode resistances.

Should the material have an appreciable

conductance, and by that I mean enable

current of an appreciable quantity to pass,
the value of the component or components
will be badly upset.

wiring .of the set.

But that is not so important when an

An

auto -transformer,

the two ends of the winding.

even lower
than 2 meg-

ohms, though

it is only fair

to say that

they are not
products of

the wellknown Brit-

ish manufacturers.
The Brandes L.F. Transformer

You can
appreejate

it must

be

ascertained

that the unit
carries component parts

There are,

therefore, three terminals.

exactly
the value refor
quired
the particof

Auto -Coupled Transformers.

By using two of these, the tapping

terminal and a winding -end terminal, you
can use a proportion of the one winding as

ular set for
which

a primary and the whole of the winding

purchased.
Components

between the tapping and the end of the
winding and the whole of the winding.

In short, the primary of an auto -trans-

former is common with a part of the secondary.

The obvious reason why, in the usual
way, all L.F. transformers are not of the
auto -coupled

type is because whereas the second-

ary has to be
a big winding
in compari-

son with the

primary, it

does not have

to carry any-

thing much
in the way of
current.

the

unit is to be

as a secondary.
The step-up in voltage will be similar to
that which you get in an L.F. transformer,
the ratio being that of the turns of wiring

Perhaps you, with thousands of others,
think of, for instance, a grid -leak holder
as being of no more real importance elec-

sistances

be very carefully laid out and variations
from them will not be wise.
However,

winding. It is in first essentials an L.F.
choke.
But a tapping is taken somewhere between

unimportant.

the holder.
And, by the way, we often strike holders
that have re-

or

auto-cpupled transformer, to give it its full
title, is a transformer having only the one

Therefore, you see how important it is
to pay the strictest of attention to items
which ostensibly appear to be rather

its effective resistance would be reduced
to one megohm because of the parallel
path provided by the faulty material of

amateur builds a set to a published design
for the simple, reason that the values will

A Graham -Parish Anode Resistance.

transformers.

Upsetting a Circuit.

trically, than a grid -leak battery clip. You
think of it merely as a mechanical fixing.
But supposing the resistance between the
two clips of a grid -leak holder were as low as
2 megohms (two million ohms). Then if a
2 megohm grid leak were held in the holder

But the complete R.C.C, unit makes for

compactness and certainly simplifies wiring
for some of the essential circuit connections
are, of course, made in the unit itself.

that matter, can be changed at any time
without the necessity of referring to the

your increased stability may be misleading !
You can work out fairly closely the drop

mobo resistance of 20,000 ohms. You can
easily see that you will drop at least some
40 volts, so you should put up your H.T. on
that valve to
that extent.

and grid condensers can be used just as freely.
Wiring Simplified.

the anode resistance, or grid condenser, for

little on that valve to get back to your
original conditions. If you don't do this

2 milliamperes and you put in an anti-

From the point of view of the results

given separate anode resistances, grid leaks

Personally, I prefer an R.C.C. unit that
has interchangeable components, so that

Therefore, you should put up the H.T. a

occasioned by a resistance by multiplying
its ohms by the current passing through it.
Supposing your anode current is about

having the components for R.C. coupling
nicely fixed up in the one unit.

Messrs. Ormond make first-class

L.F. transformers.

" In Team."
Don't be
led into ac-

cepting one

that has values " near enough." Values in
components used in R.C.C. stages, are very
important indeed.

And what must be remembered is that

each individual item is working in conjunction with other items, as I have already said.

There is a definite relation between, for
instance, the value of the grid leak and that
of the grid condenser in an R.C. coupling
arrangement.
And you must not alter the value of the
one without also altering the value of the

other, and only then with a clear insight

into the whys and wherefores of the design
of amplifier stages.
You see, having altered those two values

so that " in a pair " they team up nicely

and is, therefore, of very thin wire and

you may have to consider the advisability
of rearranging the anode resistance values,
changing the valve, altering the H.T., and
so on!

thick, low -resistance current -carrying wire
and you introduce self -capacity, resonance,

a haphazard business, and it is up to the

The Dubilier R.C.C. Unit.

It can be

its resistance is an asset in that it tends
to reduce resonance effects. Make it of
etc.

But the special coupling units are not
merely ordinary tapped L.V. chokes, but
for the most part comprise combinations
of special tapped chokes and ingenious
resistance -capacity shunts.
give excellent results.

The design of a radio set is far from being

constructor to do his bit by using just those
items recommended by the designer.

And they do

Regarding R.C.C. Units.

Most R.C.C. units are wired into a circuit
just like an L.F. transformer.
You have a small device carrying four
terminals that are in fact marked just like
most transformers, viz., " A," " Anode " or
"P";
H.T.
" ; " G " or " Grid " ;
" G.B -." or " Grid Bias."

There are no electrical advantages in

A view of an Edison -Bell R.C.C. Unit,

Popular TrUeless, August 16th,
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on any
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for Perfect.
full Volume'.

Reproduction
Do you appreciate that the Marconi phone Pick-up, followed by a simple

,(,

1/

/,)4'\

.,

2 -valve amplifier and a good speaker,
will give you the finest possible reproduction with full volume?
The average output from the Marconi -

It's the
Tobacco that Counts

phone Pick-up is 11 volts R.M.S. over 2 volts peak. To load a super
power valve such as Marconi PX4 or
P625 A, which operate with 30 - 36
volts grid bias, it is only necessary to
interpose one stage giving a gain of
fifteen to twenty. All you need is a
resistance -capacity coupled MH4 (for
A.C. Mains) or HL610 (six volts) and

you have then enough volume for dancing
to, if you wish.

If you are a 2 -volt user, have an H2I0
similarly coupled to one or two

%.

/74'

Marconi P2 valves, according to the
power required, and you will be

/f:///,,,,

stands alone -a moment's hearing

re"

,,Paiteg

Q,cbtgaR?

astonished at the results.
For quality the Marconiphone Pick-up
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will convince you. The characteristic
is level from 250 to 4,500 cycles, with
a rise below 250 compensating for the
recording loss of low frequencies and a
sharp drop at 5,000 which reduces the
proportion of scratch without impair ing the brilliancy of the upper register,
And it is All British.
Complete with carrier arm (ball bear-

ing) and swivelling head -f 3 . 3 . o
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MARCONIPHONE
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PICK -U
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THE ingenuity of The Daily Telegraph Crossword Puzzles and their

1 high standard have called forth for many years the appreciative comments of many thousands of its -readers. Fifty of the earlier puzzles have

, ;5%

now been published in book form and have been eagerly welcomed by
Crossword solutionists throughout the. country. The Daily Telegraph
Crossword Puzzle Book is an ideal holiday book and can be obtained

fr;A

At all Newsagents 216

or a copy will be sent for 2/ro (post paid) by the publisher of the

telegraph

FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
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THE
MARC ONIPHONE COMPANY LIMITED
Radio House, Tottenham Coot! Road,
W. r
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ECKERSLEYte'---\

UERYORNER,
A.C. VALVE DETECTOR - THE BEST
AERIAL WIRE-A MAINS PROBLEMTHE H.F. STOPPER.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
A.C. Valve Detector.

G. C. (Tottenham).-" Is it possible to

I am unable to see how any aerial wire
composed of an ordinary copper wire and

arrange an indirectly -heated A.C. valve as arranged physically in exactly the same
a detector in such a manner that it can deal ' way can increase the sensitivity of the set
with a considerable signal input and yet to which it is connected.
It, maybe, is a failing of mine, and I may
be very sensitive to weak signals. I
understand that the bias would have to be be ignorant, and without doubt those who
claim the advantages you enumerate must
altered to suit the two sets of conditions."
What you are saying is, can I get an have an honest motive, but, as a technician.
I fail to see the technical processes which
indirectly -heated cathode valve which,
connected in some way as a detector, has bring about the effect claimed.
I am sorry to expose my ignorance but,
perfectly linear response. Because if you
will see my diagrams, one gives a non - always desiring to learn, perhaps you could

GRID DETECTION BEST

You have changed nothing except the
I assume that the magnification
obtained is much the same as before and

valves.

that you are not mistaking greatly increased
sensitivity for apparent lack of selectivity,
which is one possible explanation.
I reject it because you have given me no
evidence that such is the case ; but if it is

so, reduce the size of your aerial, when
apparent selectivity will be restored. But
you have done something else ; you have
tied on to your earth point a great mass of
electric wiring.

write to those who claim the superiority,
and -ask them exactly what it is that
happens, and if you would then write and

THE H.F. STOPPER

tell me I would be extremely grateful to you.

After all, those discoveries should be

given to the scientific world because patents
protect the inventors commercially.
A Mains Problem.

&

V. L. (Tottenham, N. 17).-" Here is an

ett.)

interesting problem I came up against
BOTTOM BEND

/N.sznesInve
70 ii4A0f

MN

SAAUVALS

LINEAR:

EQUALLY SAWS/TIVE
TO ALL
5/451VALS

Showing non-linear and linear rectification by a

an ordinary neutralised H.F. valve which
normally gave me a good degree of selectivity at the
above

ad-

valve detector.

dress. Havi n g A.C.

linear bottom bend response, and is insensitive to weak signals. The other, a
straight-line detector, is equally sensitive

available, I
decided to
change over
to directly heated A.C.
valves, and,

point is to use the detector as an L.F.

havingdone
so, found to

amplifier, plenty of volts on the anode and
a not -too -high value of grid leak.

Write to valve manufacturers, putting
question and answer as on this page, and
they will be sure to help you to choose.
N. B.-Remember, plenty of anode voltage
and a smallish (relatively) grid resistance.
The Best Aerial Wire.
B. T. S. (Kilmarnock).

"I have recently
noticed that most peculiar claims are made
for some types of aerial wire, such as an
improvement in quality, increased pick-upin fact, the use of such wire makes a crystal
set equivalent to a single -valve receiver.
" I am unable to see how any aerial wire

can possibly make this difference, and I

should be glad to receive an explanation of
this."

CHOKING THE MAINS

mains

to all intensities of signals (within limits).

It has lately been proved that grid -leak
detection approaches linearity provided the
valves are correctly chosen. The main

R

recently.
" I owned a four -valve set incorporating

A186S

How the series grid resistance works.

You have, in fact, brought up your mains

to the set, and the high frequency may be
all over the place because of this. May I
suggest putting a pair of air -cored chokes
in your incoming mains leads and perhaps
a SMALL condenser across as shown ?
The H.F. Stopper.

A. T. (Muswell Hill).-" Is the value of
a grid leak used in series with the grid of
an L.F. valve as an H.F. stopper'

my dismay

that the

usually critical ? "

aerial tun-

Oh, no, it's not critical. The point is
that the electrical system can be repre-

ing had be-

come ex-

tremely

sented as a voltage applied in series with a
resistance to a condenser. (See above.)
We want the resistance R to be of such
a high impedance compared with the grid

' flat.'

"I tested

all voltages,

earth capacity of the valve (C,),
that impedance of C, is negligible compared to R.

coils, aerial
and earth,

and ma de
certain the
H.F. valve
was prop-

V Mr. V01.15

Using H.F. chokes in the mains
supply.

erly neutralised, yet the trouble still
persists. Can you kindly suggest how I
might overcome the difficulty i

If C, is 10 m-mfds. and the frequency
is 106, say, then impedance of Cv is about
15,000 ohms, and R has to be larger than
that by, say, five times. But I don't
know what the value of Cr is taken to be.
At any rate, R is not critical, surely,

Popular Wireless, August- 16th, 1939.
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TIME

Standing
for
. .. over 200 years, this

fine old building, on

which Sir Christopher
Wren worked for thirtyfive

years, has truly

stood the test of time.

Surprise yourself and the
family to -night by fitting a
Wates Double Cone Chassis.
The 12" and 14" models being
fitted with a supporting leg,

The Telegraph Conden-

ser Co. have spent 25
years entirely on making " The condenser in

WATE S
DOUBLE CONE

the green case "-and

this, too, has stood the
test of time. The name
T.C.C. on a condenser
is the undisputed hallmark of accuracy and
dependability. For this
reason it will pay you
to use T.C.C. Conden-

sers in your next Set.

£ s.
11 6
12 6
17 6
d

12'

with Universal - 14'
Bracket ..
20'

Wates Star Unit
1 10 0
Wates 14" Star Speakers
Oak ..
3 10 0
Mahogany
.. 3 15 0
.

.

.

Universal bracket (only)
for fitting various
SIC

D

vivid realism.

A silk -lined fret can

coil speaker.

The Wates Star Unit, sold separately at the
reduced price of 30/-, is the acknowledged
acme of unit perfection.
The man who wants the finest reproduction
obtainable will invariably choose the Wates
range.

units to speakers .
20
.. 4 10 0
Oak ..
.. 4 15 0
Mahogany ..
Silk -lined fret for 12'
..
40
Chassis
For 14 Chassis
50

WARNING.-When buying the Wates

Patent Chassis beware of imitations
with the Cones fixed to the bafflesinsist on seeing the name Wates
before purchasing.

IY y

,

iktA,

I MA1 MR1/11 IKEA P11114111 1141
Obtainable from all radio dealers.
Write direct for catalogue to
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON,

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept.
189-188,

P.W.),

W.C.2.

The condenser illustrated is

the .0003 mid. T.C.C. flat
113d.
mica type

4*,

Ilh

1,01

ADVERT. OF THE TELEGRAPH
CONDENSER CO. LTD., N. ACTON, W.3
549,

for

of great volume coupled with a purity
and realism that surpasses any moving

PRICES :

Wates 20", complete

speaker ready

greatly improves their appearance.
The Wates 20" Super Chassis is capable

Pa' No. 309214

Chassis

a

be supplied for these models which

CHASSIS

Wates

complete

use of wonderful tonal purity and

WATES

STAR UNIT

444,,woe"

.M.Bri!t

WEL
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THE PERFECT SET.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

*

Dear Sir,-I have found the " Perfect Set " for
As I am interested in foreign
stations as well as the local, and as the two B.P.
Stations come in on a loud speaker worked off a

CORRESPONDENCE.

local conditions.

THE PERFECT SET.

crystal set I required something above the average.
I have made up the " Magic " Three, the " Magic "

A VICTOR -KING " MAGIC."

THE " MAGIC " FOUR.
Letters from readers discussing interesting and

Unit, and given them all a good try -out.
The " Three " with the addition of a " Brookmans
Rejector " gave god(' results on foreign stations, but
was really too powerful for local reception, as even
with a volume control, it was hard to get really good
quality. The only way to get really good quality
was to use an indoor aerial about 6 ft. long.

in the H.F. unit so that I can switch it on when
required. and with this in action I can get all the
stations I want. The long -wave stations are so strong
that one 'has to shout to make oneself heard in a
large room and the quality almost as good as the
locals.

I use a pentode and an output filter with a Regentone mains unit and large cone speaker.
When using the H.F. unit, of course, the condenser

in the aerial lead is not required as the set Is very
selective.
I should like to thank your staff for the very fine
sets you turn out.
Now what about a " Magic " Four, with two H.F.
stages and plug-in 2 -pin coils, with three tuned

topical wireless events or recording unusual

experiences are always welcomed ; but it must

be clearly understood that the publication of

ourselves with the views expressed by our

*

correspondents, and we cannot accept any responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

Dear Sir,-I have been most pleased with the
" Magic Four " ever since I built it-its stability
and its tremendous volume have 'been its most
pleasing features, and yet there is one drawback
as against your " Titan " series, and that is the
when working from D.C. eliminators its selectivity

to change from one wave -band to the other.
I have watched with interest the various ideas for
" wave -changing," but I have not liked the idea of
eight point switches and six coil holders and coils
in the set, and so, until I read about the " Vee-Kay "
Four in " Wireless Constructor," July, 1930, I have
not done anything to do away with the rather tiresome business of coil changing. I thought it would

/MAO

flit
C
Ci-

Whilst on the subject my colleague wishes to thank

002,0
Af MIIM

am getting all ready to bury the corpse.

It hardly seems as if those good conditions
that we all expect daily are ever destined
to return.
Probably my departure for a fortnight's
holiday later on will coincide with a
phenomenal improvement-for a fortnight !
A New Norwegian.

The remarkable fact is that the high-

powered stations are hardly affected at all ;

but the amateurs, even the " semi -com-

mercial " amateurs, are completely blotted
Out. V K 2 M E, Sydney, for instance, is
still being heard consistently by a number
of my correspondents. The Elettra " on
26 metres, comes next in order, and quite
a number mention a new Norwegian broad-

casting station on 31 metres.

Rome (3 R 0) on about 33 metres, is not
attracting quite so much attention as when
he first came on, but several readers mention
Rome on SO metres as being a good station

on which to test.

0000

..

-

Dear Sir,-Since my last letter, I
gave up the "Magic " Three and have
now built the " Magic " Four 1930,
and I am glad to inform you that it
has turned out better than I expected. The volume is terrific and
this set Is fit for a very large hall. I
am getting all the S.A. stations at
more than I can bear strength.

OHMS

But, on the short waves, it is simply
marvellous; the tuning is very simple

and some stations I can tune -ill as
if I was tuning in the local broadcasting stations. On some it is free from
hand -capacity entirely.

':o2
I

I

In order that you may be able to

verify, I mention that on Monday,

P e4ro

19th May, I got G 5 S W broadcast-

lin=

II

5

Nor

0005 ilo.,0

GB:,

1
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-r--c37.
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Mr. Cur ie's " Magic " circuit, which includes a Victor King

Leicester.

short waves are still dead, and I, personally,

0.5.000

L.

'--

°

5

1

F. V. A LMER.

Perhaps I may be allowed to tell them
that they are not missing anything ! The

,`,.'

40'

you for The " Magic " Three (we make these sets
alternatively as they are introduced), also every
success to the " Blue 'un."

of some distant resort, far from the worries
of radio.

..rme
f.AC.

.`:,

you give me the number of turns required for a coil
for 5 X X ?
250 X -coil, 75 or 100 for reaction.-E D.

occupation of sun-bathing on the beach

THE " MAGIC " FOUR.

600 0 MS

.----

DONALD I. CURRIE.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

ov.7*/
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Dear Sir,-I have just made your " Economy "
Three, and I wish to congratulate you for same.
This set should fill a long -felt want ; the volume with
120 volts H.T. is amazing. I have not had so
opportunity of testing for selectivity as yet. Can

that most of the true short-wave

Yours truly,

Denbighshire.

A FINE FOUR-VALVER.

To The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

enthusiasts are now engaged in the peaceful

this method of obtaining reaction by two coils in series
is so simple that one would have thought that it would
have been given more prominence before now.

necessity of changing three coils whenever one wished

TWO FINE SETS.

correspondence of late, I should imagine

be made for any of the " Magic " series for a penny,
and the coil holder dispensed with, one would think
that it is worth while for any set builder to seriously
consider this method of sticking his reaction coils
on to the " X " coils and fastening two crocodile
clips on to time ends of the wire.
He has then a double coil with all the advantages of
the two -coil method, and a saving of about 5/-. Also

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

f.-.,

JUDGING from the steady fall in my

*

A VICTOR -KING " MAGIC."

C. H. N. SMITH.

Yours faithfully,

to the plate of the detector valve; the differential
reaction condenser and H.F. choke exactly as in the
old " Magic " Four.
I used a second Wearite
D.P.D.T. switch for changing over the anode coils
and on the first try -out the results were perfect.
When one thinks that a perfect reaction coil can

such does in no way indicate that we associate

stages, not ganged ? A " Super Magic " I
Yours faithfully,
Ealing, W.13.

extra coil holder in the H.F. end and used a Wearite
D.P.D.T. switch for wave -changing. Then I used
the old reaction coil holder for the extra coil in the
tuned anode, and made the two neat and ridiculously'
cheap reabtion coils as specified by Mr. King (a hank
of 20 turns of No. 26 gauge D.C.C. stuck on to the
short-wave coil, and a Mink of 50 turns of No. 32
D.S.C. stuck on to the long -wave coil).
These were connected in series and were connected

TWO FINE SETS.

Four, the " Magic " Two, and the " Magic " H.F.

The " Four " is a fine set. Very selective and
there is no need to use a wave trap with it. I have
got over 60 stations with it at good loud -speaker
strength, but the same trouble Occurs with the
local. I could get both B.P.'s with an inside aerial,
4 ft. long, at full loud -speaker strength.
Then I made the " Two." The quality on the two
B.P.'s is superb. I have an old reaction condenser
in the aerial lead and mounted on the panel. With
this in action there is no need of a wave -trap as the
two B.P.'s are quite separate, and it also acts as a
most delightful volume control. I have also built

be a good idea to try Mr. King's method on the
" Magic " Four, and I am pleased to say that my
new
Vee-Kay-Magic " Four comes well up to
expectations.
I left the I.E. end of the set as it was, put in the

wave -change scheme.

*

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.
My stock station for showing non -technical visitors is Zeesen. Quality of repro-

duction (even on my " hot -stuff " short waver) is so amazingly good, and strength
so great that it never fails to impress the
ordinary broadcast listener, who has prob-

ing an International Concert, I got
him when he was broadcasting from
Brussels, from where he went onto
London.
In conclusion, please accept my
sincere congratulations for the set
and thanks for same.
Yours faithfully,

M. D. BARMANIA.
LI11121MkIHII, E.G., South Africa.

W 8 X K, Rome 3 R 0, and G 5 S W quite
passable on occasions.
In connection with atmospherics, he

says that they are rarely audible below
17 metres, even during a lightning storm.
I confirm this from my own recent experiences.
Above 25 metres he finds it is almost impossible to work during daylight for
months on end, although the noise quietens
down after 10 p.m.

Yes, J. F., I confirm all your remarks
about G 5 S W, but I think a change is

imminent.

I think the wave -length used

strongly in his life, even with a set using
twice the number of valves.

is against the station, in the first place.
The 31 -metre stations probably get out
better simply by virtue of the different
wave -length, apart from the question of

from an amateur in Nigeria. The most
striking point in the letter is that he says

That " Mush."

ably never heard a German station so

I have to hand an interesting letter

nothing is ever attempted about 40 metres
on account of atmospherics. This alone
ought to encourage some of our enterprising
firms to make " Overseas Model " receivers.

This gentleman uses a " Thomas Model

Short -Waver," described in " M.W." some

time back, although he has had several
other sets at different times.
X's and Wavelength.

As usual, he mentions Huizen as the star
station, with runners-up in the persons of
Bandoeng P L E, Kootwyk, W 2 X A D,

power or efficiency.

This atmospheric and " mush " business
is very ,puzzling, even here in London. At
certain times of the year when conditions
are good enough to warrant one's loss of
sleep in. the early morning, there is often a

queer rushing sound to be heard that is
absent at all other times of day. This

seems to come in only when conditions are
extra good, and I have noticed it repeatedly
over a period of several years.

One can, conversely, always tell a bad

morning or evening by

absence of background,

the complete
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Build your own
COMPLETE
You have no idea how good gramophone
reproduction can be until you have heard it

THE

reproduced with the aid of a B.T.H. pick-up.
Its brilliant performance will be a revelation.
You can get a B.T.H. pick-up complete with
tone arm for 45/. or supplied with four
adaptors thus enabling it to be fitted to the
tone arm of any gramophone.
Let its fine performance give you the
pleasure of perfect reproduction.

A Ti

FE

H.T. SUPPLY UNIT
The Ferranti H.T. Supply Units are accepted as the

standard by which all such apparatus should be judged.
They are designed to afford adequate power, silent
power-and completely safe power. Constructional
charts are available from which it is easily possible to
build a unit exactly suited to your needs ; a unit which

will conform entirely with the requirements of the

PICK-UP
and ADAPTORS

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

Here are given brief details of the three latest charts. Make your
choice-or write to us stating requirements and put an end once
and for all to the H.T. battery bugbear.

TYPE No, 1.-Describes a unit for use on A.C. Mains of 200/250 volt 40,100 cycles. Incorporates a Westinghouse Metal Rectifier.
Capable of an output of up to 100 milliamps at 200 volts (at lower
milliamp outputs the voltage is higher). Designed for use with the
most powerful receivers and amplifiers that can be used in the home.
The instructions show that by the omission of certain components
the unit can be adapted specially for feeding all sets of the Screened
Grid Three type.

TYPE No. 2.-This has a similar performance in every way to

Type No. 1. except that it employs a Valve Rectifier which is lower
in price, but may need replacement from time to time. The output

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.,LTD.
Radio Division,

is up to 80 milliamps at 200 volts.
TYPES 7 and 8.-This chart describes two units. One is suitable
for three -valve receivers calling for not more than 120 volts, 20
milliamps, and the other is for use with similar receivers having a
rather larger Super Power Valve in the output stage. It gives 180

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

EDISWAN

W.84

volts, 30 milliamps.

FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD

LANCASHIRE
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" As it is not my own set, I am particularly

loth to do this, so I come to you as a last resort.

Is there any way so that I can get either pro.
gramme, and hand the set over to my friend
exactly as I received it ? "
Yes, you can -improve the selectivity by external

alterations alone, If you arc prepared to make a simple
modi II cation.

What you will have to do is to undo the aerial from

the 'aerial terminal on the set, and take it to a new
little unit, a lead from this unit going to your aerial
terminal in place of the direct lead as before. The unit,
consists of a plug-in coil holder, a plug-in coil sire

All Editorial communications should be a ddressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E,C.4.
The Editor wall be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos.
Every care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. All
Inquiries concerning advertising rate's, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd..
4. Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research

and edperimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique 51 wireless reception. As much at
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the moat, recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

condenser, which is O.K. mechanically and
electrically, the stations all seem cramped
from 0 to 50 degrees, but nothing but morse
signals above this reading.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

On my own set (the " Radian Titan ")

A " MAGIC " THREE FAULT.
II. G. (Sheffield).-" I have recently made
up your ' Magic' Three for a friend of mine,

e*

and am somewhat disappointed with the
results therefrom. I have taken great pains
with the wiring, and have placed the components slightly wider apart than the design
as issued in `P.W.', owing to the fact I had
a larger pane! and baseboard at my disposal.

" Results on the long waves are pretty

satisfactory and volume on 5 X X excellent.

the stations are all spread evenly over the dial
so it makes me think there is something wrong
with the aerial or det. end of the set.

" My friend's aerial is about 60 ft. single

wire, well insulated, led in direct through the
window, the only joint being in the lead-in
tube. Earth is a galvanised pole with lead
soldered into it.
" The lead-in is only 6 ft. long. Good

batteries, etc. Can you throw any light on
my trouble ? "

(" P.S.-The B.P. rejector is a really great

device and does all you claim.")
L'1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IL

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appealed,

E and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or

If
TE-

= one of the batteries seems to run down much =
= faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue

E Print ?

Whatever your radio problem may be,
= remember that the Technical Query Department is thoroughly equipped to assist our
E readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
g be obtained direct from the Technical Query E
= Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
[11

House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

E A postcard will do. On receipt of this an
N Application Form will be sent to you free E
and post free immediately. This application E
will place you under no obligation whatever,
N but having the form, you will know exactly EE what information we require to have before E
E us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON

READERS

PLEASE

NOTE:

Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or =
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.

E.

We are afraid that the trouble lies In that homemade tuning coil you are using for the L.1 socket.
Are you sure that the number of turns, etc., is correct,
and have you got it so arranged that the aerial is
tapped at the .lower end of the coil and not in towards
the top of It ?
If the tuning condenser is of 0005 capacity and
the stations tend to he all in the first 50 degrees, it is
ahnost certain that the coil is much too big and that
some of the turns taken off it would assist in curing
the trouble.
We should try the effect of using a bought 60 coil
so as to compare it if you can got hold of one, and
also of reversing the coil holder connections if
necessary.

of course.
" The aerial condenser is of- modern design,

fitted with S.M. dial.

On tuning with this

terminal of the unit. Leave the earth lead joined to
the set, but connect it also to the unit's E terminal.
Then take a short Piece of flexible wire and run it
from the aerial terminal on your set to that side of
the neutralising condenser which was left vacant.
Set this condenser about half -way round or less. and

then tune your new variable
condenser.

denser on the unit until the programme from this
station comes in at good strength.

You will find you can then vary the volume by
readjusting the neutralising condenser, and after a
satisfactory strength has been obtained note the positions of the two 'variable condensers for the London
Regional station. and repeat this procedure for the
National Porgramme. That is to say, first time the
set to receive the National programme with the aerial
in Its former position, and then transfer the aerial

to the unit and tune the unit until the National
programme also has been brought in there, noting the
condenser setting for this station.

It will be found that when the unit is in use the

tuning is not, as before, very wide or non -selective,
but is extremely sharp, and, in fact, you may have
some little difficulty at first in finding either of the

transmissions unless the taming on the set itself is
properly adjusted to that station.
When you have found the respective readings all
you have to do is to leave the unit in circuit per-

manently and to adjust the condensers to their
(Continued on page 628.)
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TECHNICAL
TWISTERS
No. 22.

between the grid and plate.
The effect was as if a small
had been joined between
these points, permitting a certain
amount of feed -back.
To
neutralise
this,
a
small
was connected externally =
between . . . and
circuits.

" It has been a great blessing, and was

was bearable and by altering the tuning I

could generally get the one I wanted most.
" Recently, however, I moved to a different
address where I find that I am quite unable to
separate the two. I have called in the local
wireless people and two of them have told me

the same tale, namely, that I must alter the
set to a more up-to-date circuit.

-=

unstable, owing to the

help me with the following rather unusual

amount of trouble occurred by, getting two

1-`

Prior to the advent of the S.G. valve, =
high -frequency amplifying valves were =

H. J (Hampstead).-" I wonder if you could

programmes mixed up together. However, it

NEUTRALISING.

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?

IMPROVING SELECTIVITY WITHOUT
ALTERING THE SET.

went to Brookmans Park, when a certain

(or semi -variable)

The easiest way to do this is to leave the condenser
in the set adjusted to its normal position for tuning,
say, the Loudon Regional, and vary the new con-

In the number of turns of wire in the coil which is
tuned by this condenser.)

absolutely perfect before the London station

article in PAK,' except that I have made
them all X coils, tapping them pro rata as for
the 60 X size. I made a 75 X ; 50 X and a
200 X and have used two C.T. coils, 35 and
100 for reaction, not using the C.T. terminal,

take the aerial lead off the set. place it on the A

reduction of the capacity of the aerial tuning condenser
if too big (which seems very unlikely) or a reduction

speaker strength, but when we try for the

foreign stations results are poor. I have used
all good parts.
" The coils are made up as detailed in a recent

the E terminal to the remaining side of the condenser,
and to the remaining side of the coil holder.
EASY ALTERATION.
The unit is now ready and all you have to do is to

The only thing that is likely to affect this is the

Radio Paris and Hilversum are at fair loud.

speaker strength. It is on the medium waveband, however, where the fault lies.
" 5 G B, Local, Manchester, are all good

neutralising condenser standing clos6 and the two
terminals conveniently placed upon the unit. Mark
one of the terminals A and the other E.
Now join up the A terminal to one side of the coil
holder, to one side of the variable tuning condenser,
and to one side of the neutralising condenser. Join

(The improvement to the anode resistance that you
mention would probably make for better control and
ease of handling, but it would not affect the placing
of the stations on vour dial, which is the real trouble.

circumstance ? The set I ant using is a threevalver which belongs to a friend who has gone
abroad for twelve months, and who lent me it
to use exactly as I like while he is away.

Fir1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W--;

No. 60 or 50. and a variable condenser of about .0005
mfd. maximum capacity to tune this coil.
The condenser can be either of the ordinary tuning
type known as an " air " condenser, or one of the small
semi -variable condensers that arc boxed up and have
a screw -down adjustment which enables the capacity
to be altered. In addition to these you will need a very
small neutralising condenser and a couple of terminals.
Mount the coil holder and the condenser on a board
or panel, or in a box in any convenient way, with the

By means of a separate neutralising
winding it was provided with impulses
which were
in pressure but
to those causing the
-2 opposite in
E instability.
7.;

The missing words (in order) of T. T.
No. 21 were : Directional ; Rotated,
Directions ; Maximum ; Interference.
nuulligunninn woniniuninn g

s
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For all circuits in
"Popular Wireless" use

WERA
CO/WPM/EA/TS
Modern Components for Modern Circuits

-

THE NEW COILS (Appign).roved
Des
Coil with Selector Switch, Tuning s. d.
and Coupling Coil Unit
Per pair 17 6
H.F. Chokes 6 6
Potentiometers
26
Volume Controls
40
Battery Switch 1
0
L.F. Chokes, 20 -henry
- 21 0
Mains Transformer, Universal Input 37 6
H.F. By -Pass Unit
46
Anti -Capacity Switches, all sizes.
Standard 6 x 6 x
Screening Box (in heavy
gauge aluminium), grey finish, 6 6 ; polished
Write

for illustrated
lists :

6

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
of 740, High Road, London, N.17
'Phone: Tottenham 3847;8.

Mains Transformer for
"Orgola " H.T. Supply Unit

238

7

30/-

I

that records exact rendering, without
scratch, with perfect balance of tone and
volume.

"We're Fluxite

and Solder-

The reliable pair ;
Famous for Soldering,
Known everywhere !
Wherever we go
We're invited to stay,

For WE make

Soldering
Merely child's play !"

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house
workshop, garage-anywhere where simple, speedy soldering
is needed.
They cost so little but will make scores of
everyday articles last years longer! For Pots, Pans, Silver
and Brassware ; RADIO; odd jobs in the garage-theres
always something useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.

ANOTHER USE
1.70R FLUXITE:

Hardening Tools

and Case Hardening.
leaflet

Ask for
im-

on

proved method.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts
for years in constant
use. Contains special
'small space' soldering
iron with non -heating
metal handle; pocket
blow lamp. Fluxite,
Solder, etc.; and full
instructions.

7/6 COMPLETE

AIL Hardware and Ironmongery Store;

in tins, 8d., 1 /4 and 2/8.

sell Fluxite,

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE
7-IT

FLIIIXITE
SIMPLIFIES

ALL

pressure upon the delicate indentations
in the grooves, reproduces all those subtle

gradations of tone without which music
looses most of its charm.
Actual side -by -side test with other instru-

ments immediately reveals the beautiful
quality of reproduction on which the

Wates Pick -Up has earned its popularity
amongst music lovers.
Ask your dealer to let you hear it, then
try out your favourite records at home.
The difference will astonish you. Obtainable from all good -class dealers or write
direct for illustrated literature describing
this perfected instrument.
Wates Star Pick -Up, oxydized copper finish, complete with adapter to fit any type of tone arm, 21/,
Wates Pick -Up Arm, finish to match pick-up, 7/6.

%to woo

only 2/6

(Dept. 324),

Rotherhithe, S.E.16

tifically calculated to exert the correct

a

or LAMP

FLUXITE LTD.

Any good record reproduced through the
Wates Pick -Up looses nothing 1 The
perfect balance and exact weight scien-

SOLDERING

SE 11111
THE STANDARD BATTERY

CO.

(Dept. P.W.), 184-188, SI-IAFTESBURY

AVENUE, LONDON

W.C.2
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What do you look for
in

a Wireless Set ?

.panied by a magnetic effect, so that by running a
current through the loud -speaker windings you are,
at the, same time, introducing a magnetic action

(Continued from page 626.)

Now the loud speaker itself depends for its action
upon a magnetic field around the permanent magnet
inside it, and every loud -speaker manufacturer
knows that a valve's plate current running through

respective readings as required. Probably you will
find that with the unit thus installed you can make
selectivity so sharp that it is necessary to know the
settings for the stations, for it may be quite easy to
pass them altogether unless you know where to look
for them.

THE "EUROPEAN " THREE.
D. F. T. (Exmouth, Devon).-" I am going
to build the ' European' Three, described in
July 26th P.W.;' but should like to use
rn R.C. stage instead of two transformers,
if possible.

'Left over from my old set Y have a second

stage' R.C. unit in good condition. It is
marked 4-, A. G, and L.T. Where should
these connections go ? "

You should get good results from the arrangement.

Mount the unit on the baseboard in place of
" L.T." on your unit corresponds with
G.B. - ; " G " with " - G." ; " A " with " Plate "
and " " on the unit corresponds with " H.T. + "
L.F.T.2.

Performance ? Appearance ?
Low Running Costs ?

On,each of these points, the
Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. All Electric Receiver scores full
Unequalled for
marks.
width of range, giving perfect, trouble -free reception
under all conditions-ample

volume, highly developed
sensitivity and selectivity
(enabling unwanted stations
to be cut out with ease) and
crystal clarity of tone.

In appearance, an elegant
piece of furniture of which

you can be proud - not
merely a cabinet.

Running costs practically
No batteries needed-

nil.

all power being taken direct
from the electric light mains.

Price £21 cash or 12

monthly payments of 11.19.9

Ask your dealer for a free
demonstration and full details
of this remarkable set.

lES9r1DIS
ALL ELECTRIC

RECEIVER

transformer connection.

- WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?
A Lambeth reader of " P.W." worked

-71

a hone -made loud speaker from a E
" Magic " Three with such success

' that another " Magic " Three enthusiast

E (who lived at Croydon) commissioned a =
similar loud speaker.
The set, the loud -speaker unit, the
chassis, and the L.S. cabinet, etc., were E
all duplicated, and when finished the

E second loud speaker worked magnifi- E
= cently on the Lambeth set. But when E

taken (by 'bus) to Croydon and connected E
up there, it was insensitive and unsatisE. factory. The set to which it was joined E
E was in perfect order, and all connections
were O.K. So eventually the new loud
-

speaker was examined again, and

it

= was found that
Can you guess what was wrong ?
N.B.-There is no prize for answering this,

E but from time to time we shall give a radio
= problem (followed the next week by the
= answer) in the hope that readers will find _
them both interesting and instructive. (Look
E out for the solution to the above next week.)
E
-

The trouble which was deScrilted last week-

loss of signals when an S.G. H.F. unit was
connected up-prored to be due to a confusion
= of the soiree connections. '(The terminal on
a- the top of the bulb is the plate, or anode, or
= output terminal, and not the screen. The
= screen is joined to that pin of the valve which =
E is opposite the grid pin.)
=

(Dept. P.W. 12).

Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

the instrument will either assist this permanent

magnetism, or oppose it, according to the direction in
which that current is made to flow.

It you examine your loud -speaker terminals you

will find that one of them is marked + and the
other -, or elSe one has a red terminal and the
other a black one, or some other distinguishing
mark has been arranged for so that the two can be
distinguished.

If the actual terminals of the loud speaker are

hidden from sight and, instead, it is provided with a
cord, you will find that -the two ends of the cord are
distinguished from one another' in a similar fashion.

Probably one is coloured red, or has a red thread

running through it, or the tag itself is shaped or coloured or marked, for identification of + and - leads.
Similarly, that loud -speaker terminal on your set,
which is connected (internally) to the H.T. +
- terminal, should be marked with a + sign, and the
other loud -speaker terminal (which goes to the plate

of the last valve) should be marked with a - sign.
When you connect up your loud -speaker leads
the red one (or that which is marked +1 should
ALWAYS be joined to the. + loud -speaker terminal
on the set. And the - loud -speaker lead should, of
course, go to the - loud -speaker terminal on the set.
When joined in this way, current flowing through
the instrument will not be opposing the permanent
magnets inside It. If the leads are reversed, your
current is continually at variance with the permanent
magnets, and in due time they will suffer to such an
extent that results will " fall off," and the speaker
become relatively insensitive or silent altogether.
It Is then said to be " de -magnetised," and this,
no doubt, is the trouble with your speaker.
Unfortunately, the trouble is one which can only
be, put right by a properly -equipped factory, so we
should inquire of the makers whether they are
prepared to do this for, you. Possibly they may
recommend von to get it re -magnetised by another
firm specialising in this class of work, but in nny ease

the. job is one that cannot he undertaken by an
amateur.

THE SHORT-WAVE
DENSER.

SHORTING

CON-

S. W. P. (Paddington, London, W.).-" For
the short waves I want to use a .0003 condenser (fixed) in series with the ordinary
tuning condenser, to give finer tuning. Would

it be O.K. to bring this fixed condenser in
and out of circuit by an ordinary on -off
switch on the panel ? "

The method you suggest is quite satisfactory,
provided it is carried out properly.
The leads to the panel must be short and well spaced, and the switch itself must be one with a good
strong contact in the " on " position.
When in the "off ".position it must merely open
the circuit definitely and cleanly, so, provided you
choose a_ suitable switch and fit it properly, the
scheme should give good results.

-

-

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.16
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LOUD -SPEAKER CONNECTIONS.

L. N. (Herts.).-" The whole time it has,
been in action the set has given the utmost

0005 A4P0..

000.TIY/PC..

COMPRESS/OA,
TYPE

satisfaction, and I was particularly pleased

with the loud -speaker reproduction, because
I had made the instrument myself, (the Mural
Cone), from the instructions in P.W.'
"Unfortunately, the loud speaker suddenly
failed Me, so I took it to a friend for an over -

and he told me that it was !de-magI cannot make out

nctised ' and useless.

why it should Om out in such a fashion, arid
should be very glad if you could tell me the
reason and how I can put it right."

-o

MIN
wpm

A,

,

- frwo. ""S"

4z.

0...4p.
LOCAL

5XX

-"O' -0

& 5G.&

9...40..

El

200 csivry
TAPPED.

COMPRESSION
TYPE

*-

60 CENTRE
TAPPILD.

CRYSTAL"(
DETECTOR

Your connections between the set and the speaker

were wrong. Except in cases where an output filter
circuit is used, it is very important that the loud

--

found.

Here is the reason. If you look at the, diagram
from which it was built, or if you examine the set
itself, you will see that the plate terminal of its last
valve holder is connected to one of the " loud speaker"

terminals, the other " loud speaker '? terminal going
So all the
current from the H.T. battery to the plate has to flow
through the loud speaker,

to the H.T. positive on the battery.
Causton.

there.

-.T-

speaker should be connected in circuit the right way

GARNETT WHITELEY & CO., LTD.

Whenever an electric current is flowing it is accom-

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

/7134

The dotted lines show the connections of last
week's " Wirelet," the circuit providing easy
wavelength -changing without the necessity 01

re -tuning after the condensers have once been set,
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RUSSIA'S `RED'
Details of broadcasting in Russia, where talks take up the greater
part of the programmes.
From a SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

THE Soviet did fairly well out of the
Prague wave -length conference-and

it meant to do so !

Broadcasting

is a communistic thing which the heads
of the Soviet regard as one of their most
dangerous weapons, and they intended
to get as many exclusive wave -lengths
as they could.
In the end they got only one exclusive
wave-Kharkov's 1,304 metres-but they
have ten others, all on the long waves:
and what a lot of talk is broadcast ! Komin-

tern's 40 kilowatt station comes in well,
though most of the other Russian stations
are difficult to get just now, and broadcasts
in many languages (including English)

cast.

It is more of a Govern-

ment body than the B.B.C.
It is the Soviet's " Publicity

Agent."
What dwellers outside Russia

fail to understand is that the

Soviet is not wishing to convert
the world to " Bolshie "-ism.
It wants first to bring the
whole of Russia into line.

That is why there is so much
talk on the wireless. It is 75 per cent
high-pressure education !
Look up the list of Russia's stations, and

you will find Moscow, Kiev, Sverdlovsk,
Moscow-Stehelkovo,

Leningrad,

Tiflis,

One talk follows another.

Rostov, Moscow Popoff, Kharkov, Bakou
and Moscow Komintern-eleven altogether ;

Behind the Scenes.

working in Russia, many of them not

but mostly Russian, of course, are given.

yet there are actually over fifty stations

What is it, ask those who don't under-

stand the language ? Is it educational talk,
or dangerous Soviet propaganda ? Let me
take you behind the scenes of Soviet broadcasting.

Last year there was a rumour that " the
Russian stations " were sending out anti Polish propaganda in order to create a new
European trouble, and that a Polish

amateur station had been started to jam
the

Russian transmissions.

TWO

daily

papers in this country took up the rumour
and said that Russian broadcasting ought
to be controlled-or stopped !
Needless to say, there was nothing
serious in the rumour.

There was a station

transmitting the

IN

recognised by the Soviet.
A big difficulty is that Russia is so large,
and is peopled largely by village folk.
This latter disadvantage is hard to dispel,
for the simple peasants are afraid Of wireless, and the Soviet has had to send many
technical men touring the country to prove,
in the outlying districts, that ether -waves
don't work witch -craft !
There was a remarkable instance, at
the opening of the New Komintern station,

of the ignorance of the country folk.

A

party of farmers in the village of Wiatchka,

who were able to hear radio for the first
time, were invited to a communal -listening

meeting ; but they held a meeting on their

own, first of all, and decided that the

radio waves were the cause of the bad crops

at the beginning of the year. Then they

cheerfully burnt down the house where the
Soviet test receiver was installed, and
chased the Soviet radio officials out of the
village !
The Urge to Educate.

Yet the idea of the Soviet is to run

radio by the people for the people.

of the day, but anyone who has been to
Leningrad in the after -Revolution years
will know that this is in keeping with the
present communistic Soviet ideas.
The capital is a gay city at night, in parts,

but the lack of money and the depressing
communistic schools and kitchens, which
make mere " units " of men and women
alike, are reflected in the broadcasting.
In Russia there is,

A RADIO INSTITUTE AT MOS COW

offending talks, but it
was proved to be run

for more than a few

minutes. To cover the
whole of the country
the talks are given

in four dialects, and

Soviet Government
heard of this, strict

in English, Finnish
and Esperanto.
All Talk!
There is a children's
hour, as unlike our

action was taken.
Stirring up radio
trouble is not the
Soviet's way of going
about things, although
" red " propaganda

own as could be imagined, for, again, it is
all talk. The little

without direct refer-

ence to any station

children are, after the
Revolution, known as
the YOung Lenin, and
the Young Lenin talks
on the wireless are for
kiddies 'up to about

is broadcast day after
day.
a

body known as the
Radio Peredacha in
Moscow. This arranges

ten years of age.

It is harmless

programmes and dir-

the amount of
Russian patriotism
ects

which shall be broad -

"urge," and the average Englishman who

to the Soviet stations

power was only a few
watts. Directly the

is

to -day, an educational

understands Russian
will not want to listen

by a couple of amateurs, financed by a
political party of no
importance, and the

Witch -craft !
Now, there

A

Strange sight to a foreigner is the costume
worn by station officials. Coarse caps,
mufflers and leather jerkins are the order

school " talk,

The main use of broadcasting in Russia is for educational purposes, but many of the peasants
think it is witch -craft, and therefore practical radio instruction is eery necessary.

and

not anti-British pro-

paganda; so we
needn't bother !
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"'""'(INEXPENSIVE)"'""'
DEAFAIDS
Highest Efficiency Guaranteed.

Better than other Aids costing Five times as much.
Numerous Testimonials.

FOR THE LISTENER.

THE SET OF THE FUTURE.

(Continued from page 608.)

(Continued from page 607.)

" Go and look under the faggot of sticks
in the cowshed."
Everybody laughed, because they thought

it was a joke ; but nobody, not even

Giuseppe, stirred.
Then Belinda (me ventriloquising) said :
" Will Giuseppe wipe his nose and go and
f1-24

f1-10-0
Nvith
fitted
MIDGETPHONE

earpiece.

instead of- earpiece

as illustrated, including a light
headband for the

(fits into ear)

with headband.

THIS Aid comprises the latest sensitive

SUPER-MICROPHONE (to be attached
to Coat or Dress, conveniently concealed), a
SMALL BATTERY (for the pocket), and a
SMALL EARPIECE which can be held to
the deaf ear by hand or by a lightheadtrand
supplied with the Aid. AU speech and sound
reaching the Super -Microphone is loudly
heard in the earpiece (or Midgetphone).

The battery can be switched off when the
Aid is not in. use.
These Deaf

Aids

can

be

made

SPECIALLY POWERFUL by fitting
a DOUBLE Microphone in place of

the single, at an extra cost of loin

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker,
27, Fitzroy St., London, W.1.

'Phone: Museum 8329.

EASY TERMS
We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you
efficient service. Send us your list

of requirements and a quotation
will be sent by return.
I1London Radio Supply Company,
1 OAT LANE,NOBLE STREET, LONDON,E.C.2

NATIONAL rgyy

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres.
Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we
can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.O. for particulars
and circuits-FREE.
'

ifr

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry

=."

look under the sticks in the cowshed ! "
At last they got him to go, and he came

success that we have since learned the

man.has to compromise in his design because

This part of the programme was such a

There is chiefly the fact that the technical

birthdays of the whole neighbourhood, from

the customer insists on distant listening as
he says it assists variety.
Hence bad quality and bad performance;

after all !

hence the failure to produce something truly
right from all points of view. The Regional
Scheme could be made to give true variety

the least unto the greatest! We therefore
doubt whether it was really a success
Jazz.

Luckily we got into the tail end of a

dance programme from Rome. They liked

There were six couples. Gravel or
grass seemed to make no difference to
it.

them.

Personally, I'm not much good at it
anyway, and the unevenness of the orchard
ground rather cramped my style ; but I did

my duty like a man, and if I found my
buxom partner's toes more often than
usual.
These Italians dance with fire.

They also

hug you. It was a tinny, and not very
exciting, band. Heaven knows what would
have happened if it had been Jack Payne's !
Sports.

Then we sat down, counting our bruises,
to listen to some " sports notes," This is a

universal feature in Continental Sunday
programmes.

I would have given them a bob all round
if I could have heard how the Test Match
had gone on Saturday ; but apparently the
Test Match means nothing to Rome, where
Mussolini is safe from challenge by Bradman.
Then I switched them over to Langenberg

woolliness inseparable from imper-

fect needles. Made by the largest
Needle manufacturers in the King-

dom, whose zoo years of experi-

ence has been devoted to the

production of the perfect needle
for every purpose. In boxes of
approximately 200 needles at 9d.
per box, of Gramophone Dealers

and Music Sellers.
KIRBY, BEARD & CO., LTD, Ravenhurst Works, Birmingham.

460.1.1.1111.

Alpo London, Redditch and Paris.

when the purely local - station cheap set
would have a greater appeal. It has not
much hope now.

I have proposed, and still believe my

proposal merits perhaps more serious consideration than it has received, that a true
variety might be given if one wave -length

of the Regional Scheme were devoted to
the B.B.C. (National), while the other was

handed over, with proper guarantees, to

private enterprise. I know there are
difficulties, but there are always difficulties.
*-40-444- 44- -4- -4-

-4.- -4-*

TECHNICAL
By Dr . J. H. T. HOBERTS, F. Inst .P.
*.4,-....-4,.......-..._4-44-44- -4- -4-o

1

I

*

Short -Wave Reliability.

THE importance and reliability, of shortwave communication is still further
emphasised by the decision to install

a short-wave transmitter as a permanent
for a running commentary on the " Inter- part of the equipment of the League of
national Riding Tournament " in German. - Nations Broadcasting Station.
I translated for them, but got rather
You will remember that the question of
muddled ; so I picked up (clever !) Paris the establishment of this station has been
and a talk on a Cycle Tour of France," under discussion for some two or three years
which was easier. I asked them which past and the matter has been delayed owing
language they liked best, after their own ; to Swiss fears that, in the event of a
and with one accord they said " Inglese ! " European war, the neutrality of Switzerland
I acknowledged the compliment, while might be involved. I understand that the
Belinda went off into a roar of atmospherics. Radio Suisse Company has actually commenced work in connection with this new
station and that both a short-wave and a

Save the irritating scratch and

to your retailer, who will
exchange on behalf of the
manufacturers.

sat down and asked themselves seriously
how the technical equipment can be used

for the greatest benefit for all.
There are many difficulties delaying the
development of the " Morris of the Ether."

IRBITONE
only for sample gd. box

fs

convenience for granted, whereas a thing of
beauty is, a joy for ever.
The B.B.C. is going to spend over half a
million pounds on the technical equipment
of the Regional Scheme, and no one yet has

back, smiling all over his face, with a small
model aeroplane in his hand.

the beat needles

Hand this SPECIAL
OFFER COUPON and 6d.

convenience, and in the end one takes

medium -wave transmitter will be employed.
In this way it will be possible to transmit
communiques to all parts of the world. The

actual power of the station is still under
consideration, but I understand it will be
in the region of 50 k.w.
For Broadcast Relays.

The normal purpose of the station will be
to transmit its communications to countries

which are members of the League, but as

this will not occupy a great deal of its time,
it will also be used for the relaying of various
European broadcasts. In this way the
station will make certain European broadcast programmes available to British
listeners, whilst on the other hand, certain
British programmes will be made through,

this station available to Europe and other
parts of the world.

(Continued ..on next page.)
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gNCINEERS!
Caret we get together?
P

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

" POPULAR WIRELESS " says :

The First Valve.

I wonder how many of you know that
the first valve with whieh Dr. de Forest

" There is everything in
favour of buying a complete kit of parts and
nothing against it. You
get all the little items,
such as screws, etc., and

commenced his experiments (which eventu-

ally resulted in the development of the
3 -electrode valve) was made with a gas -flame

your panel is neatly
drilled for you. Moreover,

with two wire electrodes inserted into it
Working, in 1907, with a large spark coil,
he noticed that every time a spark occurred
across the gap a Welsbach gaslight nearby
would flicker. It occurred to him that the

you are certain that every
component is suitable for

the set-that is, if you

purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by Ready
Radio."

wireless waves sent out from the hightension spark must have some influence

. 0 " ""'

on the heated gas within the gas mantle.

All we ask

is the

chance to prove that

you can earn £300,
WRITE FOR THIS
BOCIK TO -DAY a

if% firtEt!

£400, £500 per year
Other men
are doing it and you
or more.
can do

the same.

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help ;you whether you be novice or

If you wish for something more than a
bread and butter' job you owe it to yourself to

expert.

investigate our Service.

He then set to work to make a little

spoon -shaped electrode, containing common
table salt, which was supported upon a wire
and introduced into the flame, whilst above

this he placed a small piece of platinum
wire to act as another electrode. A battery
and receiver were shunted between these
two electrodes in the flame.

The effect of the salt was to increase

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless

de Forest the idea of using a bulb filled with

Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO PASS-NO FEES

In a brilliant foreword Prof. A. M.
clearly the chances you are missing.

Low shows

" Engineering Opportunities" and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
that " upward urge " and send a postcard NOW,
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shakespeare House, 0/31, Oxford Street, W.1

7/22 Copper, 50 ft. 1/5d., Enamelled 1/8,1.
braided, resists smoke, 2/50 ft. Impreg.
3/20, 1/106. 50 ft. V.I.R. 600 meg.
50
16 ft.
gau. 100 yd. coils, new, 8;6. Frame
Aerials, rotary folding, 200/2,000 metres,
15/-. List 30]-. Halcyon S.M. Dials 2/3d.,
List 3/6d.

Trans. Keys by Brown, 7/6, cost 451-. Lightning
arresters, vacuum tube, 2/6d. Earth Spikes, 1/3d.
Insulators, 9d. dos. Ironclad Slider Itheos., 2,300
ohms wirewound, 110m/a, for direct on. mains,
17/6d. Violet Ray Sets in case, 27/6d., List 70/.-

Television Motors.. D.C. or A.C:, ' 25/, List
40/-. Combination Maine supply adaptors, B.O. with
2 pin plug, 9d:. List 1/6. Pye Universal H.T.
Eliminators for Portables or Sets, £3 7s. 6d.,
List £5. Pye 6-1 L.P.Transformers, 13/3d.,
List 22/6d. ' Blue Spot" Units, Model 0, 10/-,
List 21/6d. Ditto on Cast Chassis, 20/-, List 39,-.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
.

Telephone: City 0191.

SPECIAL BATTERY OFFER.

120 volt H.T. Batteries 12/- each
100 volt B.T. Batteries 10/- each
60 volt H.T. Batteries 6/6 each
60 volt Porous Pot Wet Batteries from 14/ Send lid. for " LEYTON" Booklet,
" Build Your Own Batter y."

THE LEYTON BATTERY CO.,

E.10.

PLEASE be sure to mention

"POPULAR
WIRELESS"
when communicating
with
Advertisers.

1

gas and a heated filament as the source of
heat. From this simple experiment one
thing led to another, until eventually the
various forms of 3 -electrode valve, very
similar in general features to those in use

LONDON BRIDGE. LONDON, S.E.1 .

to -day, were evolved.

Telephone : HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).

MIM111111....

REPAIRS

Impedance and Design.

valve design during the last year or two is
the way in which " output " or power

valves have been developed with a very low
impedance, and yet at the same time having
a reasonably high amplification factor. It.
is a fairly straightforward matter to reduce

the impedance of a valve-which is,

of

course, essential if the valve is to act as a

Anv make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or 'Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each pair, 4/- post free.
Terms to Trade.'

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
053,

For YOUR SET or RADIO GRAM.

Built like a piano, the tine tone
and Style brings a thrill no
words can convey.
Experts)

iiROvaedrio3,p0rOgesdse-lilgehadteidng

another matter, involving very careful

DIRECT from makers, APPROVAL
days FREE. De Luxe, £5 to £1.5.
Cash or EASY PAYMENTS,

For instance, if the grid has a
close mesh, the valve will usually have a
fairly high impedance, and in such a case
design.

Photographs FREE!

PICKE1ISKent RadioFurnitureMakerf.

(P.W.) Albion Road, Bexley heatb
Famed for excellence,

it is a simple matter to give the valve a

THANKS!

THE

STANDARD
PLUM COIL
DXSold everywhere from 1/...
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.8

For a power valve the great point is to

" Repairs" Dept.,
GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, S.W.17.

FAMOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP

power valve and handle a fairly large
amount of power-but to keep up the
amplification factor at the same time is

Mutual Conductance.

...mrsilimosollOMBY

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,

High amplification factor.

CELLS THAT SATISFY.

305, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON,

ETC., ETC.

Cash or Easy Terms.
Lists on Application.

curious form of detector, and this gave

One of the most noticeable features about

AERIAL EQUIPMENT.

1930 MAGIC THREE

improve the valve action.

And the Latest !
Quite fair results were obtained with this

KITS OF PARTS

THE "EUROPEAN" 3
A.C. SAFE -POWER
SENIOR

the conductivity of the flame and to

Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech E.,
A.M.LE.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.LA.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Matric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams.,- outlines home study courses in all branches

ol ,,,

Make

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

have the impedance as low as passible and
yet a reasonably high magnification factor.
The mutual conductance of the valve may

be taken in popular interpretation as, an
indication of the general goodness or all-

round suitability of the valve for the

particular intended purpose and, inasmuch
as the mutual conductance depends
definitely upon both the impedance and the
amplification factor, you will see the importance not only of keeping the impedance
down but also of keeping the amplification
factor up. Modem power valves often have
a mutual conductance of from 2 to 3.

56
PAGES.

POST
FREE

B.T. Consumption.

Of course, the reduced impedance of
the valve means a higher H.T. current
(Continued ohs next page.)

A. F. BULGIN & Co., Ltd.
SAL Eanita. St. Chale,1 Lose, lasdsa. E.C.4.
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ELIMINATE
BREAKDOWNS
foor

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Confirmed from previous page.)

consumption, and many output valve,
now consume up to 25 milliamps or
even more.
Perhaps_ I should here refer once more to

the importance of the correct value of
grid -bias, especially on the output power
valve, as this affects very materially the
amount of H.T. current consumption. Of
course, you can overdo the grid -bias

For vivid clarity of re-

production, arid complete

elimination of all your
amplification troubles-

be sure to get a Brownie
POPULAR Transformer
when building your new

It costs only 9/6
from your dealer.
set.

BROWNIE
"POPULAR"

rectifiers, which comes to the same thing as
the above.
The Power Circuit.

Where people sometimes go wrong in
considering this problem is in assuming
that the power circuit will operate just as
effectively with full-Waie rectification as
with half -wave.

of grid -bias

You must remember that the circuit will
have been designed to give the necessary
power (and smoothing, if it be a circuit in
which smoothing is required) with ' the

voltage applied should only be sufficient
to prevent the flow of grid -current on the

a full -wave rectifier will almost certainly

business,

9'6

ary and employ the Gratz formation of

and the amount

loud signals.
Full or Half -Wave ?

The old question as to using half -wave
and full -wave rectification continues to crop

up from time to time, readers wanting to
knoW Whether a full wave rectifier - substituted for the existing half -wave rectifier
will give twice as much power.

At fast sight it seems obvious that if
you have alternating current supply to a
rectifier and you rectify both halves of
each cycle you must be getting, in the
form of d.c.' twice as much power as
you would if you rectified only one half

half -wave rectifier, and merely introduting,

complicate the conditions and quite possibly
not give even such good results as with the
half -wave.

The full -wave rectifier will give about
twice the current in the proper conditions,
but this does not mean to say that there is
necessarily any ad,vantage, from the power
point Of view, in using a full -wave rectifier
instead of a half -wave.

You can obtain arty desired amount of
power just as well with a half -wave rectifier
as with a full -wave ; it simply means that
you have to use a somewhat higher voltage
with half -wave than with full -wave.
Perhaps a simple illustration may help to

of each cycle.

make this clear. If one motor -car has 20

teetifrcatiott- of low-tensiofi- alternating current from a transformer for the purpose of
charging a low-tension battery, you will find
that this is the case. One of the simplest

Bronrie Wireless Co. (G.B.) Ltd., Nelson Street Works, Conlon, N.W.1

ways to prove this to yourself is to take a

horse -power, the second car may go twice
as fast as the first, or may carry twice the
load at the same speed, but you cannot be
sure what it will do unless you know the
various circumstances in which the trial is
to be made.

SOMETHING NEW Post Free 2/6

stcpdown transformer with a divided
secondary, the centre point of the secondary
being connected to the battery to be

TRANSFORMER
LIONTRON (Regd.) AMPLIFYING
(Liontron Design)

TUNE METER
An efficient station separator.

All Circuits, Valve and Crystal Sets.

S. LYONS, 119, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.1.

-HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/

--

Loudspeakers 4/-. All Repairs
Tested, guaranteed and ready
fordelivery in 24 hours.
Clerkenwen 9069.
Trade.

Transformers 5/-.

re -magnetised free.

Discount
T!. MASON. 44, East Road, City Road, N.1.

WET H.T. BATTERIES -1
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF-CHARCINC,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

X lr sq. 113 doz.
JARS (waxed),
ZINCS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 112 dos

Sample doz. (18 volts), complete vaitb

land; and electrolyte. 411, post 9d,
Simple unit, ed. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS, 30/..

charged and the ammeter being, of course,
in series With the battery.
Difference In Current.

10% to 30% increased amplification.
Longer Range.

In fairly simple conditions, such as the

3 -VALVE SET, £5.

The other pole of the ammeter is their
connected to the centre electrode of the
full -wave rectifier, whilst the remaining
transformer secondary. This, of course, is
the usual arrangement.
If you disconnect one end of the second-

ary, thereby leaving only the other half
of the secondary in operation, you will at
once notice that the current indicated on
the ammeter drops to roughly half its
previous value.
The same argument applies if you use a
transformer with a single untapped second-

sTOCKWELL. LONDON.

The Rate for a one -inch Single
Column Advertisement is 30!.
Minimum Space accepted :

VALVE PRICES
UNAFFECTED.

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS

-

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC

CONE SPEAKER

ASSEMBLY

True-to-life realism is a feature of
cone -speaker made with the Six well-known set manufacturers stan-

LISSEN

15/.

ghis

SIX -SIXTY

Sixty Cone -Speaker Assembly. Many

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE!

..

REPRODUCTION

respectively to the opposite ends of the

ruoVesesoseeWsobsolesasPefecAosmseioWnas,

Half -an -inch

REALI STIC

two electrodes of the rectifier are connected

P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

Send Remittance aid, instructions to:

horse -power and another motor car 40

IT was stated in a recent issue of " P.W."

that the firm of Lissen was also one
of the valve manufacturing concerns
which had agreed upon a general price
reduction in valves. We are informed,
however, that this is nt the case, and
that Messrs. Lissen's valves will still be
sold at the usual, prices. Readers will
please note this correction, which Messrs.
Lissen have requested us to make.

dardise it for its fine performance-

you will get the same unspoiled repro-

duction in your cone speaker if you

use the Six -Sixty

Cone -Speaker

Assembly. Make your own conespeaker-in your own home-but be

sure to use the Six -Sixty Cone -Speaker
Assembly. Price 15/-

S II X= S II

IT If

CONE -SPEAKER.

ASSEMBLY

Made by the makers o/ the famous Six-Sta.t yl'alrea
.Six -Sixty Radio Co. Ltd., Six -Sixty House, 17/13
Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.1
Telephone
Museum 611617.

dugatt
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GOOD NEWS

FOR CONSTRUCTORS
The September issue of the "Wireless Constructor" is now on
sale, price 6d., everywhere.
And it is a particularly strong number, constructionally, and one
that no real enthusiast can afford to miss. For instance, there is:

THE " EXPLORER " TWO
A wonderful two -valve set, designed and described by Victor King.
It incorporates the now famous "Explorer" wave -change scheme

and covers both the very short and long waves with the two coil
units which anyone can make at home. Then there is the

46 GRAMO " AMPLIFIER
This instrument forms the latest achievement of Percy W. Harris,
and that means it is something of exceptional interest. Further,
there are details of

THE 44 CALIMETER "
a remarkably simple and easily made short-wave wavemeter, and

THE 44 REACTOCRYS "
Something of especial interest to crystal enthusiasts.
Backing up this really fine array of sets there is an article by
Noel Ashbridge (Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.), and contributions
from other popular technicians dealing with all practical aspects
of home -constructed radio.

GET YOUR

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
SEPTEMBER ISSUE

NOW

PRICE SMPENCE

for there is sure to be an unusually heavy demand for this issue.
-4

lEth, 1030.
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This is the nickel age. As in all
branches of science so in radio,
nickel is the symbol of efficiency-it
is the key to perfect radio reception.

HYPERCORE
The first L.F. choke
with nickel -iron cre.
Less than half the size and weight of
chokes with silicon iron cores, yet will

HYPERCORE
pass 50 milliamps.

HYPERMITE

HYPERMITE

A transformer with core
of new nickel alloy, yet
sold at a price within the reach of all.
Amazingly high :inductance-over 50

1 ^1'L,

henries.

HYPERMU

The world's best transformer
for -modern ciresiisa-,, statement which has been tested and proved
by experts and amateurs all over the world.

HYPERMU

NicketrAlloy Cores
are the secret of the success of the famous R.I.

trio-"Ilyperma," "Hypermite," and
"Hypercore.
Your set needs their help. You,cannot know

what your set is capable of until you hive
or all of the three to -day, and you will 'be
amazed at the tremendously improved recepequipped it with the nickel -iron trio. Fit either

titin,-the, lifelike ' fidelity, the tremendous
vplume and the purity of the sound.
Write for illustrated leaflets describing these
wonderful components.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS" LTD., "MADRIGAL" WORKS,_PURLEY WAY, CROYDON.
Printed andyublisbcd-every-Thursday by the Proprietors, The- Atnalgrititated-Press,-Ltd.,--T-ht-Flectway llouso,-Farringdon_StrPet,..Landon_E_C.4. Advertiser/4M
OfficerriresSernlin H. Lile, Ltd., Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4 (Telephone: City 7261). Registered as a newspaper for transmission by Canadian Manazine'Post,

Subscription Rates : Inland and Canaria, 47r4 periannum:; 818 -for six -months. Abroad (exeept Canada), 19./6 per annum 9/9 for six mouths. Sole Acei.... for Australia
s.s.
-andttien-gealrind :-Messts.Gurclon-ItA4oter);Ltd- and-for-SouthsAkrica: Central' igews-Agency. Saturday; AngustItilt; ism
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OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES THIS
LOSING THOSE LOW NOTES
By G; E. Field, B.Sc.

CAPT. ECKERSLEY'S QUERY CORNER.

August 23rd, 1930.

v;.:.c~

WIIAT WE WANT TO KNOW
By G. V. Dowding, Auoc1C\te, I.E.E.

BROADCASTING YORK MINSTER
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H.F. CHOKE
The Lewcos Choke is "The most efficient choke
we hat1e tested," and "Its design places it in the
front •·ank of high-class components," writes
Industrial Progress (International) Ltd., of Bristol.
A fully-descriptive leaflet, Ref. R.33, givir.:~ testeJ
values, will be sent on request.

THE L.F.

TRANSFORMER--

the latest development of the Lewcos Laboratories
-is the natural and inevitable bridge h'tween the
Hil!h Frequency side of your Receiver (tuned with
the world-famous Lewcos Coils) and your Loud
Speaker.
A fully-descriptive leaflet will be sent on request.

VISIT OUR STAND, No. 41
AT THE RADIO EXHIBITION.
THE LEWCOS H.F. CHOKE, ILLUSTRATED
ABOVE, IS SPECIFIED IN THE' MERCURY 4"
RECEIVER DESCRIBED lN THIS ISSUE.

THE NATIONAL RADIO
EXHIBITION

OL YMPIA(:l~.)
UPT. \hh-ililio 1UC

THE LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY AND
SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton, London,

E.lO.

G33
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MORE RAIN!
G.B.S. AND B.B.C.
AMERICAN NEWS.
A CANDID FRIEND.

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

Ruminations on Rain.

S

TARING, for inspiration, out of the
window, I see a dripping garden
waved over by angry trees, windswept, and general anti-holiday conditionR.
Pro : Good for the lawn, the ducks and the
reservoirs. Con: Bad for holiday-makers.
cricket, cats, postmen. \Yorse, there arc
below me two. hefty youngsters, one of each
sort, robbed of a picnic. To content them
to-dav will be as easy as ten,~.hing a tortoise
to use a sextant ! 1 wonder what a woman
would do with 'em! ·what would Amv
.Jolmson make of the situation ? Radio
cannot cope with it-they grew weary oi
that somewhere about 1921). Shall I t~okc
off my collar aPrl start somethina strenuon>,
or t11ke the ccmard's wny ont-2.ml sny
Dad<ly "is awfully busy to-day."

Expedition. This outfit sailed last month
for the north, under Dr. K. Dumbrava. and
is well equipped with wireless gear. Call
sign: X 0 RC. Waves: 23. 40, and 65
nwtres, the last mentioned beina for
communication with the aircraft attached
to the expedition. Who will be the first
to report X 0 R C '?

TELLING
THE

Ariel's Criterion.

T

HIS wom'l.n business is all verv fine and
large, all due rPspect bein.g reserved
for Miss. A ..Johnson and her sisters
of the motor car and speed boat. I am far
from convinced that women are nwn's
equals in the field of action. For on<J thing,
they don't originate. Quote me no exception~, prithee, lest I arauc proof of the rule.
Hmvever, when firat a woman prodnces a
rertl advance in radio prscticP, hasC'd on an
original idea, I 1vill blimp my hcv,d thrice
upon the macadam and apologise for my
present refusal to be rushed off my feet
because of one or two elever and ehannina
d(1rc-devils who don't realise their luc-k. "'
G.B.S. and the B.B.C.
AYBE you missed your cop? of this
month's " Modern \YirclPss " !lecause of your preoccupation with tlw
S(1)t spa waves and all that. Don't clo it!
Now that you have returned to town and
your workalay mind, rush round till you
find an odd copy. You will wrtnt to read
about G. B. Shaw and the B.B.C. ! 'l'hPn
for consideration, you are offered details of
several new sets, a special sectiDn about·
"power br your set", a lot of short-wave
matter, and many misccllanPous articles.
all fresh and full of punch. A notable
shillingsworth.

WORLD!

I

T

is quite fashionable nowadavs to
accompany expeditions all over the
world-by radio. If you mie1sed making
c-ontact with the Byrd boys in. the south,
\\ hy not try for the· Rumanian Aretic

these improved models is the constrnction
of the lip ; odd drips do not get into the
casing and thereafter come tumbling into
one's drink. Good business.

American News.
ATEST despatch from Mr. Easter.
HR B ('l'egucigalpa, Honduras) has
raised its power to 2 K.W., and is
transmitting on 7()·9 metres ; should be
heard in Europe. Station W 8 X K, operates daily between 4 p.m. and 2 a.m.,
CL;\LT.; and on \Vcds. and Sats. on two
oxtm transmitters, from 12 noon to 4 p.m.
(l(l·i m.) and from\) p.m. to 4 a.m. (48 m.).
His usual wave-lPngth is 25·4 m. The
.Federal Radio Commission ha.~ authorised
the ~lntual Telephone Co. of Haw9ii to
work cm wavc-h:ngths ranging from 1 1·9 m.
to G·36 m., for two-way radio-telephony
amongst the islands of the Hawaiian group.

L

Something to See.

M

AKE a note in advance of the International Exhibition of Inventors
which is to take place Oct. 1st-l!th,
inclnsivP, at the Central Ha.ll, \Vcstminster,
nnclcr the auspices of the Institute of
Patentees. E1·erything there will be of
interest to active-minded people and it is
quite likely, indeed it is hoped. that the
exhibition will stimulate not oniv trade but
imagination and inventiveness. If yen
wish to exhibit some of your own work,
apply to The Institute of Patentees Inc.,
3(), Yictoria Street, London, S.\Y.l.

The Candid Friend.
A. L. (Cawood) writes one of 1 hose
lr>tlcrs which arc so artfully composed
of complimPnts and bricks that the sum
effect upon ono is a sort of shot grey feeling.
HoweYer, we do genuinely_ welcome his
letter, and shall be glad to have another
whPnever he has something to sav " to the
point." He wants more short-wa~e articles
-and other things, and this request has
bC'en handed to the editor in hope. Our
p:.lic,v is that although we may have a
circulation of 2,863,047 weekly (or thereabouts!) that is no reason why we should
not try to please everybody.
T.

M

Another Chance for Explorers.

RADIO EXCHANGES.
FARADAY CENTENARY.
SPAIN TRIES AGAIN.
BOW NOT TO EARTH,

J

A. new terr«;'r in loud speakers is this giant
Stcmens, whtch can be heard telling the world
over distances up to 15 miles.
An Objection Met.
HIS being the season of alfreBco meals,
I may perhaps mention appr·:->priately
enough that the objection tc the
taste of the cork of the vacuum flask. which
I raised some time ago, lm~ bt>cn mPt, for a
Colombo reader has sent me a page of a
dealer's list offering vacuum ftasl{s with
glass stoppers. Another useful feature of

T

Have You Yachted?
HIS enquiry doe3 not refer to the
Liptonish sort of "yot." It is the latest.
slogan of select short-wave circles,
a'Kl the "yot " in question is the yacht
(Coi!limwd on next 'fXI>Ile.)

T
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"Elettra," that is, Marconi's yacht. The
inventor wa~ still busily experimenting
with his telephony apparatus as recently as
July)S, when J. P. S. was happy enough to
pick up the signals on his Screened-Grid
Three, a shol{t-waver described by \V. L. S.
The yacht was then at sea, 50 miles from
Home. This is an item which no keen
annteur should miss ; no log is complete
without a Marconi yacht intercept.
The British Expedition.
uT supposing that you lmve already
successfully yotted! Well, have you
· followed up the British Arctic Air
Route Expedition which sailed in the
" Quest," Shacklcton's ship, on ,July 6th,
to investigate an all-British air route
across the frozen north to Canada. There
will be a short-wave station at caeh base
camp in Grt>enland. (l\fullard's valv0s, by
~the way). I haven't the wavc-lt>ngth and
mtll-sign by mt> at the moment, but I will
try to squeeze them in next week.

B

Radio Exchanges.
HEN the idea of a radio cxelmngc first
brg::m to be put into practice, I used
to record in these columns Hu~ opening of eaeh new exchange. But the thing
ran away from mr, and now the Postmaster
General tells us that at June 30th last, there
were fifty-six exehanges, with a total of
12,172 subscribers who for small weekly
payments receiYe the programmes at loudspeaker strength. I am of opinion that,,
subject to the vagaries of Town Councils,
who have queer notions about aerials, this
system is going to grow enormously.

Street as assistant to Sir H\cn~phrey D,t•:y,
whom he eventually suceceded <t>i FrofesBor
of Chemistry. The celebrations are fixed
provisionally for September 21st, 22nd and
23rd, HJ3l, followed by a Fl\raday Exhibition at the Albcrt Hall for ten days.
The Famous Diary.
HE most important celchration of all
will be the publication, in 6, or S
volumes, of Faraday's diary of his
experimental work. It is hoped that two
or more of the volumes will be ready bv
September, 1931. To book-lovers this will
be an event. Even now I can smack my
lips over the reading of the great man's
daily nobs, hut I hope that in their laudable anxiety to make a good job of the
undertaking tllf' Institution will not arrange
for a production which will he costly Ley•Jnd
the general puhlic's pocket. At a few bob
a volume there may be some hope for you
and me.

T
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SHORT WAVES.
A correspondent r1eclares that he always
sleeps with his head beneath the bedclothes.
We suppose he hasn't the plncl< to go next door
and ask his neighbour to switch off the wireless
set.-" Humorist."

W

International Wireless Chart.
O those who love map~ and charts I
commend the new international radio
chart, which has been issued with the
assistance of the Dansk Itadio Aktieselskab.
It does not register broadcasting stations,
but wireless coast stations and wireless
beacons and fog-signals all ovPr the world.
It measures about 45" X 33" and costs 10s.
It was prepared by Pxports and would be
a useful addition to the wc,lls of a club or
keen radio "fan." Th0 chart is sold from
the office of the Rcandinavian Shipping
Gazette, Copenhagen, K., Denmark.

=

= out."

=

T

"Dagenite."
T first I thought that the salnbrio11s
district of Dagcnham had been the
scene of the discovery of a new
element. But no ! "Dagenite" is the
name given to the new accumulator by the
Ntttional Accumulator people.
I make a note of this because it is a good
plan to keep an eye lifting for wlmt other
folk are using-and I happened to spot that
these particular cells were used for the
· television demonstration at the Coliseum,

A

The Faraday Celebration.
HE arrangements to celebrate, in
September, 1931, the Centenary of
Faraday's discovery of electro-magnetic· iriduction, which was the ba.<~is of
electrical engineering are proceeding steadily under the auspices of the Royal Institution, and the Institution of Electrical
Engineers. Faraday came, in1813, a youth
of 22 years, to the R.I. house in Albrma,rlc

T
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Ma.nager of Boiler Factory : " Listen, men,
we've stopped the work to tell you the B.B.C.
are going to broadcMt our noises-so be
careful of your lan~uage."-" Passing Show."

*

:=

•

OUTSIDE THE BAN.
Coventry City Coun~il has prohibited noises
_ by gramophone or wireless in public places.
, Politicians and ntbPr nuisan~es, however~
:= , will atill be tolerated.-" Birmingham Daily
Mail."

*

__

*

TELEVISION AND THE THEATRE.
~
·It is reported that Stanley Lupino, in an =
interview concerning the ultimate future of
the theatre, recently said :
"There won't be any theatres, but people =
will sit at home and press buttons and get
their theatrical stuff by radio and television.
But I won't mind, because, having taken
monkey glands by then, I shall probably be
too young to go on !he stage."
=

=

*

~'

*

WRONG STATION:
Father was tuning-in the wireless set when
suddenly he gave a howl of pain.
" Whatever's happened ? " asked his wife.
" I believe I'm getting lumbago," he
replied.
Hill wife sniffed contemptuously,
" Whatever's the use of that? " she asked.
"You'll never be able to understand what they
are saying.'' - ' ' Answers.''

=

=
_

=
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Valve Development.
OT for a moment is it to be believed
that the valve has reached the peak
of deYclopmcnt. It is ]·evealed that the
chief engineer of the Do Forest Radio
Company has invented a new form in which
the grid is caused to rotate by the impact
of the electron stream from the filament.
something like the Crookes _,, radiometer,"
in which four nmes are rotated by light
energy.
This new-old idea appears to present
interesting possibilities and we shall watch
closely for its emergence in the form of t1
finished instrument., repmting faithfully
to our readers. One claim made for the
revolving grid device is that it can be used
as a frequency ch:1nger,

N

D

Spain to Try Again,
LTHOuGH Spanish stations •?an he
heai'd, broadcasting in Spain--ns W!3
know the business here-is as dead a~
mutton. It nen:·r has lived. But now there
is a scheme afoot for reorganising the
~ystcm in the hop:) that the gay Dons will
become listeners and pay licence kes. A
30- kilowatt,; ~tation, fom 15-kilowatts
stations, and ~L short-waver, form th•? back·
bone of the plan.

A

A Visit of Inspection.
HA YE recently had the plcamr<' of
Yisitin"' at ,Crovdon the new fa.etorv
of thaf firm witft the royal and impa·i~l
initinls. R.I. Ewrything l saw imprcs;;cd
me with the feeling that I was looking at a
model lay-ont. The works are all on one
level, well-lighted and cquippt>cl, with
plenty of room for expansion. The most
important part of the wmks-i.e. the staff,
is excellently cared for ; there is even a
ga.rngc' for their private motor-cars ! A go·
ahead, virile organisation, complete with
now ele<::trificd sales manager. Good luck
to them. and may .they succeed in holdi.Ag
up the flag in the export market.

I

*

" All talks on the wireless, political, or
otherwise, should be confined to between 2
and 4 p.m., the only period when what
pugilists call the ' sleep punch ' can be usefully
l.elivered," we read in the " Evening News."
This !!ertainly sounds qulte an effective "wipe

Try the R.A.F.
uRING this time of widespread une1'rr·
ployment 1'!; is well to let as maby
people as possible know that the
Royal Air Force requires five hundred lads
between the agos of fifteen and seventeen
as aircraft apprentices for entry into its
fo\chools of Technical Training at Halton,
Bucks, and Cranwell, Lincs. Amongst the
jobs available are some for wireless operatormechanics. A fine chance for handv,
healthy fellows who don't quite know what
to do. Details from the R.A.F. (Aircraft
Apprentices' Depot), Gwydyr House, \\~hite
hall, London, S.W.l.

How Not to " Earth."
indebted to S. }I. F. (Dover) for tlE'CC
interesting . "snaps," a bright ln.te.:
and an anecdote, part of which I shvulrl
like to repeat for educational pmposcs. A
friend owned a fine four-valver which
ought to lnwe delivered all the good,; re·
quircd, bnt didn't. Apart from the fae:t
that the valves were being ill-treated
(another story!) S. l\I. P. found that the
"earth" lead was 40·ft. long. and made
of No. 28 D.C.C. run on insulated hooks
al,l over the house ! Inquiry rcveaJc.d that
the local expert who had installed the set
believed that an "earth" wire should be
as long, as thin and as insulated as possible.
No! Keep it short and fat and don't worry
about insulation at all.

I

.i,j[

Another Radio Story.
T is reported from the U.S.A.-without a
blink of an eyelid-that :Mr. J. IT.
Thornton, of Barnegat, N.J., "has increased the rgg production of his chickens
by 15 per cPnt by installing loud speakers
in their houses. 'l'his action, says J. H. '.1'.,
was the result of his observation that the
chickens showed " increased animation and
cheer" when he wa.s whistling or singing
around. Animation, perhap3 ; but cheer is
hard to detect in a domestic fowl, the
features b2ing standardised and only slightly
mobile!
'\'ell, there you are, amigos!
Americ::1 is a wonderful country.

I

ARIEL.
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is then' still so much mystery in
W HYradio
? There is no need at all for
t Amethods
friendly criticism of the present
it. What I mean is this. A firm
of the radio industry-

spends no end of money developing some·
thing really good in the way of a radio com·
ponent or accessory and thPn, instead of
telling the public the real facts a bout it,
they waste their advertising spaces by
filling them with colourful generalities.
There are a number of exceptions, of
course, there always are in this kaleidoscopic
universe, but the fact remains that many
manufacturers refuse to credit the radio
public with any real seriousness,

Where are They ?
Is it because they fear to frighten "lav·
men" with technicalitiPs? Jt it i~, it "is
hi&h time a leaf was taken from the book of
otor merchants. Here you find permalgamations of the " technical" and
· ~n-technical." You get all
tl16- .,glowing generalities artfully
interspersed with solid mechani,c:J,l data on which the discerning
··~~· ba~e their real judgments.
. m radio there is frequently
little differPncc between the annoumwrnents of the big. sound
concerns and the small frY.
Naturally, n proportion of tiw
btter are, in their way, just as
sound.
But where are to Le seen the
fruits of the huge organisations.
the big rcsearc·h staffs, and
>vhat not that arc part and pared
y;ith a number of the larger
manufacturera ? The fruits maY
be the adunl gPar mannfa~
tured-but that is not ahr:n·s
apparent to the uninit,iatecl. '

;

t
t

and an interesting suggestion that ~
merits careful consideration.
+

*............... . ._..............................*

real details about it are made generally
available.
·
·
Let me get down to brass ta2ks llnd point
out some examples.c·
There are manv fine H.T. batteries on
the market-! eoi1ld name a dozen makes
right away-but 'Yher()tre the advert[sements or leaflets that tell you the actual
facts about these batteries f And thev are
facts that no one need be afraid to pl{blish
broadcast. You are informed that such
and such a battery gives you silky powPr,
that it improws your rrsults and w on,

THE

"DX" DOCTOR

There should be none of this fear of teehni·
calities, beeause listeners would soon mana)l;c
to grasp the significance of the more im ·
portant details. Anyway, what advert.
copywriter would admit he couldn't teach
them very quickly ?
Then again what abont the loud speaker ?
-here indeed is a flagrant case. There are
heaps of excC'llent loud speakers being sold,
but I am convinced that those makPrs who
have the best ones would do a bigger trade
if they came right into the open with prcrformanee curves.

Wonderful Tone !
We arc told thrrt the '' X YZ '' lcntd
gives you terrific basa and c'.llossal
high notes, is wonderful in tone, etc. But
I am poBitive that a performH;r:c chart
would be much more convincin« cn'n b
the most inexpert !ist!'ncr.
"'
Admittedlv the
frequc·ncy
characteristic of the beot loud
speaker in the world wonld look
pretty'' dud'' compared with th;1 t
of a
··
L,F. trandormer.
but is it not possible to p1cscnt
the c~se for the loucl spl'nkcr i"
other ways ? 0£ course it i:'. anrl
most of 'the manuhetun·r,~ must
know how to. although goodnes.'l
knov;~ v.hy they eh n0t act ou
thl'ir knowledge.

spe:~ker

Enterprise Needed.

A loud speaker io not 3. tt:'.;:;ic,·:c!
instrument that has to play swec·t
tunes of its own ; it i~ an dPctrical dcYicc the purpose of which
is to handle a medlPy of electricttl
frequencies ac' efficiently a' it can.
To ren'rt to the motor-cM
simile o:H:e more, if a manufacPretty Picture:; !
tun:r of a motor-car were to keep
the horse-powt>r and number and
vVhaltevcr pretty pictmes \H're
Dr. Fowler, the Health Officer for the district of Columbia, built this foursize of eylindt>rs of one of his
valve short-waver, and regularly receives programmes on it from Australia,
drawn around a ear or motorEngland, Holland, and other distant quarters.
models a bsolutclv in the dark and
cycle of a certain make, and
shouted that the· car had terrific
\~hatever the maker's name and
spePd. colossal aceeleration, etc., he wouldn't
But such statements ure mere gem·ralitie•
brand it carried, you would not bu_v it if
get away with it. People would be susyou were not, given t!'chnical information snch as can be said moderately safely about
any not-quite-up-to-the-average battery.
pieious-at least, most people would.
~s to its horse-power, its petrol consump·
\Vhat the discriminating purchaser ·wants
But apparently no one worries about
tion, its brake-power, its actual road perto know is how long such a battery might
a radio component's specification overmuch.
formance, and so on, would you ? But
However, again I must add that there are
·would you buy a piece of radio gear without last in various circumstances (a fair approxiexceptions. Indeed, in cases there are very
mation being quite permissible). its internal
first acquiring similar information about
notable exceptions, which only goes to show
~·esistance, its maximum life " off load " (its
it ? I am sure you would, because if you
what can be done.
didn't there is a lot of wireless stuff you shelf-life-a "dry" battery deteriorates
(Continued on paqe G52 ~
would never buy at all-as often so few even while it is not in use), etc., etc.
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PITY- THE POOR ETHE-R! !
Ever since it was first postulated, the et~er has been th~_subject of fierce controversyand contradictory statements. But here is an article showing it in
an entirely new light-an object of pity!
ByN.F.E.

tt~

!

·~~~~~~~e••••~~~~~~~~~•~~~~~~~~·~~.

'' 'J"'HE ether," says Sir ,John Reith,
''should not be put at the mercy of
. inoney."
"The ether," ~p,ys the "Morning Post,"
" fdlOulrl not be put at the merry of Party
propagandists, who :t!rcady have r"mple
scopJ for their activities in the Press and
on the platform."
" 'l'lw ether is overcrowded and no more
wn,ve-bamls r-re avPoilable for British longw<we broadcasting stations," says an
pfficial of the B.'B.C.. when questioned
about the po.ssibility of duplicating i:i X X.
"\Ye must ::obandon the present hyp::>·
thesis pf the ether," sr,y~ Profl,ssor Einstein.
.. So-crJlrd ether \mves are merely the
manifestations of th<' ::dternating electroma.gnctie field of force which extends
through rJI space."

After all, how would you like to be fLt the
heck and call of someone who had powor
to make you carry out orders whether you
wanted to or not ? Orders which you
were sometimes blamed for and whieh,
when they were carried out, caused, for
Pxample, the "Daily Telegraph to state :
" In mere amusement the standard is
not above ' what the public wants,' it is

HOLED IN ONE?

What 'i'hey Say-

And so on. The above extracts are hut
a few from the many references to the ether
which lmve appep,r.ecl in the prms durin!.':
the last couple of wPeks or so, and they arc
wffieicntly varied to warrant a little cmnnwnt in this i~sue of "P.IV."
Sir ,John Reith has ideals about the
dher. To him, it is an all-peiTading
medium, doubtless designed by Providence
for the express purpose of enabling nation
to spPak unto nation-in a style, manner,
mode, call it what you will, as specifically
ordained by Sir John H,eith.
For example, the ether should be used
for the propagation of programmes "under
the auspices of the State, but not controlled
by the State." In other-words, in accordance with the principles of the B.B.C.
And one of the chief prinC'iples which
have been evolved at Savoy Hill-by no
]ps~ an authority than Sir .John Reith
himself-is tlutt the public should be given
not wlmt they want, but~vhat they ought
to have.
Educating the Public.
The policy of "gi,·ing the public what it
w<. nts " has no place in the scheme of thing.s
,,t Na,oy Hill, and with the inclispemable
Lid of the ether the B.B.C., as li"teners
m·e wP!l aware, puts this axiom into practice
-e~pceia!ly
en SundRy.'. <md dming
" t tJh:;.:; " hours.
Our ether, in short, has hcen commctnt!ccn cl. bv the B.I3.C., for a considcnoble
pol'l i<m (,f cr,ch day, for t Jw p«rpose of
:;iding m1d f\betting a sbtrcl policy of
giving the public sonwthing it dops not
w;>.nt ; or r~t lea>t, something it is con,idercd it does not wfLnt.
If hy fLIIY chanee something gets fLeross
whic·h the public does want, no doubt the
~ther squirms uncomfortably and hopes
th~ B.B.C. wont blame it. When unfori unr~te exceptions to a general rule like this
do happen the ether, no doubt, does its
best, r.ml gives extra assistance to atmospherics and what not; but the ether is in
r. delicate position, and we, at least, sympathisJ with it.

The etl:er has nnothcr justifiable cOc2·
plaint .. lt not only wastC's our time, bu:;
it is Jih nnc M i he old olnnihnses durirtg
perpc'(ualndt hour: it is overcrowded.
'' LiceJbc·d to catT~/ c:o many passengers,"
it hac; to p11t up \\'ith a number far in
ex<·cs,; of the normoJ.
_ Its f!U~rdimts, like i he 'bus inspector~,
nevPr sePm to be· there when wanted. No
wonder the' et hc'r feels a bit fed up with t h3
IntPrnational Bureau. and turns in pa,thcti<J
hewi!demwnt to old frienrb like Sir Oliver
Lod![e m1ll Cnptain Eckerslcy, hoping
af.!:ainst hope th2t .-<omcthing will b~ dono
about it.

a

It Doasn 't Exist ! ·
Aftc'r all, thP ether ha> Pxcellcnt credentials: ito chemcter has been v'mched
for by Hertz and Clerk l\iaxwell, and even
Marconi trPfLted it with consideration when
spark gaps jolted it persistently in the
stomach, and C.\\·. was unthought of.
And to ea p it all ProfesBor Eii1';tein now
turns round and. ~uppDrt ing the httc Dr.
Steinnwtz, practically !db the ethn to its
faee it doesn't exist !
\Yell. well, wlmt a life!
"\\'hen an electro-magnetic field is dic;turlwd by mcliations from a transmittin,c;
wire it cause.'> vibrations which affect tlw
receivin!.': ae'rial. and the receiver tmn~lfLtc:;
them back to t hC' mu,;ic or speeelt which
first produced them . . ."
In short, Einstein now contemb tint
the ether-,;-avc them\· is merelv a form of
worcb desi~nccl to £"nable scientists to fine!
t lwir wav ~ut of p, difficultv.
Pit~- the poor Nher! E'ven though it i'
told it doem't exist it still gets all th;
kicks. Howenr, like the old soldier. it
rcfusPS to die ; {ll'rhaps it will jus1, falb
::oway.
..................................... ~

HAVE YOU HEARD
THEM?

~

....• *••

Katowice, Poland, sometimes indicates the
industrial nature of its neighbourhood by
hammer strokes on an anvil as interval signals.

*

The Cracow station uses sleigh bells as its
:nterval signal.

*

The call of the cuckoo has been chosen by
Leningrad, Russia, on 1,000 metres, anil
Ljubljana, Yugo~Slavia, on 575 metres, as a
distinctive call-sign.

SIR OLIVER LODGE
Ottr Scientific Adviser-one of the great ~champion:;
o! the ether--is also a firm believer in the goo:l
old saying about "All Work and No Play---"

not what anvbodv ou![hl to want. In the
matter of information' there >·cems to he no
att~mpt. to clisiingui"h the proper fun~tion
of broa<l<'astin.!.': from that of the printed
word. TilC proper medium for elementary
instruction in any subject is reading.
Broadcasting is, as yet. a new force, and on
the whole it h~ts been in our country wisely
il,nd usefully organised. But its funetiom
and its limitations are not yet elearly
understood by those wi10 control it."
Now, no self-respecting ether likes to
hear things like that about its master. If
the worm will turn, why not the ether ?

Instead of sounding a gong or ringing a bell
the Wilno (Poland) station sounds a huntsman's
horn during p;;,uses in the programme.
A melodious gong struck seven times denotes
that you are listening to Stamboul, wh!ch work>
on 1,200 metres.

*

*

*

*

*

The nightingale's song used by Turin (Italy)
as a eaU-sign is well known, but it is not usually
rea,lised that a gramophone with electrical
pir k-up is responsible for this.
The loud ticking of a clock or metronome is
often the signal by which you can identify
statiom, as IUany of the Europeans use this,
ticking at a certain specified speed, to help
identification by long-distance listeners.

*

The Rabat (Morocco) station uses a metronome that bet>-fs'60 times a miuut~.

Popular Wireless, Augu.rt 23rd, 1931).
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are probably all quite familiar \l"ith
the main types of distortion eneountcred in wireless reproduction.
You know, for instance, that if signals arc
too loud for vour receiver, or, in other
words, if your' valves arc too .small or are
not operated correctly, overloading oc·curs,
and your rPsults acquire a harsh, rasping
quality.
Again, if on account of tlH' use of poor
transformers or a badly designed circuit.
your set does not amplify high not!'s and
low notes to the same extent. your rPbults
will be £'ither " woolly" or high pitchPd.
In addition to the abon troubles. however, you han· probably experienced what
can onlv be described as an " unnaturalness" about ~-our reproduction. You han·
felt instinctiwly that the transmission was

HOW EARS HEAR
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As the pitch of a sound becomes lower, the
strength must be very much increased before it
becomes audible.

all that could be desired and that your own
set was behaving perfectly. There was no
sign of overloading and no reason to suppose
that the Y!'ry high or very low notes were
missing, and yet something was not quite
right.
If this is the case, it is highly probable
that the trouble is due to the fact that you
are not obtaining from your recPiver 'the
..-olume that is most suited to the type of
programme to which you are listenin:;!".
An Interesting Experiment.
Consider first the case of speech. aml try
for yoursplf the following experinwnt : P..ead
to a friend a short passage from a. book in
an ordinary conYersational Yoicl'. No11·
move fifty or a hundred feet away from
him and read again. hut this time make
your voice louder until your friend hears it
at the same strength a~ before. But (and
this is the importaiit part of the expPriment)
do not shout or J'(!ise the pitch of !JOHJ' roice.

By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.
A thoroughly practical and fasci+ nating account of one of the most
vital aspects of radio reception.

!

t

*·-··~

*

You will find. and vour friPncl will confirm
the impression. tl1at your voic-e sounded
wr~- low-pitched and boom~·.
T!lC're vou haYe it ! As soon a~ the voice
becomes 'louder than normal, without being
raised in pitch (as in shoutin)?:). an impression of boominess is produced.
"That is all 1·erv ,w]l,'' vou may sav.
" but making your o\n1 voic-e iouder w'ithoi1t
shouting is ~an unnatural physical effort,
whPreas a broadc-ast transmitter llnd receiver take a natural voice and magnify it
electrically without altering the pitch.''
That is quite true, hut the effect is very
largely psychological. You will realise this
if vou think for a moment of the difference
between a convPrsat.ion as rendered on the
stage or on the "talkiPs."
The Case of the "Talkies."
In the first case. ~-ou are quite well aware
that the players are shouting (i.e. raising
their voices, both in volume and pitch). but
if the acting is !/OOd, enn at the back of the
theatre, speech is somewhat what you expect
it to be.
In the case of the "talkies." however.
the players are not shouting. hut taninrJ
so loudlv that thev can be heard all over the
theatre,' the res1ilt, as you know, bein;( a
boomy quality to which it takes you some
little time to become aeC'u;.tomed.
So much for speecl1.
\Yhen we. consider the repro<lndion of a
band or orchestra we have to clt•a\ with a
very large volume of sound. consisting of
music from several instruments. some hi!!hJlitched and some low-pitc·hed. En·n
though the wireless transmittel' am\ ~-our
own receiYer may be almost perfect. there
is another link in the chain whic·h i' not
perfect, and that is your 011'11 ern·.
Your ear is in sonw wa.ys like a r-r.Y.St<''.l or
anode-bc•nd cktedor. in 'that when' ~onnd'
fall bdow a certain strcn!!tlt it fails to dd<;•et
them. This tlops not aiJp]~- C'(luall_~- to ·all
sound,;. howeyer, for YPry low t OIWS rc·q ,_,ire>
to he mueh stronger hdore they lwconw
amlihlP than 1lo higher tones. \I'~ can plot
a rharadcristil' c·mTe of P. t·:nieal ear. just
U.3 -~·~T c:~21 ;.::f 3 -,..~£1_h-~:J ~~l·:!"':~ lP~ h'Y\Y tltr-

loudness of tlw weakest p;·rcPptihiP ~otuHl
varies according to thP pitc·h of the somul.
Such a curve is shown in rig. I. from
whieh you will SPP that as the pitc·h of •1
sound becomes lower. tllP stren!!th mw-;t lw
very lllUeh incrpased bdorp cit J>cC'O!lWS
audible.
"The Lowest Sounds Disappear."
E1·idcntly. then. if a complieatP<l souwl
suc·h as orchestral music is twluc·cd in
volnme, at a certain point thP low,•st 'ounds
will commence to disappPftr. ami more a ntl
more of these loll" tom•s will vanish as the
volume is furtllC'r Wlc'akenefl.
(C'oufilu1ed on J/UI }''':JP.)
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As the volume is reduced. so certain o! the sounds
become inaudible.
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Some Useful
Rome Constructors.

*·~··---.------··-*
TAPPING A FRAME AERIAL.

I

F you do any experimenting with a frame

aerial, you will find at some time or
another that you wish to make a
tap on it. Many frame aerials are, of
course, centre tapped, but this tap does not
answer all purposes of reaction and inductance variations.
A s~mple method of making a tap at any
point, no matter of what type of wire the
aerial is constructed, is provided by an
ordinary pin. You will find that it is an
easy matter· to push it through the insulation and between the strands of the wire,
which is' almost certain t<Y be· flexible. · ·
A flex lead can be twisted 'round, or
soldered to the head end of the pin for
making connection to the tapping.

Popular Wireless, August 23rd, 1930..
Condensers above n.bout 0·3 mfd. should
not be discharged with telephones, as they
hold a' large enough charge to cause
damage to the receivers. All you need
do with large-capacity condensers is to
short them after the two minutes with
a piece of copper wire.
A spark, whose size will vary with the
capacity, will indicate that they are O.K.
You will soon know how loud a click or
how large a spark 'to expect from a given
capacity condenser.
·
A REAL COMPARISON.

T is an unfortunate fact that it is impossible to keep the mind completely
unbiased.
For instance, if you are
trying to decide which of two loud speakers
is the better, and one is :m expensive one of
well-known make and the other, say, a cheap
foreign one, you will find that you are inclined to feel that the expensive one sounds
nicer even against the judgment of your
o\vrr ears.
,
Here is a simple tip by which you can
make a truer comparison of two, three or
more speake-rs. Arrange them close together
and all pointing the same way.
Next connect one side of each together,
and join the commo.nJead to one ou;tput
terminal of the set. To the other sides of
the loud speakers connect leads of exactly
the S~,Lme sort of wire and twist them

I

'WARE WET GROUND.
N nearly all portable sets a frame aerial
is wound round a frame of some sort
just inside the case, and generally this
means that when you place the set on the
table one side of tho
frame is parallel with
HILVERSUM'S STUDIO
it and barely an inch
away.
With a table or
other insulator this
has no effect whatever, but if you wC're
to replace the table
by a sheet of metal
joined to earth, it is
r1uite possible that it
would cause sufficient
damping to stop reaction effects.
This
would more or less
stop the set from giving results because,
as you know, there
are few portable sets
which will work without some reaction.
\Vhen you are out
of dooi·s 'with )-our
portitble, you probably pla9e it on the
ground, and therefore
if the ground is damp
you may get poor
The studio at Hilversum. Hilversnm employs 6·5-kw. power, and oper~tes
on a •·ather low wave-length of 298 metres up to 5.40 p.m. After thts a
results. \Vet ground
wave-length of 1,071 metres is employed. In the above photo an announcer
i~ a very good conis broadcasting news.
ductor, and would
have a similar effect to an earthed copper together until you rannot distinguish which
plate. is which.
So if you find results from your portable
Now sit with your back to the speakers
are not very good with it on the ground,
and connect up each one separately to the
try raising it a foot or so.
other output terminal of the set. You will
find it verv difficult to tell which is which
TESTING FIXED CONDENSERS.
loud speaker if they are at all alike, anrl will
ERE is ~ good way to test all your be able to judge them entirely from what you
fixed condensers.
Connect them hear.
momentarily across an H.T. battery
The object of sitting with your back to
o_f about 60 volts, and then leave them for a
the loud speakers is to overcome any
couple of minutes. (It is nece>!sary to give directional effect.; that might gi,·c away
them a good dust before starting the test.) which sneaker was which. The backwards
After the two minutes connect a pair of stunt is "surprisingly effective in doing this.
telephones across them, when you. should
Afterwards it is a very easy matter to
hear a good click1 which will be louder on find out which sn2a.kcr \Yas the one which
the. larger-capacity ones.
pleased you mo~t.

I

H

..... *

LOSING THOSE LOW ,.
NOTES.
(Continued from previoua page.)
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In order to obtain a clearer picture of this
effect look at Fig. 2. In Fig. 2a is shown
the same curve as in Fig. l, and a reetangle
is marked out to represent a uniform loudneJs at all pitches, which we might, for the
sake of illustration, imagine to be the sound
received from a loud speaker reproducing
an orchestral item.
If the volume js reduced, first a little, and
then considerably, we get the conditions
shown in Figs. 2b and 2c respectively. A
glance at Fig. 2c shows that not only is
sound as heard by the ear reduced in volume,
but that the lowest tones are absent.
Reducing the volume of o-rchestral music
thus has the effect of raising the pitch, so
that in order to obtain the most realistic
results the volume must be such that the
true pitch of the music is obtained. Obviously the volume which will furnish these
results is that which originally comes from
the orchestra, or, rather, the volume whieh
would reach·your ear if you were listening
at a reasonable distance from the concert
platform.
Vary the Volume.
It evidc·ntly pays, therefore, when receiving an orchestral programme, to obtain
the maximum possible volume from your
receiver, providing that you do not overload it, and this will generally be louder than
the volume which will give you the mcst
pleasing results when listening to speech.
In short, if you really desire to get the
best possible qu-ality of reproduction from
your set, you require to be able to adjust the
volume to suit the programme.
The various means for accomplishing this
cannot be considered here, but the ideal is
obviously to have a set capable of providing
a really loud volume, fitted with a convenient volume control for reducing the
signal strength to the most suitable level,
according to the type of programme that is
being received.

All H.T. accumulator contacts must be kept
perfectly clean, the insulation inust be dry, and
the accumulator must be kept properly charged,
if H.T. supply coupling elfects are to be avoided.

*

*

A large set employing a super-power v<:l'.'e
may take 20 to 30 milliamps from the H.T.

supply, and it is quite useless to expect a small
mains unit designed for 15 milliamps' supply
to work this satisfactorily.
:;:

*

Whatever form of H.T. supply .is used, it is
ger.erally an advantage to have a senarate H. I ..
plus lead to the different valves or ·stages 'in· a
three-, four-, or five-valve set.
·

*

*

If your L.F. transformer is provided with a

terminal marked " earth " or " E," . a .con,.
necticn from this point to the filament-earth
circuit can be made to improve stability.

u:n

more picturesque public personalTHEities
of broadcasting used to be in the
ranks of those actually engaged on
microphone work. But the persistent application of anon~·mity has had its effect
at the programme end. Public interest is
now more concerned with some of the administrative personalities.
Sir John Reith remains the outstanding
figure, intellectually, ph~·sically, and administratively. When I last reviewed the
personalities of the B.B.C. I paid due tribute to Sir John, but I expressed the hope
that he would cultivate some greater measure of toleration and urbanity than had
characterised him so far.
Sir John's Idealism.
Although I have not the tcmerit,v to
daim the credit, I am naturally glad to be
able now to record that when I met Sir
John at lunch the other day after a long
interval, I was captivated by just those
qualities of sympathetic understanding
which I had accused him of lacking.
I believe that a process of evolution has
"One a lon" wav in mellowing and enriching
the chara~ter 'itnd personality of the exe:
cutive chief of British broadcasting. For

THE INFORMATION CHIEF

- llr. Gladstone Murray is " establishing a reputation
for courageous and skilful public service."
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This
fifth and
article
of a vitally
informative
interesting
series "'
comprises a review of Savoy Bill's
great administrative personalities.
The work of Sir John Reith, Mrs.
Philip Snowden, Mr. Gladstone
MmTay, Mr. Noel Ashbridge and +++
Admiral Carpendale in the furtherance of the ideals of British broadcasting is discussed, and an esti- tt
mate of their success, individually
and collectively, is advanced.
+
t
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one thing, I cannot imagine that there is
now anv substance in the rumour~ of Sir
John's 'tyrannous temper and .Mussolini
methods.
For another thing, I do not beliew there
is any reasonable chance of Sir Johnlea.-ing
the broadcasting service for many years.
He remains, of course. among the first half
dozen chief executives of the Englishspeaking world; but he is much more than
this.
He stands for the Christian ethic in no
uncertain wa~·. and his high idealism has
placed the characteristic- stamp on British
broadcasting. Now that he iR taking a
mare ac-tiYe intere.st in imperial affairs.
1-iir John will beeonw a powerfut ally of
those who beliew that the salvation of
Britain is bound up "·ith the dPYclopmPnt of
C:reater Britain.
Those Sunday Programmes.
I still lun·e my quarrt>b "itl! Sir John.
For instam·e. l think he i,; quite \\TOll)' a bout
the Sunclc~;: pwgramme8 in not tolerating
appropriate mm•ical altenmtin·H to reli)!ious
services. Nor do I hold with tlw pr<'RPnt
educational polic·y of tl1P B.B.C'. ; these
National Couneib of adult edneation and
school education and 'o on han• far too
much to say about pro;tramme matter8.
But such complaint8 are not cntcial.
'fhp prii1cipal new lK'l';,onalit.'· of British
broadcasting is ::\lri<. Philip i"nowdc·n. To
understa ncl l\Iri<. Sno,nlen and )J('l' place iu
the broadc11sting firmament. one must begin
with her baC'kgrotmd. .l\lrs. Snowden iB the
einbodiment ~f Yorkshire sincNity. frankness. and unbending str<'ngth of diaradP!'.
Her powerful adn>caey has bt-en on thP
side of all the gre:~t pi'•J;\fl'ssi~·e morement.:;

of the past quarter of a century. For peace,
international and industrial ; for temperance ; for democracy ; for women's rights ;
for better and wider education; for music
and the arts : for good causes too numerous
to recount here, Mrs. Snowdon has toiled
unremittingly, always with distinction, and
usually with marked success.
Vlh{.m she became a member of the Board
of Governors of the B.B.C., l\Irs. Snowden
threw herself wholeheartedlv into another
field of public service. Realising the tremendous potentialities of broadcasting, she
regarded the present organisation of the
B.B.C; as a preliminary to a Department of
State in which the officials would have the
security and aclnmtages of the C'iYil
Service.
A Woman c>f Ideas.

l\Irs. Snowden a l.oo has .-err definite idPas
about the development of tiie musical sidP
of broadcasting. She wants the B.B.C. to
take a more definite and constructi\-e lead
(Continued
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AN ABLE ADMINISTRATOR

" Admiral Carpendale has become a stronge!
!actor for considered counsels and sta!.>le de•elopment.''

Poptdar Wi1·eless,_ August 23rd, 1930,
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in all such movements as the county
festivals, and also to encourage the popularisation of opera.
There is, too, the scheme of a National
Theatre. I think I would not be far wrong
if I said that Mrs. Snowden looks upon th'e
B.B.C. as a potential Ministry of the Arts.
i:luch ability, idealism, and character are
obviously a tremendous gain to the B.B.C.
A Popular Personality.
But the collision of temperaments lms
delayed their being turned to full account.
I believe, however, that co-operation
between Sir John Reith and Mrs. Philip
Snowden will be fostered under the a gis of

finds it useful i:o obscur·e hy ?, S!ll"oke-screen
of gentle cynicism and convincing misanthropy. That the B.B.C. has now embarked
on comparatively calmer seas is due in no
small measure to Gladstone )lurrav.
The uni,·ersal esteem with which he is
regarded in Fleet Street, and the steadily
augmenting profits from publications revealed in the annual reports of the B.H.C.,
arc proof that he does his ordinary worl'
efficientlv. But it is in the things that he
does outside his ordinary work that he is
of chief value and in which he is establishing a reputation for courageous and skilful
public service.
And now I come to Admiral Carpendale,
whose .-ery efficiency as a disciplinarian
caused me some doubts when last I discussed his place in broadcasting. But here,
as in the case of Sir John Reith, there is
progress to report.
The gallant admiral has much more to
think about now than whether the office-

RADIO ON THE RIVER

gramme side as well as on the purely staff
side.
Next to Mrs. Philip Snowden, the most
interesting new personality at Savoy Hill
is Mr. Noel Ashbridge, the new chief
engineer. Mr. Ash bridge had the advantage
of many years close association with his
predecessor, Captain P. P. Eckersley; but,
own so, he had a particularly difficult problem in taking o\·er from one who had
become a national figure in the job.
But it speaks worlds for Mr. Ashbridge's
personality and reserve~ of character that
he set to work qrtietly and confidently and
within a year is as firmly established as was
his brilliant predecessor.
Bt;.~icial Influence.
::\Ir. Ashbridge is a very sound teolmician,
which, of course, is invaluable now that the
regional scheme is being completed under
his administration. His technical qualifications are also as catholic as they are
thorough. For he is also able to handle the
Broadcasting House venture literally " in
his stride."
But it would be a hopelessly inadequate
account of the new chief engineer that
stopped with a recital of his technical
Behind his self-effacing,
qualifications.
quiet demeanour is a very decisive personality, with clear-cut views, and a steady
strength of character accustomed to get its
way perhaps more by incisive penetration
than by frontal attack ; but, nevertheless,
to get its way.
::\1r. Ashbridge is a close student of the
programmes, and is aware that as a member
of the Control Board of the B.B.C. he shares
the responsibility for the content and quality
of what his engineers put on the air.
I regard it as extremely fortunate that
there should be this influence in the inner
counsels of the B.B.C. Mr. Ashbridge is
eminently sane, and detached from any
specialised interest in programmes.
Ho would interpret the wishes of the sane
"man-in-the-street" rather more faithfully than any of J:-,js colleagues, and certainly more exactly than any of the various
programme specialists. More power to hia
elbow!
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The Bucharest station on 394 metres opens
its programme with five minutes of metronometicking, at the rate of 160 beats per minute.
A broadcast concert assi&ting at a picnic on the bank of the Thames at Henley,
is in the background.

1\Ir. Whitley, the new Chairman. If this
cO-operation can be made effective, the
broadcasting service will gain tremendously.
I would say that next to Sir JohA and
Mrs. Snowdon the other chief personality
now at Savoy Hill is my friend Mr. Gladstone Murray. He is both an old and a
new personality of broadcasting, but he
has come very much to the fore in the past
year or so.
Intrigue and strife ebb and flow, but the
Information Chief manages to focus in
himself the elements of stability and continuity. His success in politics, high or
low, is due, I believe, to an astonishing
capacity for detachment, and patent disinterestedness".
·His sole object is the success of the
broadcasting service, an object which he

boys are correctly dressecl or the typists
are on time. For five years he has been
the President of the International Union of
Broadcasters, and is now an established
figure in the life of Europe.
He is extraordinarily and deservedly
popular on the Continent, where it has been
discovered that he is not only a typical and
picturesque product of the British naval
tradition, but also a most conscientious and
able administrator as well as a shrewd and
effective diplomat.
The New Chief Engineer.
His success on the Continent has had its
effect at Sa \'OY Hill. Admiral C'arpendalc
has become a stronger factor for considered
counsels and stable development. Moreover, his views are countiEg on the p:ro-
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The Konigswusterhausen station (Zeesen),
on 1,635 metres, uses a 40-beats-in-ten-seeonds
metronome as an interval signal.
Sixty beats per minute is the interval signal
for the Belgrade station on 432 metres, and
Breslau 325 metres.
There is often very little ditierence between
a circuit used for short waves and that used for
ordinary waves, so that a great many ordinary
broadcasting sets when fitted with short-wave
coils can be operated as short-wavers.
Nearly all novices at short-wave work turn
the dials much too quickly until experienoe
proves how easy it is to lose stations altogether
in this way.
Short-wave enthusiasts nearly always wear
telephones instead of using a loud. speaker, s~
as to make sure that nothing is missed Whim
tuning·-in.
·
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OVERLOADING A UNIT?-MORE OVER-

LOADING--THE ii'IOVING COIL'S

FIELD~

A CURIOUS G.B. EFFECT.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by" P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
Overloading a Unit?
J. N. (Catford).-" I haw an A.C. mains
unit whieh was giving >ery satisfactory
results when used in eonjunction with a
straight two-valve recei1·er. I have now
converted this receiver into a three-valver
by adding an extra L.F. stage, and I have
placed a super-power Yah·e in the last
socket.
"\Yhen I attempt to use the mains unit
there is now a loud hum, and signals are
rather distorted. Could this be due to the
fact that the mains unit is uow being
oYerloaded ? "
Your explanation is corred-almost
certainlv, I should sav. The mains unit
eonstihites a rectifier ,~·hich feedR unidirectional pulses of electric-it~- into a condenser.
This condenser fills up to the brim and then
.1·ou can take steady current from it. If,
however, the load across the condenser is
sneh that it could. newr keep full, you
become aware of the gulc·hes of electricity
feeding into the condenser intermittently.
If you want an analogy think of a pump
which feeds water into a tank intermittently
in gulches. If there is a tap in the bottom
of the tank you can get a stead~· flow of
water from the tank ewn though the pump
is putting water into the tank intermittently.
But if you turn on the tap so full that the
tank never gets full, you will get an intermittent feed. The cure in vour case is a
mains unit with greater outpi1t, which feeds
in more electricity per gulc-h than the
present one.

*

*

so many ways of eutting down a signal that,
provided you ha\·e a sensitiw set, it should
not be difficult to c-hoose one, and the one
I suggest is to put a resistanc-e in series with
any particular tuned circuit. If this is not
enough, have a switc-h whic-h throw~ in a
potentiometer across a closed circ·uit ; keep
a rectified feed meter and always adjust the
rectified fet>d to tht> same value. unless. of
course, the station you are rect>iving i;; too
weak.

*

*

*

The Moving Coil's Field.
A. M. Y. ("'inc-he~ter).-" The fic-ld of
my moving-coil loud spt>nkt>r is fed from a
large H-Yolt ac·c·umulator. I notice. however, that the instrument &till func·tion~

FOR THE SET BUILDER

*

*
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A Curious G.B. Effect.
H. A. C. (Southampton).-" The last
n1h·e of my receivet· is of the super-powe1·
type, and I u~ually adjust the grid bias so
that the anode current is within the lim1ts
stipulatPd hy the mak('rs for the value of

*

More Overloading.
L. H. (Stamforcl Hill).-" Can you gi,cc
me an idea of the type of rt>ctifier nl I'P I
should use so as to prevent it overloading
when I tune in fullv the Brookmans Park
transmissions at fifteen miles, as~uming I
employ an S.G. H.F. stage without volume
control and an outdoor aerial ? "
Do vou not think it is bettPr to cut down
thC' volume coming into the aerial than to
be in clanger of overloading your deteetor ?
Do you nut think that a good method of
doing this would be to c-onnect variable
resistances in series with an\· of the tuned
c-ircuits that happen to be convenient and
which are _connected in the pre-detector
stages ? I personally would muc-h prefer
this arrangement, and always prefer to
think that the different ,-olnmes of different
stations are adjusted in the pre-detcetor
stage>~, so as, ideally, alwa.v·s to bring th('
detector to the same condition. ThE·re are

The moYing-coil loud spt-ak;•r work<, of
course, b~· putting A.l'. cunents in a coil
whic-h is free to mon· in a strong magnetic
field. 'rhe magnetic fif'ld is citoated by
passing current tiuough a coil whic-h magnt'tises an iron circuit ; switching _off tlw
c-urrent from the arcumulator weakens, but
qoes not destro~-. the field. and so the loud
speaker continue's to work-but with far
less Yolume. l'nfortunately, however, thP
effect of a WPak field is to gi\·e a partial distortion, and the des.igners of the speakpr
would be ean•ful to work out their quantities
so that the necessary moyements, eddy
current losses, etc .. wc·fe work('(l out for n
constant field ; while the Yalue of this need
not be kept absolutely constant, its variation might be delpterious to quality. The
suggestion i.o; ingenious, but in praetice might
not gi1·e the best quality throughout the
range of Yolume~.

Of course you have a hacksaw, like the one on
the right, but have you a tenon saw ? (left).
It's surprising bow much better the small woodwork goes when this is used instead o! a larger saw.

when the aecunmbtor is di·.connec-ted, but
the Yolnme is decrpasecl.
'"From this it seems to me thnt a good
nrrangPment of Yolume control conltl be
effec-t~d b~· adjusting the fip\d c-nrrent b_,.
mrnns of a rheo~tat in one of the leads from
the a(·cumnlator to tll(' mugnet fiPld. b
thrre any objection to tloin:;('this ~ ''

H.T. I USP.
"Reeently. when r-:o adjusting the bias, I
carelessly omitted to switc-h off the filament
when I 'remoYcd the G.B. -plug. Much
to m~- surprise, the milliammett'r did not
show the Yiolent inerease of anodt> c·urrent
whieh should haye ocenrred. "'h1· is
this?"
·
ThC' effect you 1iwntion is quite common;
when you remoYe yonr grid plug you leave
the grid Pompletely diseonneetecl. Negatiw
partieles of elt'c-trieity were c-ollected on the
grid because your grid-bias batt<>ry had
eharged it n<'gatil·e. 1f the c-harge newr
leaked away that would constitutt' a n<>gatin• c-harge on thf' grid and would pre\·ent
tlw dectron flow from filament to anode.
(You could probably find that this is tru(',
lweause if you caught hold of the grid-bias
plug \1 ith one hand amlpul the other on the
earth,. you would se;• t hP current graduall~
rise because ~-on would be remoYing the
negatiw eharge from the grid.) If you have
an~- leaky components between the grid and.
earth that also would allow the anode current gradually to rise by leaking away the
grid negati1·e charge. You can try all this
in practice if you promise to S\YitC'h off H.T.
directly the C:\llTi'nt gc>t..; to a foolishly high
Yalnc.

..
Pcpda.i" H1 ireless, August 23i·d, H130.
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MOt:Arrr _concert, tda}"cd hy the

Continental· land-line svstem from
the Salzbtirg :Feiltival,\iri!l he heard by
J,ondon listeners on Saturday, Augnst :w.
Tt will be eonduc_t!"d by one of the nwst
distinouished German musician~, Herr
Bruno"' \V alter.
Th0 pro~ramme will indude the " HoffnPr " Rymphuny mul a
( ~uncerto in E flat, for two pianos a-lVl
orehcstra,
Sir Frederick Cowen's Music.
The mnsic of f'ir Fl";deriek CoWC'n. t lu•
:•minc-nt Midland eomposer, will figure

b.rg:ely in a concert to be given in thP Birmingham stnrlio on Flaturtby. Sep!emher G.
Part of his "Reandimwian Symphon.1·." ~1
\Hlrk inspirE'rl hy Kir Frerlel"ick's sen·ra!
,.i,its to Nonnw :cnd Swecl(·n, will IJc in·
~-luded, and also a pianoforte c·nnento,
written for l'adere1wki and played hy him
thirty years ago, will be hcnnl.
Tlw ('0ll<'PltO will be phyr-d clll Rq;tcmhn
(i hv \\'inifrl':l BrownE', who h•ls m<vk n.
mmln for hns:·lf hy broadc-ast in.!! piano.
forte conc-erto-; which are rneh· ]Je·,.n! bv
li>:t<:ncrs.
·
·
National Orchestra of Wales.
The Natiannl Orehf>fltra cf ""Hl<'c> re! mm

from holiuav on Bnndav, An:.!ust :11, wh<·n
with Kate 'iVinti:r (;'opi:ano) as s!ngcr, tlw\'
will be hl'ar:l in a string orchcstml programme from the Cardiff studio.
Other concerts dming the sam<' IH·•·k will
he uiven bv the orehcstra as follow,; : :\tonday, Sept."], .:\lusenm Concert; Tnc·,;day,
:Sept. 2, Afternoon cont.'ert in the studio 1Yith
J3ernArd Ross (baritone):
\Vcdnt'sda.~-,
::-l<•pt. !3, Symphony Concert at the l\ln~eum
( 1.15 p.m.), a Li>Iht Orchestral Proc:ramme
from the studios (4 p.m.), a.nd a progmmnw
of excerpts from Engli~h Lid1t Op<'ra with
1Iai Ramsay 17.1!) p.m.); flatnrday. S"pt. u,
l\hiseurn Conc:crt at 12 nocm·.
A Bach Cantata Holiday.

The Bach eantatas whit·h lmYc bcE'n snspended during the snmmer holidays, arc to
be resumed on Snmlav, Angus!- :n. Sonw
would say it is ~• pit}• the ·H.BJ '. remembered!
Black Country Comedy.
A play by a. Rtafl'onbhire doctor and
playwright will be 1wrformcd in the Bir-

mingham studios for }lilllttnrl HP\!im:al
listeners on :MonJay, SqJ(l'llliJC'r L Its
a.uthor is Dr. F. G. Lttyton. and the pby, a
Black Country <:omedy is said to be founded
Dn a lrtte story of life amtmg Ow prople
where he has his practicr. Dr. Laytonealb
the phty "The Invalid."
" Through the Looking Glass."

'l'wo performance.o; of Lcwis Carroll's
"1'hrough the Looking Glass," speuially

foreignE'r, and a description of how.peop~e
adapted for the microphone by Cecil Lewi:<,
_•
will be given in the London stucUos on of other nations look at Englan<\ ,
The 'foreigners so far seiected represent
Monday a.ud Tuesday; September l~th and
America, France, Germany, Italy, 'Turkey
ltlth. The fimt performance·"wiH begin nt
8" p.m., hut the second is· to start at 0.40 !·and-Russia. " Science and- Religion" is the
title of vet anothl'r series· of talks to which
p.m.-a most unusual time for seriou~
many >~C'l!-known pcrsonu.!it ies will conrarlio drama to be heard. 'l'hc reason for
this is to give children an npportnnity of tribntl'.
hearing the prrfmmaucc.
Old Favourites.
Talk Features.
_.-\lbcrt 'fownsend and "'1iss Grace ~idd,
:\Iajor \YaHer Elliot, }I. I' .. who_ is no
two artists whose first appearances before
stra.ngcr to the microphone, is to open a
the microphone goes back to the days before
series of twelve talks, the aim of which is to
there was any B.B.C., when they took part
give a compn·hensive picture of Africa from
in Uaptain Eekersley's experimental ti·ansall aspects. and which is one of scwral new
missionR from \Vrittle, in Essex, are taking
sPries arrang:ed for the autumn. Equally
part in the Midland Regional programmes
interesting is a series entit kd " Interon 'rhursday, September 4th. Miss Field is
national Conversations," which will consist
now soprano soloist at the Church of the
of <lebafes -between -an Englishman and a
Messiah, Birmingham.
_Cockles and Cocklill"g~;
An antiquarian, who
BEHIND THE SCENES AT 2ZY
has devoted many years
of study and inquiry
to that somewhat despised shellfish, the
cockle, is visiting the
Cardiff studio on ThurRday, August 28th, to
tell listeners all about
his discoveries.
He is }lr. George
Evrc Evans, the Hon.
Secretary of the Carmarthenshire Anti·
quarian Society, whose
research work reveals
that there are no fewer
than 200 living species
of the cockle. one of
which is sold in large
quantities in soiEe
towns round the coast.
The tit!<' of 3Ir.
Evans' talk is " Cockles and Cockling," and
he will deal particularly with the viJlage of
Llansaint, where the~
husbands do the housework and mind the
babies, '\hi le their
wives r1o cocklin•' on
This is not a vower-honse, bot a v(ew of the apparatus room at the B.B.C. 's
Manchester Station.
the Fe,:;_yside.
'"'
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FOR THE LISTENER
This. week our popular contributor-who is holiday-making in Italytells of his amusing experiences there with "Belinda," the portable set.
By " PHILEMON."

t
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The Proms.

y the time these Jllot~s appear, the new

B

Promenaue Concert season will hrive
open('d. The ad\·nnce programme has
waehcd me, and it is full of attractiye ite1i1~.
Most attrndi\'C of all will Le the uppearmwr! of the nPw H.B.C. Rymphony Orche>ltra
which has been organised and tt ained,,and
will be comlnctc(l by ·Sir Henry Y\Tood.
lt is 11ot. :-·ct q u i1 e at its full st rcngth,-but
nL1.V hl' cxped(·cl to gi.-c a good ac:cotint _of
itself. and in Lime ~hould take its place
high in the tlrst flight of the great oi·l-:hc~lras
o[ the world.
\Vc shall mer:t with old f1iemh; among the
vocalists; arid Artlmr C'<lttemll 11·il! he
ihci'e ! .Fe\v part::; of the B. E. C. rn·cg:·~4a:ill0~

t+
t

:

*

give more widespread pleasure than the
Rymphony CoRcci·ts ; and it is plPasing to
note' that, although old and favourite music
will dominate, new works arc to be prcFcntccl, notably a new Concerto by ,John
Ireland with Hclen Parkin at the piano.
Alice in Wonderland.

I hear that there is to he a revival of the
Radio n;r.o;ion of this immmlal fantasy
towards the end of Septembcf.
\\'hen I told Belinda about it, "And J
will he the Hed Queen!" she cTied, I s:1id
that Athene Seyler, who made a hit in th,•t
part on the first production, would not l:e
likely to stand do\vn for her. " Tweedle(Ccntinued on page ()50.)

·.
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Bt·oad.casting

Yot·k Minstet·
An intimate inside view of the complicated control work which is neces!'lary

when a broadcast from the famous cathedral is takiJJ.g place-work which m~&kes
all the difference between a well-balanced broadcast and a failure.
By OUR CORRESPONDENT.

just spent a bewildering morning
I HAYE
in the
most extraordinary
control-room.
B.B.C.'~

close collaboration between the B.B.C., the
military forces, and the minster authorities.
A bell rang. One of the engineers spoke
into a telephone and then reported that the
lines were through to Leeds.
"'Ve have two land lines from here to
Leeds," explained the" O.C." to mE'. '·OnE'
for 'musie' and the other for 'control.'
From Leeds the broadcast is distributed to
the various stations on the usual land-line
circuits."

The paraphernalia of broacka~ting seems
completely out of place in the Yenerable
room near the roinster organ (so near that
its panelled walls shiYer audibly in resonance
with certain of the bass notes').
York has such a genius for elaborate
ceremonial that a broadc·ast from the
minster gem•rally inyoJyes alrno!<t as much
fading and cross-fading of microphones as a
The Microphone Tests.
complicated radio play.
" Ask Leed~ if they want atmosphPre,''
The last time I was at York was on MilitarY SundaY. It was half an hom before the added to the man at the 'phone.
" Atmosphere ? " I queried.
broadcast ;yas dne to comnH·nc·e 'yhen I
introduced mn;df to
the three enr!ineero
STATELY AGE AND MODERN SCIENCE
in the yeshT. ~
"I snpp'ose that
now you ha Ye nailed
all ·those
tPnilic
echoes ·whic·h nsl'd tt)
distraet You hel'f•.
and now'that the
minster is pPrmanantlywin·d \\ith
microphone circuits ..
a broadcast ftom
here is just n matter
of routine ? "
7hat Echo.
""'ell, not quit<',"
he l'eplied. "Ifii one
o{ the worst plaep;.
for echa. These
massed banc!:::, yon
know. TheyarPplaying in the minstet
to-day l'ight undt>r
the great tower, and
the resonanct'.
\Ye had a test la~t
night (the bands Yery
kindl~- came along).
and at first the rewnanc·t' of some instruments was extraordinary. \Ye spent
a long time shifting
them a bout until we
tyot the l'ight balance."
I was imnressed
then, and "several
times later, by the

ne

In a little room, hidden by the architectural grandeur of our forefathers, sits the
broadcast engineer, surrounded by amplifiers, switches, telephones, etc., looking
after the vEry heart of the system wbich links cathedral and broadcast station.

" Crowtl noisE'S in the building before the·
st>rvice;' explained the O.C.
'Vith ten minutes to go he and his mates
made a final test of all the microphones
(getting an engineer in London to listen on
each of them in turn) and it was arranged
on the telephone that the am1ouneer at
Savoy Hill should make his announcement
at 9.47 a.m. and that all stations should
"come oyer" at 9.49.
Last-Minute Trouble.
At 9.43 an engineer noticed that the
"mnBic" line had become noisy. So had
the other. 'l'he fanlt was reported to LP<'dn.
At 9.45 the lines were Rtill noisy. The
engineers looked distressed.
At 9.46 "London" reportPd that fr-om
his end the lines "sounded'.' quiet. The
rdief of thi2 news was immecliatclv followed
by the tension and suspense of " going
0\"CI'."

,

Thwugh the n·stry door I could sec the
va.st audience '~hi eh packed the grC"at
minster. TlH'Y waited patiently for the
service or ceremonial (call it which you lik<')
to begin. But th<:y did not know that
reallv thev wen> waiting for a vocm" man in
a little room in LondOJl 200 Iitilcs ~way to
say his piece.
The engineer-in-eharge had seated himself at the "mixer ''-the boxes containing
microphone potentiometers. Eiaht lar"e
knobs, one of which was a spare, f~cd hi1~1.
He made sure that they were all at the
" off" position Pxcept one-the one controlling the microphone suspended over the
massed band~. .ffinginecr No. 2 sat at the
telephone. No. 3 stood at the door.
" 0\'er ! " cried No. 2.
'Ihe Relay Commeles.
No. 3 walked into the ai,.Je outside the
vestry where he could sec the bandmaster.
He made a signaL Immediately the musie
crashed out up to the vast roof throbbin.g
and re-echoing and out from the aerials of
a score of transmitting stations up and down
the land.
My watch showed 9.50.
'.I:he second band piece was Rawlinson's
".Maid of Orleans" overture. "'Vatch
this carefully for blasting," Eaid the O.C.
'l'here came a thunderelap of drums and a
blare of trumpets. Swiftly the "mike"
control was turned hack a bit.
After the preliminary band music the
service proper commenced and then the
cr.gi:1eer at the "mixer" really got busy.

..j

have J:een receiving rcque.sts for
time now for a pm:table set
W E wmc
desi,>n of a really ambitious kind,

ai,-inu a s~perlatiYe performance and rc~uiri~<~ no e-xternal accessories of any sort,
more particularly no aerial and eart.h.
Onr correspondents mostly seemed to
require snch a set for conn·nient home use
rather than as a tnw outdoor rn:ein:r, r,nd

-·====== .

Tte

I ea <l

marked 11)

is for L.T.-;-.
and (2)

is

for L.T. ner;.

is H.T.-'3, an<l !4)
and !51 are
G.B.-1 and
G.B.-2 re ..

(8)

Epectively.
H.T. +4 ie
marked (6),
and !7) in•

dicates the

L. S.

leads.

roh CS a fi.:_1C pC'rfOl'fi1a11CC C•'}
its built-in frmnc aerial:<, "'·,:l
i.s elaborate amino m1all jcJ
of work to undcrtakt:>.
Its scnsitiYitv Rnd seledivity arc both "exceptionally
good, and it is an extremdy
[\ttractiYc proposition. but
that just makes us all the
n1orc anxions to n1akc it q nito
dmr that it i;; c.,c:entinlly ~.
cct for the more ad,-aneetl
con,tructor. 1\'e do not \\'a.nt
the inexperienced reader to
be tempted by its many and
cbYious r; t tJ· actions into
r;ttempting a ta'k c·alling for
greater constrnctional "kill
than he hr;-; yet had timC! to
acquire'.
It is a set specially intenrlcrl
for the constmctor \Yho lw,;
}utd rt ccrta,ln an1ount c f

.

_,

/

This fine "all-in " set was evolved by gorlJli~~l(,all
speaker are inside the cabinet, but you ·gert:l!;u.lif&IJ'-3'
to choose from. Readers have often·

so did not mind whether we g;we them
what they wanted during the holi(Iay season
or not. ~Ioreover, they were emphatic that
they were not afraid of tackling something
elaborate, so long as it gave the results they
craved.

Truly, Some Set !
Here, then, is our response. '\Ve have
taken our inquirers at their word, and produced for them a set which is truly" all in,"

experience, particularly with screened grid
valves, and who feels that he can turn out a
job which is 100 per cent, correct, and know.>
how to adjust it and get it working properly.
This may sound rather a strange wav to
write abou't a set which we haYe praised so
whole-heartedly, but it is only part of our
settled policy of trying to make perfectly
clear the exact application of every ~et we
design. Only by helping our readers to

"SEEN ON THE SCREEN "

dwo'e just the ri~ht sc·t to wit them-can we• ·
S<'lTe their intPrests best.
,
Xow, the fa.ct i.,; that the more :uh~anrcd type of
portable is really a set in a dass h~- itself. His an"·
instrument which \\ill ,eland no liberties. and -de:.'
mands that it be matlc up with c·xtremcly ·careful
attention to ewry
constructional deA SLICK-fi001{1
tail.
For one thin£!, it
has not the po1Yt>rful help of tht:> large
pick-up of encrl[y
of an outside aerial.
It depends upon the
Yery much smaller
pick-up of a frame
aerial, and so a very
slight lowering of its
efficiencv due to imperfect • workmanship, unsuitable
c o m p on e n t s, or
what not, may make
all the dillerence.
Note the simplicity of the frame lail!ial
Again, it lacks
one coil uni.t to the other. DllfAmmtiil<rl
the soothing infinable refinement il~·.ti ~
lJ!IIIIttttllllttttlllttlttllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllltlllllllttttttlllltllllllltlll
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THE PARTS YOli Nl
Lissen, Dubijier,
1 " Favourite " type cabinet with
5~-in. baseboard (Cameo).
2 600 or ~
1 14 x 7 ins. panel.
(Ready ·
2 ·0005-mfd. variable condensers
Paroussi,
ril
(Lotus or other compact type, 3 Horizontal .. YPE
e.g., Formo).
(W.B.orll
2 Small vernier dials (Igranic
etc.).
Junior, or similar type).
1 Ordinary
type neces · .· -1
1 ·0001, ·00013 or ·00015-mfd.
differential reaction condenser
Lotus, Fo · 1 E
(Lissen or Lotus, Ready Radio, 2 H.F.chokes~w
etc.).
or Lissen;:Jifllgil
1 L.T. switch (Igranic or Lissen,
etc.).
-~
Lotus, Benjamin, Bulgin, etc.).
1 ·0003 ".ntfd. :· . fi
1 Double-pole change-over switch
(T,C~ w#sel
(Wearite, small type).
lard,.Edi&iV;!l;.li
2 1-mfd. condensers (Lissen, etc.). 2 ·001-mfctt'xft!fixE
1 2-mfd. condenser (T.C.C. or
(T.C.C:1 ,cm• .ll

·.

~
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·All the· necessary ·screen ·dimensco:IS are.

sh~wn

on this illustratioll.
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FOUR
Designed and Described By
The " P. W." RESEARCH DEPT.
~~"'out " for efficiency.
~~magnificent volume

Aerial, batteries and loud
and plenty of programmes
'P'i'W•'' for a hot portable 4-valver-this is IT!

ence of an ('arth connection, anrl so its ,;labilitv C'an
only be ensured by careful attention to mattPrs of
·. scre('ning and lay-out. This is rcndere'l particularly
·important by the way everything must he comprc>ssed
to get it into ~t reasonable sized caLinet.
.. i'here, we have said enough t'l make it pretty
dear that the design is one for the
CIRCUIT
more advanced
reader. and we must
not go too far and
alarm even this
type of constructor.
There is no reason
why he ·~hould not
build it successfully, and we are
sure that if he does
he cannot fail to be
delighted with the
result.
Our own model
gave an extraordinarily fine perform·
ancs on trst.
It
!ial~hing, and·the easy change from
separated the two
il/DBCltion is embodied, and another valu·
Brookmans Park
iiDt filter !or the loud speaker.

<ING
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transmi;sions with the greatest of ease, with quite a, large
space between them, and it
brought in the Midland
Hcgional at excellent volume
with only just a trifle of reaction. (It could be heard
at moderate strength on the
speaker with no reaction at
all.)
The strength of tlw locr.l
programmes,_( about 15 miles)
was so great as to over!o?.d
the last valve heavily.
It was
nee e ssr.ry to
cnt the
volume
down.
and to
(lo so Rtdticientlv
we found we had tc>
turn the set so that
the frame aerial was
nearly at right angles
to the direction for
maximum ;trength.

Selectiviiy was extremely good on both
wave-bands, and tuning was consequerr<:Iy
very sharp on the dials. Indeed, just a
little praetice is required to get the knack of
running them in step before searching can
he accomplished successfully.

Sharp Tuning
It is not really difficult, but we think it as
well to mention the point for the bem·iit c•f
those renders \Yho have he('n accustomc•l to
the relatin'ly broad hming of the <t\"f•ra~e
set workin!:! on a,n ouL;ide a('rial. Thev
mi~ht othe{·wisc be inclined to ima.ginc ther:e

Punch from Paris
The rea(lcr will
nndcrstand, of conrs<:,
that in common with
all frame aerial sets.
this reeeiver must be
turned about in va.rions
dir('ctfons to get the
maximum volume from
the different stations.
On going over to
long waves by shifting
the plug controlling the
This shows the general
frame aerials and moving the wave-change
switch 5 X X came in at excellent volume
with very little n·action.
On tuning with
a little more care and using a moderate
amount of reaction, Radio-Paris was picked
up, and likewise gave loud-speaker strength
quite suffieimt to he ('njoyable.

arrangement o! the interior--a triumph o! compact
efficiency.

was something wrong on finding that quite
close tuning was needed before they could
hear even the local station !
A little practice "ill show you how to
handle the dials, and then you will discover
(Coni i nued on m:rt page.)

HOW THE POWER IS PACKED IN
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NEED TO BVILD IT.
ier, etc.).
1 2-meg. grid leak and holder
m resistances
(~ubilier, or Lissen, etc.).
and Climax, or 1 B.S.G. 20 coil (Lewcos).
te, Bulgin, etc.). 1 R.C. unit, anode resistance ±
ype valve holders
meg., grid leak 1 or 2 meg.
(Lissen, etc.).
'\.Junit, Paroussi,
1 L.F. transformer (Lotus, or other
very small type, e.g., R.I. Hyperholder (small
¥·here). (W.B., or
mite, Lissen Hypernik, Varley
Nicore, Igranic J ., etc.).
l Benjamin, etc.)
.eweesand Wearite, 1 Output filter choke (R.I. Hyper!gin; Ready Radio,
core, or other very compact type).
Materials for coil and frame windings (see text), piece of wood
. fixed condenser
15 by about 2 ins. for amplifier
iSeJ:l> DUbiller, Mulbaseboard, sundry plugs and
& 'Eetranti, etc.).
sockets, loud speaker assembly
~xe&! :(• condensers
(see text), screens, etc.
llimt> ete.).

~

#
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JilrAGGER ·. ·YOUR PALS!
·,.
',
c'.

Colllll8re this with,the wiring iliagram overleaf. (1) is 'the S.G.'s resistance, R., and,(2), (3) and (4) the
aerial tuni11g, B.F. tuning and reaction condensers respectively. (5) is the home-made eoil, and (6) the
B.S.G.20 coil. The decoupling resistance R, is shown at (7).

*~~~~~~~~~~·······~·*

t THE "MERCURY" FOUR t
!
fr(.·lil
l
(C(u,!iNued

z.rctious paye).

·······~·~··~··~~·
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that it is even possible to tune-in the foreigners quickly and easily, in which the
differential control of reaction is a great
help. Actually, you will discover the set will
bring in quite a lot of foreign stations on the
speaker after dark.

PLUGS TO SOC,.,.ET~·
ON 8AG.EIIOARD.

\Ye have now given you a general idea of
the set's capabilities and characteristim
and there we must stop. A receh·er lik-3
this calls for pretty detailed treatment
and this we shall be continuing in our lll'xt.
issue.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

POLAR UNIVERSAL CONDENSER.
HE new Polar Uniwrsal Condenser is so
designed that it can be used singly in
the usual way, or ganged in two o~
three units, and the single hole fixing is
duplicated at both ends so that it can be
attached to screens.

T

It is one of the trimmest and vet most
robust condensers that I have ·come aeross.
lt is made of hard brass throughout, and
you will find it a difficult job to make the
moving vanes bend over to the fixed vanes,
even if you tried to do so.
Nevertheless, it is not cumbersome, and
lu:s clran lines and is wry nicely finished.
It can be fixed down to a baseboard bv
means of four screws in addition, or as weil
·as single hole panel mounting. There are
ball bearings, and the mowment is well up
to Polar standard, which is saying a lot.
There is an extreme}\· small amount of
.c;olid insulating materia!'in the structure, so
that its di!:'lectric losses arc practicall~- nil.
Altogether it is an excellent produdion.
lt is quite apparent that Messrs. Wingroye
and Rogers are still manufacturing " to
form"!
The price of the single l'niwr,al C'on(lens!:'r is 7s. Od. for the ·OOOJ mfd. and 7 '·
for the ·0003 mfd.

WONDERFUL VALVE CHARACTERISTICS.
If valves continue to improve at the same
rate as they haYe bel'n improving this last
few years, the future has some matTels in
store for us ! At present there is no cign at
nll of a slackening-indeed, the pace seem>
to be growing faster.
For instance, I haw ju~t received one of

the Jl('\\' o~n·m P.X.4 Yah-e:<.
The P.X.4 was a Yery good
nthe. bnt \rith it~ new characteristics J do not know of
anoth(·i' Yaln' in its class that
can tom·h it.
It is an output power yalve
with a 4-volt filanwnt taking
·(j ampl'rl's. It only needs 200
volts on the plate. It has an
amplification faetor of 3·5, and the extraordinarily low impedanc-e of 1,050 ohms.
Its mutual conductance is 3·3.
It is, of coursP, primarily designed for
use in A.C. sets, the filament being directly
heated. But it can be operated in a D.C.
outfit, the filament current being supplied
bv a 4-volt acc-umulator.
'And in this connection it is obvious that
the P.X.4 is ideal for D.C. mains, as with
these voltages above about 200 are seldom
availablr-. It enables the D.C. enthusiast to
get results comparable with those given by
the LB.5A type of valw, a valve which
necessitates an H.T. voltage of some 400.
Katurally the P.X.4 demands a fairly
l1il!h anode current, and ewn with about
30-Yolts grid lJias some 50 milliamps will be
recorded "-hen 200 yolts arl' used. However,
you get full repayment in the way of undistorted power.
On test \H' found the new P.X.4 just as
excellent a~ its characteristics would indicatl'. lt Pna bled a large moving-coil loud
speaker to b(· ope1ated at robust volume
with a mnrgin of power to spare. The
P.X.4 co:,ts 26"'.
PILOT RADIO COMPONENTS.
I recent!~- ~pent' an hour or two testing
a hunch of American eomponents. :From
a patriotic point of view, I can only hope
that this particular bunch repn'sents the
best that America
can do. If they arc
merelv of ordinary
Americ-an standard.
then all I can say i~
that
till' British
manufacturl'r must
pull himself
together!
But I do not
think theY arl' hl'cause the,: are Pilot
Radio ccnuponents.
and the name Pilot
is of world - \Yide
eminence.
Th;cse Pilot compmwnts \H'l'E' ~Pnt to
me for examination
hy Thos. )L Howle~-.
Ltd., of Birmin)!ham. ThPse people
are the sole distributors for Gt. Britain
of Pilot Haclio gl'a~·.
I like particular!\·
tl1c- Pilot Knob Ty:ie

Switch which is of the quick action variety,
and is capable of handling three amperes
at 220 volts. It is a quite small one-holepanel mounting component, and it is provided with a large insulating knob. The
easy turn of this knob is accompanied by
,that most excellent snap action which
rl'presents my ideal in switches.
Then there. is the Pilot Volugracl, a potentiometer cleviee full of good points. And
the Pilot L.F. transformer is a component
that spea.ks for itself in a set ! If it is not
better tlum any British tmnsforuwr it is
certainly superior to many.
=:t!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli!;

When you are Boying(28)

A KIT OF PARTS.

Make sure that it really is the bargain
it is claimed to be and that all the components are of good quality.
You are quite safe with kit suppliers
of known reputation, but a kit that is
proffered by an unknown concern or a
local supplier may be full of concealed
snags.
Little items of vital importance may
be represented by absolute junk.
Also, the panel drilling might prove
a very roughly-carried-out job. (The
big kit people drill their panels by the
dozen at a time, and use " jigs " to
ensure absolute accuracy.)
The above applies to kits of parts for
"P.W." and other such designs ; the
special kit-sets due to various manufacturers are generally only sold in special
sealed cartons to ensure that the parts ~ are not replaced.
~

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~
FOR CONE LOUD SPEAKER.
Messrs. J. H. Weedon, Ltd., of East Ham,
recently sent me a sample of their self-centre
extension rod which is designed expressl.v
for double linen or single-cone loud speakers.
The retail price is ls. 6d. Its use obviates
the usual stretching rods, while a small
ball-socket movement enables exact centreing to be obtained. It is a wry ingenious,
though a quite simple and easily-us('([
article.
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"Do you think they woulcl be better still if
I now get a ·0003 instead of ·0002 '? H's so good
at present that I don't wnnt to alter it unless
it is going to be a worth-while alteration."
\Ye shoultl leave wdl alone in tlJC eireumstnnrr~.
The value of the G.C. is usnallr not Yery <Titkal.

although there arc combh:iat.ioiB Of grid leak awl

r-onrlcu~er values that give be~t re.:;;ults in variou"
circum··tanccs so that deviatiow;; fl'om speeiiied vn!ne;:;
should not Le lightly undertaken.

FADING ON FOREIGN STATIONS .
.J. H. C. (Olrf Tra.fford).-" J h::;ve just com·
plctcd the" Xentypc Four," which is function·
in.g w<>ll except on distant stations, where it is
itu:li11ed to fad.it\g. l atn using cqrrect c01nR
poncnts, and have attended to aerial, earth.
de. What are your suggestions to dispense
with this fault ? "
It nE dcprnrl~ upon what you mran h;\· ., fadh1z,''
you rc-ally rneau hmw~t-to-p:oodnPss fadiJJf!.
there is no cure at niL AI! long-distance reception

for if

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E,C.4.
The Etlitor 1~ill be pleased to considn ~~·ti~Ies rwd photofll'f!-Plls dralillg u:ith all subjects appertainino to v:ii'Ples/1
wo1·k. T11e Edttor cannot accept resporzslbillt1/ tor manuscnpts or pl1otos. Ever!J erne will be taken to rett&n!
ft!SS. not accepted for publication. A shllllfJPd and atldl'essed e1welope must be sent with every article. All

inquiries conr.e1·nino advertising rates, etc .• to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Jtiessrs. Jolut H. Lile, Ltd.,
4, Ludoate Circus, London, ·E.C.4.

Tile constructional articles t:J11ich appear from time to time in t1!1·s journal m·e fhe outcome of HsearcT1
alld expuimental work carried out 'With a riew to impr·oviti(J tl1e technique of wireless 1eception. As much V/
tile information given in the colttm!ur of this paper co/lceti!S the mo.~t recent det:Plopment.ot in tf1e radio world,
some oJ

t11e

.Jlll!lJ be tl1e subject of Letters l'ate11t, and t11e

ar1·ilnoements and specialities tle:o;CI'ibell

fl!itat~"ur

and t11e trader would be well advised to obtutn. pel'miS8/0it of il1e patentees to use tl1e patents befol'e clolll!J so.

when large currents and high voltagcs are
requir~d.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

Alternative makes of tran~former can be
chosen from the particulars of voltage rating~
given for the various windings in the original
descript,ions of the A.C. Sa.fe Power Senior,

IMPROVING SELECTIVITY.
G. M. (Coventry).-" l\fy aerial is nearly

lOO feet long, and I am told that if I cut this
down a bit I should get the flat tuning reduced,
and almost the same strength. Is this true,
or is there any better way of doing away
with the flat tuning ? "
The idea that the longer t11e aerial i" the hetter
has lon(l: since been cxp1oded. Althour.!l1 one lmndrrd
fcrt in length is the limit hnposrd by the P.Jf.G.,
jt is verv rarclv that. there is any 1wed for more thau
70 feet Or arrirll "·ire linclmlin.cr the le<HlRin).
]n a great many easr;:; 50 feet is more than s.nflicif'n1·,
nn(l at, dist:\nres within 2r:i miles or so of a hrnnt'lt':lsting stat.ion tllis length may Yf'ry often lJc 1~f'dun\d.
A ~et often appear:'\ to br tronhle(l \nth. 1l:~t
tnning because the lcarlRin is um1cerssarily long. If
YOH ran move- thP" ~et. doser to the point whrrc
the IcadRin enters the housr, instrad of llHYing jt
on the far ~idr of the room, or if, h~v taking lllJ a
floor board, yon ran get. t.hc eartll l('a(l hy a sh'Ht.
<·lit to a water-pipe or to nn oubide e:trt 11, you
shonlrl do f:O.

THE

A.C,

SAFE-POWER

SENIOR.

vVe learn that the Fel'l·anti Power Transformer, suitable for use with the C3 rectifying
•alve is the E.V.3. The Ferranti E.V.2 model
n!so can be used in the A. C. Safe-Power Senior,
in conjunction with the U:8 rectifying valve ·
~II!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~
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ln its ps~t>ntials the sche111e i~ a \"('I'Y uoo(l one.
we should rrrtainly try to incorporate ~o1nc ea ..-..y
nwthod of in~rrtinq the mil!immnetPr a'"' required,
if you can possibly do so. Its a(_h·ant~I;J;t\-; ;He
simply innmnerable, and the 011ly <lilllenVy yon
arc liJ\cly to mPct with b in felctting a gootl

~nd

place for the various sorkct~.
If you take them to two
holes on the panrl, m;
~mggestcd, it would err..
tainJy be pos~ihlc to in ..
sert the instrument very
quickly, but thf'rc is a
dnngcr ~on the H.F. side

nf quite rt lhnitrrl number~ of n1iles-we wi11 say
thirty or forty, like our own Brookrnans Park, or

like the new North Regional station 11ow being put
up near Huddersfield.
These are really powerful modern stations, intendcrt

to serve a large district, but note thnt tllat "large
dh;trict '' only covers an area extf'uding nronnd it
for a distance of a few dozen miles. In that area reccp-

t ion is reliable and good.
Eut Brookmans Park is picked up literally all
nwr the Continent, and although the British listeners
living in the lnral area sen'cd'by'this·stnt.ion do Hot,
tind any fault with it:3 , performance, yet on tlu~
''ontincut it always fades. The reason is that it use'
diffrreilt routes to serve its two dasse'3 of CuF:tomerR.

Immediately around the staJJon the listeners'
aerials are energised by direct waves travelling along

the ground to the receiving aerials. Thce:;e waycs
die away a few miles from th€ station. nnd become
:--o Wf'ak a:·l to be of no use. At great. distances rr.ost
11f i he radiation is do.ne by wlmt is known as ihc
•· sky " H'ftt'e8.

lnstea1l of trawlling along .the ground, tll('se sky
waves tr:.~vcl U(l it~to. Rp~c~ nnhampe1:ed by the eaitll,
.\.t a di"tance of about sixty miles or sofrom.the earth
1 hey euco.un_tc.r the ¥.eavi~idc L~yt·r, which in f'ffect
1\('tHls them back to earth ngmn.
And thry ·come
down nt grC':lt rlistn:nt:>cs from the trnn-smittrr.
t7nfortmwtely, thig reflcc1iYe effect l'n,vidrd by
tl1e H{'ayh-dcle ·Layer iR not regn1ar and rcliable, bnt.
is f2I'ratk and ronstantly varying. Con-;rqncntly, the
rdlPf't.efl ~ign:l~s are-er!'u.tir, and arc inclined to come
in now ~tronrily, now }Vf•ni~Jy, c~·prf'inlly as they often
1' 1Jmbinr. with the direct ril\~. and. will tJwn he wrnk
nr ;-.troug acconling to whet her t l1ey arc in or out of
11ha.:::(~.

·~

Frnm this ~·ou will sec that really lonr:;-fli:-:tnnrP
rereption is alwn~·s a 1u<1ttrr bcy0111i the eo11trol nf
dtlwr the tran..,mitting ·station or tile n'crivinrr set.
<11111 thus ~nch far·ntf stations ncn•r acllirvc the
n·liability tlwt 'vc rxprrt from ~octJ.l broallrastrr:-:.
.Xevcrthcless. f';Q great. i~ tllc sensitivity of a good
~f't·, like the·' Nrntypc" Fonr. th:tt. tl\e wide variet.y
ol' Buroprnn st.ations you llan• to rhoosc from ahvay'-~
f'Ju.thk::; yon to fitHl plPnty of i11terc;~t. for whrn one
~ta1 ion iadC':"l ont. it wHI oftrn be foan(l that another

(Continued on next page.)
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of the set, at any rate) of
making the lmds too long

CAN WE HELP YOU
WiTH YOUR SET ?

and causing

=
Perhaps some mystetio)ls noise has nppeared, ~
- and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or· :=
§_ one of the batteries seems to run down much · :=
faster than formerly ~~r you want a Blue :=
Print?
~ Whatever vour radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Department is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an tmriVnlled service.
Full details, Including scale of charges, can
be obtained· direct from the Technical Query
Dept. POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this an
Application Form will be .sent to you free
and poRt free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever,
but' having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have beime
§ us in order to solve your problems.
~ _ LONDON READERS PLEASE NOTE :
:= Inquiries should NOT l)e made by 'phone or
E in person at J<'lcetway House or Tallis House.

USING A MILLIAMMETER.
A. C. F. (Sale, N'r. Manchester).-" During
the summer holiday I acquired a milliammeter,
with whish I have been checking up anode
currents to the various valves, etc.
"I lmve fuuml this so interesting and,
incidentally, so useful in checking distortion,
and improving quality generally, that in my
new set I should like to arrange for some
easier mcthorl of inserting the instrument.
" It occurred to me that a, g;ooll Wl1·Y of
doing this would be
to break every
plate lead and take each to two sockets on
the panel, and then to bridge across the:-e
with a flexible lead and two plugs as used for
switching, etc. Does the scheme sound ri~tht
to you, m· is there a snag I ha Ye on'rlookcll ; ,,

caJTie<l out over hundred' of miles is liable to fadl>.
You see, the trouble is that broadcasting stations
are ''onstmctcd to serve the population around the
'Pecific distriets. Ewn the powerful ones have a range

nnneccs~ary

interference with other

wiling. If, however, you
bear this point in mind
when wi.l:ing up, and

arrange that all the leads
are ·well spaced, we think
ti~ii~,~fJ~eme is unobjec-

-

=
=
=
~

=
=
=
~
_
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CAPACITY OF THE
GRID CONDENSER.
H. R. (Wedding.
ton).-" By mistake
I bought a ·0002-mfd.
grid condenser instead
of a_ ·0003, as in the list
of components. After
the shops closed for
the holithly I couldn't
change it, so I thought
I would try the ·0002,
:>nd frsults justified
the decision. (Wonderful for a one-valver).

Here are the " components " for an "~all-wave " 3-valver, with easy
change of wave-length. It employs a standard loading coil, brought in or
ont of action by means of a switch (S,), and also an " output filter " for the
loud speaker. Can you " wire up " the circuit?
(Look out for the answering diagram next week.)
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FOR THE LISTENER.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued from pret"ious paye.)
one will havC' fadf'd in, just a~ strongly, although
previously it may hayc bPPll inaudible.

Apart from such true fading. there arc many

things like a swinging aerial or faulty bntt.ery

con~

tu)ctions which cause in-and-out cffeets that have
been tenned fading, though thi" term is really
incorrect.. The true fading is that due to condition"
over which we have no control.
~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~

=
DO YOU THINK =
= WHAT
ABOUT THIS?
=
= A Yarmouth reader of "P.W." had ;:
- an H.T.-from-the-mains set which
= suddenly developed a puzzling fault. _
-

Normally very quiet and crackle-free, it
= suddenly took to crackling loudly as
soon as anyone in the house went to
bed!
For most of the evening it would run
perfectly, but as soon as the first of the
- family (usually grandma) went to roost
it crackled and spluttered until everyone
- else was glad to go. Of course, as soon
;: as this peculiarity was noticed the cause
_ was easy to find. But could you have
said
WHAT WAS WRONG?

=

N.B.-There is no prize for answering this,
but from time to time we shall give a radio
::: problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find
;: them both interesting and instructive. (Look
= out for the solution to the above next week.)

=
_

:=

~

=
=
-

=

=
_
_

The trouble which was des~rribert last week was found to be rtue to an accidental knock whicl> ~ ~~~fs ~~oi~'fr~~'J'zf:.ker' s d1·iviny-rod a little, _

;711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:;:

(Continuerl from page 642.)

dum, then," she said. " Or Tweedledee," I
said; and a silence seemed to fall between uc;.
She is rather touchy on her powers of
acting, is Belinda, since the other evening
when she gave a complete English pro·
gramme here to our neigh hours all by herself, impersonating in the space of one hour
Tommy Handley, Mabel Constanduros, Sir
Oliver Lodge, Dr. Cyril Burt, and Mr. Farrar.
Budapest.
I have tried several times to''get Budapest, but without any luck. Last night,
however, it walked in all by itself and held
Belinda's undivided attention for the whole
evening;
A Military Brass Band was playing
selections from the works of Kalman. I
don't know Kalman, but it was one of the
finest militarv bands I have ever heard.
Dan Godf;ey must take second place
for once in a way. The swing and blare
of it!
I have always understood that the
Hungarians are' not particularly good
fighters, but that the-ir uniforms are all
right. So is their military band. The
"March of the Hussars" out:Sousa'd Sousa.
Afterwards there was some Tzigane music
from one of the Budapest cafes. I should
like to go to Budapest. It must be a very
gay place to live in.
With the possible exception of Germany
these continental programmes have nowhere
near the educational value ours have;
but their entertainment value is much,
higher. Budapest began with a Literary

Talk, which I missed, and which, being in
Magyar, I shouldn't have understood;
but afte1:wards, for almost three solid hours,
it was pure en,tertainment.
Noise Effects.
They do not need a special Studio for
" noise effects " on the Continent. Ona
station serves the purpose of another.
I was listening the other day to Hermann
Kessler, from Berlin, telling the story of
his life ; and in the background, most
appropriately, Berne was transmitting
Chimes from the Cathedral at Basle.
And always,.for us in this place, there are
the storms in the mountains, which would
satisfy even the heart of Lance Sieveking !
Vernon Bartlett.
Belinda and I were distressed to hear
of the retirement of Mr. Vernon Bartlett.
Belinda said that, with the exception of
Mr. Farrar, she thought he had the nicest
voice of all.
"How he has thrilled me," she said,
" when he has been speaking of the ,politics
of Poland and Rurftania ! " " You mean
Roumania," I said. "No, I don't," she
said, " I mean his voice."
She began to cry softly. While she was
crying, I recalled Mr. Bartlett's wisdom,
his steadying and restraining hand, his
refusal to be chivvied by anybody, his unerring instinct in spotting the permanent
among the impermanences of passing
politics.
" I don't think I can ever speak again,"
whimpered Belinda. " If you talk like that,'
I said, " I will tune you in· to Toulouse ! "
That brought her round.

An easily 1nade
B.T. Eli~ninator~-.,.,..,.
Suitable for most of the popular 3-valve
receivers, requiring not more than 20 m.a.
at 120 volts,

USING THE TYPE H.T.3
OrtJ.-iii~M=t•JIJ01:t[@J
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H.F:
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DCT£CTOII

+
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NO VALVES.
NO CHEMICALS.
NO MOVING PARTS.

RECTIFIER Price

Full details are given in "The
All-Metal Way 1930," our
new 32-page book which
shows you how to run your
set entirely from your A.C.
mains. Send 2d. stamps with
your name and address to : -

2.1 1•
The Westinghouse Brake&- Saxby Signal Co.~ Ltd., 82, Yor.k Road, London, N.l.

BRITAIN'S LEADING
RADIO JOURNAL
The Average Weekly NET SALES
of POPULAR WIRELESS
for the six months ending
JUNE 30th, were

~110,377~

Eliminate Trouble!
'tro~ble

sometimes occur,o; in a raUio batt('rv

durmg a 'J)rogramme that ypu specially wh1b
to hf'~T.. Dou't be lc.t down Hk.c t.his. Build
~n

chmmator that.

Will

give st.cady current- ·

fl•ee from all trouble-by specifying Hcaybcrd

i'ransformcr as tllc important link·up.
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POWER TRANSFORMERS
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HEAYBERD & CO., 10, I:insbu~;v
,Phone: Glerkenu:ell 721.6.
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MARCONI MS4 GIVES
DEPENDABLE AMPLIFICATION

At Southend • on - Sea no'v
stands the ntost modern electric radio factory in Europe.

\\'hether the station comes in at the top or
the bottom of the scale, on the long or medium
broadcast wavebands, it will be at its
clearest and steadiest with 1\larconi .MS4.
So low is the inter-electrode capacity that
full advantage can be obtained from the high
magnification factor of 55o in any standard
circuit-. No neutralising or exfra screening is
called for-Marconi MS.j is the reliable
choice fot· all-round performance.

Built by the pioneers of British All-Electric
Radio. Built, as all '"Ekco " products are, up
to a standard and not down to a price. Backed
by British Capital, British Labour and British
Brains. Behind it an organisation that has
experienced and' overcome the thousand-andone pitfalls common to All-Electric Radio.
Making over 80% of the total sales of Electric
Radio Devices in the British Isles. Specialising solely in the application of electrit' power
to radio.

N o{e also the generous spacing of the electrodes which allows for rapid radiation of the
cathode heat, thus avoiding excessive temperature rise and emission from the grid. This
feature is a det!nite step to longer life and
freedom from " backlash."
;\1arconi MS.j is designed for operation
entirely from A. C. Mains. In battery-driven
receivers use 1\larconi S21S two-volt, S.jto
four-volt, S61o six-volt.

In buying "l'KCO" products, you are assured of tlte
ab~ence of batteries and Eccumulators wtth ·their
altendant worries and continual expense; instead,
)OU will enjoy continuous smooth reception, volume
to order. constant voltage output at really negligible
running fosts.
AI we ask is that you insist on an" EKCO" Demon·
stration before you make your final choice. Close at
hand, you will find ~n '' EKCO" dealer who will
gladly demonstr.Le his first choice iu electric radio•·EKCO."

And they are ALL BRITISH.
For the best results in A.C.
...\t'ains Cir-cuits use "vith
Marconi MS.j :
Marconi MI-I.j-High magnification.
}lliiLi - General
purpose.
ML4 , L.F. and

Send to-day for the "El( CO" free literature and
details of Easy Payments!

Po\ver.

PX4:-Super Power,
PT .{25 Pentode.
B. K. COLE, LTD.,
DEPT. A,

------

Plug-in.

"EKCO " WORKS.
SOVTHEND-ON-S . A

CIIARACTERISTICS

Mag. factor
55o
Impedance
5oo,ooo ohms
Fi]. volts
.j'o
Fil. amps.
1'0

-

that's all!

ALL=:ELECTRIC RADIO

THE
Radio

House,
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WHAT WE WANT TO KNOW.

Fit the Lotus
L.F. Transformer
and

imp1·ovenote
ment in your set.

(Continued from page 635.)
Take the ease of valves. Nearly every valve
advertisement gives you all the relevant
technical details concerning the part.icular
types advertised. And these details generally show absolutely the technical efficiencies
of the articles.
Given the impedance, amplification factor
and filament details and you have pretty
well the whole story. Y on are then in a
position to judge for yourself just how
modestly-or otherwise-the rest of the
'' dope" is framed up.
Now and then yol\ get frequeney curves
for L.P. transformers and, although these
do not tell the whole story, they go a fair
way into it.
What an Opportunity!
By the way, one concern is prepared to
guarantee every one of its L.:F. transformers to be within 5 per cent of its published speeification (a fairly full Bpecification at that). But I have not noticed that
they impre~,; this fact on possible purchasers. ·what Rn opportunity missed!
How mRny other makers would go to such
limits'!
You sec it is quite evident that much of
the widely-advertised apparatus really is
good stuff-it must be, for it has achieved
:!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:::

Whether. you are building a
new set or merely overhauling
your old one, the installation
of a Lotus L.F. Inter-valve
Transformer will double its
efficiency.
Housed in a black bakelite
moulded case, the Lotus
Transformer is both compact
and efficient. It embodies
all the accuracy and careful
finish which are expected from
Lotus components. ·
Available in ratios of 3-1 and 5-1

Price 1216
F u U p art i cu la r s

L.F.

01t

re q u e s t

TRANSFORMER

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., Ltd.
LOTUS WORKS, MILL LAfiE, LIVERPOOL
Ctmston
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popularity and has stood the test of time.
And the shoddy gear stands but little chance
of securing a· continued success even if. bv
eunning booming, it gets pushed into some
prominence for a short period.
'rheretore it is all the more pity that
greater endeavours to present "cast-iron"
cases for the first-class products are not
made.
One of these da.ys the radio industry will
appoint some central committee to frame a
system of classification, or a method of
standardising specifications and performance charts and formulae. America has
taken steps of this kind and tentative
attempts have been made on similar lines
in this country.
Here~is

a Suggestion.
When the industry sees that it will
benefit itself as much as it will protect the
"consunier" by doing such a job properly,
real progress will be made.
If it is considered that fine technical distinctions such as are drawn by the N.P.L.
might prove embarrassing, h~re is a suggestion. What about a National Radio
Institute that would issue graded certificates yearly for all the various products ?
The public would soon learn that anv wireless article c[mying the current year's brand
A, say, of the Institute conformed to some
pretty high standard set by the industry as
a whole.
The Institute'" services being open to all,
those goods not l)earing its brand could be
regarded 'vith juiltifiable suspicion.
An:i";vay, that is my suggestion.

I
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TECHNICAL
NOTES. -

:

ByDr.J.H.T.ROBERTS,F.lnst.P. ·

:

*---.---···········-*
Frames for Portables.

W

IT_H regard to the use of frame aerials
m portable sets. I often receive
enquirirs from listeners who want to
take advantage of the well-known direetionaf
properties of the frame aerial, but who are
in doubt ad to whether this type of aerial
will work with their ordinary recci,•er.
It is not at all easv to sav off-hand
whether a. frame aerial ~vill wori~ with any
type of receiver: it depends a good deal,
course, upon the receiver itself and also
to some extent on local conditions as well
as upon the size and design of the frame
aerial which you propose
use.

of

to

Detector Operation.
There are one or two general rules which,
however, may be borne in mind. One is
that the frani:e aerial brings in a very much
smaller amount of signal energy than the
out(loor type of ael'ial and, therefore, if it
is to be effective, some amount of highfrequency amplifica.tion is necessary.
I should say that at least one staae of
screened-grid H.F. amplification will be
necessary in most c!tses to bring up the
signals from the frame aerial to a sufficient
intensity for proper operation of the
deteetor. At the same time it is very
desirable to have a power valve in the
output stagr.
Special Purposes.
Apart from the advantage of being able
to dispense with an outside aerial aml with
an earth c01mection, the frame or loop
aerial i8 sometimes very convenient when
you wish to cut out interfering stations or,
indeed, to cut out other typcr; of interference
especially from local sources. .
Although beginners often Aeem to be yer.v
much intrigued with the idea of using a
frame n.er.ial, I do not in general recommend
this type of aerial, as the number of cases in
which it is really satisfactory is comparatively limited. I think it is much better to
recommend the average experimenter or
listener to use a fair outdoor aerial aud ~rood
earth connection.
~
Pentode Peculiarities.
Those of you who use pentode valves in
the output stage have no doubt discowred
how important it is to find just the right
type of loud speaker to suit the receiver.
Of course, this applies to all receivers, but
it seems to he particularly important. where
the pentode is used.
)~robably you may have found, espeeia!ly
if the output transformer primary impedance
is rather on the low side, that the lower
frequencies in 'the register tend to be less
reproduocd than the upper. This is a fairly
common fault in many radio. component~,
and consequently you have to do what you
can to counterbalance the effect by introducing a component which gives extra
prominence to the lower frequencies-or,
tihould I say, less prominence to the upper
frequencies.
, ·
'I'he moving-coil loud speaker generally
favours the l~w fr?qu~ncies :~t!;~r th~,n. ~~
{Ci<mtinu(J(l

o~<
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Always ask your dealer for
Dario. It is a guarantee of all·
that is supreme in Radio Valves
and you are perfectly safe in buying Dario at all times.
The following notice to the
Trade proves Dario worth.

SIXPENCE ! E

--~'=~L ..... m

~

~

a
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~

~
~

That is the very modest price of the
~
"4 " \Vireless
Constructor," and a glance 'I;
~
~~
"'
through the September issue
$1,

~

~
~

NOW ON SALE

~

~
~

a

eg

~

~·

INDEMNITY BY
E·LECTRICAL LTD.

reveals that this latest number really le;
-, exceptional value for money. There are
~
details of
~

THE

a q.q, GRAMO ''
~

~

By PERCY \V. HARRIS, :M.I.R.E.

'i An excellent
a

~

AMPLIFIER

.

.

~MPEX

Messrs. The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd.
have recently published notices in the trade
press intimatin~ that they intend to take legal
proceedings against retailers and others who
may infringe certain Letters Patent owned
by them, amongst which are Letters Pate:.t
No. 283,941.

.,a
~

~.~

\Ye are satisfied that the construction of our
well.known Dario Valves is not such as to
constitute an infringement of Letters Patent
No. 283,941, and we desire to give notice to our
trade friends that we undertake herebv to
indemnify any person who may be sue~! for
infringement of Letters Patent No. 283,941 by
the sale of our Dario Valves in respect of any
costs and damages which may be awarded against
him provided that our Solicitors; Messrs. Philip
Conwav, Thomas and Co., of 80, Rochester
Row, \Vestminster, London, S.W.l shall haYe
the conduct of any action brought to recover
such damages.

article by the Chief Engineer .,.,
of the B.B.C., entitled
~

aDISTORTION IN THE ~

~~

t:

,~~

ETHER

~

A full description of Victor King's latest ~
.
..
receiver,
,~

~

~

~

THE .,, EXPLORER"'

For the purpose of enabling any retailer con.
venient ly to avail himself of the benefit of this
indemnity we are depositing with our Bankers
in England in the joint names of ourselves
and our Solicitors a large sum of money to
be utilised for the purpose of making this
indemnity effective.

Two ,a

Constructional details of

~THE "'REAC:TOC:RYS''

~

~

B

In future, should any claim be made against any
customer of ours for infringement of Letters
Patent No. 283,941 by the sale of our Dario
Valves, the document containing the claim
should be sent immediately, unanswered to our
Solicitors at the •above address in o:der to
obtain the benefit of this indemnity and relief
from the trouble of conducting legal proceedings.

a device of particular interest to crystal ~
enthusiasts

a

,

~.

~
~

And a whole horde of other attractive ~
features, including "Using A.C. Valves,'' ~
"Panel-Contr~~ Problems," "_With ~,ick-Up ~
and Speaker,
"The Cahmeter · (full ~
detai~7), "Pr~fe~sor Goop;s, New Aerial,"

Safcguardm:::Sc,, etc, etc.

WIRELESS

a
~

~
~

~CONSTRUCTOR ~

~

ON SALE EVERYWHERE.

~ SEPT. · ISSUE.

I

~

Ash your dealer or write for Free Folder to:

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD.
(Dept. B), 538, HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONt<;, E.ll.

Price 6d. ~ . J.:;;;;====T;;;,;el;;;,;&i>;;;;;;lto1;;;;;;w;;;,;:
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The See••et of its
PERFECT

"

Ra!J:•t!~~~:tions."
Price 3d.

l!clvl. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queen.<•vau Works,
Ponders End. Middlesex.

PAGE
CATALOGUE

Crammed with illustrations and details ot
all sorts of fascinating and useful gear, at
very reasonable prices.
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a
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envelope.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
21 S, Upper Thames Street. E.C.4.
City 0191
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SOMETHING NEW Poat

LomlPn

Free 2/6

LIONTRON (Regd.) AMPLIFYING
(Liontron Design)
is
TUNE METER Surpri!'lillg
convincing.
Rf'Slllts.
Ilenrin~

An efficient station separator.

10% to 30% increased amplification.
Longer Range. All Circuits, V•lve and Crystal Sets.

S. LYONS, 119, Clerkenwell Road, E.C.l
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PLEASE be sure to mention , l;li!
"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with ~t~
Advertisers.
THANKS! ~'%
~~
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Make

THE DAILY SKETCH
--YOUR Picture Paper

~
specialize .in the s_upply of all~
:;
good qualtty Radw sets and :
§ components on easy terms. \Ve will §
§ give you efficient and prompt service. §
~ A few examples below:~

NEW COSSOR EMPIRE~
MELODY MAKER

A Headphone Problem.
I have been asked whether it is practicable
to introduc~ headphone reel'iwrs directl,v
into the anodt.' circuit of the output stagt.' of
a rt.'ct.'i \-t.'r when a D.C. mains unit is bt.'ing
employed. In the partic-ular case in question
my rorrespondent wants to rerl'ive distant
stations whieh he C'mmot obtain on his loud
spPaker, and therdort.' hl' propost.'s to put
his tt.'lephones dirt.'d into tht.' anodt.' circuit.
So far as rert.'ption is concerned, this
srhem~ is quitt> O.K., but tht>re may bt> a
St'rious dangt>r in it, inasmuch as tht' mains
art' connerted to tht> receiwr t·ia the eliminator.
It is, therefore, very important to use an
output filter rirruit, or some l'quivalt'nt, so
that the telephont's art' not directly eonnt>eted into the anode circuit, a condenser
bt'ing introduced in series with each of the
telephone leads. In this ease (assuming the
condensers are satisfactor·~-) the danger is
overcome.

The Earth Condenser.

RADIO
••
ELECTRICAL
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
MOTORS •• GENERATORS

~ASY TERM~
WE

upper, and c-onsequently, if you usC' a suitThe Powerful grip of able moving-coil speakt.'r with your pt.'ntode
the Belling-Lee
Wander Plug and ita output stage, you should genrrally get
adaptability to any 11ize satisfactory results.

W rile for Belling-Lee

Just

(('onlinl£e1 frcm page G5?..)

CONTACT.

battery socket are due
to the long prongs
made of special spring
metal.
15 Engravings, side
entry. Wire, rubber
and braiding firmly
gripped.

72

TECHNICAL NOTES.

In the samt> connection I should mt>ntion
that it is a good plan-in fact, Yt>ry important-to put a large fixt>d eondt>nser in serit>s
with tht> earth-lead in a case of this sort,
as it is possible that the positiw pole of the
elt>ctric- mains may be t>arthed; tht>-danger
thert>bY creatt>cl is overeomt> bY the use of
tht> eai·th-lead condenst>r.
·
R.C. Amplifiers.
Referring to my remarks some little time
back, on resistanee-capaeity-coupled amplification, there was a point which I ought
perhaps to haYt' mentioned, and of whieh I
am. reminded by a readt>r; this relatt>s to
the ust> of a particular type of couplingcondenser for tht> pt!rpost>.
As vou know. it is H'l'Y dt>sirnble to ust>
mica 'condensers for coupling in an H.l'.
amplifier, not paper c-ondensers.
PapPI'
comlt>nsers are usuallY madt> of !avers of
tinfoil separated b~- layers or' waximprt>gnntcd paiJC'L In tlw prest>nt-clay typ<'
of pa pt>r condt>nst>r, great preea ut ions a re
taken in manufacture and a high degrt>e of
efficit>IWY and rdiabilitv ohtnin('d.
The i)aper type of 'condenser is parti.calarly suitablt> for large-capacity c·ondPnst>rs, inasmuc-h as it t>nables St'Yt>nll
microfarnds to be compressc>d within quite
a small cubic space. This type of conden,;cr
is much used for mnins smoothing nncl
suehlikt> pmposes.

Complete kit of parts, including ~
valves and cabinet.
=:

Cash Price- £6.17. 6 ~
or 10/- with order and

=EKco

,:a~c:thiEi.iyiiNAT~~

6
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MODEL r.Vzo.

Cash Price - £4 .12. 6
or 8/- with order and

-

- 12
_

EilomE""W~H.m'"'iui;TS
(r2ov., s,ooo m.a.)

i
~

_

Cash Price - £3.15. 0
or 516 with order and

11 monthly payments or 7;-

NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT
with large cone chassis.

Cash Price- £2.10.0
or 5/- \vith order and
10 monthly payments of 5,'-

§ Sfnd

us your enquiry and a quotation will be sent

=:
by return.
~ London Radio Supply Company,

~ 11, OAT LANE, NOBLE ST., LONDON, E.C.2
§ TELEPHOSE:
!I'ATIONAL I97i ~
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GET READY FOR
FOOTBALL!
Eve••!JfllitlfJ rou n·ant to HIIOU' .'tbouf
tlw Se(l.•on's League c'Uaf<•lles.

Everyone who is keen on football will
want ANSWERS FOOTBALL ANNUAL. It is packed with facts and
figures which every football enthusiast
will want to know, and gives all the
English League and International fixtures,
Cup Tie dates, and interesting details
about new players. This handy book is
so arranged that you can fill in the
results of all the league matches through. out the season.

Neutralising the G.B.
But for the R.C. coupling condenSt'rs, not
only is there often a fairly high voltage
across the condenser, but the slightest leak
will have its t>fft>ct upon the grid of the
vnlve and may completely neutralise tht>
effect of the grid bins. In fact, the grid may
evt>n beeome positively chai'gt>d-which,
of oourst>, will mean sNious distortion.
A mica condenst>r (mica sht>ets are used
as insulation instead of pnpt>r sht>ets) is
more expensiYt> than a papPl' c.ondt>nser
(Continued o;1 ng:l page.)

Publislw.d boy

ANSWERS
.,...._..._,_........ur
... w. .... - 2 '

BUY YOUR COPY TO-DAY

'31!!.

AI all Newsagen'a,

_\

MCIMEERS!
I Cant
we get together?

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Conl<inued from prerious page.)

"POPULAR WIRELESS " says :

but the mica j,, very much more reliable as
an insulator. In view of the importmwe of
avoiding even the slightest leak in R.C.
eonpling condensers, it is well worth while
to use tlw mica type, and this type is innui·
ably nsccl for the purpose.

-

"There is everything 'in
favour of buying a cam~
plcte kit of parts and
nothing against it. You
get all the little items,
such as screws, etc., and
your panel is neatlv

-

drilled for you. 1\Iorcovei,

All we ask is the
chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it and you
can do the same.

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO-DAY

I

IT5f.RE€.

We have an unrivalled and world~wide organisation
waiting to help 'you whether you be novice or
expert. If you wish for something more than a
'" bread and butter ,. iob you owe it to yourself to
investigate our Service.

Our handbook, " Engineering Oppo.-tunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of

your fellows.

It contains details of A M.l.Mech E.,

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Matric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

NO
In a brilliant

PASS-NO

FEES

foreword Pro/. A. M. Low shows

clearly the chances you are missing.
u Engineering Opportunities" and our advice are
quite FREE. Don't neglect this offer-give vent to
that ''upward urge" and send a postcard NO\V.
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you,

British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, W.!

THE RECOGNISED DETECTOR FOR ALL CIRCUITS
USING CRYSTAL RECTIFICATION,

Can be
on bracl{ets or
through Panel.
Once set always
ready. Not affect~
eel by vibration.

Each one is tested

on broadcast before
despatch, and is perfect.
This Detector is specified for
the "WIRELESS FOR THE
BLIND " Ftmd Crystal Sets.
Of all hiah class Radio Dealers, or Sole Makers:

EWEL

PEN

CO.,

LTD.,

Great Button St. LONDON,

THE

STANDARD

PLUG-IN COIL

Sold everywhere from 1/•
OX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.S

Crystal Set Selectivity.
There arc apparently quite a large number
of listeners who still swear alleginnce to
the crvstal receiver. Since the introduction of the Brookmans Pnrk station, crystal
users, whilst often getting excelll'nt reception from this station, find it diitieult to cut
it out and to tune in 5GB, and I am often
asked whether it is po~sible to improYe the
selediYity of a ct·ystal sl't, so as to overcome
this diftil'ultv and enable tlJC latter station
to be tunl'd ·in without Brookmans I'ark.
Unfortunatl'lv, it is not an easv matter
to increase the' selectivity of an · ordinarv
crystal receiver, sufficient iy for the purpo,"c
in question, and the advice I would give you
in such eases is to go '" stl'p furt hPt' and to
fit up a single-vaho rec:eiver-usinl!, of
course, a tapped coil in the aerial circuit
and emplovinu reaction.
With tliis type of circuit it should be
comparatin~ly easy to cut out Brookmans
!'ark nnd tunc in 5 G B as wdl as otlwr
stations at good hcadphonc strength, witilont any background from the <lecal station.
Jf the operation is not sutlieiently sekctiH',
you may employ a simple device spcein lly
designed for cutting out Brookmans Park,
such as the " Brooloimns lbjedor,'' which
was ckscribcd in "Popular \\'irek-;s" some
litlle time back.
Question of Signal Energy.
One of the principal rcawns again;;t
attempting to increase the sekcti\'ity of <t
crvstal set bcvoncl certain limits is the fact
th:tt the volu;nc is apt to be reduced in the
proceos and, inasnuwh as a crystal sPt rclic>s
entirely upon the incoming signal-cnPrgy
without amplification. it is obvious that
you caiwot afford anv rednetions in siC'nal
~t rength.
"
~
A valve set is always 80 mtwh more
manageabk, because wl!at you lose on thP
s>\·ings you can eaHily make up on the
rounda bouts.
Amplifier Stability.
Those of vou who use an ekdri<'<1l
gramophone l;il'k-up will find that the L. F.
amplifying eircnit in mme cireumstam·es
tends to become un~ta ble and howling and
whistling noisl's may cau>e a good deal of
trouble. This is often patiic:ularly the case
if you increase the !ilamcnL current to thP
vaives beyond a certain limit or if you
endeavour to force up the volnme.
Of course, the circnit should be stabibcd
and this dqH'IHls largely upon the Yalues of
the R.T. and grid-bias voltages and also, as
already mentioned, upon the filament
current. At the same tinw, quite apart
from thi~, the addition of a suitable earth
connection will often make all the diffcrenec
to the stability of the amplifier.
Earthing Important.
One of the simplest ways to make an
earth connection is to the negative side of
the low-tension battery. I should mention
(Continud GC< next page.)

_
.:

..

you are certain that everv
component is suitable fo·r
the set-that is, if you
_ purchase an approved kit
_ such as is sold by Ready
Radio."

~

''~"'

c~~''c

~

KITS OF PARTS

I

,,

1930 lVIAGIC THREE -

i

THE "EUROPEAN" 3

~ A.C. SAFE-POVV'.ER ;

SENIOR
" THE "MERCURY" 4

c

ETC;, ETC.
Cash or Easy Terms.
l"isls

on

Am>li<'nlion,

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E,l.
Telephone: HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within

48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
\vitb each pair, 4/- post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR
•· Repairs .. Dept.,

953,

GARRATT

LANE,

TOOTING,

eo.,
S.W.17.

1

THE PICTURE P APEit WITH THE
MOST NEWS

-SUNDAY GRAPHICEXACTTUNERS

I

250 to 2,000 metres.

Thousands ut these ttiWJrs nrt> in u~e. and
w~ <'a.ll fJtro!lgly r'-'rommt·ntl them
No furt.IJ('r
eOJls arc rc·qnH'rfl. Scutl P.C. for partJtlliJXB

/

I

THE"t E~~~;,-~~~UFACTURING

eo.,

Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry.

~-........~~~~~~~~~:!
,....-----WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SElF·CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAl
JARS (waxed), 2i" ~< 1~" sq. 113 doz.
ZINCS, new typel{)d. doz ~acs 112 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volt!), complete with
bands n.nd elec.trolyte,4/l, :rest 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. lllus. took~et free.

Bargain list h·ee.
AMPLIFIERS, ·~c/- ::-valve set,
£5
P. TAYLOR, 27. Studley Road:
STOCKWEJ..L, LONDON. _ _

-tii:J7iii-=+:W""';!~t~d
i ' so!~l~~c~ Plu*3d. ~c~~!n~~~e I
[I

,.J

m

pla.te&, 40 kinds, J.
ld.J.ea.
Writ.e for
list TlQtj I
EA8TICK
& SONS,
'~18,Bunhil1Row,London,E..C.l
·

[)l

(ill~·~

P~inparta •

Tr~
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SERVICE MODEL

TECHNICAL NOTES.

STEEL MASTS

here. however. tlmt if a D.C. maim unit ~~
employed with the amplifier (as. is very
frequently the case) the earM1 connc>ct.ioa
should be made via a Reries tixed eond0nRer
of fairly !a!'ge capacity. s~y 2 mierobm.d:l.

26 3Feetsections
high.

In
of
=
r \ in. Steel tube
tapering to I in.
Carriage, London, I/6; Midlands, 2/6; elsewhere, g/6.
Weight 24 lbs.

fn the Grid Circuit.
Another point to

trouble-free service
for 12

21'6

r~·member is that t,he
pick-up iR connecterl directly or indirectly
to thE" grid of the first val\·p ; that is, it iR
dirPctly or indirPctly in the grid circuit
:md consequC"ntly the leads between the
pick-up and the vah·e should he kept a;
short as possible.
It is often an ndvantM(<' also to run ;m
earth wire a~ong to the fr~mc of the pick-up
itself, or nt any rate to the nwta l part ot
the pick-up arm or holder. Some experiml'nters objE'et. to cm'thing the pick-up
ib;elf, on the .grmmd that- this tE'mlB to
reclueo the s<>mitil·ity, hut 1 think you will

This
H.T. Battery recharges itself ovetnight; and provides
unfluctuating

34Feethigh.
In
4 sccttons of
I l in. Steel tube
tapering to I in.. Carriage,
London, 2/·; Midlands, 3/·;
elsewhere, 41 •• Weight 34lb.
The "SUPER" MAST.

42 f~c;h~~~:

PR

TECHNICAL
TWISTERS
Four hours a day, thirty
hours a week, and ~norc!
Smooth
power,·· steady
and strong, feeding H.T.
to your set, making it
give its ve>'y !best, month
after month. Absolutely
~eliable,
the
compact
Sf:andard Battery is the
ideal power supply. Fo,.
twelve months and even
~ongcr

the cells

do

Na.23 FREOUENCV
CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?
In radio work the period of time over
which the frequency o~ current is
reckoned is one
Frequency does not enter into
consideration when dealing with direct
current, but only in connection with
• current. ==:
Starting from zero, alternating current
rises to a maximum in one direction and
~ falls to zero ; rises to a maximum in
the opposite direction and falls once
-- again to zero. The complete operation
is called one
The number of
per second is called the

_

net

need
recharging,
a01d
when they DO, it is quite
a simple and inexpensive
matter to ,.cpl'enish with
the cart r; d ge refills.

For 2- or 3-vaiv.o Sets
2 trays ([Is illu>J( nttcdl of No. 2
{_r!ls, 96 Yultt-i, 7/6 down a11d 5
Il~(I!Jt lily })a.vmt·nt s of 7/6.

l' 1 na l
Ca~:h

£2 2s. l.ld. Svarc No. 2
f'•.·llt-> (comp!de cxct·pt. chcnuccd).
< supplied.
ml'.h,.5;G v.e!' clozen. ,\nv
"

D.S Ba\!ery 108 volts.

In radio we are concerned wiih both
. and
frequencies.

lnclncllllg nJ! nlldchcwic:d.
b~tt

tr~.r.:>,

y,·11 !lout

£1 14s. Set.
t,·J',(·;.;.

All Bclt-

c;1n lw ::;upplJc·d oll

dr·f('J'I'Nl

t~·ruu;

it

Write tor /t!ll pnrt::culars of tl1c C011lJ1/cu l:aftcry ranne.

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. P.W.),
184-188. Shallesbury Avenue, London W.C.2.
1'clepl101lC: 'l'cmplc

JJ~n·

G l 95.

l'rl.B.l'lll!ll

=•EVERYTHING \VIRELESS
~

11

ON

EEASY TERMS

:
D

i

~~ COSSOR EMPIRE MELODY MAKER, KIT ~~

ll COMPLETE WITH VALV'!:S. £G ·ti.. ij
Ill CASH PRICE . . . . . . .
•
•
E or send 13.'9 and balance Ly 1 r monthly r")ayIll
ments of 1216.
11 ALL COO.fPONENTS, Kits of Parts foe all
1i1 Ci--..-cuits, Loudspeakers, H.T. liuih, (·tc.
Ill CALL or SEND A LIST OF YOUR
li REQUIREMENTS: a Quotation of otn·
111 BEST MONTHLY TERMS w:ll be sent

Ill
11
11
Ill
11i1

i1J

fill
11
11

I
~The P.D.P. CO., LTD.(~~&~') I

ill

11

~

"
(Opp?sfte C:.l'.O. 't!!t'e Station.)

I THE TRUTH!
I!
'I

,.1
'1
:j
·!
' I'

BY RETURN:

U, WATLING ST., LONDON, E.C.4 11

liillllll!lllllll 'Phone : Central q468 1!111111!111111111
ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVER1'IS1l\•.:;
SPACE in 'POPULAR WIRELESS"· must
be made to the Sole Advertioiog Agent•,
·
JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON E.C.4.

1111

:'iillililliiliillillli'l!iilliillllllill!lllllll!ill'i!li!ililiillll'!!iii:'II!Ti'

l

generally find that :my alleged dkd upon
t.hp St'nsitivit\· is mueb more than connterl>alnnccd hv · thP sb1hilising C'ffect oE the
C'arLh c-onnectioa.

Capacity Effects.
Tlw effed of !wn<1-l·ap,<cit·,· Fii! nftcn iJC'
noticC"d \I ll('n yoa pHt y~ur h~md forw:l rd to
take hold of the pick-up to remove it or
place it in position. lf the mowment of the
hand in the vicinity of the piek-up causes
whistling noisf>,", or ha:; a marked E'ffect
upon the loudness of Uw rf'produetion, you
may be snre that there is instilhility in the
nmplifying circuit, which eRn bE' cured by
proceeding along the lines indicated abOVE'.
You must remember that instability does
not always show itself by a definite howl
or other noise. n may just simply int,ro.
duce distortion, ancl therefore everv step
should be t~tken. to keep it clown.
•

Tr:lr-phonP: CITY 3788

RUSSIA-

i

Last week's missing words (in order)
were Capacity ; Condenser ; Condenser,

Grid, Plate ; Equal, Phase.

No Further Outlay.

P.R, PROIJUCTS (Dept. F), P.R. HUU!eE,
14, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

:

cks~rcd.

29'6

tions of heavy
1 i in. Steel tube tapering
to I in. A real bargain.
Carriage, London, 2/6:
Midlands, g/6 ; elsewhere,
4/6. Weight 46 lbs.
Nobother. These
• • masts are easy to
MASTS erect, damp and
rot proof.
Made ol
sturdy British steel tub1ng tapering fron1 1 in.
to I~ in. in 9ft. sections
c o m p I e t e in every
detail. Cast iron bed
plate, steel ground
pegs, stay rings and
gah•anized wire stays
cut to length, pu11ey,
, bolts, washers, etc.-

0211 !ll!ili'llil!llllllillli 11111111 iillll'llllii 1''1 !lll!lllil!llii!l!illlliiL':'

months
more.

15'

NO HOLES TO DIG

j

1

I

i

1

1
!

1

I
i

The Ed:tor of "Answers" ha3

·.-ust

corlpktrd nn c~;tcnsive tour of in\·cstig;tti~n in Snvirt RussLl, during which he
crossed that countn· fro1n L(·nin!:;r3d to
the Cn.~tcasus, \·biting n1ony of the lc~HEng
cities and troT~·lling hundreds of 1nites
through the· C(JUntn·sicle in orckr to

secure for hi.~ rc<HLrS the real facts conccrning life: unclcr the SO\·ict,,
\\hat h2 ~tnv ancl lcJ.rnt during the
c-stcnsivc t(llll' In:lclc bv J.Tl\' fr)rci...o;n

lll~!St

1

1

j; ;)~- ~~·~·:~~7!~:~~;;::~t~.~~~~r~J~ ~t\~~~~:r;t~,t~~{~i

"F:\CE TO FACE \YITH BOJ.Sl-!E\'TS:\1," v:hkh i·:; nppr:·aring each wer:·k
in ~-\:\'S\\"E RS. This \\'Ccl\ 11c clcscri1Jc3

A VISIT TO

THE LARGEST FACTORY
Ii
IN RUSSIA
!

I and gives the real facts about
wages in the U.S.S.R.
! Hc<·c' arc facts-not fiction-the whole
1
truth C<'.out life under Communism tolcl
i at L:.st. Don't n1~ss 1hese mnazing
Ij
revelations.
1

I

~!!!itI

'!

BUY YOUR COPY TO-DAY.

2d.

POPULAR WIRELESS
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·

·

1coNDENSED

q '1.10U net ~cTOR

more mUSIC
amtlesswem
.-/~

if' e

DUCON

iii

cHAfs
..

·.

·

COMPLETE

with
the

ICK·UP
& TONE ARM
Fitted with New Swivelling Tone
Arm.
To avoid undesirable resonances it is
necessary to impose a certain amount of
damping upon the armature of a pick-up.
If this is overdone, record wear will be
appreciable.
Our engineers have by ingenious
design arrived at the exact balance,
where reproduction is the finest and
record wear is at a minimum. Tvv·o very
sound reasons why you should use the
B.T.H. pick-up.

Obtainable through all good radio
dealers.

------------------(~(.if-(~\------------------
~~~~"'«sril1l>"
THE EDISON SWAN ELEcTRIC CO.,LTD.
Radio Di-:•isiotz,
la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.l
Showrooms in all the Principal Tow11s

EDISWANw.oo.

FACTS ABOUT
MICA CONDENSERS
The most important things in de~igning
f]xed Condensers arc to ensure constant
capacity and to provide against all sorts ot
climatic conditions. If these points wen~
not provided for, totally unsatisfaci.on·
condensers would result.
Small-capacity :Yiica Condensers such a"
arc used in radio sets and amplifiers must
have special care, because the whole pcrfon1lance of an otherwise iinc set can be
completely mined by only one faulty

Types 610
and 620
•()0005 to •0009

2,'6
·OOI to ·006

3/•007 to •009

3/6

conden~er.

Dubilicr type Gro and type 620 condensers
are designed and manufactured with the
utmost care. They are specially clamped to
avoid change of capacity and hermetically
scaled to combat climatic conditions, vou
can therefore be certain that, with Dubilier
Condensers in your set, its performance
will be remarkable and you are certain
never i.o suffer from Condenser breakclowns. Specify Dubilicr for your next Set.

If

1ttwbla in·

able from -your

dealer writs
dire et to !IS
giving llis
name

a11cl

address,

D!!!!o~!~R

DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA RD., N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3'

~~-------------------------1
B.C.r,
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ANOTHER
BLUE SPOT
SUCCESS!
41K is another magnificent Speaker lately
ad ded to the Blue Spot Range. It provides
the "ell-known Blue Spot quality at a r emarkably low price. The dri ving unit is
the famous Blue Spot 66K which reproduces
with absolute fidelity and purity of tone.
41K is extremely striking in appearance, for
its case is of m oden design in exquisitely
grained walnut, and
makes a charming a ddition to a ny r oom. At
fifty shillings such a
speaker is by far the
best thing on the wireless mm·ket to-day 1

F. A. HUGHES & CO., Lll\1JTED, 204-6, Great Portland Street, W.l
Distributors for Northern E11g la11d, Scotla11d a11d North l'Vales: H . C. RA WSON (Sheffield
and London) LTD., 100, London R oad, Sheffield; 22, St. !lfarys Parsonage, !11a1lchester

P mlt'<l nud pul>ll<lwd

enr~ Thur<tl.ty hr thr t•rnJ rid or•, Th~ Am:olr::lluatrd l'rt·•• J.ttl., 1'hc Fl<-<·tw>y lion>e, Fnrrln~don l:\trr("f, Lonclnn. E.f'.~. .Ad\"ertl-ct"JWnt
0 iio·~A: Me""· J<lhn H. J.ilc Ltd., l .ud~atc ('ln·u•. Lm.,lnn. RC.4 (T•·Irtlhoor: (•Jty 7~(.1). lt<·i!J,frrcd ns n newsp;\l'(:r for trun•ntla.•lon by Canadian hhgadnr PO'It..

>iulo,..111111•>n Rat~<: Tnl and nncl Cannd 1, 17/1 Jlft Anuunl; R.'S !or si~ mouth~. A hrond (rsf<'lll C:m3d:t), Hl,r. pernnnum: \110 for~!~ months.
~Uti Nrw l.onltn•l: Mc:;>r>. G~ruon ,\: Gotdt, Ltd.;·"'" !or Suutb .Vrka: Ctntr~l ~rw~ A~;,•ucy. ~a\urd:~y, Augu't 2:lr.l, 11)30.

Sole ¥~nts for Au-t ra l1•

L. S.S. '
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BATTER!'EIS FOR
0ET

S_

The special, illustrated articles about Batteries include :

CONTROLLING THE H.T.
CHOOSING RADIO BATTERIES
MAKING YOUR ACCUMULATOR LAST LONGER
These contributions shenkl prove of the utnios) value to all valve set- owners as they contain all the
latestjadsitisation regarding the use of H.T., L.T., and G.B. batteries with all kinds of sets.

POPULAR WIRELL-7SS

ii

Aftr,tte.t 3eth, 1920.

Four Strings
that make the Perfect
Instrument

s

GLAZITE
WIRE

VISIT OUR
STAND

LEWCOS

" X " COIL

No. 41
At the Radio

LEWCOS

HIGH FREQUENCY
CHOKE

Exhibition

at Olympia
from

SEPT. 19-27
%of

LEWCOS
L.F.
TRANSFORMER

RADIO PRODUCTS

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT

Many of the most successful receivers in the past
depended in a large measure on the superlative qualities
of Lewcos Radio products.
Any one or all of the LEWCOS components illustrated

above would improve your receiver to an astonishing
degree

" Perfection in every detail " is the keynote of the
Lewcos Factory where these components are con-

THE NATIONAL RADIO

EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA(.~:')

structed
Copies of all descriptive leaflets will he sent on request.
Please quote reference number.
Reference R.34
LEWCO3 " X " COIL
LEWCOS H.F. CHOKE
R33
R.61
LEWCOS L.F. TRANSFORMER

Stocks held at the

following Branches:BELFAST

BIRMINGHAM
CARDIFF
DUBLIN
GLASGOW
LEEDS
LIVERPOOL

LONDON
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE

NOTTINGHAM

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10
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ulaiWireless
Scientific Adviser t
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.1
Chief Radio Oonsultant t

CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY,
Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate 1.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors : K. D. ROGERS,
P. R. BIRD, O. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.,
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HOITY TOITY !
BELATED REPLIES.
"HOWLING " RECORDS.
ANTI -RADIO ARTISTES.

RADIO NOTES & NEWS

A Seaside Interlude.

AFTER writing this week's Notes and

News I am going to shake the dust of
London from my shoes to make room
for the sand of the seashore. Even now the
greater part of my wardrobe is seized and I
can scarcely find a hankie. The little "Ariels"
are shaking with excitement and watching
the barometer like a skipper in a typhoon !
If any " P.W." reader spots me at Sandown

or Bognor Regis and utters the words
" Valve Bart." to me, I will present him

radio its natural pest.

KING OF DIE-HARDS.
MARS AGAIN.
RICH AND RARE.

THE RING COMPLETE.

" Jansie " (Wick)
wants to know why I do not write more of
interest to Scottish readers. I was brought
up In the belief that everything south of the
Border interests a Scot. T. B. L. (New-

cially that all L.S. curves should be shown
compared with our own standard curve for
the best L.S. we know. Passed to Chief
for consideration !

A softly -spoken one, friend.
To ascend from the playful to the financial,
I recommend any or all advertised in
P.W." D. M. (Regent's Park, N.W.)
cannot learn Morse. Never mind ! Charles
Lamb couldn't learn music !

DON'T they seem to be more intense in
America than ourselves ? In work

bury, Berks) _asks what loud speaker I
recommend.

Radio in the U.S.A.

or play they " go the limit." None
of the " sweet reasonableness " or philosophic calm which loses our battles but wins

our wars and keeps us steady in rough
waters. In radio it is

with One Guinea-in ha'pennies, if possible !

He may know me by my fancy vests and

my trick of absentmindedly trying to tune in on the knobs of the cruet bottles.

SOUTHERN CROSS "PUTS I T ACROSS "!

the same. They go
radio mad and now
envy us the B.B.C.,

the fruit of our un-

hurried research and

Holly Toity

IT seems only yesterday that the little feminine " Ariel, Jun.," had a head almost
as big as the rest of her and was much
plagued with what she called 'Pots. Now
she is in her last year at school (does any -

cool thinking. Now
the amateur trans-

They wear 'em !) and having been bewitched

the Naval Reserve.
They will be organised into a complete

mitters of the U.S.A.,
an army of over 2,000,
are being brought into

the radio division of

male reader know what a " jimmer " is ?

by her reading about the French Revolution, has become quite a little aristocrat !
When I mildly suggested taking a portable
away with us, this young party coldly replied, " Well, I shouldn't ! People will
think we do that sort of thing" ! I choked
into my moue/loin Well, well.! She doesn't
get it from me. I am bourgeoise enough to
like a pipe and a tankard, a story book, a
song and a dog ; an old suit and a garden

U.S.A.-wide network
of emergency communications.

apple dumplings.

House, Buenos Aires,
if his voice were

Anti -Radio Artistes.

IT is said that owing
to Chaliapin's re-

fusal to sing at

the Colon Opera

to fool about in, a smack at a ball-and
Better Late Then Never.

BUT I must cease this over -the -fence
gossip and tackle the job that awaits,
namely, getting my correspondence

pile down. Oh, by the way ! Our Culinary
Assistant came home t'other evening and said

that her young man had made " a new
wireless."

She added that he was now able

to receive " The Grand National and the
Original " ! Now-letters. P. T. L (Nor-

wich) thinks that I don't know how to spell
" aerial." It must have been the printer's
fault in the first instance. Anyhow, "Ariel"
saves ink ! F. G. (Dartford) announces
the discovery of a station at Nairobi. Good
man ! Battle of Hastings, 1066 !
More Belated Replies.

J. B. (Brockley) inquires whether in
. my opinion, " atmospherics " will
ever be eliminated. No, sir ! But
to a large extent counteracted. They are to

When Kingsford Smith hopped across America in the Southern Cross, New
York was so interested that they tuned -in a picture of the arrival 45 minutes
after it happened at Oakland. Short waves, of course I

" Howling " Records.
(Birkenhead), who evidently takes

CC. his
S.

radio seriously, complains that

the only "howling" tone gramophone
records available are a set of fifteen, costing
8s. 6d. each. A bit prohibitive certainly.
What he wants is one record of a tone rising

through the whole range of frequencies,
with a voice announcing when each piano
note is reached. He suggests 5s. as the
price. I wish him luck, though I do not

broadcast, a curious
programme was the
result, for, it being
impossible to cancel
the arrangements to
broadcast the opera,

the transmission duly
took place, but every
time Chaliapin sang a note it had to be cut
out. This meant that about 80 per cent of

the performance was lost to the listeners.
Well, for a couple of obstinate sticklers,
Chaliapin and Kreisler are the blue ribbons
of the anti -radio brigade. I could respect

their whim a little if only they refused to be
gramophoned. But do they ? Not so's you'd
notice !

King of Diehards.

BUT the monarch of the diehards surely

think the possible value, of the sales would

must have been the late Mr. R. M.
Ismythe of New York City, of whom it

publish curves for everything we test ; espe-

(Continued on next page.)

justify it. C. C. S. also suggests that we
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parents.

NOTES AND -NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

is related that he carried on his business for
forty years without a telephone. He sued
the New York Telephone Co. in an attempt
to make them publish his name in the telephone directory, with the notice, " No
telephone." He lost. His business has

now been incorporated and a public announcement made to the effect that a telephone has been installed.

Can schedule local broadcast

Lloyd George if you can put him on the
air on September 1st. " Certainly ! We
own Mr. George. Nett, from Kampola,
Africa " Dear sir, sir (or maddim) what
is chippest valve on London stog 'chance

Sending me one only I send thee Money
;cash)`garantid of British Cancul by
check." The number of valves sold by the
Stock Exchange is pitiably small. Why
these ebony subjects of H.M. the King,
and our fellow -cite. in Africa, think " P.W."
is a "seller of radio apparatus is a perennial

puzzle to " Ariel."

Cricket Item.

ILEARN that in between whiles Mr. Old field, the Australian 'wicket -keeper, has
put in a lot of time looking for a portable to suit his taste and the long-distance
requirements of reception ih Australia.
His choice fell on a Dunham 4 -valve &G.

Mars Again.

waves, directly or indirectly, and capable of
construing the meaning of our signals.
But surely even the primary assumption
of Martian life has no supporting evidence.

Even the so-called canals may be natural
features of the landscape and not public
works constructed by Martian trade unionists.

Jewels Rich and Rare.
1.

MAKE a collection -of Sir John Reith's
notable sayings. Not (let it be said)
because I am attempting any amateur

Boswellising ; merely for the unhallowed joy
of speculating upon what he feels like when
he realises that his dicta are received also by

COMMUNICATION with Mars is rapidly
becoming established as the giant
gooseberry or sea -serpent of radio.
-Rotarian-F. Sargent has -been running, off
set -a model of which he put through its the rails in a luncheon talk at the Stockton

thinking people who are free from the

his selection.

country are, I consider, exactly what is
required." In a word, Mr. Whitley-keep
off ! Again : " The best way to give the

paces at a friend's honse before making
The British Arctic Expedition.

MO doubt before these notes are published the

Quest " will have dumped
the expedition amongst the chilly
scenery of Greenland. Morse readers should
look out for the expedition's radio signal's.

The main base is to be at Angmagsalik,
where one wireless set will be installed.
Call -signal,

GKN;

wave -length

29.27

metres, C.W. telegraphy. The other and
smaller station will be set up somewhere in
the ice -pack ; its call -signal, etc., have so

far eluded me, but readers who pick up

G K N will no doubt soon find out all about

it.

SHORT WAVES.
The best way to appreciate singing, says a
musician, is to shut the eyes.
Especially if there happens to be a television
screen in front of you.

" What is the best method of silencing
distortions in a loud speaker ? " asks a
correspondent in a contemporary. Has he
tried a coal -hammer
?-" Punch."
*
" What's the scandal at the broadcasting
studio ? "
" The whispering tenor wants more hush money."-" Wireless Weekly."
*
" At one time it used to be feared that
even the possession of a wireless receiving
set would render a house more liable to be
struck," we read in
Herald."
We suppose there must be a limit even to
what lightning will stand.

A Maintenance Scheme.

AMONGST the inducements offered by

the Radio Association to would-be
members is what is described as
" free maintenance for your radio set." A
local representative of the Association will
call and make any necessary adjustments
to the set if it breaks down, four times free
in one year ; extra visits, half-a-crown. I
am sorry to observe that this Association
has instituted what it terms " the degrees
of
(F.R.A.) and Associate
Fellow
(A.Rad.A.)," thus ape-ing certain learned
societies and institutions whose degrees are
important and recognised as certificates of
a certain standard of scientific learning.
Referred Back.

ANOTHER HOWLER.

" Negative is the opposite to affirmative,

and is therefore positive. Batteries have both

of these, and are marked in algebra to show
which is which and which is not, to avoid
confusion."

As a last request, a negro convicted of
an entire radio programme broadcast from
New York. After that the unfortunate fellow
was probably very glad to die.-" Judge."
Wireless is now being blamed for " that
Mondayish feeling," and the opinion has
been expressed that it is because of the dreary
Sunday evening programmes. In that case,
Friday evening programmes must be exceptionally good-at any rate, judging by the
delighted expressions one sees when it comes
to pay time on Saturday.
murder at Sing Sing was allowed to listen to

.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111

T. A. (W. Hartlepool) kindly sings a song

J

of praise in behalf of our

Magic "

Four, on which he gets so many

and. Thornaby Rotary Club. On two
points I. suggest he think- again. He is
reported to have said - that Marconi has

throughout Co. Durham, please, and let
some of it leak into Northumberland.

received signals on a wave -length " much
longer " than any used on this planet.

stations that he is positively embarrassed !
Thank you, sir ! Spread the good news
J. A., however, adds this tip : " Tf you want

to shorten your aerial, put a conducting
wire from aerial to earth wire outside your
window, before it enters house." Now,

my dear J. A., you know that one must
not " earth " the aerial under any circumstances except thunderstorms.

Chop

a piece off it, or put a condenser " in series '

with it, but don't earth it. Do you really
mean to say that you are receiving signals
on an " earthed " aerial ?

Two Appeals.

THE prizewinners this week are two
letters, one from the U.S.A. and another from Kampola. First (from

Boston, U.S.A.) :

" Had Welsh grand-

I doubt whether Marconi ever said or
implied that. A signal 'presupposes a
deliberate attempt to -communicate intelligence-and Marconi could not presuppose
any such thing. That he may have heard
some sounds I would not deny ; the ether
is full of " strays."
What Are They-Ii Any ?

-

THE Rotarian (so says the "Northern

Evening Despatch ") remarked in
conclusion -that any attempt to transmit (to Mars) presupposed human life. No,
not human life, but intelligent beings,
living on the surface of the planet, aware of

and interested in our " Earth," possessed
of the means to perceive electro-magnetic

compelling influence of his personality.

-

Addressing -the International Summer
School at. Cambridge last month he said,
of

the

existing

broadcasting

service :

" The system .and the constitution in this

public what it wants is to reject the express
policy of giving the public what it wants."
Fine, for students of. paradox, but ordinary
men and women, such as call spades spades,

won't applaud very heartily.

Abuse of Broadcasting.

IT is all very fine to broadcast descriptions
of " wanted " people, finger -prints,
dirty weather reports, chamber music,

nightingales having fits, and all kinds of
charming items like those, but to go and
use nature's great gift of radio for the purpose of dragging a fellow back to his job in

the middle of his holiday is the last word
in cruelty. Some time ago Mr. F. W. Foster,
a hospital assistant, was the victim. Next

time he should go to the seaside in blue
goggles, ginger whiskers, and the name of
Emanuel Thoop, and let the S.O.S. pass over.
Interference with Broadcasting.

AT the recent World Power Conference
(nothing to do with Kultur or Kaiser)
the question of interference with

radio had a rightful place on the agenda,
and our interests as listeners were all
watched over by M. Brainard, President

of the Technical Commission of the Union
Internationale de Radiodiffusion, who laid
stress upon the importance of stopping the
disturbances at their source. This received

the approval of the majority, but on the

other hand a suggestion was put forward to

the effect that if the power of the transmitters was increased we might use less
sensitive receivers.

Another suggestion
was that ultra -short waves should be used
for broadcasting. No! Stop the interference as much as possible, say all of us.
The Ring Complete.

THE death of Siegfried Wagner, the son
of the immortal composer, completes what I may call the Siegfried
Ring. In order to celebrate his birth and to
pay a pretty compliment to his mother, his
father specially composed the " Siegfried
Idyll," and had it performed, for the first
time in history, outside the lady's room, the
musicians sitting on the stairs. The baby
Siegfried lived to conduct his father's works

and achieve a sort of reflected fame. Now

he has gone, not many months after his
mother-and the Siegfried idyll is over.

ARIEL.
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WHEN I was in the B.B.C. there was

considerable criticism of my attitude
towards " Empire " wireless. I am
a technician and my attitude attempts to be
factual. I want to get on with a job quickly,

but I hate to get on to jobs that have ,no

If he lives in South Africa the timing of

Our Radio Consultant -in -chief has
a few interesting words to say about
a particularly topical subject.

real end and no obvious way to get on.

I thus preached the Regional Scheme

service, and have always opposed television
service, because the one gives an immediate
realisable benefit ; the other is a casual
amusement for a few technicians, and is in

the development stage. It is not helped
forward by putting it on the air."
Two Services.

It was very hard to judge the potentialities of the " Empire " station at the
time the project was mooted ; it is still very

the romantic aspects seem to have a rela-

tively lasting value, a value perhaps greater

than I imagined.

Let us consider this lonely listener a little
more closely. What does he get ? He has a
two -valve set, let us say, and manages
somehow (how does he, incidentally ?) to
supply it with high-tension and low-tension
current.

LONDON CALLING !

East Africa there is quite enough time

difference to make listening quite unrelated
to occupation ; one attends to midnight
lambing in Australasia to hear a 10.30 a.m.
weather forecast for local shipping, and eats
breakfast to a London supper jazz band !
Then, of course, there are seasons when
one hears nothing. 5 S W can only radiate
one wave -length, and so this is chosen as
the best for a compromise for a world ser-

vice, and only in rare cases satisfies any
particular district, season and time. There
is, inevitably, fading and some bad times of
atmospheric roar.
But maddeningly invariable as the service
may seem to us, pampered by millivolts per
meter in their tens and twenties, it is never-

point to its usefulness.
My apparent discouragement of the

scheme as first mooted was prompted by
my knowledge that any short-wave broadcasting service to isolated listeners not
equipped with elaborate receivers was fortuitous and dependent upon uncontrollable
factors, and that in any case the permanent
radiation of our programmes in terms of
special wireless links in the dominions
was, when analysed, of little permanent

theless something, and a remittance man
watching Alafafa on a coral beach in the
lonely outlying posts of Empire is grateful
for one note of a saxophone a week.

One is perplexed in advance to assess
proper relative weights to the intangibles,

but there seems to be evidence that the
lonely listener actually finds the service
worth while.

value.

How long he persists we do not know ;

I did, however, believe that an experimental short-wave service should be put
into action to see how far my theoretical

how long romance will loom larger than real
service we cannot tell ; what 'we must feel

is that wireless is doing real good when it

prognostications were proved or disproved
in fact.
.There are, as I indicate above, two very

cheers and amuses a lonely person far from
any possibilities of recreation. (Incidentally,
why do such people not read books and more
books ? But that brings up big issues, and
is outside the scope of this article).

definite functions to be performed by a
short-wave station: (1) to give a broad-

casting service to_ the lonely listener ; (2)
to link up Empire broadcasting systems one
to another.

Wave -length Difficulty.

Service to the lonely listener can,

of

be improved.

The wave -length
difficulty is solved by erecting many stations
each using a wave -length proper to a world
region, a time of the year and a time of day.
The time question is not so easily solved.

What Happens.

course,

There is the " lonely listener " service
and the interlinking of broadcasting systems service. Thus a man may live in the
vicinity of Melbourne and hear a British
programme relayed by the Melbourne

One suggestion is to " record " each and

every programme as it is made and repeat it
over the short-wave system via appropriate
channels at appropriate times.

station, or he may live in the centre of
Australia, looking after ten million sheep,

and want to receive 5 S W direct.
I argued a few years ago that the service

This is perfectly true ; the point is that even

normal habits ; in Australia, India, -China
and Canada, things are very trying ; in

Will Romance Last?

difficult to find an expression at once to

to the lonely listener was of necessity so
poor as to be romantic, but not reliable.

the programmes is near about right for

Thus Australia might be a day late, but

Britons abroad will soon be able to hear the
bells of St. Paul's and River Thames noises
for, as you see, the E.B.C. engineers have fitted
a microphone on a nearby warehouse.

that, for the lonely listener, does not matter.
On the other hand, is it inconceivable that
(Continued on rage 682.)
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LATEST BROADCASTING NE*S.

EMPIRE
TRADE BROADCASTS.
B.B.C. AT WIRELESS EXHIBITION - FORTHCOMING FEA-

TURES - LOST WELSH CUSTOMS-A BURNS CONCERT.

AS

forecast exclusively in POPULAR
WIRELESS, the B.B.C., after giving
up all hope of securing any political

party agreement, has gone ahead on its
own and arranged the broadcasting of all

Mr. Philip Ridgeway, whose period Cambridge Theatre in Seven Dials on
vaudeville programmes provided a really Thursday, September 4th, but the date of
bright -spot in the broadcasting fare some :the possible broadcast is, of course, not yet

time ago, has been commissioned to arrange
a new series of light programmes during the
autumn. The first, entitled "The Ridgeway

Parade," will be broadcast to National

listeners on Wednesday, September 10th,
and to London Regional listeners three days
later.
*

*

fixed.

Lost Welsh Customs.

More than usual interest attaches to a talk
entitled " Lost Welsh Customs," which
Mr. D. Rhys Phillips is giving from Cardiff
on Thursday, September 11th.

Mr. Phillips has apparently devoted a

good deal of research' work to discovering
customs, which are in danger of dying out,
" Masquerade," which opens at the new such as for instance, the disuse of ringing
the Curfew in districts where
its continuance has been "perTHE " MERCURY " FOUR
petually endowed."
Perhaps this talk will induce

Negotiations are taking place for broadcasting excerpts from Andre Chariot's revue

somebody to sit up and take
notice of many things which
our American cousins would

the main points of view on Empire Trade
in the autumn.
It is understood that Lord Beaverbrook
will kick off on October 18th or 19th, and

give millions of dollars to claim
as their own.

that he will be followed by Sir Arthur Salter

A Burns Concert.

and Sir Basil Blackett, amongst others.
Government circles have not been dis-

Burns enthusiasts and all

guising their displeasure at the independent

who claim to be Scotsmen will
welcome the announcement
that an half-hour excerpt from

action of the B.B.C., and an attempt may
still be made to kill the series.

a Burns Concert, which is to
take place in connection with
the Annual Conference of the

B.B.C. at Wireless Exhibition.

This year's Wireless Exhibition will, it is

hoped, include a rather more imposing
display by the B.B.C. than has been the
case for some. years-in fact, back to the

Burns' Federation at Greenock,

will be relayed from the local
Town Hall on Saturday, September 13th.
Delegates to the Conference
include people from America,

days when performances were given in a
specially constructed 'studio, through the
glass sides of which Visitors were able to see
an actual broadcast taking place.
Instead of the rather crude models which

as well as from all parts of
the United Kingdom, and the

convey so little of the work, and particu-

proceedings of the COnference

larly the engineering side of the activities at

will include a speech by Sir
Joseph Dobbie, President of
the Burns' Federation, songs
by the Excelsior Male Voice
Quartette and Crue Davidson

Savoy Hill, there will actually be on' iew
various types of apparatus used for broadcasting, such as the portable gear used by
the engineers In line testing, and watercooled valves, and other apparatus, most of

which has been brought into service only
since the construction of the Regional
Station.

(contralto), and also music by

The figures (1) and )2) denote the two sockets mounted in the wood-

work and connected to the ends of the long -wave frame aerial
winding (see page 882).

Visitors will also be able to see the

the Glasgow Caledonian Strath-

spey and Reel Society's Orchestra.

amplifier which has to supply the inputs to

the loud speakers used at the Exhibition
and, by way of contrast, the original
Marconi House transmitter, which is now at

FOR THE LISTENER -

Brookmans Park, in what it is hoped will

This week our popular contributor-who is holiday -making in Italytells of his amusing experiences there with " Belinda," the portable set.

one day be a museum for old " junk."
Forthcoming Features.

By " PHILEMON."

The B.B.C. is- already planning its pro-

grammes for 1931, and listeners will be
interested to learn that in the early part of
next year another performance of Beet-

hoven's 9th Symphony is to be given by the
National Chorus at one of the Corporation's
Symphony Concerts. It will be remembered

that the National ehorus gave this Choral
Finale at a Promenade Concert in October
last year.
-

*

*

*

Captain Eckersley, formerly Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., whose appearances
heford the Microphone were always among
the most enjoyable parts of the programmes,

is to broadcast, for the first time since he
left the service of the Corporation, during
the evening programme on Tuesday,
September 23rd. Captain Eckersley is
giving the talk as the first of a new series on
Careeri," his sUbjed being Electrical
Enginee

Salzburg.

BELINDA and I, in our quiet way, shared

the joy of Europe in listening to the
broadcast of the Mozart Serenades
from Salzburg. It was one of the easiest,
as well as one of the best, times we have had.

No fewer than thirteen stations were

broadcasting the same programme. At
every point of the dial we ran into Salzburg.
All roads, that night, led to Salzburg.
If at any point we picked up three stations

vines and the tall maize.

The night sky was

full of distant lightning ; there was 'no
thunder ; and, inside, our little company
sat around, some on chairs, some on the
floor, in charmed silence, listening.
Interludes.

It was not, for us, quite a continuous

performance. That, queer trick was in
evidence, the sudden fading -out of the waves

as if they had dropped into an air pocket

at once. the chances were they were all

and been lost for a moment.

Nations honouring the maker of lovely

announcer in London telling the world that
Hobbs, having scored a century for Surrey,
was -within 16 runs' of the record aggregate

Serenading. It was a united Europe. For
one glorious hohr there was a true League of
music.

It is hard to imagine that any orchestra

could have rendered it better than the

Vienna Philharmonic. Outside the cottage
the rain was pattering upon the leaves of the

In one of these interludes we heard the

held for so long, and now on the point of
being lost, by the great " W.G."
And

several times Rome intruded:
(Continua on page 680.)
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N0 matter what type of valve you con
sider, the more negative bias that is
applied to the grid, the less will be
the anode current. This may make it
seem, at first, that the ideal is to apply a
:tremendous negative bias to all grids and
get a very small H.T. consumption..
Unfortunately, it is by no means so easy
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In any case there is one very important

Grid volts play a very large part
in enabling you to get long life and
complete satisfaction from your
H.T. batteries. Here are some
vital pointers about this important
matter.
By A. S. CLARK.

as this, the grid bias has to be the right

upon the

large value while the grid circuit is " open."

Should this happen, not only is it very
bad for the H.T. batteries, but the valve
itself may also be harmed.

value and no more, otherwise results will
suffer as badly as if too little were used.

The right amount will,
of course. depend

point to remember, and that is that it is
advisable always to switch the set off
before making a change in the grid -bias
voltage. If this is not done it is possible
that the H.T. current may rise to a very

purpose. This is a point which should
always be observed.

Detector valves do not take much H.T..
and the question of grid return with them
is settled by the' particular circuit arrangement utilised. In " leaky -grid " rectification it will probably be to L.T. positive,
whilst for anode -bend detection a certain
amount of negative potential will be
necessary. In some cases, particularly with
shart-wave receivers, a potentiometer may

be provided, so that the detector valve

grid -potential can ba gradually varied.

A British battery of
good repute.

type of valve and its position in the circuit
in which it is used.
With ordinary three -electrode H.F.
valves, the grid return may conveniently be
taken direct to L.T. negative. In the case

of S.G. valves, however, if this is done,

then H.T. consumption may be surprisingly
high.

L.P. and Power Stages.

Now we come to the L.F. and output
valves, and it is here that the H.T. conneeds the most controlling.
Ordinary L.F. stages between the detector

sumption

and last valves will not often

is used for the

When the valve in an L.F. or output

stage is being worked properly, no current
is taken from the grid -bias battery. It is

often assumed in consequence, that the

require more than .t
volts negative

grid -bias battery will last for ever,

bias.

A Precautionary Measure.
This is not the case,

for even if the
battery were not connected in the set at
all, it would still gradually run down.
Therefore test the voltage of your G. -B.

Bias for S.G. Valves.

For this reason a negative bias of 14 to
41 volts should be used with them. The
best value should be found by trial, and it
should be as high as possible so long as
sensitivity is not impaired.
In most sets you will find the H.F. grid
bias already inserted, and you will note
that a separate battery

A neat 100 -volt
H.T. battery.

battery occasionally, or make a. practice of
buying a new one every six months or so:

"Ten Times Tested"
is

the claim of the

makers of thisbattery.

Here, again, as with H.F. valves, the
value may be found by trial. The power

valve, however, is a vastly different matter.

It is not much use adjusting the bias on it
.by trial unless you have some idea at what
value to start.
The bias may sometimes be given by the

High efficiency and

long service are claimed
for the Koorak battery.

manufacturers for various H.T. voltages.
If it is not, it can be read from the characteristic curves in the usual manner, or a
milliammeter in the output circuit can be
used to indicate when the bias is right.

An H.T.
battery made
one of the

by

leading firms in the
battery business.
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a horizontal type holder, as likewise are
the two L.F. -valves, about .which .more
later. Many makes of these holders are
of the " universal " 5 -pin- type, intended
to take A.C. valveg, Atwell as the battery

THE "MERCURY" FOUR.

type.

Some further constructional details for making the Sue set described last week.
By THE P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.
---11.-41.-0-4.-

4(

`.-4

If you use these (we did in the original
receiver), just identify the filament, ' G "

and " P ' points and ignore the fifth

4

y11 E gave you a general description of
the "Mercury " last week, and now
VI'

we can start to go into details a

little.
A look over the circuit diagram will show
you the main features of the receiver. First,

you will observe that there are two frame

socket, low waves).

current, and then observe how the H.F.
intervalve coupling circuits are arranged.
They are of the parallel -feed type, and a
three -pole change -over switch does the

The short-wave frame is wound on the

CONCERNING THE COIL
ANI4r/

CaloCold..
80 7Zaents

N932 0.5 C
TAPPED AT

707-'!'50'"&60'w
rti,9",5

SCREENING THE H.F.

Just note that a little grid bias (a single

dry cell of any small type) is provided

back door of the case, on four little moulded
corner supports obtained from Messrs.
Bulgin. It has 12 turns, of No. 24 D.C.C.

The compjetion of the screening is provided by two further arrangements. Firsts

quite immaterial ; likewise the connections
to their ends.

aerial windings, one or other being selected

by means of the plug and two sockets, on
the panel (upper socket, high waves, lower

terminal.

to two small sockets, mounted this time
in the wooden framework, as you will
see in one of the photos. By the way,
the direction of these aerial windings is

for the H.F. valve, to keep down its anode

wave -changing.

For the lower wave -band

it brings

in a special coil unit which you must

wind for yourself. Details of the windings

of this coil you will find in a diagram
reproduced here, and they are carried
on a former (Pirtoid) 2 in. in diameter
by about 31 in. long. Note carefully
that the windings are in the same direction,

and the fact that the upper end of the

reaction winding and the lower end of the
grid winding' bbth go to the little terminal
marked F.
Coupling Adjustments.

0
REA c non, COIL

25 TURNS

No32 DS C.

The grid coil, You will note, is tapped,

and a flex lead ending in a tapping clip
comes from the switch to engage with
these points. The idea is to use the 60 -turn

tap if you can, but if this makes the set
unstable

with

yoUr

partieular

valves,

The position and dimensions of the hole through
which the S.G. valve goes.

then come down to the 50 -turn point,
Be sure that your windings are wound in the right
direction.

and so on.

On turning the switch over the long -

wire, arranged with 2 turns in the first and
second slots, and one turn per slot thereafter (10 slots in all).
The ends of the windings are taken to two

placed in a socket, but is turned upside
down, and wires are

flex leads from the set are plugged.

The method of
mounting is made
pretty clear by a

small sockets mounted in a little strip of
ebonite fixed to the door, and into these
Long -Wave Windings.

The long -wave frame is wound round

the body of the inner (detachable) wooden
framework in which the set is built.

The winding consists of 56 turns of
the same wire as before, wound with a
slight space (about equal to the thickness

of the wire) between each turn and its
neighbour.

As before, the ends are taken

FOR LONG WAVES

soldered directly to its
pins.

special

sketch,

and

you will see that a
little strip of wood is
used. The coil is secured to this with a
remove the knob on
top of the unit, and
then the assembly is
screwed down to the
The receiver proper

is

covered with a sheet of copper foil. (Take
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B, puts the set on or off, S. being the wave -change switch, with the reaction
condenser above it.

built in quite the
normal way on a panel and baseboard
fitting into the upper part of the cabinet.
This section embraces the. H.F. and detector circuits, and here are located all
the tuning and H.F. amplifying arrange-

ments, and the various controls.
Now let us look at the screening arrange
ments. First, observe that there is a vertical
The method of securing the L.W. coil.

(as you look at the wiring diagram)

you will see when you

is

MOUNTING FOR 8 0 20 Co,,...

left of the above -mentioned vertical screen

ON THE PANEL

nut run on to the projecting screw, which

baseboard.

SECTION SHOW/NO WOODEN BASE

the upper surface of the baseboard to the

wave coil comes in, and this is a standard
Lewcos
B.S.G. 20 " unit. It is not

screen through a hole in which the S.G.
valve is placed in a horizontal position.

This valve is therefore to be provided with

a look at all the components which are
to be mounted on this, and see that they
have no dangerous metal points underneath
which may touch this copper sheet.)

The rest of the screening is a matter

of a box -like arrangement made of thin
aluminium or copper sheet to enclose all
the set to the detector side of the screen
through which the S.G. valve is mounted.
Further notes on assembly and use will
appear in " Radiotorial " nest week.
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Making Your
Accumulator

Last Longer
THERE is one important, but

ofte-s

negleci-ed, item in a set's equipment

which amply repays the user for a

little regular attention.
'It is sometimes loosely called the " juice
box," but its correct name is accumulator
or L.T. battery. Its function is to supply

a perfectly steady current for the valve
filaments, and unless it carries out. this

*- -4 .1. -4.--4-4- -4-1 ........... *
t Do not neglect your L.T. battery.

That it will amply repay you for
a little regular attention is shown
in this helpful article.
By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL.

*..--4-...--4,4-4.--40-4,-.8.--.......--..........--,..--8-*

duty at all times the receiver will not give
the results of which it is capable.

lator to a good charging station and let them

do the job for you. Provided you have a
reputable radio dealer in your locality, this
procedure is probably more satisfactory-at
any rate. it saves you the trouble of having
to handle the acid.
After the first charge it is advisable to
work the battery only for about one-half of
its normal period. The second charge will
then place the accumulator in first:class
order and with a little periodical attention
a long life is assured.

Choosing a Suitable Size.

Now the first, procedure is to make sure
that the accumulator is of adequate
capacity. and is capable of standing up to

Sulphation is Detrimental.

charging.

take place, and the life of the battery sill

A battery should never be left for any

time in a discharged condition. Directly it
runs down, have it recharged. If you fail
to follow out this procedure, sulphation will

the current demand of the valves for a
reasonable period without requiring re-

The minimum size for normal use should
be about 20 ampere -hours factual) because
with a one -valve set employing a .1 -amp.
valve such a battery should last for approxi-

be shortened very considerably. Moreover,

the effective area of the plates is reduced
and the accumulator will need charging

more frequently.
You will notice that there is a tendency

mately 200 hours between each charging

for the level of the acid to fall below the
top of the plates. This is normally caused
by the evaporation of the water in the acid
solution, and this evaporation should be
made up by replenishing the battery with

period.
In the case of a two -valve set employing

the same type of valves, this period would
be halved, so

perhaps it is
as well to in-

dis!illet water, which can be obtained from
any chemist.
Loss of acid only occurs through " spraying when the accumulator is gassing on

crease the
size of the

L.T. battery

charge or by spilling. In this case the
cleetrolite must be kept at its proper level
by the addition of acid of the correct

to 30 ampere -

hours for
two-valver
receivers unless there are

convenient

an extra

" start in life." An accumulator normally
leaves the factory in an uncharged state,
and after purchase it requires an initial

amplifying
valve with-

out
the
necessity of
purchasing a
new accutnuThe carrier for this "Three Star"

lator.

of the plates and the level of the

suggestions

acid to be easily seen.

run-down state.

be short, and it is much more economical to
choose the right type in the first instance.

scheme also
permits the
addition of

I give these

because an
accumulator which is of insufficient capacity
will obviously be overloaded, and in
consequence be working under unfavourable
conditions. The life of such a battery will

specific gravity.

is no excuse here for leaving the battery in a

charging
Th i s
facilities.

accumulator enables the condition

The Smith accumulator has three coloured floats
which indicate the degree of discharge. There

11, is essential to give a new battery a good

charge before it can be put into use.
The First Charge.

Upon the battery container you will see
the makers' instructions regarding the
specific gravity of the acid to be employed,
and you have two alternatives.
'I he first is to go to a chemist or electrician

and to obtain a quantity of the acid

" broken down " to the correct specific
You can then fill the battery

gravity.

yourself in preparation for the initial
charge.

Alternatively, you can take the accumu-

With portable sets it is essential to have a battery
of the unspillable type. The Jelectro has a semisolid alectrolite which completely obviates any
danger of spilling.
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One of the finest things "P.W." did for wireless

" FIBBST SET IN THE WORLD"
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Dear Sir,-I hope you are not tired of receiving

praise of the " Magic " Three, but I am going to chance
it. I built the " Magic " Three on Novembeu8th last,

" FINEST SET IN THE

and have given it a thorough test. on all waves and
can honestly say that it is the finest set,that I have
ever built (I have built twenty-seven of all kinds),
and here is a report on results.
Medium waves : Morayska-Ostrava, Barcelona,
Bratislava, Turin, Bordeaux -Lafayette, Breslau,
Posen, Louvain, Brno, Barcelona B A J 1, London
Regional, Stuttgart, Algiers, Seville, Hamburg,
Toutouee,. Genoa, Frankfurt, Bucharest, Berne,
Katttagiire;. Rabat, San Sebastian, Berlin, Madrid,

WORLD."
A GROUSER'S GROUSE-A PLEA
FROM PENANG.
Letters from readers discussing interesting and

topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences are always welcomed ; but it must

be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate

Rhariler,, Beograd, Rome, Moscow, Salamanca,
Zurich, Lyons, Langenburg, Midland Regional,

Vienna, Munich, Budapest, and
The stations in italics come in at terrific volume
on a pleatecl diaphragm loud speaker. I have not
made a mistake with the London Regional. We
have danced in the room to his music on the loud

ourselves with the views expressed by our

Prague, Milan,

correspondents, and we cannot accept any responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

Njubljama.

speaker.

Long waves : Leningrad, Moscow -Popoff, NovosivIrsk, Stamboul, .Kharkov, Motu's, Warsaw, Eiffel
Tower, Moscow Komintern, Daventry &X X, Konigswusterhausen, Radio Paris, Kaunas, and Angora.

Shortwaves: P L E, P C K, PHI, H

P J,

K1XR, W8XK, G5SW, W3 XAL, 7L0,
W .3,X AL '(01.35 m.); W

Z.8888,1, P C*J,

ON411P,D 4 L,VE 1 BIL,PY 2AlfiEA It 9 8
EU6KAG, SP 3,DX, YI 1 AC, VK 2NO,
ZL 2BE, CT 2 AD,I1 MM, 31TK, SM 6 WL,
OZ 7BY, PAODF, PK 1B1I, HAF 3AP,
11.00K, CV 5BL, AR8UFM, OK 1FX,
ZS 5 D,
VU 2DR, VTVVZ, OFI 2 TD,
UN 7CC. VS lIP, RX IAA, KA 1 HZ,

CN8RUX,ete.

good. At 4.7 p.m. he closed down, and said " Goodnight, children."

Am' sorry to have bored you with such details, hut
as I am so pleased with the performance of the -set
I thought that a report from Egypt would be O.K.
I have told plenty of people here in Cairo about the
" Magic " Three, and those who have built it have
told me that they were delighted with it, also one
chap has built your " Magic " One, and following
details want some believing unless actually on the
spot to prove it. He can get 5 G B and London
Regional at R5 to R7 with it, and most of the strong
Continental stations.

DIO, DUO, RKV, WKU, PLJ,, WIK,

have to plek up the old " Magic " Three and try my
luck with it there. Thanking you for the finest set

W2 XAF,3 LOW 2 XAC,W 2 XE,W 3 XAL

On March 20th, at 4 p.m.
G.M.T., I heard 3 R 0 Rome testing, speech was
R.9, with slight distortion owing to S U W Abou
Jabal, on 25.17m. working, and a French broadcaster testing on 25.18 m. 3 It 0 was jammed exactly
between the two. I heard the announcer say that
the record he was going to play had some bad patches
in it, the record, " I lift my finger, etc.," was very
49.18 m.), W 6 X A L.

Here are some commercial stations that I have
picked up with the set : P P W, P C V, P C L,

WQP, WIY, JNA, GLL, PCU, LSS,WTU,
W E X, W A J, H J 0, W H R, W R, FXB,

oKB,FXB, G Z Q, U 0 X, F T N, 0 B U, C N 0,
JAN, 0 Q L, F Q E, V I Y, F Y R, GB FL, C T A,
PLN, GL IC, GBH, GLQ, GK T,PLO, GLW,

PPR, VBB, CKA, CNR, LSZ, FALT,

PCM,YVF,VQG,WTI,OXA,OXY,HSG,
XGA, OXE, GBN, HIS, UOR, EAQ,EAM,
OXZ, EAN, IDM, PZA, KAZ, LSI, FZO,
NAZ,WTF,XDA,X0-M,FRIT,GZO,,LGN,
KU W, W N
W E L, J N G, J N I, LSD,
VWZ,WOO,WIL,VGC,CMA;PAA,GBL,
WSL, POT, NAA, 02A0, WUAJ, WaC,
WWB,GLZC,DDEA,GLYZ,GLX,FOBJ,
HIT, FXC, FFS, ORIT, IDX, FTF, ETU,
OFA, WEAL PJZ, FYA, MRJ, C 8 P, Q 3L,
WIR,WIZ,FHT,WEB,GHC,GFV,KBK,
F V A, 1? J I,

A J, ete.

I have logged 480 amateurs and 38 countries.

An example from each : G 6 W N, W 4 C X, F 8 D A,

As I shall be in England shortly I regret that I

in the World.

Cairo, Egypt.

I am, Yours sincerely,

A. F. WRITE (L.-Sergt. R. Signals).

" A GROUSER'S GROUSE."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-It was with interest I read your article
on " A Grouser's Grouse," in " P.W." recently.
Having been a reader of this excellent paper ever
since your 35s. Crystal Set was first described, you
will, of course, realise that it would be impossible
for one to have stood still in Radio knowledge.
To some extent I agree with your Edinburgh.
reader, but, of course, appreciate-one cannot fail to
do so-the wonderful improvement in radio components, especially transformers and valves ; but,
getting down to rock bottom, i.e.. the circuit used, I
really think we have to some extent been standing
still.

on me, I must confess that I have
not been doing much listening of
late.
I have, however, been active in
other ways, chief of which is the con-

super" receiver.' This
being done in very leisurely fashion,'

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.

struction -of a new

By W. L. S.

and although I have been three weeks over

*

yet half finished !

practically the whole scale of the smaller

it already, I am sorry to say that it is not
Various L.T's.
I am not seriously altering the present
circuit (screened -grid, detector and L.P.),

but am

building the whole thing in one metal

box, and, in a spirit of hope, using five pin valve -holders and taking out the fila-

ment connections separately from the
cathodes. ibis has the advantage that

I can start off with ordinary valves, replace
them with indirectly -heated valves working

from D.C., and finally, with a burst of
optimism, use raw A.C. on the heaters.
I am beginning to wonder whether I have
been wise -all this time to stick to my method

of getting easy tuning en the short-wave
amateur wave -lengths.
I expect most
readers will remember that T used a very
small variable condenser (of the order of
-00002) with a. slow-motion dial, and run an
ordinary .0001 reaction condenser in parallel

with it. The latter is then set at the.desired

value and the band is spread out over

results I've never, excelled on a one -valve set. To
think without H.T. one could roam the Continent.
I had a first-class Unidyne verve, and this I am sorry

to say was not British but Orman. Why has this

circuit faded away ? 'What about' an A.C.-heated
cathode H.T.-less screened -grid four -valve set for
modern readers ?

Still moving forward with your paper, I built a

three -valve Trinadyne receiver. Here, again, my
modern 1930 four -valve screened -grid set has never
equalled the performance of the Trinadyne. And I

honestly believe, and all people that heard my
Trinadyne set will agree, the purity was equal, -If not
superior to, my present set. Selectivity was also
good.
You say that the improvement in a June set may
not warrant the scrapping of a set made in May.
Here I agree but you go on to say a very small

improvement in layout or variation in a design of a
coil helps. But from the amateur constructor's point
of view I disagree, such improvements are not ad- -

vantageous to amateurs, but are only realised by
men that are out to improve such as scientists,

wireless engineers, and your own staff.
Best wishes for the continued popularity of
POPULAR WIRELESS.

I remain,

Birmingham.

A Constant Reader,
H. F. W. JEFFREYS.

A PLEA FROM PENANG.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I am a regular reader of " P.W.," the 1

contents of which I found to he packed with a
mixture of valuable informations in connection with

wireless that makes reading interesting and instructive.
Regarding the publicity side of " P.W.," the

advertisements have been well displayed and the

readers are being kept in touch with the latest

developments and improvements in the manufacture T

of components and etc. Such informations are of
importance to us here. I congratuitte the " P.W.",
staff on the manner the works are being carried out '
and thanks to Mr. " Pentode " and other contributors
for their very interesting articles.
Regarding reception, here we have no local broadcasting stations. The only scraps of programmes we

are obliged to content with are the foreign transmissions on short -waves, the nearest of which is
hundreds of miles away.
For the benefit of " P.W." readers especially in
this part of the world and as well as for those in other
corners who may suffer from the same fate as ours,

would the "P.W." be generous enough to devote

an article to short-wave receivers ? Such an article
will be met with a world-wide appreciation and will
be to our as well as to your mutual advantages.
Wishing the " P.W. every success.
Yours faithfully,
Penang, Straits Settlements.

M. 1BRAFLIM.

metres, and the third would start off with

MANY months of boredom having told

is

was the Unidyne Receiver, this I built, and for

one.

The results from this are very nice as far
as ease of operation is concerned. Efficiency,

however, is admittedly another tale. Time
after time I have found that the best short -

wavers are those with a- very high L/C

the 40 -metre amateur band, covering about

41-42.5 metres with the small condenser,

and going up over 55 metres with the other.
Rather a complicated, piece of jugglery-,
you think ? I am afraid it is, but it should
be worth while.
New Stations Heard.

- Speaking of the amateur bands, while
' hams " all over the world are mournix:g
the demise of the 20 -metre wave as far as
workable " DX " is concerned, the 40 -metre

wave' is coming into its own once more.
The New Zealanders have been coming over

well in the early mornings lately on this
wave, and late at night one can usually

ratio. From this it appears that one- ought
to make a really " thoroughbred " amateur
band receiver using the smaller condenser
only, and carefully getting the inductance
value right (even to a quarter of a turn) so

hear a number of interesting people. Some
nights the whole of the American continent
seems to be active, and others one can only

Covering the Bands.

Islands.
I am reminded of a mistake I made a few

that the whole band is covered.

Then, of course, the receiver is hardly

suitable for logging short-wave broadcast,
but one could use a parallel condenser with
a switch to cut it out of circuit.
The coils would have to be chosen S3 that
one started at 20.8 metres, went up to 21-4

with the small condenser, and then up to

about 30 with the larger one. The next coil

would be exclusively for broadcast and

would have to cover something like 28-41

hear Florida, Porto Rico, and the Virgin

weeks back, when I gave PXMG as a

station at Mahu River, Brazil. I was con-

fusing him with P X B D.
located in Rio.

PXMG is

Two new stations recently heard are
(Barbados) and VQ5NT A

V 1. Y B

(Uganda). It is gratifying to see the large

number of active stations in British Possessions all over the world. They are
springing up almost daily.
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THE B.B.C. TODAY
BY THE EDITOR

TO get at the real meaning and possi-

bilities of Mr. Whitley's appointment
to the chairmanship of the B.B.C. in
succession to the Earl of Clarendon, it is
necessary to review the various constitutional tendencies of British broadcasting.

In this final article of a vitally
important and immensely interesting survey of British broadcasting,
the subject of Mr. Whitley's recent
appointment is discussed in detail,
and some new facts regarding the

The B.B.C. began as an ordinary business
amalgamation of wireless
companies for the specific purpose of providing programmes that would make
people buy and maintain wireless receiving

concern-an

apparatus. The Board was wise in leaving
the business largely to Sir J. C. W. Reith,
who developed it as a public service.
Old B.B.C. Best.

As things have turned out, there is no
doubt at all that the first constitution of
broadcasting was by far the best. There
seemed to be more independence, resilience,

and originality under the old B.B.C. But

its very success spelt its doom.

Vested

SIR GORDON NAIRNE

t

reasons that probably influenced
his choice are revealed. In concluding these articles the Editor
outlines some suggestions for improving our broadcasting servicesuggestions of a completely constructive and practical character.

---- *

Sooner or later, the governors would be
bound to begin some sort of intervention
that would upset the existing state of affairs.
It is common knowledge, of course, that Mrs.

Philip Snowden was the governor to insist
on earning her money in the sense of the
Charter explanation. The difficulties and
controversy

which

ensued

have

been

wrongly interpreted as primarily personal.
They were nothing of the sort, although, of
course, the personal factor would obtrude
with the exacerbation of the trouble.
A Government Concern.

at this new force outside their charmed

The conflict was one of essential prin
ciples in administration. On the one hand
was the conception and system of efficient
private enterprise devoted to the service
of the State ; on the other hand, was the

recommended what was meant to be the
nationalisation of radio in Britain. True,
the existing staff and organisation were to

that the Conservative government which
set up the B.B.C. under the Charter had no

interests demanded some control over the
innovation.
Government departments became alarmed

circle. So the Crawford Committee of 1925

Charter idea of the B.B.C. becoming a
government department. It is probable

be taken over as a going concern ; but there

(Continued on next prge.)

Board of business men under the Company,
a group of governors representing the State

MR. MONTAGUE RENDALL

was to be superimposed in place of the

and responsible in a vague kind of way to
Parliament,
The governors were hedged round with
ambiguous conditions, and left to work out
their own destinies, but not without some
little compensation, the chairman taking
£3,000, the vice-ch. Yman £1,000, and each
of the other three £700 per annum.
After Three and a Half Years.

The Corporation, as distinct from the
Company, took over at the beginning of

1927. and has now been at work about three
and a half years.

For the first year there was practically

no change recognisable. As long as the
governors were prepared to act on the model
of the old board of directors, assuming responsibility for the revision of higher policy
only, all was well.
But there were paragraphs in the Charter

of the Corporation, and passages in the
parliamentary explanations of the postmaster:general which said without qualiFinance is adequately represented op the Board of
Governors of the B.B.O. by Sir Gordon Nairnq,
Bart., who is a governor of the Bank of England.

fication that the governors were to be fulltimers, prepared to work at their jobs, and

not merely assume responsibility for the
achievements and mistakes of the staff.

Mr. Rendall represents education, for he was at
one time Headmas'er of Winchester.
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THE B. B. C. TO -DAY.

be an inquiry to overhaul the Charter and

(Continued from previous page.)

Licence in order to satisfy Socialist opinion ?
Or would the P.M.G. be specially instructed

*
very clear idea of the future tendency. It
may, indeed, have hoped that the Charter
and governors would merely perpetuate the
anomalous state that had been evolved by
Sir John Reith.
Definite Ideas.

But the congestion of intrigue behind the
scenes was terrific. The subject certainly
assumed Cabinet importance. Would there

17.4

There is reason for believing, however,

that the Labour government had more

definite ideas on the subject. They did not
disapprove of the Charter, which was, after
all, a non-party matter ; but they wished to
underline its socialistic characteristics,
which had been ignored in most respects.
For one thing, they favoured the incorporation of the staff into the civil service.
For another thing, they were anxious that
more use be made of the educational possibilities of broadcasting, particularly in nonpartisan political subjects.
There was, of course, always present the
significance of the fact that in the absenee
of a strong Socialist press, broadcasting was

to take action to bring Savoy Hill more
into line with what the government considered it should be ?

And so on. And then an unexpected
development altered the situation completely. Lord Clarendon, the chairman,

accepted the governor -generalship of the
Union of South Africa, thereby giving up
his B.B.C. post. However much the B.B.C.
may have regretted the premature departure
of the first chairman under the Corporation,

there cannot be much doubt that the

government was not altogether displeased.
Mr. Whitley ArriVes.

Not that there was any reflection on the
administration of Lord Clarendon ; but

rather that his promotion was a heavensent opportunity to avoid any inquiry or
challenge to the constitution of broadcasting.

There was much competition for

the vacant post, and many prominent

names were freely canvassed. Ultimately
the choice fell upon Mr. Whitley-an

THE WORLD'S LONELIEST RADIO STATION

on his doing the former ; all other opinion
expects him to do the latter. No doubt he

is already the target of a good deal of
interested advocacy one way and the other.
I cannot, of course, give any indication

of what the new chairman intends ; but I

can indicate what I, as an independent and
friendly critic of broadcasting would like
to see him do.
In the first place, no obstacle should be
allowed to prevent the smooth working of
the administrative machine ; executive

authority and initiative should be fully
safeguarded.

Secondly, there should be more taking

the public into the confidence of the

governors than has been the case in the

past. It would be wrong for the governors
to assume or perform any executive
functions ; but they should be available for
public explanation and advocacy of B.B.C.

So far as the staff are concerned,
I believe they are fairly well treated now,
but while not making them civil servants,
policy.

I would recommend their being given some
more definite guarantee of tenure and
pension than they now receive.
Humanise Broadcasting.

It should be remembered that broad-

casting does not qualify people for other

work. Those who have spent seven or eight
years of their lives working efficiently for
the B.B.C. should not be turned out lightly
even with contraction of staff.
And my fourth point would be to intro.
duce a rather more human element into the
B.B.C. There seems to me now to be a little
too much formality and stiffness. Without

the loss of any dignity or efficiency, the
service would benefit enormously by the
infusion of the personal factor. Let's get
away from the tyranny and anonymity and
standardisation in voices and broadcasters
generally.
My fifth point perhaps should have come

first ; it is important enough. I mean that

it should be laid down by the Board that

under the Regional scheme there should be

alternatives to practically everything ; a
minimum

of

two

properly

contrasted

services for every listener was what was
promised and what should be provided.
Unless such a definite ruling is made, we

shall be in danger of slipping back into the
old rut of over -abundant S.B.'s."
Two hundred and fifty miles off the east coast of Australia, buried in the Pacific, is Willis Island, on
which is probably the loneliest radio outpost in the world. This station has the job of giving warning of
approaching cyclones. Three men live on the island for months at a stretch, with no other company
than that of the wild bird and animal life. There are plenty of birds, as this photograph shows.

the sole means whereby Socialist views might
reach the masses of the people. Then,
curiously enough, there was another current

of opinion running in co-operative circle,
where the commercialising of broadcasting
began to find favour. The argument, was
that if there were " freedom of the ether,."

Labour and co-ops. could have their own
stations.

Many Dangers.

Towards the end of 1929, as PoramAn
WIRELESS exclusively proclaimed, there
were many dangers in the path of the B.B.C.
Growing friction within and political threats
without. It speaks worlds for the capacity

and devotion of the permanent staff that
the service went on steadily improving, and,
so far as the average listener was concerned,
nothing might have been amiss.

appointment which, in all the circumstances,

*

*

HERE AND THERE t
-4.1.-1-4-

t

4.*

was particularly skilful and appropriate.
The ex -speaker, enjoying the unique

Thirty-six beats in ten seconds is the speed
of the metronome that is used at Berlin on 418

servant, respected by all shades of political
opinion, could be counted upon, first of all,
to make peace in the inner counsels of the

heats up very easily, it also cools down quickly,

authority and prestige of a great public
B.B.C.

Thereafter, he could be counted

upon to take careful stock and then to

determine to what extent, if at all, the constitution of broadcasting required interim
amendment. This appointment at once
silenced the voices of political criticism.
What will Mr. Whitley do about the main
issue ? Will he acquiesce in encouraging
the Civil Service form of evolution for the
B.B.C. ? Or will he follow most constitutional precedents and allow the B.B.C. to
grow naturally along its own lines, however
anomalous ? Most Labour opinion depends

metres.

Although the light type of soldering iron

so that the larger type is much better.

A neutralised valve takes much less H.T.

current than a screened grid valve does.

Even the faintest short-wave carrier wave
is worth investigating, as after reaction has
been slackened off it often resolves itself into a
clear programme.

Usually American broadcasting sets are
easier to handle than European models, because

the latter cover long waves as well as short,
while the American stations are all on the one
wave -band.

.
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Save sorrow
Recharge
tomorrow
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AN ACCUMULATOR
THAT THINKS!

The charge
is lean
When falls the
GREEN

To charge
me right

Briny up the
WHITE
wonderful new invention is here !
National have built an accumulator that will
think for you Three little floats-red, green,
A

An example of
Dagenite prices L A
Type

Accumulator
Volt- 12 ampere

L. T.
2

white-show you just what is happening
Warn you in plenty of time that
inside.
recharging is due.
Cut out all guess-

hour capacity - 4/6.
With " Tell Tale " 6/
H.T. 10 Volt units from
5/- Send for free
.

work Keep every programme smooth and
Lengthen the Accumulator's life.
clear.

catalogue No R. 151
showing all types, to
National Accumulator
Co . Ltd , 93 Gt Port-

Only National Zagenite' Wireless Accumulators have this marvellous device. Now

-in time for the coming winter-get an
all -British 'Dacienite'made by National.

land St., London. W.1

Also branches

at

Glasgow, Manchester and Northampton.

USE NATIONALf
ACCUMULATORS

THE DAGENITE SERIES FOR CAR AND RADIO

NR 3. 91/2,/
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THIS
TEITI °F TIME IS WHAT YOU'VE
V

WAITED FOR!

Big Ben
stands for..
... reliability and accuracy all the world
over. It is a standard
by which t;me itself is
judged.

T.C.C. too, is a stand-

ard - a

standard by
which other condensers

are judged-a standard
of accuracy, reliability
and dependability. The
letters T.C.C. are an
assurance of good ser-

vice-recommended by
experimenters, scientists

RADIO
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA,

and amateurs alike the famous "condenser
in the green case." So,
remember this, when
next you ask
condenser.

for

STAND NO.

a

67

PRICE

£645-0
Speech Transformer 15J- extra.

A new R.K. with permanent magnet

designed to work-and work well-without
the application of extra power. This new
model, which
install (just
connect it to your set, whether mains or
battery driven), still upholds the reputation
for tone and quality which the other R.K.
models have held for four years.
The price is exceptionally reasonable
when the remarkably fine reproduction is
compared with that, of other speakers and
therefore offers excellent value for money.
There are three other R.K. Reproducersthe Senior with built-in rectifier for use
with A.C. mains, price £11 10s., and the
Standard Senior, price 17 7s., and Junior
Model, price 16 6s., all of which are obtainable through your radio dealer.

Ask your dealer for particulars of

hire purchase terms.

THE (C

,

NEW
MAGN ET

PERMANENT

REPRO

CER$:
er,3_

7

Illustrated above is a .0003 mfd.
T.C.C. Upright Type Mica Conden.
ser. Price 116 each. Other capacities

its.

in this type are made from .0001 mfd.
to .25 mfd. Prices 1/6 to 181-.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Incorporating the Wiring Supplies, Lighting Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business of The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.
Radio Division.

DIG DEN
ADVERT

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns

OF THE TELEGRAPH en

CONDENSER Co. Ltd. N. ACTON,W.3 Nof
5616

EDISWAPC.
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DURING the course of three or four years

the average amateur spends much
more on buying H.T. batteries than
he does on accumulators for supplying
low tension. But I think most of us will
agree that the accumulator is the greater

This entirely practical battery buyer's guide tells you exactly
what to look out for when you
venture forth to select new batteries for your set. Armed with

occasional voltage test, it gives no trouble
at all, until, after some months, it begins
to run down, and the question of replacement arises.

at quite reasonable prices to bring the

the lowest possible prices.
By G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.

interest to country listeners, and I often

to get exactly what you want at

EIEREADY

periodical charging and topping up and
cleaning. However, if the mains are not

Victor King's Idea.

PAY WIEN,'

But in my opinion it is a somewhat
clumsy device, and not likely to prove an
economical proposition. The more you
delve into the whole problem of L.T. the
more one realises the fact that the accumulator, troublesome though it may seem
from some points of view, is going to be
with us for a long while yet.
Even if you have the mains, despite its
disadvantages, there is a lot to be said for

available for supplying L.T. an accumulator

generally regarded as being essential,

that is, at least, for larger sets.
An alternative that is well worth considering in the 'case of smaller receivers is the
primary battery, and this can take the form

either a dry battery, similar in

all

respects except in size to an - H.T. battery,
although, of course, only the two or three
cells are needed, or a wet type of Leclanche

the use of a small accumulator, trickle

charged, and I think it was Mr. Victor King

cell.

who once said that it will be a bad day

'1 hese really are propositions well worth

considering, but only, as I have said, in
the case of smaller sets. Where the total
current required for the filaments of the
valves is not above, say, half an ampere,
a primary cell may even prove to be an

economical proposition. Certainly this may

well be so where a two-valver employing
only two 1 valves is concerned.
But, personally, I should always plump

when the radio set becomes as simple- an
article as the mechanical gramcphone.

His idea is, I believe, that it is a good

Ever Ready make all kinds of radio batteries.
including H.T.. L.T., and G.B. types.

for

the " wet "

type.

The

ordinary

Leclanche, such as is used for supplying
current for house bells, will not do the job
properly, and there are several firms that

market wet type Leclanche

4

wonder why they are not more widely used.
There is a further alternative to:the accu-

mulator, and that is the thermopile, a

But as well as the necessity of periodical
tests, the accumulator also requires

of

batteries up to scratch again. Batteries
of this kind should prove of considerable

device which generates electricity on the
application of heat in the form of either a
gas flame or oil burner.

Leelanehes for L.T.

is

longer with very little voltage variation.

%And after that new elements can be obtained

such knowledge you should be able

nuisance.

Having bought an H.T. battery and
connected it to the set, apart from an

Complete batteries can be purchased in
stout wooden cases. Naturally they are
fairly large and fairly heavy, but they will
give good service up to six months or even

thing to have something like an accumulator

that requires periodical maintenance. that

will focus the listener's attention on his

set every now and then, so that he is

never tempted to regard his outfit merely
as a music producer and nothing else.
(Continued on next page.)

batteries specially designed for
radio purposes.
Another Alternative.

You want two cells to supply one or two two -volt valves,
GRID 1104%.*

1:.BistXT/Alitif
>Rom

The PertrL batteries for all radio purposes have
achieved wide popularity.

and as the pressure developed

by such a battery will

he

three volts a filament theostat
is necessary. Where anything

above about a quarter of an
amp. is required, it is a good
plan to have paralleled cells.

The Lissen people are ever widening
their fine range. Above you see one of
their H.T. accumulator units.
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PRACTICAL HINTS AND TIPS ON THE SELECTION OF BATTERIES

-

-can afford. I always aim to buy a battery

that will last just over the month for every
charge.

I find it convenient to get my accumu-

lators

charged

regularly every month,

for it is an interval of time that is easily
remembered. Also, the beginning of the
month especially always seems to bring
with it many other things that have to be
Columbia H.T. batteries axe particularly compact,

as their cells are not of the usual tubular construction.

671

done.
One does not want to buy an accumulator

that will last more than one month per

There is a lot to be said for this point
of view, although I do not go the whole
Way with it. However, we are getting
rather a long way off our immediate

-

Supposing the set in question
is a four valver, employing three

has its ampere -hour capacity

rating based on an output of
exactly .55 amperes.

are calculated at currents far in excess of
that which any ordinary radio receiver requires in the way of L.T.

of -55 amperes. To get at th,
ampere -hour consumption of
that set over 100 hours multiple
the hundred by -55. The answer
is 55.
Thus, you see, our four-valver
will need an accumulator capable
of an output of 55 ampere hours.

A Variable Factor.

you are not caught by an ignition rating

valves rated at 1 amp. and one
at -25. This gives you a total

'

You see, the capacity of an

A product o one of the greatest electrical concerns

in the country.

That is not a usual rating, but 60 ampere
hours is to be found in all accumulator

catalogues, and the extra five Is a nice little
margin.
By the way, you should never work down
to the last ounce of an accumulator. And

accumulator varies with its output. An accumulator that is
rated as having a capacity of 60
ampere -hours should, theoretic-

give you one ampere of
current for sixty hours ; two
amperes of current for thirty hours or
ally,

Nevertheless, you want to be careful that

capacity " on
some batteries of obscure origin. Capacity
100 Ampere -Hours " may look nice in largo
black letters -when seen on a neat, compact
battery, but if it is calculated on an ignition
basis then, for radio purposes, that capacity
is only fifty ampere -hours at most.
which is given 9.4 unqualified

The name of Siemens is almost a household "
word where batteries are concerned. Shortly a

new range of " Full -o' -Powers " is to be m traduced to the public

should deliver half an ampere of current

sixty amperes for one hour, or in fact any
current for any number of hours the sum
of which is sixty.

for an aggregate period of 60 hours ; but

must not forget to point out that it

iff

unwise to work only by the book, and the'

Particularly dependable batteries that sell
at reasonable

in a paper calculation one mnst always

prices.

The C.A.V.

unspillable

accumulator can

stood on its side quite safely.

be

subject of batteries, and in this article I do
not propose to deal with the use of batteries
so much as their selection. Let Its start
with the accumulator.

These batteries carry a name well known for
It was a good day for radio enthusiasts when the
famous condenser people decided to turn their

expert attention to batteries.

charge, for, as another article in this issue
of " P.W." will tell you, regular charging
is

reliable and inexpensive radio gear.

allow for practical discrepancies : in this
particular instance the valves may be taking
just a little over their specifications.

But in actual practice we find that the

capacity of an accumulator will vary with
its output. Generally speaking, the smaller
the current you take away from an accumu-

essential for the good health of the

battery.

One should work out, approximately, how many hours of listening, or
hours of accumulator use, are likely to

happen in a month.
I do not suppose many people listen for
longer than an average of three hours per

Messrs. A. H. Hunt's excellent contribution to
the radio power facilities available to the public.

The voltage your accumulator should
give depends, of course, upon the voltage
rating of the valves. Nowadays
battery valves are almost com-

M.

A reasonably priced H.T. battery that has stood
up to thorough testing.

The first thing one has to do when one
goes about buying such an article is to
determine exactly what sort one requires
for the job. I do not think it is a good
principle to buy the largest capacity one

Always Allow Margins.

an accumulator of sixty ampere -

few weeks in order to arrive at a fairly

accurate calculation.
The next thing to do is to find out how
much L.T. current the set takes. You will

get a close enough figure if you add the
rated consumptions of the valves together.

'' Tudor" seems

to

incorporate

those

points the author considers vitally advantageous.

accumulator that is rated at the
needed figure for an output of a
continuous nature approximat-

greater demand on L.T. than that.

However, he can always keep a log for a

The

make sure that you buy an

ing the consumption of your set.
That sounds a little involved ;
let me explain it in detail. The

-

come across an accumulator that

harms an accumulator more than to run it
down too far.

Having decided upon the voltage and
capacity of the accumulator that you need,
signs due to the
Leyton Battery Co.

(Continued on next page.)

you will get twenty ampere -

accumulator is its capacity to
supply current of a heavier

thing up to half an ampere

Misleading Description.

The ignition capacity is generly

twice that of the actual

.tpacity.

But actual capacity can vary

with the current taken,
although it is only fair to say
that' the capacity ratings of all
as

Tungstone H.T. accumulators hare very- easily
interchangeable cells, and a scheme whereby
these can be paralleled tor easy( charging.

the next thing to do is to decide upon the
actual make. Accumulators are always
improving, although you might think that

One of the latest
H.T. battery de-

the ignition coil of a motor -ear.

character for a continuous period.

hours is required. That is to
say, an accumulator which will
give -55 amperes for a period of
100 hours with a few hours of

It is unlikely that you will

enthusiasts.

A product of the British Battery Company.

charge and that is the reason for

The act u al capacity of an

example we have taken shows

Service to spare as a margin.

lator, the longer it will last per

is, " Ignition " and " Actual."
The ignition rating refers to
the capacity of an accumulator
to give small currents at intermittent bursts, as in running

Having determined the

afthough a very keen amateur, who does a
great deal of experimenting, may impose a

frequent reference to the voltmeter and
hydrometer is distinctly advisable. Nothing

up against in accumulators, that

ampere -hour capacity required,

hundred hours ought to cover such a period,

Most batteries of good make have their
outputs founded on at
charging currents. Thus, if you see an
accumulator bearing a good name labelled
" six volts ; twenty amps ; charging rate,
half an amp " you can be fairly certain that

the two ratings that you come

(Four volts is a

Remember This.

A battery that should put " pep " into a set

Ripaulte H.T. batteries are well-known to radio

bias batteries (additionally to
all kinds of H.T. etc.), which
are very useful for the bigger sets.

common rating for mains valves.)

day over the whole of the month, so a

striking claims are made.

The Marconi Phone Co. has
- volt grid

pletely confined to two- and six -

volt ratings.

The "Young," a new accumulator for which

the better-known accumulators

hours capacity at least, if
not a little more, at any
Before we leave this ques-

tion of capacity let me remind you that the hours of
actual service an accumulator will give you are approxi-

mately its ampere - hour
capacity divided by the
current taken from it.

To vary our figures a

little, a battery of 30

ampere hours capacity

YOUR SET DESERVES THE BEST AVAILABLE BATTERIES

-

oatteries use an alkali solution
A NI -FE H.T. bat#ery unit.
'tctead of sulphuric acid.
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-

-can afford. I always aim to buy a battery

that will last just over the month for every
charge.

I find it convenient to get my accumu-

lators

charged

regularly every month,

for it is an interval of time that is easily
remembered. Also, the beginning of the
month especially always seems to bring
with it many other things that have to be
Columbia H.T. batteries axe particularly compact,

as their cells are not of the usual tubular construction.
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done.
One does not want to buy an accumulator

that will last more than one month per

There is a lot to be said for this point
of view, although I do not go the whole
Way with it. However, we are getting
rather a long way off our immediate

-

Supposing the set in question
is a four valver, employing three

has its ampere -hour capacity

rating based on an output of
exactly .55 amperes.

are calculated at currents far in excess of
that which any ordinary radio receiver requires in the way of L.T.

of -55 amperes. To get at th,
ampere -hour consumption of
that set over 100 hours multiple
the hundred by -55. The answer
is 55.
Thus, you see, our four-valver
will need an accumulator capable
of an output of 55 ampere hours.

A Variable Factor.

you are not caught by an ignition rating

valves rated at 1 amp. and one
at -25. This gives you a total

'

You see, the capacity of an

A product o one of the greatest electrical concerns

in the country.

That is not a usual rating, but 60 ampere
hours is to be found in all accumulator

catalogues, and the extra five Is a nice little
margin.
By the way, you should never work down
to the last ounce of an accumulator. And

accumulator varies with its output. An accumulator that is
rated as having a capacity of 60
ampere -hours should, theoretic-

give you one ampere of
current for sixty hours ; two
amperes of current for thirty hours or
ally,

Nevertheless, you want to be careful that

capacity " on
some batteries of obscure origin. Capacity
100 Ampere -Hours " may look nice in largo
black letters -when seen on a neat, compact
battery, but if it is calculated on an ignition
basis then, for radio purposes, that capacity
is only fifty ampere -hours at most.
which is given 9.4 unqualified

The name of Siemens is almost a household "
word where batteries are concerned. Shortly a

new range of " Full -o' -Powers " is to be m traduced to the public

should deliver half an ampere of current

sixty amperes for one hour, or in fact any
current for any number of hours the sum
of which is sixty.

for an aggregate period of 60 hours ; but

must not forget to point out that it

iff

unwise to work only by the book, and the'

Particularly dependable batteries that sell
at reasonable

in a paper calculation one mnst always

prices.

The C.A.V.

unspillable

accumulator can

stood on its side quite safely.

be

subject of batteries, and in this article I do
not propose to deal with the use of batteries
so much as their selection. Let Its start
with the accumulator.

These batteries carry a name well known for
It was a good day for radio enthusiasts when the
famous condenser people decided to turn their

expert attention to batteries.

charge, for, as another article in this issue
of " P.W." will tell you, regular charging
is

reliable and inexpensive radio gear.

allow for practical discrepancies : in this
particular instance the valves may be taking
just a little over their specifications.

But in actual practice we find that the

capacity of an accumulator will vary with
its output. Generally speaking, the smaller
the current you take away from an accumu-

essential for the good health of the

battery.

One should work out, approximately, how many hours of listening, or
hours of accumulator use, are likely to

happen in a month.
I do not suppose many people listen for
longer than an average of three hours per

Messrs. A. H. Hunt's excellent contribution to
the radio power facilities available to the public.

The voltage your accumulator should
give depends, of course, upon the voltage
rating of the valves. Nowadays
battery valves are almost com-

M.

A reasonably priced H.T. battery that has stood
up to thorough testing.

The first thing one has to do when one
goes about buying such an article is to
determine exactly what sort one requires
for the job. I do not think it is a good
principle to buy the largest capacity one

Always Allow Margins.

an accumulator of sixty ampere -

few weeks in order to arrive at a fairly

accurate calculation.
The next thing to do is to find out how
much L.T. current the set takes. You will

get a close enough figure if you add the
rated consumptions of the valves together.

'' Tudor" seems

to

incorporate

those

points the author considers vitally advantageous.

accumulator that is rated at the
needed figure for an output of a
continuous nature approximat-

greater demand on L.T. than that.

However, he can always keep a log for a

The

make sure that you buy an

ing the consumption of your set.
That sounds a little involved ;
let me explain it in detail. The

-

come across an accumulator that

harms an accumulator more than to run it
down too far.

Having decided upon the voltage and
capacity of the accumulator that you need,
signs due to the
Leyton Battery Co.

(Continued on next page.)

you will get twenty ampere -

accumulator is its capacity to
supply current of a heavier

thing up to half an ampere

Misleading Description.

The ignition capacity is generly

twice that of the actual

.tpacity.

But actual capacity can vary

with the current taken,
although it is only fair to say
that' the capacity ratings of all
as

Tungstone H.T. accumulators hare very- easily
interchangeable cells, and a scheme whereby
these can be paralleled tor easy( charging.

the next thing to do is to decide upon the
actual make. Accumulators are always
improving, although you might think that

One of the latest
H.T. battery de-

the ignition coil of a motor -ear.

character for a continuous period.

hours is required. That is to
say, an accumulator which will
give -55 amperes for a period of
100 hours with a few hours of

It is unlikely that you will

enthusiasts.

A product of the British Battery Company.

charge and that is the reason for

The act u al capacity of an

example we have taken shows

Service to spare as a margin.

lator, the longer it will last per

is, " Ignition " and " Actual."
The ignition rating refers to
the capacity of an accumulator
to give small currents at intermittent bursts, as in running

Having determined the

afthough a very keen amateur, who does a
great deal of experimenting, may impose a

frequent reference to the voltmeter and
hydrometer is distinctly advisable. Nothing

up against in accumulators, that

ampere -hour capacity required,

hundred hours ought to cover such a period,

Most batteries of good make have their
outputs founded on at
charging currents. Thus, if you see an
accumulator bearing a good name labelled
" six volts ; twenty amps ; charging rate,
half an amp " you can be fairly certain that

the two ratings that you come

(Four volts is a

Remember This.

A battery that should put " pep " into a set

Ripaulte H.T. batteries are well-known to radio

bias batteries (additionally to
all kinds of H.T. etc.), which
are very useful for the bigger sets.

common rating for mains valves.)

day over the whole of the month, so a

striking claims are made.

The Marconi Phone Co. has
- volt grid

pletely confined to two- and six -

volt ratings.

The "Young," a new accumulator for which

the better-known accumulators

hours capacity at least, if
not a little more, at any
Before we leave this ques-

tion of capacity let me remind you that the hours of
actual service an accumulator will give you are approxi-

mately its ampere - hour
capacity divided by the
current taken from it.

To vary our figures a

little, a battery of 30

ampere hours capacity

YOUR SET DESERVES THE BEST AVAILABLE BATTERIES

-

oatteries use an alkali solution
A NI -FE H.T. bat#ery unit.
'tctead of sulphuric acid.
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and not just

militates against the compactness of the
cell, but I also think it is a good idea to
have plenty of space above and below the
plates inside the case of the cell.
When there is a fair amount of space

are hard to
see when a

solution being spilled through the vent,
while, if there is a nice space below the
plates, sediment can be accommodated

The ideal is large terminals of a non-

CHOOSING RADIO
BATTERIES.

corrosive character. I like those batteries

that have terminals brightly coloured red

and black

merely
marked with
+ and signs, which

(Continued from previous page)

they have remained more or less in a stable
position during the past three or four years.
This is far from being the case ; the

battery is

improvements are not of a revolutionary
character, they are more improvements in
detail, although details which work out
very importantly during the life of the
battery.

stowed away
in some odd
corner.

But when
a ccumulator

terminals are
coloured it is

Transparent Cases.

distinctly
advisable

When I am buying an accumulator, this
is what I do.

that they

I go to some store which I know holds a
pretty big stock of all varieties, and I have
them line up, on the counter, representatives
of all the makes available.
I generally narrow my choice down to
those which have glass cases, for I find that .

should be of
a non -inter-

changeable
type.

even the best of celluloid is apt to get

yellow, sometimes cracks and is liable to
impart, impurities to the electrolyte.
I have rather a liking for lead cases but
prefer the transparency of glass which

enables one to see the condition of the
plates and also easily to ascertain the level
of the acid solution. I do not worry much
about examining the plates themselves
because I know of no real indication as to

their merit that is apparent by looking at

That

is, they
should have

different. A particularly robust cell for small
consumption valves.

sized threads

so that the

red terminal
can never be screwed on to the- negative

they are in new condition,

The plates must always be taken on

trust, although if the manufacturer is wellknown,

one need have no qualms in

doing that. I always examine the terminals

with great care, for I have found in the
past that many accumulators have lives
limited to the lives of their terminals.

The life of an H.T. battery is determined
by two things, the size of its electrodes and
the moisture -retaining capabilities of its
paste. When an accumulator is discharged

it is possible to put it back to its original
condition by sending current through it.
But the discharging of a dry battery is
accompanied by the eating away of the
zinc that forms one of the elements of the
cells, and you cannot replenish the zinc
without dismantling the case. Also, if
the paste substance, which more or less
solution in
the accumulator, dries

like a large vent for the reason that it

that are part

provides you with a large aperture through

which distilled water can be poured for

the oper-

That reminds me of another point :

to the acid

up, the
chemical
activities
and parcel of

ation of the
cell, cease.

Atter Two
Years !

Fortunate.
ly, chemists
have evolved
paste
which
re-

tains its
moist

con-

always give a good mark to a cell that has

dition for a

material and not soft pitch or other such

surprising 1 y
long time.

its top composed of some really hard
filling.

Separators for the plates are not often
seen these days, and for that I think we
may be grateful. I do not think you want
anything else inside the cell besides the
plates and the acid solution. I know it

Regarding the Terminals.

I know that even brass terminals can be
kept in perfectly good condition for years if
they are frequently wiped and greased, but
even the most conscientious of us are likely
to neglect such tasks, especially during the
summer months. It wants only a week or
two of neglect of such a nature in order for
acid to do its nasty work on such metals as

As a matter
of fact, I

have just

Oldham radio accumulators are
provided

with simple

but ex-

tremely practical carriers.

examined the paste in an H. T. battery

manufactured by a very well-known firm,
and I find it in excellent condition,
although the battery was actually manufactured over two years ago.
It is difficult to lay down any hard and
fast rules regarding the H.T. battery
capacity that you want for a particular set.
To generalise, I think it is nearly always

worth while to buy one of the heavier kinds,

whatever the set.
While a grid -bias battery need never
be of the heavy -capacity variety, it should
be of good make so that you can depend

brass and an accumulator terminal that
corrodes and binds up is a most awkward
item to deal with. Often the reward of a
little gentle persuasion is the complete

wrecking of the terminal, and that generally
means the end of the life of the accumulator
as a useful accessory.

they say.

opinion, is the vent plug ; I think a screw
type is the better because those that merely
push in, unless they go in a fair way and
are of fair size, seem to -be easily knocked
out and lost, especially during the visit of
the battery to the charging station. Also, I

Where Space is Wanted.

them through glass, at least, that is when

They are intended to mean exactly what

correspond s

The next point of importance, in my

it absolutely free from any acid solution
that may have sprayed up or got spilled
over it.

depolarising scheme instead of the usual chemicals.

without tending to stick between the plates
and so short-circuit them.
One has a much easier job when one buys
an H.T. battery. Here we get very broad
classifications of capacity. These are
" ordinary," " double," and "triple."
These terms are quite self-explanatory.

side, and vice versa.

topping up.
Another point of real importance is that
each cell should have its top cleanly
finished off and free from odd ridges and
depressions for these make it hard to wipe

" A.D." cells (Le Carbonne) use a special air

above the plates, considerable gassing can
occur during charging and the cell can be
pushed about quite a bit without any acid

upon

The Standard Battery Co. makes this fine wet
H.T. battery, which can provide enough H.T.
current for a large multi-valver.

it to give a year or so of service

without drying up. The life of a grid -bias
battery can also be reckoned as the life of its
pasta and this, as I have already indicated,
may be as much as two years if its manufacturers know how to go about their job.
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TUNGSRAM A.G.
Valves for mains operated sets.

They

are the best A.C. Valves
you can buy. Their first

cost is less. They cost less
to run, and they have a long
life. And their performance : long range, selec-

tivity, volume, and perfect
tone. For better, more

radio, use
Tungsram A.C. Valves.
economical

L. VALVES

INDIRECTLY -HEATED VALVES, 9;6.
Tungsram Photo Electric

4 v. A.C. POWER VALVES, 8:-.

Cells, Nara E, £2 : 17 : 6,

Nava R, £3 : 3 : 0.

TUNGSRAM ELECTRIC LAMP WORKS (Great Britain) LTD.,
Radio Dept., Commerce House, 72, OXFORD ST., W.1.
(Makers of the famous Electric Lamps.)

VPso

FACTORIES IN AUSTRIA, CZECHO-SLOVAKIA, ITALY, HUNGARY, POLAND. BRANCHES IN
BELFAST, BIRMINGHAM, BRISTOL, CARDIFF, GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE,
NOTTINGHAM, SOUTHAMPTON.
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CPT. ECKERSLEY
UEIZY CORNER.
"QUALITY " RECEPTION-INCREASING
SELECTIVITY-THE BROOKMANS PARIS
TRANSMITTERS.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E., late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain
Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him.
" Quality " Reception.
H. T. B, (Wanstead.

If the volume control is on the set you
" I have recently

purchased a very high-grade `quality'

receiver which operates a moving -coil loud
speaker. The results in general are a revelation, being in ray opinion as near to perfection as there is any need to go.

" The only criticism I can make is with

regard to the reproduction

of

the an-

nouncer's voice. Whenever an announcement is made it is accompanied by a
distressing rushing noise, and the volume '

will need to he jumping up and sitting down

again fairly frequently (especially during
those ballad concerts), but. if you devise a
remote volume control which has a wire
leading from your set to your comfortable
armchair you can indulge in lazy listening.
I. have done this for years. and would not
be w it bout it for anything.

FOR THE SET BUILDER

of the voice can only be described as
gigantic.' It is, in fact, at the same

practically.
But consider ! You are assuming that
:currents of frequency N2 will be induced in

an aerial tuned to a frequency N, by a

used.

You cannot actually get perfect quality
speech until the reproduction is the same
A man shouting is
natural because he is shouting, but if he is
talking in a normal voice and you magnify
that voice twenty times, you are bound to
get unnaturalness; hence the necessity to
use a volume control for reproducing the
man's voice at the loudness at which he is
volume as the original.

presumably' speaking.

shock excitation) the transmission from the
other ? This seems a reasonable supposition,
and I am wondering what (if any) precautions are taken to overcome the effect."

a dream and would never be realised

and, above all things, to have a volume
control. I expect your set, as a matter of
fact, has a volume control, but it must be

proportion to naturalness.

" Do not these two aerials both act as

receiving aerials, and each receive (by

the writer of your answer. I was told when
I proposed the Regional Scheme that it was

For years and years I have pointed out that
the only way to receive broadcasting is to
handle the receiver as a musical instrument

describe as a rushing sound), but you
magnify the announcer's voice out of all

aerials.

This has been given a good deal of thought

Here is a case that makes me chortle.

were playing there. But if you magnified
the voice of the announcer to the strength
of the Queen's Hall orchestra you not only
bring on microphone hiss (which you

B.B.C. Regional transmitter at Brookmans
Park, and was very surprised to notice the
relatively small distance between the two

and quite definite thought, particularly by

' loudness ' level as a full orchestra."

Thus when you reproduce an orchestra.
at full blast you are getting an intensity
of sound which approximates to that you
would be experiencing if you had a seat
in the Queen's Hall and the orchestra.

The Brookmans Park Transmitters.
T. H. (Catford). " I recently passed the

You can do a lot with one flat file, but is your tool

boa contains round, square, and three -cornered
files, there is no job too awkward to tackle.

Increasing Selectivity.

G. M. S. (Brighton).-" Is there any
means of increasing the selectivity of a set
(Det. and 2 L.F.) without reducing sensitivity ? I have no wish to employ wave -

traps or rejectors, but do not mind using
more than one tuned circuit if the sensi-

tivity of the detector valve is not impaired.
"My present tuning system consists of an
X coil tuned by a .0005 mfd. variable condenser, the aerial being joined either direct
or via a .002 mfd. fixed condenser to one of
the tappings on the coil. Reaction is on the
differential control principle."
In my opinion it would be difficult to get
a greater selectivity without loss of sensitivity by juggling circuits. It might be

neighbouring aerial tuned to a frequency
N2, and that the former will re -radiate
currents of frequency N2. But this aerial
is tuned to a frequency N1, and radiates
currents of frequency N, very powerfully.
It is a mere question of magnitudes there-

fore. Will the aerial tuned to a frequency

N, re -radiate currents

of

frequency N,

when there is a powerful inducing element
nearby sending waves of frequency NO

Doubtless, if the aerials were very close

together, yes. But we have spaced the
aerials sufficiently far apart to make the
effects negligible.

It's just a question of magnitudes, and
in fact the magnitudes are such that the

effect, undoubtedly existent in practice, is
negligible.

NOT RECOMMENDED

worth while to try a coupled circuit, of
course, and, if tried, use connections as

AERIAL
AND
GRID
COILS
4,169V

r/G./.

If ycu use a separate aerial coil the condenser
shoula be in series with it.

in Fig. 1, not as in Fig. 2.

But I believe you may find your best

remedy in just cutting down the aerial size

-just that and nothing more.
It's rather a long story to tell you why
this should be, so many factors enter into

the matter, but it's worth while trying, and
I bet two to one on success, which means I
don't guarantee success. But cutting down
the aerial may not mean less sensitivity, and

it will certainly mean a gain in selectivity.

Al68

AG.2.

Tuning your aerial circuit by a parallel condenser
is not advised.
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The Lightship at the Nore.

Trinity House Lightships
and

Beacon

Stations

and such authorities as the Metropolitan Police-Imperial Airways...
Empiradio Beam Wireless-Croydon

Control Tower-the B.B.C.-all

One of Amplion's latest models at a
really moderate price which brings it within the means of everyone. This sturdy

little cone speaker is supplied in a neat
cabinet of original design, with an attractive shaded finish. It is capable of giving

really excellent reproduction, together
with very considerable volume. Size of
cabinet 12'r wide x 13i" high x 6P,"deep.

41,15.1m

Catalogues from Graham Amplion Ltd., 26 Savile Row,
London, W.1.

royda
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

ested any
oun& ?

"Indispenso" Car Radio Charger.

It enables you to charge your

EFFICIENT SHORT-WAVE COILS.

MANY receivers are designed these days
to go down to the short waves, but con-

structors are going to be confronted

with bitter disappointment if they do not pick

their short-wave coils carefully. As I have
frequently said'of late, there is not much in
the way of radio gear knocking about these
days that
is really

radio accumulators from the car
electrical equipment either when
the car is running or stationary.
It comprises a small lamp resistance and a polarity indicator
mounted on a neat base. There
are flexible leads for connection
to the accumulator to be
charged, and a further flexible is provided
with a two -pin adapter for fitting into the

socket that is to be found on the dash-

board of many ears.
The price of this complete outfit is Os. 6d.,
with full instructions for its use. For
10s. 6d. a similar outfit is available that has
additional spring -clip attachments enabling
the outfit to be connected either to a dashboard socket or to the car accumulator.

The charging rate depends, of course,
" dud,"
but a sur- upon the bulb, and that which is- provided
prising charges at a little below 2 amperes. By

propOr-

tion of

the poorer

gear is to
be found

in that

offered to

short-

wave enthusiasts..
However, on

the other

hand,

there are
some exAn " Atlas " short-wave coil.

cellent

short-

wave coils

available, and among these I have no hesitation whatever in placing Messrs. Clarke's
" Atlas " plug -ins.

These are every bit as efficient as the
best I have ever come across, and much
better than most others. The reasons for

their efficiency are not far to seek.
Their thick wire windings 'are air spaced
and held in place on porcelain bases with a
minimum of solid dielectric. The plugs and
sockets fit into holders snugly, without that
inclination towards looseness and bad

contact that tends to mar otherwise good
designs.

Finally, Clarke's "Atlas" short-wave coils
are nicely made and are robust in construe;
tion, and do not fall to pieces after even a
fair amount of rough use.
If it were my habit to give points to the
various radio components and accessories
that are reviewed, I would feel greatly
tempted to give these particular coils
100 out of a possible 100.
USEFUL CHARGING DEVICE,
Those " P.W." readers who are - so

fortunate as to possess motor -cars should
be interested in a new product due to Ward
& Goldstone, Ltd. This is the Goltone

changing the bulb the charging rate can, of
course, be altered.
This " Indispenso Car Radio Charger
is a perfectly sound idea. Providing the
car accumulator is, as it should be. kept in
good condition and well up to scratch gener-

ally; it does no harm whatever to it if it
is made to give a small charging current
for a radio accumulator when the car is
stationary, while when the car is running,

pretty strong clue is given as to the capabilities of the Mullard Pure Music Speaker Unit.

And remembering that this costs only
£1 18s. 6d. complete, one would have to

look a long way for anything approaching it
in real value. I must say I Was considerably
impressed by the results it gave. They
were far and away ahead of those given by
the majority of loud speakers costing anything up to twice the price.
:.11111111111111111111011111111111111111111101111091119911111111111111MIE

Manufacturers and traders are invited

to submit radio apparatus of any kind

for review purposes. All examinations
and tests are carried out in the " P.W."
Technical Department, with the strictest
of impartiality, under the personal supervision of the Technical Editor.

We should like to point out that we

prefer to receive production samples

picked from stock, and that we cannot
guarantee their safe return undamaged,
as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect

much of the gear in the course of our
investigations !

And readers should note that the

subsequent reports appearing on this
page are intended as a guide to buyers,
and are therefore framed up in a readily
readable manner free from technicalities
unnecessary far that immediate purpose.

With a fairly large baffle you really do get

an impressive representation of the lower
notes while, in general, reproduction is
virile and clear-cut. A valuable advantage

is that the movement winding is able to
carry up to 25 milliamps without the

slightest risk of damage occurring, so an
output transformer or choke condenser is
not essential.
TANNOY MAINS UNITS.

A slip on somebody's part resulted in

the charging is practically clear gain.
Interested readers would be well advised

my report of the Tannoy P2 unit a week or

THE G.E.C. OSRAM BULLETIN.

but, whereas the P2 employs a Westinghouse

to write to Messrs. Ward & Goldstone for
full details of this attractive device.

The latest number of this interesting

trade organ gives full details of the "Southern Cross " wireless set, which was equipped
with Osram valves. There is also the con-

tinuation of an important article entitled
" The Advance in Valve Manufacture."

A FIRST-CLASS LOUD SPEAKER.

The Mullard Pure Music Speaker Unit is

two ago being illustrated by a photo of
a Tannoy 12C unit. There is not much
difference in the size of these two units,
metal rectifier, the 12C has an efficient
chemical rectifier. However, readers will
have an opportunity of comparing the
appearances of the two Tannoy units, for
my report on the 12C will be accompanied
by a photo of both of them. The 120 is at
the moment undergoing its tests and standing up well to them.

really a complete loud speaker all ready
to fit

into a portable set, or a cabinet

receiver or, alternatively, it can be fixed
into a loud - speaker cabinet or on to a
baffle -board.

It is surprisingly compact and weighs

only 25 ounces. As you can see by the
photograph of the instrument which is

reproduced on this page, there is a metal
chassis on which are mounted the driving -

movement and cone. A special feature is
that three terminals are provided for the
winding, and these allow a choice to be made

between three impedances, so that practically any output valve can be matched.
The movement is of the balanced armature
is, indeed, identical to that

type and

fitted into- the Mullard Pure Music " H "
type of loud speaker. In that it is claimed
that the " H " gives the closest approach to

perfect reproduction that has yet been
obtained by any speaker other than the

most expensive moving -coil model, some

This is the Mullard Pure Music Unit. Note how
the movement is built into the concave side of the
cone and that there are three terminals providing
alternative impedances.
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A

good item

on any
programme

N.C.C.999

It's the
Tobacco that Counts

WEAI(IT
CO)dPOIVEAITS
SOMETHING REALLY NEW FOR YOUR SET

Write for special leaflet :

AN ENTIRELY NEW
L.F. COUPLING UNIT
which will make a remarkable

THE MAN
WHO TRANSFERRED
When he improved the set with an Ever Ready battery it
was as good as a transfer from the pit to the stalls. The
Ever Ready gives what listeners want. Gives long life.
But nog at the cost of efficiency. It works steadily-not in
spurts. Silently-not with a crackle. Powerfully-not below
the capacity of the set. It lasts but it does not slack. The
battery goes on but the loud speaker doesn't go off. You
must try the Ever Ready. It is made by an exclusive
process-a specially thorough process. It is guaranteed to give satisfactory service by a company which

has been making reliable batteries for z8 years.

difference to your

Ever Ready batteries are
made for all wireless sets. If

reproduction.

you own a portable you can
obtain an Ever Ready of the
exact size to fit it.

Complete with Switch
for Tone Control.
Price

20/

Have you our Illustrated List ?

WRIGHT & WEAIRE Ltd.,
740, HIGH RD., TOTTENHAM, N.17.
Tc/cp7pme: Tottenham 3847/8.
!11110.11151
MOM

BRITISH MADE
HIGH TENSION

BATTERIES

11.1111111.

242

LOOK OUT FOR OUR
OTHER NEW LINES.

The batteries that give unwavering power
The Ever Ready Co. (Gt. Britain) Ltd., Hercules Place, Holloway, London, N.7
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In their recommendations for installing electrical
equipment in buildings, the Institution of Electrical
Engineers point out that the neutral conductor of a
public electrical supply system may be connected
to earth only when energy is supplied to a distinct
system, and that at other points the neutral conductor
must be efficiently insulated.

Further, the supply authorities may disconnect
the earth connection for testing, or for locating a
fault., and in the case of direct -current three -wire
system they may connect the neutral conductor to
earth through a fuse, automatic cirouit-breaker, and/or
a resistance.

In fact, under certain conditions or during certain
periods, there may be a potential difference of from
200 to 250 volts between the neutral conductor and
the earth, and greater voltages at the " H.T. "
points.
Therefore, 'even when. the L.T., etc.. is

connected to the earthed main, you must switch
off before handing the mains apparatus.

_fliii1111111111111111111111111111111111iiiimmiiirmnimmilmimil.

WHAT DO YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ?

All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR' WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E,C.4.

This week's " poser " would not
H have troubled anyone with experience

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Every care will be taken to .return
MSS. not accepted for -publication. .4 . stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with every article. All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H. Lite, . Ltd.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
constructional articles which appear front time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
andThe
experimental
'work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless' reception. As much of
most recent developments in the radio world,
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns the
some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Potent, and the amateur

E.-

of set -wiring, but it was a great puzzle
to the Marlborough schoolboy to whom
H it occurred.
f-,
In making his first one -valve set he 1LI'
was specially careful over every wire,
obeying the instructions implicitly.
(Ordinary one -valve set, plug-in coils.)
E. But when finished
it worked very H
E disappointingly.
-;
Only two stations could be heard, and F.
F._

-

and the trader would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

-LE

-

is necessary to run it off a six -volt accumu-

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.
CUTTING OUT NOISES.

M. S. (Tiverton).-" I get loud regular hum-

ming and scraping noises, which I am told
is electrical interference. I should like to
alter the set (an American) to cut this out,
or to put in extra screening or something,
but unfortunately I am a complete novice at
wireless, and should value any hints you can
give on cutting out interference of this kind."

It is impossible to cover this subject in the form
of brief question and answer, so we think the best
plan would-be for you to write to the B.B.C.
For the benefit of listeners, the B.B.C. run a
special department dealing with interference problems and the methods of overcoming them, and if
you give them full details they will do all they can
to help you out of your trouble.

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,

and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
one of the batteries seems to run down much
faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query Depart-

ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our
readers, and offers an unrivalled service.
Full details, including scale of charges, can
be obtained direct from the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this. an

Application 'Form will be sent to you free

and post free immediately. This application
wilt place you under no obligation whatever,
but having the form, you will know exactly
what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON
READERS , PLEASE NOTE:
Inquiries should NOT be Made by 'phone or
in person at Fleetway House or Tallis House.
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USING TWO -VOLT VALVES WITH SIX -VOLT
ACCUMULATOR.

F. J. (Norwich).-" My set uses four six.
Volt valves, but unfortunately I burnt out

the detector valve. Instead of buying a new
one to replace it I should like to use a two -volt
of the same type which I have on hand.
HOW can I tell what filament resistance

lator ? "

The value of the resistance required to run a two volt valve from a six -volt accumulator can .easily

be calculated by a slight, modification of the ordinary
Wines law formula.

reaction was useless-in fact it seemed E
E to make the set worse. The coil -sizes

Ohms law says that if the pressure in volts is
divided by the current in amps, the answer will be

For our purpose we can retain the equation, but

if we subtract the voltage at which the valve should
operate from the voltage of the accumulator and call
will be equivalent to V divided by C, arid we can proceed as above.

You will see that the current taken by a two -volt.
valve is an. important factor in getting the "figure we
want. You do not mention your valve's current, so
eve will work out an example.
Supposing that eve are using a two -volt valve
rated at '1 amp. filament current. Now that valve.
should take 1 ampere when connected to the two volt, accumulator.
What resistance It will be
necessary if a 6 -volt accumulator is used ?
From the formula above it will be seen that to find
It it is necessary to divide C into V. C is 1 and V is
the difference between six volts and two volts, i.e.
four volts.

The cause of the crackles described last E
week was a faulty upstairs switch that an =
electrician soon put right. It crackled only =
when in the " On " position, so most of the =
evening was crackle free.

:511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,-7

It, will thus be seen that '1 goes into four voltii
40 times, so the filament resistance required in the
Other examples may be worked out in the same
way, all that is necessary to apply the formula being
to know the voltage of the supply, the voltage at
which the valve in question is sttposed to be worked,
and the 'exact filament current it takes at, that
voltage. But do not forget
that V is not the six -volt
accumulator, nor the twovolter, but is the difference

lately I have heard instances where results were

decidedly worse' when a moving coil is used
rather than when the better -class cone loud

speaker, driven from a balanced armature
unit, is employed with baffle.
(Continued oar page 680.)

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No.17

SWITCHING OFF

50.000 0,4551

WHEN USING MAINS

A,W

Q
.4

the supply

disconnected:

Should be

- FUSE HT

°

I

as

I

:LS

6-0

2.

kfel
v.

ZS ... -

not be laid on the fact that
it is dangerous to open or
expose the live parts of
electrical apparatus while
it is connected to the
supply mains.
change valves, both poles

L

LFT2

.... ...*1

Too much emphasis can-

of

II0003

Aa

main?

When it is necessary
to touch such - wiring .or to

t.r

H.FC

0003 Add

necessary to switch off

when changing over
the valves in an all from - the - mains set,
when the earth, L.T.
battery, etc., are connected to the earthed

QUALITY.

MOVING -COIL

G. I. W. (Paddington).-" On two occasions

circumstances is one having 40 ohms.

APPARATUS.

was E.

WHAT WAS WRONG ?
N.B.-There is no prize for answering this, H
but from time to time we shall give a radio
problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find
them both interesting and instructive. (Look
out for the solution to the above next week.) E

=

this figure V, then the required resistance in ohms

D. T. L. (London),
S.W.).-" Is it really

make

different from that named by the set E designer.
Could you have said

modify the meaning of the symbols a little,. If ace call..
C the current consumption of the two -volt valve, and

between these two.

right, though the

were

E..

v-

the resistance in ohms ; in other words, R =

-L=

2.,..1

1
.

1 Si

:
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.
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The dotted lines show how the " components " given last week should be connected
to give an ali-wave 3-valv3r, with easy change of wave -length by means of SI.
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CONDENSERS
SUPPLIERS TO THE LEADING SET MAKERS
OF THE COUNTRY.
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FORM()
RADIO
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F 0001
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14 .002
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.0005
.00035
.00025
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0002
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overnight: and provides

.fit
DIFFEREN,-1.1,

4'6

11
MIDGET

GOLDEN SQUARE
PICCADILLY CIRCUS
LONDON
GERRAR01863

MID
LOG LINE

This well-known H.T.
Battery recharges itself

REACTION

unfluctuating trouble free service for 12

months or more.

"We're Fluxite

and Solder-

The reliable pair ;
Famous for Soldering,
Known everywhere !
Wherever we go
We're invited to stay,

Four hours a day, thirty hours
a week, and more ! Smooth
power, steady and strong,
feeding H.T. to your set,

Soldering

month after month. Absolutely
reliable, the compact Standard
Battery is the ideal power
supply. For 12 months and even

For WE make

Merely child's play !"

Sec that Fluxite and Solder are always by you -in the house
workshop. garage-anywhere where simple, speedy soldering
is needed.
They cost so little but will make scores of
everyday articles last years longer! For Pots, Pans, Silver
and Brassware ; RADIO; odd fobs in the garage-there's
always something useful tot Fluxite sod Solder to do.
ANOTHER USE
VOR FLUXITE:
Hardening Tool;

and Case Hardening.
leaflet

Ask for
on

im

proved method.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simile to use and las,a
for years in (=stank,
use. contains special
'small abase' soldering
iron with -non-heating
metal handle; pocket
Fluxite,
Mow lamp.
Solder, etc.; and full
instructions.

7/6 COMPLETE
or LAMP

FLUXITE LTD.

only 216

(Dept. 324),

Rotherhithe, S.E.16

All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell Fluxitr,
in tins, 8d., 1 4 and 2;8.

Main

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE
-IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

making it give its very best,

longer the cells do not need
recharging, and when they DO,
it is quite a simple and inexpensive matter to replenish
with the cartridge refills.

For 2- 'or 3 -valve Sets
2 trays (as illustrated) of No. 2 cells,

volts, 7,6 down and 5 equal
monthly payments of 7 6. Cash
£2 2s. 11d. Spare No. 2 cells (complete except chemical), I volts each,
5'6 per dozen. Any voltage supplied.
96

D.6 L Battery, 108 volts
Including oil and chemical, but without
trays, El 14s. 9d. All Batteries can be

supplied on deferred terms if desired.
Write

for full particulars of the
complete buttery range,

F

0

R

Y
E

A
R

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO.
(Dept. psi.),
184-183, Shaftesbury Avenue,
Lent:on, W.C.2.

M.B.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 678.)

FOR THE LISTENER.
(Continued from page 660.)

Puccini seemed determined not to allow
Mozart to have it all his own way. Or

almost a suggestion of instability with the
MC., and not with the cone.
" As the apparatus and the eliminator were
exactly the same, it would appear that the

perhaps it was Mussolini, rather jealous that
the eye of Europe was not upon his country
for the moment.
They were broadcasting " Madame Butterfly from Rome. On another occasion,
we should have enjoyed it ; for the name
part was being magnificently sung, and there
was a glorious tenor voice. But. that night,

"In one case a low-pitched hum was heard
which was distinctly noticeable with a moving
coil and not with the unit. And in the other
case there was a tendency to `woolliness' and

Moving coil upset the apparatus slightly.

we resented it, and listened perforce with

How is that 7"

frowning brows, and sighed with relief

Thero are several distinct possibilities of trouble
occurring when using a moving coil as against the
ordinary type of loud speaker.

when the Serenade came again on the air.
Encore.

pot' windings energised, and though the current
necessary - for this is being taken direct from the
Mains, it sometimes happens that certain chokes, etc.,
are included in. the common circuit. If a greater
current flows through these, it reduces their efficiency,
and thus a hum might be more noticeable when a

voice torn asunder, so that part of it is
speaking in Vienna, and another part in

-In the first place, the moving coil requires to have its

Belinda, who is rather tired of having her

NEXT WEEK.

moving coil is used than when another type of L.S.
is employed.

SPECIAL
MAINS NUMBER.

A second possibility is that the sensitivity of the
moving coil may be greater than that of the other
speaker.
In this case the hum would be suppressed by the
cone, and might give the impression that the 3I.C.

ON SALE SEPT. 4th.

speaker was the cause of the hum.

THE A.C. SAFE -POWER SENIOR.

In the " more about " article on the above
set it was stated (on page 584, "P.W." No.

427), that "Connections are made to the

actual metal of the base itself at two points,
and you must be careful not to forget these."
Actually, the wiring diagram on page 570
("P.W." No. 426), shows three places marked
" to metal chassis." The wiring diagram is
right, as shown, and on page 584 the " two
points " should have read " three."

Brussels, and another part in Milan, all at

the same time, thoroughly enjoyed the
Salzburg broadcast. Her idea is that there
should be more of these simultaneous
programmes, one every night in fact.
She thinks that it would do more for the

Peace of Europe than all the Naval Conferences if, for example, Gillie Potter or
Albert Sandler could have the " air " to
themselves for an hour once a week.

As for Mr.-but

her that,

with respect to this gentleman, she carries
her heart too much on her sleeve ! Perhaps
the B.B.C., or the international committee
at Geneva, will make a note of this.
The Long Wave.
At last I have got signals on the long wave.

The miracle happened last night, when the
Salzburg programme was over. Somebody
advised me to put a condenser in Belinda's
aerial lead.
I went into a neighbouring town, armed
with an Italian dictionary, and succeeded

in buying a condenser. It was a " .001
mfd." What that means I have no idea.
The figure part of it looks as if it might
refer to my bank balance. I have, with
great difficulty, deciphered the meaning of

" mfd.," which I take to be " miles from

Dublin," or Daventry perhaps.
Belinda and Ididn't quite know how to
put it in her aerial lead. But we applied to
the local blacksmith who put it " in series "
in the lead, and soldered the wires.
It didn't make the slightest bit of difference. So, when the Mozart programme was
over, that would be just after half -past ten,
.

we broke the soldering, and just tied the
condenser on to the aerial lead, and let it
hang there, like a brown bat clinging with
its claws to a twig.

It was then that the miracle happened.

For at eleven o'clock precisely, Jack Payne
and his Band came through on the long wave,

bright and perky, and we cleared the

floor, and danced more merrily, I think, than
ever we have danced before !

Now, what exactly had that condenser

done ?

Belinda doesn't know. and I'm

blest if I do !

IGRANIC

QUALITY COMPONENTS
IGRANIC

FILAMENT TRANSFORMER

Designed to supply current for heating the filament
of A.C. valves of the indirectly heated cathode type.
Five terminal positions are provided on the input side
of the transformer to permit adjustment of the primary

to suit mains voltages
of too - 25o volts. The
output of the secondary,
which is centre -tapped,
is

4

volts across the
terminals.

outer two

IGRANIC

Price 29/6

SLOW MOTION

May we send you a

KNOBS & DIALS

logue? Address

Similar in appearance to the famous
Igranic " Indigraph " Vernier Knob and
Dial, but considerably cheaper. Entirely

copy of our Catayour enquiries to
Dept. 8.157.
IGRANIC
" MINOR "
2l in. dia.
13ND_CV"

Works: BEDFORD

IGRANIC
" MAJOR "
31 in. dia.

free from backlash or slip. 18o° turning
movement.
Definite stops provided.
Supplied in dark brown finish only.

PRICES:

"MAJOR"
"MINOR"

p

4r. each
2;9 each
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YOUR SET IS CAPABLE

" DW/S
'COLTON
COIL
WANE
DUAL
EFFICIENT
4

OF FAR BETTER
RESULTS USING

MOST
PRODUCED

Price

4 6 GOLTONE"
Mr. J. OK.,

The Bungalows,

S/

10

each

DW/s
DUAL WAVE COIL
SUPER MODEL

Cramprnoor,
Hants.
Nr. Romsey,
of your Dual
I am using onemy 3 -valve set.
Coils in
Range
by the dozen.
stations
get
I can
some three made
up
with
I have
my time
sets
in
valve
and Coils but
Tuners
for
different
the lot
Coil
beats
your
and selectivity. fan
smoothness
wireless
If the average
Coils are,
good
your
knew how
kept on overtime.
you would be

Specially designed for new Regional
requirements. Best D.S.C. Wire,

wound on genuine Bakelite
spaced former.

air -

-

The most efficient and Selective
DUAL WAVE COIL produced.
Replace old-fashioned plug-in Coils.

Price 8'. each
From all first-class Radio Stores. Refuse
substitutes-if any difficulty write direct.
Large illustrated Radio Catalogue

FREE
With every Coil a diagram is given

...FREE on request.

of connections and particulars of
components required for several

iad aoldston
PENDLETON

incorporating

circuits,

...VgL.MAN(11181f

3 -valve screened

ANEW'
BENJAMIN
LINE

super circuit.
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Who Was Right

REMEMBER that argument you had with John the other
night ? Neither of you would give in, and so it went
on for hours and hours. But who was really right after all ?
You don't know, do you ?
Don't argue-buy THIS AND THAT. It will tell you all
you want to know about everyday subjects.
It is a paper for men and women of all ages and all classes.
Bright, lively and topical-it is the paper for the million.
Buy it regularly I

THISEvery
AND
THAT
Thursday, 2d.

the

" GOLTONE" DW 8 Dual Combination Coil, including a unique
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-.TERMS
EASY
.
=
=
=

EMPIRE
BROADCASTING.

=

=
=

4

WE specialize in the supply of all
yy
good quality Radio sets and E

TECHNICAL
NOTES.

(Continued front page 659.)

give you efficient and prompt service. F--*
Ts A few examples below :il

having spent a great deal of money on the service

NEW COSSOR EMPIRE

=
=

structed for the service for which they are

MELODY MAKER

P.
.=-.

Complete kit of parts, including

valves and cabinet.

Et

or 10/- with order and

E---

Cash Price - £6.17.6 E.

."--

=
=
=
=
=
=

11 monthly payments of 12/6 =

EL.

EKCO
=
=

A.C.

ELIMINATOR.

E

=

MODEL LV2o.

Cash Price - £4.12:6 E.=

ES

or 8/- with order and

11 monthly payments of 8/6 =

=
=

12

EXIDE

W.H. -UNITS :4

(tzov., 5,000 m.a.)

E --

Cash Price - £3.15.0

=
=

E.

or 516 with order and

11 monthly payments of 7/ -

E.

NEW BLUE SPOT 66R UNIT
with large cone chassis.

=
=

Cash Price - £2.10.0
or 5/- with order and

.-7.

=

10 monthly payments of 51-

=
E.'
=
=

that the programmes should be specially condesigned ?

1 mean, can it really be suggested that our

programmes are tremendously interesting
to the lonely listener ? You must not take
this to be a criticism of B.B.C. programmes ;

E.

11, OAT LANE, NOBLE ST., LONDON, E.C.2

TELEPHONE:

E.

NATIONeiL ton

Fimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillmig'

NEW
SUPER -MICROPHONE
(Patent applied for)
CRYSTAL
One-third actual size.
AMPLIFIER
Amplifies

weak

Crystal or Valve reception to good Head-

phone Strength

and good Head-

phone Strength

to good
speaker

LoudVolume.

Requires only one or two Dry Cells or a two -volt
Accumulator to work. No other Accessories needed.
Thoroughly reliable in action. Strongly constructed. Nothing to get out of order.

Full particulars post free, also lists of
Microphones, Deaf Aids, Public Address
Instruments, tte.

FREDK. ADOLPH,

Actual Maker,
27, FITZROY STREE r, LONDON, W.1
'Phone: Museum 8329.
U
1:1

PLEASE be sure to mention

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with
THANKS!
Advertisers.

1

MAINS NUMBER

the requirements of, say, 90 to 95 per cent

-

If your D.C. mains prove to be particularly bad, owing to high -frequencies from
sparking commutators and such -like electrical machinery being carried over them, it
may be necessary for you to use, additional

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.

M111111111111101111101I11111101011111111111111011101111111111111111111:

I had the pleasure of dining with Captain
Round the other night. It was he who sug-

gested that the Empire station required
special programmes, and that there is an
easy way to do so by throwing the service
open to private enterprise programmes.

He said we should write this article
together. I feel, in effect, we begin here.
and I heartily endorse his suggestion. Look
what it means !
It means, in effect, special programmes

for the lonely listener, designed for his

special needs, -and it means a wide publicity
for British goods ; it means that it is competitive with Dutch and American services
of a similar kind.

It means-why it means such a lot that
I must leave you for a week. Read next
week's article, then, where we will set
Captain Round's suggestions out in full,
wrapped up in a resume, summarised with
a conclusion and clearly set forth in the
bulk thereof !
* -4.-4.---000010 -4,- -4.-

0*

17

of cases, the odd percentage must be looked,
after in some other way.

and external to your mains unit, a simple form
of high -frequency filter, and in some cases a
low -frequency filter also will be needed.
A high -frequency filter, of course, consists

essentially of a pair of H.F. chokes (of
standard commercial type) inserted one
into each lead with a pair of fairly high capacity condensers in series shunted across

the leads, the centre connection of the
condensers being connected direct to earth.
For the low -frequency filter an L.F.

choke of fairly high inductance (up to 40
henries) may be inserted into one of the
mains leads and a couple of 2-microfarad
condensers in parallel shunted across the
leads. It is important that the L.F. choke
should have a comparatively low ohmic
resistance, not more than a few h'undred
ohms.

Using Two Filters.

The filter, whether of the H.F. or L.F.

type, is simply introduced between the

electric supply and the plug to which the
electric supply was previously connected, so

SOME VITAL ITEMS.

that the " juice " passes - from the mains

A condenser which has to bear the full
pressure of D.C. mains should have been tested

the L.F. and the H.F. filters, these may be
connected together in " series," so to speak,
so that the current from the mains passes
first through the one and then through the
other, and so into the mains unit.

applied to Ii.

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

E.-

Provided the unit fulfils -

.9

SPECIAL

11

Make

'

exceptional cases.

NEXT WEEK

by having at least double the mains voltage
IU

supply, free from hum, ripple, crackling
or other forms of interference.
Readers having units of this kind are often
rather disappointed with results, and wonder
whether the unit which they have purchased
is of an inferior type.
I should explain, before going further, that
noises,

.

= Send us your enquiry and a quotation will be sent
-=
by return.

E----

AM often asked why it is that some types,

1 of Mains unit do not give a pure D.C.

even if they were good the 'lonely listener
wouldn't like them.
The reception of short waves cannot, in it is quite possible that a mains H.T. unit,
general, do justice to symphony, chamber even if of a good make, may not give perfect
music, talks, relying for their subtlety .results in certain cases because -electric-1
upon intonation, asides, etc.
mains vary *very much, and there may, I
The lonely listener wants topicality, in- indeed, be local conditions which it is imdicated in noise and general effect (yes, I possible for the designer of the mains unit
know about Big Ben), he wants jazz and to allow for.
restaurant music as a stimulant to nostalgia.
Can you blame him ? We find our amuse- Commercial Requirements.
ments away from wireless ; our serious
He is bound to design the unit so that it
thinking is done elsewhere, too. He (the may be manufactured at an economic price,
lonely listener) has nothing to look for but and it would be a serious commercial error
amusement.
on his part to add so much " smoothing "
to the unit as to take care of extreme and
2lallaialmiantl111111111111111fillialamailllfilaillafilitalari

P..

London Radio. Supply Company, ==-

t
-0-41*-4.--*

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBBILTS,F.

components on easy terms. We will

=

.....

.

Piano

*

transmissions

*

are

an

extremely

valuable test for quality because they give a
very large initial amplitude for a comparatively
low average value of modulation.
In order to get .the best passible results from
a screened -grid valve it is important to take

every care that the correct voltages are used
on both ils plate and screen.

through the filter before reaching the
mains unit. If it is necessary to use both

A Radio Invention.

Yet another addition has been made to

the numerous uses of radio in the service of
mankind by the invention of Dr. Alexander -

son, the well7known United States radio
scientist, of an automatic indicatvn which
(Continued on next page.)
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CAL NOTES.
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ont inued from previous page.)

" POPULAR WIRELESS " says :

tells the pilot of an aeroplane or airship

" There is everything in
favour of buying a cotnplete kit of parts and
nothing against it. You

his height above the ground.
Many attempts have been made to achieve

this important object, but hitherto it has
been necessary for the pilot or navigator

get all

the little items,

suck as screws, etc., and your panel is neatly

to make periodical tests. By the use of Dr.
Alexanderson's device, however, the height
is indicated automatically by means of a

drilled for you. Moreover,
you are certain that every
component is suitable for

the set-that is, if you

series of green, yellow, and red lights which
indicate respectively heights above 250 ft.,
100 ft., and 50 ft.

purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by Ready
Radio."

The method used in the Alexanderson

All we ask

is the
chance to prove that

you can earn £300,
WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY

ITt Mg!

£400, £500, per year
or more. Other men
are doing it and you

can do the same.

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation

help you whether you be novice or
you wish for something more than a
" bread and butter " job you owe it to yourself to
waiting to
expert.
If

investigate our Service.

Our handbook, " Engineering Opportunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows.It contains details of A.M.I.Mech E.,
A.M.LE.E., A.M.1.C,E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Matric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches

of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of
In

a

NO PASS-NO FEES
brilliant foreword

Prof. A. M. Low shows

clearly the chances you are missing.

" Engineering Opportunities " and our advice are
quite FREE. Don t neglect this offer-give vent to
that "upward urge" and send a postcard NOW.
you.

British Institute of Engineering Technology,
101 Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford Street, W.1

" height -meter " is really quite simple, and
depends on a phenomenon known in other
branches of physics called " stationary wave " reflection.
Stationary Waves.

If

source of high-pitched sound, such

as a very shrill whistle, is placed at a distance

of a few feet away from a wall, the sound waves reflected from the wall will interfere
with the direct waves from the source, and

in certain circumstances you will get socalled " stationary waves," in which the
nodes and loops are at definite fixed positions.

KITS OF PARTS

1930 MAGIC THREE
THE "EUROPEAN" 3

A.C. SAFE -POWER
SENIOR
THE "MERCURY" 4
ETC., ETC.

Cash or Easy Terms.
Lists on Application.

I
=

,

-...--=

IIIIII 11111

Raid&

The positions of these nodes and loops
can easily be determined by means of an
appropriate detector; in the case of high-

pitched sound, this detector may be a

=L....mmusummuy

the Alexanderson device depends, except
that, of course, the waves are short radio waves and the detector is a radio instru-

LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, SE.1.

special type of sensitive gas flame.
This is roughly the principle upon which

ment.

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET,
Telephone: HOP .5555 (Private Exchange).

HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ 5/-. Loudspeakers 4/... All Repairs

Transformers

THE DIX-ONEMETER

It has Two Clear Scales with Mirror for Accurate Reading; only 6 Terminals but 50 Ranges.
NOW
ONLY

c>

50/-

co

a,'

RADIO
BARGAINS

A remarkably
low price for
a meter worth

a 10

For

Test Booklet
Free.

OF EVERY
TYPE
o

Novice or

Expert.

LIST OF

fl

SENT ON

. °« '

APPLICATION.

:,.i

ELECTRADI X RADIOS,

218. Upper Thames Street. London. E.C.4
Telephone: City 0191.

REPAIRS
Terns to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
953,

Repairs" Dept..
GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, S.W.17.

THE

STANDARD
PLUGIN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/.
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.6

ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVERTISING

SPACE in 'POPULAR WIRELESS" must

be made to the Sole Advertising
JOHN H. LILE, LTD..

A somewhat similar principle was also
developed during the war, and is still in

Agents,

4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4.

as. MASON. 44. East Road, City Road, Ni..

use, whereby ships can determine the depth
of water by sending out high-pitched sound
waves and receiving the echo of the same
upon a suitable detector. This method of

SPECIAL BATTERY OFFER.

convenient than the old-fashioned method.

60 volt Porous Pot Wet Batteries from 14/ Send rid. for " LEYTON" Booklet,
"Build Your Oana Battery."

sounding is very much more rapid and
Choosing a Portable.
In view of the greatly increasing popularity

of portable receivers-now that it is possible

to get a portable receiver that is of some
real use-it may be useful to give you one
or two hints on the more important points
to look out for in making a choice of a portable set.

Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each pair, 4/- post free.

'

" Sounding."

re -magnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready
for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade.
cierkenwell 9089.

CELLS THAT SATISFY.

120 volt H.T. Batteries 12/- each
100 volt H.T. Batteries 10/- each
60 volt U.T. Batteries 6/6 each

THE LEYTON BATTERY CO..
305, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON,

E.10.

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE

MOST NEWS

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

There are few things easier than to give
a good demonstration. (either of a portable
or any other type of receiver) when the set

is under definite and advantageous conditions. What you want to be quite sure

about is that it is going to give equally good

results in your conditions, whatever they
may be, and however they may vary, and
also that its performance is going to stand
up over a considerable period of time.
This question of time is very important,

because any change which occurs in the
operation of the portable receiver, over,
say, a month or two, will almost certainly

be due to nothing more or less serious than

changes in battery voltaae. You may
think this is a comparatively unimportant
point, but you must bear in mind that,
owing to the very limited space available
for the batteries in a completely self (Continued on next page.)

Wire up the house with

BULGIN WALL JACKS

and ensure perfect reception in every room.

Their handsome appearance make them ideal n
for all modern homes "L /0
A. F. BUDD! & Co., LTD.

9-10-11, CURSITOR ST., CHANCERY LANE, E.C.4

if"
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from pre rims page.)

Stronger
than
ever

contained portable receiver, you are obliged

to use batteries of rather limited capacity.

This means that the designer of the

receiver should take, special care to keep the

Our Customers say :" I am more than pleased with my set, and must
thank you for the prompt way you carried out

my order."-J. W. B.

"I am in receipt of the special cabinet. . . . it
is much better than I ever expected it to be."
W. C.
" I have got one of your Portable Wireless Sets.
.

.

.

I think that it is the clearest set that I

have heard."-A. H. J.

" May I mention how delighted I am that I have
straightforward
discovered your firm . .

dealing and courteous, helpful answers to
correspondence makes it a real pleasure to
deal with you."
" My set has now been installed and I am very
pleased with it. I feel that I cannot speak too
highly for the excellent services and advice
given to me.-W. C.
" You are assured of my again having taken
this further opportunity of mentioning to my
friends the very fair and , straightforward
dealings one always obtains at your hands."G. W. C.
'

THE EASY WAY

Greater Service for Everything in Radio-

Radio-Grams, Mains Sets, Battery -Operated
Sets, Mains Units, Kits, Speakers and
Components.

PETO SCOTT
..
LONDON
..
LONDON
LIVERPOOL

..
..

CO.,

LTD.

..

77 City Road, E.C.I.
62 high Holborn, W.C.1
.. 4 Manchester Street
33 Whitelow Road, Chorltonrum-Hardy
.

MANCHESTER :

L.T. and H.T. current consumption as low
as possible, so as to give the low -capacity
batteries a good run for their money before
they become run down. Therefore, it is

very important to find out what is the

actual capacity of the batteries and what is
the current consumption, or if you like to
combine the two inquiries into one=which

is really what you want to know-how
long the set will operate before the L.T.
battery requires recharging and the H.T.
renewing.
Oscillation.

Quite apart from the cost and inconveni-

ence of renewing the batteries, there is
another extremely important point which relates to the actual operation of the set itself.

If the circuit is one in which the H.F.

stages are apt to go into oscillation on the
slightest pretext you will never be out of
trouble, because even in the best circumstances the voltages of your batteries will
be gradually changing, and this will lead
to endless oscillation and " unmanageability " of the receiver.
It is a good point to try tuning through
the complete range of both high and low
wave -lengths without using the reaction.
If everything is O.K., it ought to be possible

250 to 2;000 metres.

Thousands of these tuners are In use, and
we can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.C. for particulars

and circuits-FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

WET H.T. BATTERIES -N
Solve all A.T. Troubles.

SEIF-CHARCINC,

SILENT,

ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed). 21" X 11" sq. 1/3 doz.
2INCS, new type 10d. d o z Sacs 112 doz.
Sample doz. 0.8 volts), complete with

Lands and electrolyte, 411, post 9d.
Sample unit. gd. Illus. tooklet tree.

Bargain list free.

AMPLIFIERS,

2.0/-

2 -valve set,

£5.

P. TAYLOR. 27. Studley Road.
STOCKWELL. LONDON.

Constructed of finely figured Oak

on carved ball and claw legs,
baud French polished.

THE ACME OF CRAFTSMANSHIP.

R8.8.0, carriage paid.

RADIO -GRAMOPHONE CABINET.

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE!

The Rate for a one -inch Single
Column Advertisement is 30/ Minimum Space Accepted:
Half -an -inch

..

15/ -

Send Remittance with instructions to :

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4,

LUDGATE CIRCUS

LONDON,

Ihave putforward were the correct one.
High -Capacity Condensers.

The electrolytic type of condenser, of
which great things were heard a year or
two back, doea not seem to have made th'e
progress-in this country at any rate-which
was at first expected. You will remember
that the electrolytic condenser employs an
electrolyte, as its name implies (which may

be either in liquid or in paste form), and
gives an enormously high capacity for a
given dimensional size.

211111111111111111W 11111111111111111M! 111111111111111111111111111111IIIIL
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TECHNICAL

TWISTERS
No. 24. CURRENT.

CAN YOU FILL IN THE BLANKS ?
The unit by which the flow of electric

current is measured is the
*

*

*

Selectivity.

With a given resistance if the voltage
is increased the current

Selectivity is an important point, and in
view of the new high -power stations you
want to make quite certain that the receiver
will cut out a nearby powerful station and
bring in a desired distant one at the same

It is also a good plan to make sure that

the set is capable of operating with an ordinary aerial and earth connected to it. In
this way you may use it at home as a semi portable set and get, of course, much greater
distance or stronger signals.
Finally, as a last refinement, it is a good

plan to go in for a portable which can be
used also with a mains supply unit. In this
case it covers the entire range of your re-

he was able to receive the National Programme without the use of the aerial coil;
he naturally made many subsequent at-

illustrated catalogue, post free.
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker,
Swindon. Established 1866.
Thirty -page

might have been expected if the theory which

the circuit.

others. He found that on a certain evening

£10.0.0, carriage paid.
Models from £2.2.0 to £20.

usual way. That is, of course, exactly what

bringing in carrier -waves.

quirements.
A Queer Effect.
I have a query from a reader which raises
a point which may perhaps be of interest to

FIigh-tirade SET
and SPEAKER CABINET.

Incidentally, he says the quality of the
reception when received in this way was
not equal to what he gets when using his
receiver with the proper aerial coils in the

for you to run through the entire range

time.

.

experiment.

The current flow in a circuit depends
on two other factors, viz: the

without any sign of oscillation or without

.EXACT TUNERS

Probably these exact circumstances did

not occur again, and consequently my
correspondent was not able to repeat the

tempts to repeat this performance, but was
unable to do so. He wants to know why
it is that he should be able to dispense with
the aerial coil on one occasion and not again
subsequently.
The explanation of this apparently queer
effect is almost certainly that on the occasion when the aerial coil was not in use the
transmission in question was received via

some receiving set in the neighbourhood

applied, and the

*

of

*

*

With a given voltage, if the resistance
is increased the current
*

*

*

For convenience in measuring small

currents the ampere is divided into
thousandths
millionths (.

(

. .

-amps.) or into
. .-amps )

Last week's, missing words (in order)
Alternating ; Cycle ;
Frequency ; High ; Low.

were Second ,

It is is believed that this extremely high

capacity is due to the formation of an

insulating skin or layer against the electrodes, which skin, although not of unusu-

ally large area, is exceedingly thin.' Remembering that the electrostatic .capacity

between two conducting plates increases as
the distance between them decreases, you
will realise that if the conducting layers are

at an excessively small distance apart the
electrostatic capacity may be very large.

Self -Healing.

In the United States the electrostatic
condenser appears to have made a good
deal more headway than over here, and
several different types of electrolytic condenser are on the market and regularly
advertised. Apart from the outstanding
advantage of high capacity and small

which may perhaps have been working very
close to the oscillation point. Of course; the
neighbouring set in question must have been

volume, it is claimed that the condensers

receiving the National Programme at the

normal condition when the overload voltage
is removed.

time,

are also self -healing, so that in the event of

a breakdown the condenser resumes its

August talk 1930.
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A WONDERFUL NUMBER!
That will be your verdict when you look through the pages
of the

SEPTEMBER

MODERN WIRELESS
It is so fully packed with outstanding features that it is impossible to mention them here. But we must draw your attention to

THE " INTERWAYE " TWO
This remarkable set is based on a combination of the new

"Interwave" principle, and the famous "Star -Turn " tuning scheme.
The result, of course, is the last word in sensitivity and selectivity.

Also you must read all about

THE " CONQUEROR "
A full-blooded, two screened -grid, four -valve receiver of outstanding merit. The name is no mere flattery-the set is a
conqueror down to the very last screw.
Finally, though there are plenty of other outstanding things in
the September " M.W.," don't miss

The " M.W." LOUDSPEAKER REVIEW
It tells you all you want to know about loudspeakers, how to
choose them, how they work, what output circuits are best and
how to control and place your loudspeakers so that you get the
absolute best out of them.
This review is worth a shilling in itself !
You simply must not miss the

SEPTEMBER

MODERN WIRELESS
On Sale Sept. 1st.

Price V

TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT IT

Z

POPULAR WIREL:2391

Aug-ast 30th, 1830.
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THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Incortoiat'ng the Vieille npplier, Lighting Etrgeneering-Refrigeranion and Radio Business of The British Thomson -Houston
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V.68

I 'See -ale -amazing Mazda ''

'Radio Division:

la Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.1
Showrooms in all the Principal Towns
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